Statement of Rory John Kelly
I, Rory John Kelly, Town Planner, of Level 12, Brisbane Square, 266 George Street, Brisbane, in the

State of Queensland, state on oath as follows:
Introduction

I.

Attachment "RJK-Ol" is a copy of a notice from the Commissioner of the Queensland Floods
Commission ofInquiry (Commission) dated 16 August 2011 requiring me to provide a
statement to the Commission by 5:00 pm, 31 August 2011 (Notice).

2.

The Notice defines the:
(a)

"Tennyson development site" to mean the sites of the former Tennyson power
station and animal research centre; and

(b)

"Tennyson Reach development" as the Mirvac development at Tennyson including
the Tennyson Reach residential development, the State Tennis Centre, parkland and
all other land used or available to Mirvac Group.

3.

I have adopted the above definitions in this Statement.

4.

I am informed that the Commission does not at this stage require me to address any
development approvals or other processes associated with the "animal research centre".
Accordingly this Statement does not address that topic. However I note that part of the
development application for the Tennyson Reach development included the provision of car
parking and road access both of which were subdivided from the animal research centre site.
The Tennyson development site was subdivided in July 2007 to create Lots 1-8, I 00, I 0 I and
566 on SP195275 and was created by Crown Action Plan. The site was further subdivided in
December 2008 to facilitate the completion of the Queensland Tennis Centre and dedication of
the internal access road (being an extension to King Arthur Terrace).

5.

The Notice requires me to give:
(a)

a detailed account of all decisions, including reasons for those decisions, made by
all employees, contractors and councillors of the Brisbane City Council (Council),
civic cabinet and the Lord Mayor of Brisbane regarding certain aspects of the
Tennyson development site and Tennyson Reach develop
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preliminary development approval and any master plans granted to Mirvac by
Council for the Tennyson Reach development; and
(b)

a detailed account of all meetings had (including internal meetings of Team South
and meetings involving Team South and any other person) and all assessment
reports prepared by Team South with respect to the Tennyson Reach development
and the Tennyson development site.

6.

The Tennyson Reach development was a significant development project and the
documentation and information that fall within the scope of the Notice as set out in
subparagraphs Sea) and (b) above is voluminous. In the time available to respond to the
Notice, I have attempted to provide to the Commission information relevant to the
development assessment, and in particular, information relevant to flooding.

7.

I am advised by Council's legal advisors that the Commission's focus in this part of its inquiry
is on land use planning as it relates to floods and, accordingly, the information given by me in
this Statement is concerned primarily with land use planning and flood issues in respect of the
Tennyson development site and the Tennyson Reach development. Given my continuous
direct involvement in the Tennyson Reach development and my experience and seniority in
Development Assessment South, I consider I am the most appropriate Council officer to
provide a statement on these issues. In the event further information is required by the
Commission, I would be happy to provide it to the extent I am able to do so.

8.

For the purposes of responding to the Notice and preparing this Statement as outlined above I
have, in my position at Council as Regional Manager - Development Assessment South, had
access to:
(a)

the business records of Council; and

(b)

Council officers,

to obtain the requisite information. Unless otherwise stated, the matters set out in this
Statement are based on my own knowledge and the information derived from the above
sources.
9.

In the time available to respond to the Notice, I have used my best endeavours to review the
Development Assessment South files which I expect hold the relev

t information on land use
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planning and flood issues for the Tennyson Reach development. I have also reviewed what I
believe to be the relevant emails sent or received by me which were archived to Council's
Groupwise account and which have been able to be retrieved for the purposes of the
preparation of this Statement.
10.

Unless otherwise stated, the documents attached to this Statement have been collated by me or
by Council officers under my direction and instruction.

Qualifications and Roles within Council

11.

I am a town planner and hold a Graduate Diploma in Urban and Regional Planning from QUT.

12.

I have been employed by Council since May 1987 when Ijoined the Council as a Planning
Officer. For all of that time, apart from 18 months in City Planning and 7 months in
Development Assessment North, I have worked in the planning team known as Development
Assessment South. I am currently the Regional Manager of Development Assessment South.

13.

At the time of the development application for the Tennyson Reach development I was a
Principal Planner in Development AssessmentSouth. In this role I was the senior planning
officer with responsibility for ensuring the timely processing of approximately 350 or so
development applications being assessed by Development Assessment South at anyone time.
I had around approximately 20 town planners reporting to me who assisted in the assessment
of development applications, and who referred technical or complex planning issues to me. I
was expected to be, and I was, involved in development applications that involved a significant
community interest or complex issues requiring strategic or policy direction. I was also
Council's delegate for development applications that were not elevated to the Team Leader,
Development Assessment South or to full Council.

14.

By way of background, the Development Assessment branch of the Council is responsible for
all aspects of assessment of development applications lodged under the relevant State planning
legislation, for making recommendations to Council and elected representatives as to the
approval or otherwise of development applications, and the conditions which ought to be
imposed on any such approval.

15.

Development Assessment's role can be contrasted with the role of the City Planning branch,
which has responsibility for development policy and providing development policy advice to
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the Development Assessment branch rather than the assessment of particular developments
against the Brisbane City Plan 2000 (City Plan).
16.

The Development Assessment branch consists offive mUltidisciplinary teams which include
planners and in-house allied professionals such as engineers, ecologists and architects. It also
includes a Technical Specialist Team consisting of officers specialising in disciplines such as
hydraulics, traffic and ecology. While the file is usually managed by a planner, that officer can
and does access the expertise of other professionals in Development Assessment to assist in
the assessment process.

17.

Development Assessment can also access other specialist groups in Council outside
Development Assessment for assistance in particular aspects of an application which call for
the input of those specialised areas. Where this occurs, however, Development Assessment
remains responsible for the overall conduct of the assessment of the application and any
related processes and it retains the discretion to accept or reject advice tendered by other
sections of Council.

18.

Development Assessment South is one of the regional teams in the Development Assessment
branch with responsibility, generally, for developments to the west of the South Eastern
Freeway and to the south of the Brisbane River. For that reason, the Tennyson Reach
development was within the scope of Development Assessment South's regional area of
responsibility.

19.

The Tennyson Reach development was a development which involved both significant
community interest and multiple issues of varying complexity. Of particular significance for
the Tennyson Reach development was that it involved a combined development application for
a preliminary approval for a material change of use overriding the planning scheme and
development permits for the State Tennis Centre and residential bUildings. Where approved,
and subject to its conditions, a preliminary approval of this nature overrides the planning
scheme in terms of the level of assessment and applicable codes for development, to the extent
of any inconsistency with the City Plan. In assessing and approving any such application,
Council must consider the proposal against the whole of the planning scheme, including its
applicable codes and planning scheme policies as applicable.

20.

Because of its importance, I was frequently involved in aspects of the assessment of the
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planner with direct responsibility for the file. Steven Schwartz held that role but he is no
longer an employee of Council. Accordingly, I may not have been directly involved in all
meetings and discussions surrounding the development assessment process. I do not
specifically recall when I nominated Steven Schwartz as the planner responsible for the file. It
might have occurred relatively early in the process as I note (as discussed in paragraph 57
below) that he appears to have attended the very first meeting with Mirvac about the proposal.
21.

Whilst the application for the Tennyson Reach development was significant, it was not unique
in its complexity compared with other development applications I supervised during the life of
the application. Over that period, I supervised approximately IS to 20 applications of a similar
or greater complexity and community interest. Further, the application for the Tennyson
Reach development was not particularly contentious at the time and I note from documents I
have seen in preparing this Statement that the application only attracted three properly made
public submissions. In fact, so far as I recall, the Tennyson Reach development did not
become the subject of any particular public interest until the January 20 II flood event.

22.

For all of these reasons my recollection of the details in respect of the development application
is limited, particularly where I do not have access to documents recording what occurred from
time to time. Further, on some occasions, even when I review documents my independent
recollection of events may be limited.

A detailed accountofaI! decisions, including reasons for those decisions,made by all employees,
contractors and. councillors ofth~ Brisbane City Council,ci"iccabin~tand the Lord M~yor of
Brisbane regardiugthe following aspects oftheTennyson development site and Tennyson Reach
development:
.
(a)

the tender process rlIII by the State of Queensland

Summary
23.

So far as I am aware, there were no decisions made by Council or its agents regarding the
Tennyson development site or the Tennyson Reach development in respect of the tender
process run by the State of Queensland, at least from the perspective of decisions involving
substantive participation in the scope and nature of the tender process and the terms and
conditions of the tender. If Council did make substantive decisions in respect of the tender
process, that was never communicated to me, although I could not rule out the possibility that
Council was in some way involved.
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24,

My review of the documents has revealed, however, that instructions were provided to me as
Principal Planner at Development Assessment South to provide advice to tenderers of a
general nature about issues which might arise on any development application in respect of the
Tennyson Reach development based on a generic development scenario that I developed to
provide a reference point for referral to the assessment team, I did this because no detailed
plans for the proposed development were provided, I deal with that matter in greater detail
further below, However, my involvement in the provision of advice to tenderers did not result
in the making by me or any other Council officer of any binding or operative decisions. It
simply involved providing the same general guidance on potential planning issues to all
tenderers.

25,

So far as I recall, the instruction to provide such advice might have come from the Tennyson
PowerStation Liaison Officer in City Planning branch, James Coutts, who is no longer an
employee of Council. Given the existence of such a position in Council, it is possible that
substantive decisions of the kind described in paragraph 23 above were made by Council
through, or with the assistance of, the City Planning branch, As I have said, if that did occur, I
knew and know nothing about it. I understand that Council is endeavouring to locate any
documents relevant to any activities by City Planning branch which might be relevant.

Involvement of DAS in providing gnidance to tenderers

26.

Prior to reviewing the documents relevant to this matter, I had little recollection of
Development Assessment South's involvement in providing guidance to tenderers for the
Tennyson Reach development. With the assistance of documents from Council records,
however, I am able to give an outline of the involvement by Development Assessment South
in the tender process, though my independent recollection of these events remains limited,

27.

As I summarise above, it appears from documents on the relevant Council file that Council
provided advice to tenderers for the Tennyson Reach development, either directly or through
the Tennyson PowerStation Liaison Officer in City Planning branch, James Coutts, based on a
generic development scenario but without reference to detailed plans for the proposed
development. It also appears that I had some contact with at least two of the tenderers,
Stockland and Mirvac,

28.

In summary, the process which appears to have been followed was:
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(a)

I was approached directly by agents for each of Stockland and Mirvac to provide
planning guidance on aspects of the proposed developments;

(b)

I referred those matters outside my area of expertise to other officers in
Development Assessment South and elsewhere within Council where relevant;

(c)

I collated the responses and provided a consistent response on behalf of Council to
the tenderers.

29.

I will now outline in more detail what occurred by reference to the documents which appear to
me to be of particular relevance.

30.

Although I have no independent recollection of it, I note there is a letter on the file from
Robert Bird & Partners dated 23 July 2004, marked to my attention. A copy of the letter is
attachment "RJK-02". The letter is said to be in relation to "Tennyson Power Station Site
Development, Enquiry into Water Sewerage and Stormwater Management" and states:
"Robert Bird & Partners have been engaged by Stocklands to provide civil engineering advice
for the development of a costing plan to support their submission for development rights at the
above site.
As discussed with you late last week having an understanding of the water and sewerage
system capacities is fUndamental to addressing the civil infrastructure and development
potential of this site.

As you are aware all matters to this development are confidential and we would appreciate
your commitment to maintaining our confidence as we exchange information. Thank you for
your attention to this matter and we look forward to your reply. "

31.

It appears that at about this time I also received communications from Mirvac in relation to the

Tennyson Reach development. The first of the written communications from Mirvac appears
to have been an email sent to me by

of Brannock & Associates on 26 July

2004, a copy of which is Attachment "RJK-03". It states:
"Hi Rory,
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I thought I would send you this email as you probably wonder why you haven't seen a request
for a prelodgement meeting come through from me for the Tennyson power station site,
The clients have not been ready. However, I am intending to send the forms through
tomorrow and hoping we can get a meeting with you sometime next week? As I previously
mentioned, due to confidentiality reasons we cannot send through plans ahead of the meeting.
Also, we are hoping to only meet with afew ofyou in the team, We do not want the
purchasers etc to attend at this time - purely because of confidentiality reasons, "

32,

The file indicates that at about this time I was asked to provide some general advice to the
tenderers short-listed by the State based on a specified development scenario, Although I
have no specific recollection of it, I believe this instruction was provided by the Tennyson
PowerStation Liaison Officer in City Planning branch, James Coutts, I refer to a memorandum
from me dated 27 July 2004 to Council officers which records this instruction. A copy of the
memorandum is Attachment "RJK-04". It states, relevantly:
"This matter is highly confidential
The State Government is proposing to develop the Tennyson Power Station and as such have
selected three preferred developers to submit tenders.

There are no detailed plans outlining the nature of the development...
Advice to the tender consultants will need to be generic with the advice based on the a (sic)
development scenariofor the combined sites ...
Specific questions to be addressed include:
•

What are the/lood levels affecting the site and what are the habital (sic)fioor levels?

"
33.

In the memorandum I also state that I had prepared a list ofBimap (iBimap) and history
searches (BIDS Applications/Site History) for the site, copies of which appear on the file. The
Council officers to whom the memorandum was addressed are the relevant Council officers
who could then have properly addressed the specific questions raised or would have been
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aware of technical specialists in Council who would have assisted them in preparing their
response.
34.

The file contains a handwritten note dated 4 August 2008 by "AB" who I know to be Andrew
Blake, an engineer employed in Development Assessment South. A copy of the note is
Attachment "RJK-05". The note is in relation to "Tennyson Power Station Redevelopment
Hydraulic Issues." The note lists the following:

"*

the development must address the 'Brisbane River Corridor Planning Policy' located in

Appendix 2 of Volume 2 of City Plan.

*

2 separate stormwater catchments exist over the development site.

* there are existing stormwater pipes for both catchments that discharge to the river.

the

development must provide for overlandjlow and pipe drainage (QUDM & BCC supplement)

* natural channel design may be an option for the overlandjlow paths.

35.

*

the QIOO jlood levelfrom the Brisbane River is 7.9m AHD.

*

significantjllling of the site will be required to achieve minimum development levels.

*

the development must not cause adverse impacts upstream.

I would like to clarify a point of ambiguity in the above extract which is frequently repeated in
other documents referred to in this statement. The third last dot point refers to the "Q 100"
flood level as being 7.9m AHD. In the context of this particular project, that is a misnomer.
The relevant flood levels for development affected by river flooding are derived from the
highest Defined Flood Level ("DFL"). It is a matter of historical record that while the level
which is now reflected by the DFL was in previous years intended to reflect the QIOO, in the
light of advice received by Council in 2003, the DFL is above QI 00. It is frequently the case
that Council officers use the term Q 100 to loosely refer to the DFL. I note that the flood
modelling submitted as part of the development application calculated the Q 100 for the
Tennyson Reach development between approximately 6.94m to 6.97m AHD.

36.

Appearing behind Andrew's note on the file are copies of various iBimap cadastral maps and

(//7

aerial photographs (1946, 2001 and 2003) showing site boundary, stormwater catchments and

~ay planning units copies of which are collectively Attachment "RJK-06".
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37.

The file also contains a memorandum dated 6 August 2004 addressed to me fTom Bruce
McArthur in relation to "Tennyson Power Station Redevelopment Hydraulic Issues". A copy
of the memorandum is Attachment "RJK-07". Bruce McArthur is an engineer working in
Development Assessment South. In the section of the memorandum titled "Stormwater" the
information contained in the first five points in Andrew Blake's handwritten note are repeated
verbatim. The memorandum then goes on to state:

•

"Filling of site is possible.

•

Significant filling of the site will be required to achieve minimum development levels as
outlined in the Subdivision & Development Guidelines. Refer - Part B Design
Requirements, Section 2.4 Earthworks Adjacent to Waterways and Flow Paths.

•
38.

The development must not prejudice the overland fiow path or worsen upstream effects. "

I refer to my memorandum dated 6 August 2004 a copy of which is "RJK-08". It comprises
a summary prepared by me of the responses provided by Council officers to the specific
queries raised concerning the proposed generic development on the site. As stated above, I do
not recall whether this information was provided to the tenderers by me directly or through the
Tennyson PowerStation liaison officer.

39.

I refer in particular to the information set out under the heading "Stormwater" where the
following points are noted:

•

The QIOO fiood level from the Brisbane River is 7.9m AHD. All residential is to have
habital (sic)fioor levels above QIOO and havefioodfree access. A lesser level may be
considered for non residential uses.

•

Filling of site would be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that it does not
prejudice the overland fiow path, worsen upstream effects or cause the ponding of water
on adjoining lands. Significant filling of the site will be required to achieve minimum
development levels as outlined in the Subdivision & Development Guidelines. ReferPart B Design Requirements, Section 2.4 Earthworks Adjacent to Waterways and Flow
Paths.

•

Two separate stormwater catchments have been identified over the development site.
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•

There are existing stormwater pipes for both catchments that discharge to the river. The
development must provide for overland flow and pipe drainage [QUDM & BCC
Supplement}

•

Natural channel design may befavourably consideredfor the overlandflow paths
through the site. "

40.

I observe that the points made about storm water and flooding in my 6 August 2004
memorandum were addressed by the report provided by Mirvac's consulting engineers as part
of the development application for the Tennyson Reach development.

A detailed account ofall decisions, iucluding reasons for· those decisions, made by all employees,
contractors and .councillors of the Brisbane City Council,civic cabinet and. the Lord Mayor of
Brisbane regarding the following aspects of the Tennyson development site and Tennyson Reach
development:
(b)

details of the proposa\awarded by the State of Queensland to Mirvac as communicated
to Council
.

41.

This part of the Commission's request seeks information about decisions by Council or its
agents regarding the details of the proposal awarded by the State to Mirvac for the Tennyson
Reach development as communicated to Council. This question assumes that details of the
tender awarded to Mirvac were in fact communicated to Council. So far as I am aware, the
terms of the tender and any subsequent contracts or agreements were not provided to Council
as such. This is not to say that it was not possible to infer what the tender required, given that
one could reasonably assume that the key components of the planned development were
reflective of tender conditions.

42.

In my role as Principal Planner of Development Assessment South, I was involved in all
aspects of the assessment process for the Tennyson Reach development for Council. It was
not ever communicated to me what the exact details of the proposal awarded by the State to
Mirvac were other than in a generic sense as outlined above.

43.

I have no knowledge of, and as previously stated, in the time available I have not been able to
identifY Council's files relating to any proposal awarded by the State of Queensland with
respect to the neighbouring animal research centre site as it relates to the Tennyson Reach
development.
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A detailed acconnt of all decisions,including reasons for those decisions, made by all employees,
contractors and councillors of the Brisbane City Council, civic cabinet and the Lord lVfayor of
Brisbane rllgarding the following aspects of the Tennyson development site and Tennyson Reach
development:
.
(c)

the preliminary development approval and any master plans granted to lVfirvac by
Conncilforthe Tennyson Reach development

Summary
44.

The scope of this aspect of the request depends on the nature of the decisions referred to. If
one focussed on decisions which had a binding consequence in the development application
process, the scope of the request would be quite limited, focussing on the ultimate decision to
approve the application. It seems obvious to me that the Commission is interested in a much
broader range of decisions. The difficulty, however, is how to confine the scope of the
decisions referred to in a way which makes the task imposed by the request manageable. I say
that because the process of considering a development application for a preliminary approval
that varies the effect of the planning scheme and a development permit of the kind lodged for
the Tennyson Reach development involves very many individual judgments and decisions
about every step of the process. Further, while I was involved in overseeing the process, I was
not involved in all such decisions. Indeed, many decisions would have been made outside
Development Assessment South by other officers in Council. The number of documents
which might be relevant to the numerous judgments and decisions made in course of the
approval process, if documented at all, would be in the hundreds and perhaps thousands.

45.

It seems to me that I can best assist the Commission by explaining the key steps in the

approval process for the Tennyson Reach development, focusing on the flood and flooding
issues which arose, and in that way identifY the main decisions taken in the lead up to the
formal approval process.

Summary of the approval process
46.

Attachment "RJK-09" is a chronology of events in relation to the Tennyson Reach
development. The chronology was prepared by Clayton Utz. I have reviewed the chronology
which includes the relevant key dates from a planning perspective and it appears to be
accurate.

47.

The key steps and dates are as follows:
12
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27 June 2005

The State of Queensland (State) announces Mirvac
Queensland Ltd (Mirvac) as the preferred developer of the
Tennyson Reach development

6 July 2005

Commencement of prelodgement process on an informal
basis.

3 October 2005

Prelodgement process formalised.

16 November 2005

Development application lodged by Mirvac.

9 December 2005

Amended Acknowledgement Notice issued.

24 January 2006

Council sends Information Request to Department of Local
Government, Planning, Sport & Recreation.

1 February 2006

Referral Co-ordination Information Request issued by
Department of Local Government, Planning, Sport &
Recreation.

6 April 2006

Mirvac responds to the Infonnation Request

31 May 2006

Mirvac completes public notification process (compliance
notice lodged) - three properly made submissions received.

14 July 2006

Council extends decision making period.

31 July 2006

Mirvac lodges request to change development application.

8 August 2006

Acknowledgement Notice issued for changed development
application.

17 August 2006

Referral Co-ordination Information Request issued by
Department of Local Government, Planning, Sport &
Recreation.

19 September 2006

Full Council approves development application subject to
conditions.
Decision notice issued.
I3
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29 September 2006

Mirvac lodges a request to suspend its appeal period to seek a
Negotiated Decision Notice.

6 October 2006
48.

Negotiated Decision Notice issued with amended conditions.

I will now tum to describing the key steps in the approval process, focusing on flooding issues,
in more detail and stage by stage.

The Prelodgement Processes Generally

49.

For development applications that involve complex issues, proposals listed as generally
inappropriate impact assessable developments and/or developments involving strong
community interest, it is commonplace for prelodgement meetings to take place between
Council and the developer prior to a development application being lodged.

50.

The purpose of the prelodgement process is to:
(a)

discuss in the early stages of planning and design of a development proposal the
major issues which will need to be addressed in the development application;

(b)

ensure any issues that might delay the assessment of the development application
and cause requests for information to issue are addressed upfront in the application;

(c)

give Council's preliminary view as to the likely overall merits ofthe proposed
development; and

(d)
51.

provide guidance and direction for the proposed development where possible.

The pre lodgement process involves the developer submitting to Council a completed
prelodgement meeting request form and supporting information which may include
photographs of the site, a concept or detailed plan, information relevant to likely impacts of the
development, details of solutions to identified issues and how the development responds to the
performance criteria in the City Plan.

52.

Council charges a fee for each prelodgement meeting which is generally chaired by a Principal
Planner from Council's Development Assessment section. Other Council officers outside
Development Assessment branch or the Team Leader called on to attend the meeting will
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depend upon the nature of the proposed development and the issues raised by the applicant as
outlined in the request form.
53.

Following the prelodgement meeting, Council officers document the issues discussed and
make written recommendations for the proposal. Council then provides this document to the
developer. While the prelodgement meeting is designed to provide guidance on the
application, it does not pre-empt the outcome of any subsequent development application
assessed by Council. At the time of the Tennyson Reach development, such an assessment
was carried out in accordance with the now repealed Integrated Planning Act 1997 and the
Brisbane City Plan 2000.

Prelodgement Process - Tennyson Reach development

54.

I have no independent recollection of the prelodgement process for the Tennyson Reach
development. I can provide an account of it, however, by reference to the documents I have
considered relating to that process. My account is based primarily on documents contained in
a hard copy file which appears to be a pre lodgement file for the Tennyson Reach development.
Other documents relevant to the prelodgement process have also been located from various
sources in Council and to the extent they have been referred to me, I have included them in this
Statement.

55.

While a prelodgement process is formally commenced by the relevant request form, in this
case it appears from the documentary record that the process of meeting and discussing
potential planning issues began in early July 2005 on an informal basis, and was later
formalised by the completion by the developer of the appropriate form.

56.

In particular it appears that a letter was sent by Mirvac to City Planning branch dated 29 June
2005, confirming that Mirvac had been appointed as preferred developer for the Tennyson
Reach development and referring to workshops to be attended by key team members to review
the project prior to a formal prelodgement meeting. A copy of the letter is Attachment "RJK10". This letter is addressed to the City Planning branch, not to Development Assessment

South, and refers to discussions about informal meetings prior to the formal prelodgement
meeting. It might be that City Planning branch agreed to such a process. I do not recall being
a party to any such discussions or agreeing to that proposal, although I might have. It is much
more likely that it was City Planning branch who agreed to initiate the relatively informal
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process which occurred in this case given that the Tennyson PowerStation Liaison Officer was
in City Planning branch.
57.

The file indicates that the first of the workshops took place on 6 July 2005. I refer to a Mirvac
agenda and a handwritten note to file of that date prepared by Steven Schwartz who then was
an Urban Planner in Development Assessment South and who was nominated by me as the
Assessment Manager for this project under my direction. Copies of the Mirvac agenda and the
handwritten note are Attachments "RJK-ll" and "RJK-12" respectively. I note that Steven
Schwartz's file note records that this was the initial meeting between Council and Mirvac, that
it was proposed there be a series of workshops prior to lodgement to sort out issues, and that
the "Initial issues" were that the first two residential "buildings are in waterway corridor" and
"water/sewer capacity".

58.

The file indicates that further meetings took place between Council and Mirvac. I refer to an
email from Dennis Kim, Program Officer, Water Resources sent on 7 September 2005 which
refers to a "prelodgement meeting" which was to take place the following day. A copy of the
email from Dennis Kim is Attachment "RJK-13 " . The email states:
and I had a discussion about this site and we do not have major issues except
the following issues:
•

Protect waterway health by improving stormwater quality and reducing run-off.

•

Demand management initiatives utilised for all water supply issues and supplement with
alternative sources eg. Rainwater tanks.

•

Reduce property run-off by ensuring maximum absorption within property boundaries.

•

Reduce road run-off by increasing absorption on roadsides and slowing velocity

•

MaximiSing recycling opportunities

The rest offlood related issues are guided by Bob Adamson. "
Further meetings

59.

Notwithstanding the likelihood that further meetings occurred prior to lodgement ofthe
development applications, the files which I have reviewed so far do not contain evidence of
them. As I have said, I do not recall attending any such meetings.
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Prelodgement deliberations by Council officers about flooding issues
60.

One matter which is presumably of particular interest to the Commission and which is covered
in documents I have seen is the deliberations and dealings by various Council engineers in
respect of flooding issues. I refer to the comment by Dennis Kim referenced in paragraph 58
which refers to the "rest of flood related issues" being guided by Bob Adamson. At the
relevant time, Bob Adamson was the Principal Hydraulic Engineer in the Technical Services
Team in Development Assessment branch. Bob Adamson is no longer an employee of the
Council.

61.

The documents which I have seen show that there must have been discussions involving
Council officers and Mirvac's engineering consultants, GHD.

62.

The dealings are reflected in the emails and memoranda contained in Attachment "RJK-14". I
do not recall any details about these dealings, although I note (as I would expect) that both
Steven Schwartz and I have received some of the emails. In summary, however, it appears that
the fo llowing occurred:
(a)

Bob Adamson had some informal discussions with GHD in which they outlined the
substance of their (presumably preliminary) views on the impacts for flood levels
and river conveyance of the development;

(b)

engineers in Council's City Design branch then had discussions with GHD in the
course of which GHD sought, and was provided with, access to part of Council's
Mike II river model;

(c)

thereafter, there appears to have been some discussion between Council engineers
as to what was required in respect of flood modelling for the development, with the
eventual position being reached that it was a matter for Mirvac' s engineers to
undertake modelling in regard to flow conveyance impacts of the development.

63.

The final position appears to be set out in the following email from GHD to Evan Caswell,
Senior Engineer, Flood Management Water & Environment, City Design sent on 28
September 2005. The email states:
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"Evan,
We have been asked by Bob Adamson to undertake modelling of the Brisbane River in regard
to flow conveyance at the proposed Tennyson Riverside Development Site (old Tennyson
Power station). We therefore still require the information that

requested on the

01109105. !fyou no longer have a copy of this request I can email it again, just let me know.
Generally we would need:
Mike II model of approx. 2 km upstream and downstream of site, boundary conditions at each
endfor 50, 100, and any greater ARI events that Council have. This will include inflow
hydrographs, and tailwater (level-time) inputs for the critical duration (at the site) only."

64.

I note in that regard that the development application for the Tennyson Reach development
was in fact accompanied by a report from GHD which dealt with, amongst other things, flow
conveyance impacts of the development.

The Prelodgement Development Request

65.

On about 3 October 2005, Mirvac lodged a Prelodgement Meeting Development Assessment
Request which refers to a pre-organised time for the development assessment meeting as 3
October 2005. A copy of the Prelodgement Meeting Development Assessment Request is
Attachment "RJK-1S". As I have said, it appears that this form was lodged following a
series of meetings between Council and Mirvac to formalise the process and allow for
payment ofthe prelodgement fee. I refer in this regard to a document titled "DTM Scoping
Sheet" a copy of which is Attachment "RJK-16". A note appears on the DTM Scoping Sheet
in Steven Schwartz's handwriting which records: "Series of meetings held - flle created so that
payment could be made. " This confirms my belief that there was such a series of meetings.

As I have said, I do not recall being involved in them and I have not seen any relevant
documents relating to such meetings; however, given my role in Development Assessment
South and the significance of the Tennyson Reach development I would have attended at least
one of the meetings, and perhaps more.
66.

I refer to the Minute of the DTM held in relation to the Tennyson Reach development on 6
October 2005 which is Attachment "RJK-17". The letters "DTM" stand for "Daily Team
Meeting". It is usually at these meetings that tasks relevant to the progress of an application
Although I have no recollection of doing so, I expect I would have attended
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this meeting with the other Principal Planner in Development Assessment South, Natasha
Holland, most likely together with an engineer from Development Assessment South, and I
expect I would have invited Steven Schwartz from Development Assessment South. The
DTM is a file allocation meeting and I note in this regards that the minute records the
Assessment Manager as Steven Schwartz and me as Council's Delegate. As I have said,
however, I might have nominated Steven Schwartz as Assessment Manager earlier in the
process.
67.

In the ordinary course, as I have said in paragraph 53 above, the prelodgement process results
in a document being given to the developer. I have not as yet located such a document in
respect of the prelodgement process for the Tennyson Reach development. I note that contrary
to the usual practice where prelodgement advice has been given in writing, the development
application for the Tennyson Reach development does not refer to any prelodgement minutes
or written advice. It would be unusual for the parties involved in this developmentto overlook
that matter. Accordingly, I suspect that for some reason there were no such minutes or written
advice in this case.

Development Application is Lodged
68.

A development application for the proposed Tennyson Reach development was lodged by
Brannock & Associates Pty Ltd on behalf of Mirvac on 16 November 2005. A copy of the
development application is Attachment "RJK-18".

69.

The development application was for:
(a)

a Preliminary approval for a Material Change of Use overriding the planning
scheme under section 3.1.6 of the Integrated Planning Act 1997 (Qld) for multi-unit
dwellings (191 units in 3 buildings), and park;

(b)

Development Permit for a material change of use for indoor sport and recreation
(tennis centre stadium) and outdoor sport and recreation (outdoor courts) and
associated uses including office, restaurant, shop and convention centre (function
room);

(c)

Development Permit for a material change of use for multi-unit dwelling (114 units
in buildings E & F) and park;
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(d)

Development Permit for material change of use for multi-unit dwelling (88 units in
building D), shop, restaurant and park; and

(e)
70.

Development Permit for operational works for disturbance to marine plants.

The preliminary approval process that applied through the now repealed Integrated Planning
Act 1997 (Qld) at the time of the development application allowed for development

applications to be made that stated the way in which the applicant is seeking to vary the effect
of a local planning instrument (which includes a planning scheme) for the land. This was
commonly referred to as a "s.3.1.6 Application".
71.

A s.3. 1.6 application overrides the planning scheme by:
(a)

varying the level of assessment under the planning scheme, so that the preliminary
approval could specifY the level of assessment (ie. self assessable, code assessable,
impact assessable or exempt); and

(b)

identifYing any City Plan or other codes that relate to the development use
proposed.

72.

To the extent the Preliminary approval specified the level of assessment or identified City Plan
or other codes for the development, the preliminary approval would prevail over City Plan to
the extent that the preliminary approval was inconsistent with City Plan.

73.

The development assessment process for this development application required referral
coordination and involved Concurrence and Advice Agencies. I have necessarily focussed on
the approval process from the perspective of flood and flooding issues in this statement and do
so in the next section.

A detaileda.:c~unt ofaU decisions, including reasons f9rthose decisions, made by all employees,
contractor~and councillors of the Brisbane City Gouncil, civic~abinet and the Lord 1\1ayor of
Brisbanllr~gardingtheJolIowing aspects of the. Tennyson development siteaJld Tenuyson Reach
developm~nt:

(d)aJlyinvestiglition or study rega~ding the effect offlood on the TenuysouReach
developmellt or the effect of the Tennyson Reach development on flooding elsewhere.
74.

I will now tum to setting out in detail the assessment process that was followed in assessing
the Tennyson Reach development, focusing as I have said I would, on flooding issues.
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75.

I should make clear at the start that there is not a formal process of minuting each and every
meeting, formal or informal, of Council officers involved in the assessment process either
within Development Assessment South or outside the team. The process that is undertaken is
essentially an informal process of deliberation and consultation between Council officers, with
substantive outcomes or decisions being recorded in writing. In my role as Principal Planner I
would have participated in a number ofthose meetings, in addition to any meetings I was
asked to attend by the Assessment Manager, Steven Schwartz.

76.

As stated above, Council's file indicates a DTM was held for the Tennyson Reach
development dnring the prelodgement process.

77.

A DTM would also have occurred following the lodgement of the development application.
The DTM is the first step in project managing the development application through Council's
assessment processes and although I have no independent recollection of doing so, .it was my
responsibility to ensure a DTM occurred.

78.

The purpose of the DTM is to identifY the key planning issues for review, irrespective of
whether the developer had addressed those key issues or not, and to allocate those issues to the
relevant Council officers. If a prelodgement process had been undertaken, as had occurred
with the Tennyson Reach development, the DTM considers at a preliminary level whether the
issues raised during the course of prelodgement have been addressed by the developer. The
DTM also identifies whether the development application needs to be referred to strategic
planning for approval, whether advice is required from Council officers external to
Development Assessment South, and sets time frames for obtaining any such advice.

79.

Potential flooding issues either on the proposed development site or otherwise are identified at
the DTM. In relation to the Tennyson Reach development, flooding issues had already been
identified during the prelodgement phase. Although I have no independent recollection of
flooding issues being raised at the DTM, the fact that hydraulic assessment advice was
obtained (which appears on the file) indicates that flooding issues were raised at the DTM.
While I am confident a DTM occurred, so far I have only been able to locate a formal
electronic minute. There are usually handwritten minutes which record the detail of the
discussions which are attached to the file. In this case the handwritten note on the file merely
refers to a planned internal meeting. I have not been able to locate the minutes of that internal
meeting and, at present, cannot explain why.
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80.

When Development Assessment South seeks advice from Council officers outside the team,
the advice is provided in the form of a memorandum or in an email. It is practice to place
copies of memoranda and emails on the file, or to save the emails passing between Council
officers from time to time in Council's Groupwise system.

81.

In relation to flooding, I refer to a memorandum marked to the attention of Sam Gay,
Engineer, Development Assessment South dated 6 January 2006 from Andrew Blake,
Hydraulic Engineer, Technical Specialist Team, a copy of which is Attachment "RJK-19". If
a development application involves significant flood issues or includes a report on flooding
issues, the practice of Development Assessment South's engineers is to refer this aspect of the
development application to engineers in the Technical Specialist Team for assessment and
recommendations.

82.

As appears from Andrew Blake's memorandum, Andrew undertook an assessment of the
hydraulic issues raised by Mirvac's development application for the Tennyson Reach
development. Having had the opportunity to read the memorandum during the course of
preparing this Statement, I note that Andrew Blake identifies some specific matters in respect
of flooding issues in his memorandum. Based on my long experience of reading these kinds of
memoranda, the effect of it was to impliedly accept that flooding issues other than those
specifically referred to had been adequately addressed. The relevant sections of the
memorandum are:

"2.0 COMMENTS
2.1

The proposed road must have QI 00 jlood immunity
The proposed road through the site does not have Q1 00 flood immunity. The entire
road must have Q1 00 flood immunity as stated in the Subdivision and Development
Guidelines (Part B, Section 2.2, Table B2.3.1).

2.2

Q50 inundation extents and overlandjlow easement reqUired
Q50 inundation extents must be provided/or the proposed overlandflow paths
between the buildings to deflne the overland flow easements required

2.3

Underground drainage easements required
Underground drainage easements are required/or stormwater drainage within the
site.
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83.

3.1

Additional information is required as stated in Comment 2.1 above.

3.2

Development conditions are required to address Comments 2.2 & 2.3."

I refer to the development application which contains in Volume 6 a report by Mirvac's
consulting engineers, OHI>, titled "Flooding & Stormwater Quality Management". I note that
the OHD report refers at section 6.3.3 to use by OHD of Council's Mike II Model Flood Study.
As stated above in paragraph 62, the file indicates that two extracted cross sections of
Council's model was provided to OHI>. These extracts were provided to OHI> on 4 October
2005 by Council's City Design.

84.

The development application contains the following statement in section 1.8 of Volume 1
Project Overview:

"The primary hydrologic and hydraulic functions of the Brisbane River that are potentially
impacted due to development are:

85.

•

Floodplain storage; and

•

Flood conveyance. "

It appears from Andrew Blake's memorandum that the impacts of the proposed Tennyson

Reach development on flood plain storage and/or flood conveyance were not considered to be
problematic by Council's hydraulics engineer and, more importantly, as Council's hydraulics
engineer had not queried the methodology adopted by Mirvac's consultant engineers, that the
correct flood modelling technology had been applied. As far as I am aware, and based on
Andrew Blake's advice, the OHI> report was sufficient to satisfY Council that if there were any
off-site impacts of flooding caused by the proposed development, they would have no adverse
impact.
86.

In this regard I note that in Volume 1 Project Overview of the development application at
section 1.8.1 in relation to "Brisbane River Floodplain Storage" it states:

"Analysis of the net effect of cut andflll on the site shows that a loss offloodplain storage of
approximately 40000 m' will result on the site.
Analysis of total works on both the subject site and on DPI&F land [animal research centre1
shows that loss offloodplain storage will be approximately 36,000 m 3•
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Such storage volume represents a minimal percentage of total available floodplain storage in
this reach of the Brisbane River. Further, the minimal loss offloodplain storage
(approximately 36,000 m3) represents only 0.0015% of the total volume of a 100 year ARl
flood (approximately 2.4 x 109m 3 as taken from BCC supplied data) at this point in the River.
Accordingly, due to:
•

Minimal loss offloodplain storage; and

•

The relative 'disconnectedness' of the sitefloodplainfrom the River,

it is expected that the proposed development will have no measurable adverse impact upon

flood ajjlux or peak flood flow rate due to loss offloodplain storage. "

87.

I also note that at section 1.8.2 in relation to "Brisbane River Flood Conveyance" it states:
"The proposed development includes river frontage residential buildings and public open
space. Four of the proposed buildings (Buildings A, B, C and D) do not encroach forward of
the alignment of the existing power station building to the river, and will result in a widening
of available active flow path of the River in the upstream portions (BUildings C and D).
Buildings E and F pr(jject forward of the alignment of the power station building and into the
fringe of the active flow path of the River. Loss of available active flow path at this location is
approximately 5% and is located in a region qf low velocity and disturbed flow.
Such reduction in active flow area where velocities are lowest (due to increasedfriction and
various obstructions discussed above) is not expected to result in ajjlux that will cause
worsening offlooding to upstream properties.
Further detailed hydraulic modelling using Council's Brisbane River Mike II model is
currently being completed in order to quantifY any q!flux due to the proposed development
layout. "

88.

In relation to State Planning Policies, the Development Application stated at section 2.6.3:
"State Planning Policy 1103 (Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Flood, Busltfire and
Landslide)
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This Policy aims to minimise the risk ofjlooding, bushjlre and landslide to people, property,
economic activity, and the environment. In relation to jlooding, GHD has prepared a report
which addresses the impacts ofjlooding on the site.
Part of the site is affected by jloodingfrom the Brisbane River. The proposed development has
been designed to ensure that all residences are above the QIOO jlood level andjloodfree
access is provided to the residences and basements. Access to the Animal Institute [animal
research centre] will be constructed to achieve QIOO immunity. The majority of the facilities

within the State Tennis Centre will also have QIOO immunity. "
89.

Having received Andrew Blake's advice, Development Assessment South would have
consistently sought to ensure that the issues raised by Andrew Blake were addressed and that
the recommendations made by him were actioned and effected to ensure that the flood
immunity level was maintained at the level identified in GHD's repOlt in any subsequent
preliminary approval and development permits. In particular, an engineer in Development
Assessment South would have ensured that the development conditions required to address
points 2.2 and 2.3 of Andrew Blake's memorandum were included in any development
approval.

90.

In relation to the issue raised by Andrew Blake in point 2.1 of his memorandum, my
recollection is that the western part of the proposed road connecting to Softstone Street had

QIOO immunity but the eastern part of the proposed road connecting to Fairfield Road did not.
As I recall, Council's engineers ultimately accepted the eastern part of the road as not being
wholly at Q I 00 level because of engineering constraints created by the existing Fairfield Road.
91.

The reference to Q 100 level in this case is a reference to Q I 00 as determined by the Mike II
model and not an attempt to refer to the DFL.

92.

I refer in this regard to a note to file from Sam Gay to Development Assessment South dated
24 January 2006 which in turn refers to a discussion between Kevin Matthews who was then
the Principal Engineer in Development Assessment South and Bob Adamson. A copy of the
note to file is Attachment "RJK-20". The note records:

"Kevin Matthews spoke with Bob Adamson today and they have agreed that the level of the
access roadfor the Tennis centre should only have to meet Q50 levels. Particularly in view of
he fact that the level of the existing Fairjleld Road is at Q50.
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They also discussed that it was preferable for the access road to be structurally elevated as
opposed to the road corridor beingfilled up, thus creating an effective dam through the low
north east section of the property. "
93.

As part of the process of following up on the matters raised by Andrew Blake in his
memorandum of 6 January 2006, I refer to a letter sent by facsimile by the Department of
Local Government and Planning to Brannock & Associates on behalf of Mirvac on I February
2006, a copy of which was sent to Steven Schwartz. A copy of the letter is Attachment "RJK21". This letter formed the information request coordinated by the State on behalf of the

concurrence agencies for the development application. Paragraph 25 of that letter relates to
overland flood issues and reflects the acceptance by Council's engineers that Q50 was the
acceptable flood level for the eastern end of the access road. The information request
relevantly requires the following:

"Provide a contour plan identifYing the extent of batters, at 1 in 4, where fill may be required
to construct the access road between Fairfield Road and the Tennis Centre. Also demonstrate
how the ponding areas are proposed to drain and how the access road might allow for
overland fiow. Note the minimum level must accommodate the Q5 0 fiood level and is
calculated at 6. 7m. "
94.

I note that Council's FloodWise Property Report for the Tennyson Reach development
indicates a level of 6.6 m AHD. A copy of a FloodWise Property Report for a unit in the
Tennyson Reach development dated 14 January 2011 is Attachment "RJK-22", For that
reason it seems to me that the reference to 6.7m as Q50 in the above quote is mistaken.

95.

Although I cannot explain in detail how it occurred, it is clear from the "As Constructed" plans
held by Council that the access road (King Arthur Terrace) for the Tennyson Reach
development was in fact constructed at or above QI00. The only part of the road which was
below Q 100 was the western roundabout providing access to the Tennis Centre car park.
Attachment "RJK-23" is a copy of the "As Constructed" plans for the extension to King
Arthur Terrace with the area of the road below QI00 shaded in blue on drawings numbered
C8242 and C8229.

Setback Issues

96.

Throughout the development assessment process, there was an issue as to the setback from the
residential buildings E & F. This issue r lated to the fact that the
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buildings were inside the 20 metre setback from the high water mark required by the
Waterways Code. My understanding is that the significance of the 20 metre setback from the
high water mark is primarily concerned with riparian amenity, that is, with the biodiversity of
the river in its natural state, and not with flood hydrology or hydraulics.
Development of the Conditions of Approval

97.

As will be seen below, the development approvals in this case were substantial documents
containing numerous conditions. The conditions package was developed by the following
process:
(a)

many of the conditions would have been entered directly into a draft conditions
package by various assessment officers in respect of those parts of the development
application that were in the scope of their relevant expertise. The conditions
relating to flood immunity would have had their genesis in entries made by

(b)

the next step would have been for Steven Schwartz to review the draft conditions
package, insert conditions relevant to his part in the process and to consolidate a
draft conditions package;

(c)

that draft would have been provided to me and I would have given it an initial
review in the course of which I would likely have amended and varied the draft as I
thought appropriate;

(d)

once the draft conditions package had been settled by me with Steven SchwaJiz, I
recall that it was provided to Brannock & Associates to allow Mirvac to make such
initial submissions as it thought appropriate. I recall that there was at least one and
possibly two conferences in which aspects of the draft conditions package were
discussed with Mirvac and Brannock & Associates. Attachment "RJK-24" is a
note to file by Steven Schwaliz dated 7 September 2006. It comprises four pages of
comments on the draft conditions package provided by Mirvac and what appears to
me to be brief minutes of one of the conferences. I do not have any recollection of

f?? m'"'m=

discussions at the meetings with Mirvac about the draft conditions relating to flood
immunity and flooding issues, and in particular I recall no discussion about
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include a reference to a discussion about the storage of hazardous materials above
flood level;
( e)

the conditions package ultimately presented to Council was the result of this
process.

98.

There are less documents which have so far been located about this process than I would have
expected. It might be that there were not many more documents created as the work on the
draft package may have been done on-screen during the conferences.

The Establishment & Coordination (planning Guidance) Committee (pGC)
99.

During the course of the assessment by Development Assessment South of the development
application, I prepared a number of power point presentations with the assistance of Steven
Schwartz for presentation to PGC. I refer in particular to a power point presentation to the
POC dated 6 February 2006 a copy of which is Attachment "RJK-2S".

100.

I recall that the purpose of the presentation was to inform the POC of the development
application and to seek the POC's endorsement of recommendations made by Development
Assessment South for the redevelopment of the Tennyson development site. It is my practice
to present the power point presentation to the POC myself, and to speak to the POC based on
my knowledge of the matter. I refer to pages 4 & 5 ofthe power point presentation and note
that it identifies "8 key issues contained in referral coordination advice" including "FloodingAppropriate flood immunity". I understand the "referral coordination advice" to be the

information request letter sent by the State to Brannock & Associates dated I February 2006.
I 0 I.

During the course of preparing this Statement I have reviewed the letter of I February 2006
which I understand to be the "referral coordination advice" identified in my power point
presentation. I accept that appropriate flood immunity is not in fact an issue contained in the
referral coordination advice. I expect that the inclusion of this as a key issue in the
presentation in reference to the referral coordination advice was an oversight on my part.
However, I believe the reason why I made reference to flood immunity in the presentation is
that I was conscious that this would be an issue for the POC and I wanted to make it clear to
the POC that flooding had been considered and addressed, and that Council's policy on flood
immunity was being maintained as regards the Tennyson Reach development.
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102.

I have also reviewed a power point presentation prepared by me for presentation to the POC on
II September 2006. A copy of the presentation is "RJK-26". The purpose of the
presentation, as I recall and as is stated in the power point document, was to seek the POC's
endorsement of the Officer's recommendation to approve the Tennyson Reach development.
On page 5 there is slide titled "Key Issues". To the best of my recollection, the list.of key
issues was copied over, with some amendments (deleting "Local Plan - Development
principles" and including "Contamination") from the power point document previously
prepared for presentation to the POC on 6 February 2006.

103.

On page 12 of the power point document, there is a slide titled "Key issues (cont}". In relation
to "Flooding" it states "Minimumjloor levels Resolved." I believe that at some stage prior to
the POC presentation I had a discussion with Councillor Helen Abrahams who was then the
Local Councillor for the development site and also Chair of the Urban Planning Committee.

104.

As Principal Planner in Development Assessment South, I had regular meetings with
Councillor Abrahams in her capacity as the Local Ward Councillor in Development
Assessment South and as Chair of the Urban Planning Committee. I recall that she raised the
issue of flooding at one of those meetings. Although I do not recall my specific response I
believe I conveyed that Council's policy of minimum habitable floor levels was to be
maintained and that the Tennyson Reach development had been considered by Council's
engineers. I believe I might have included the comment "Minimumjloor levels Resolved" in
response to my discussion with Councillor Abrahams. Another possibility is that the comment
relates to an issue noted in a note to file by Steven Schwartz dated 7 September 2006 which
deals with draft conditions for the DA and states" maintenance shed is below FL height.
Condition to use racks above FL to store hazardous materials". There might be other
explanations, and I cannot be sure. But I have no recollection of any discussion about flooding
in the POC itself.

105.

Having reviewed the power point document for the purposes of preparing this Statement, I
note that the following words are recorded by hand on the document: "Min Floor Levels
Resolved 11 Sept 2006." The handwritten notes were not made by me and I do not recognise
the handwriting.

106.

The file indicates that there was a meeting ofthe POC On 11 September 2006. I have read the
agenda for the meeting which refers at item 4 to the address of the proposed Tennyson Reach
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development and to me as the presenter of this item. I would have attended that meeting and
addressed the POC on the development application. A copy of the POC agenda is Attachment
"RJK-27". I have also reviewed what I understand to be hand written minutes of the meeting,
a copy of which are Attachment "RJK-2S". I do not recognise the hand writing. Whilst it is
not clear to me what exactly is written, there appears to be no suggestion that there was a
discussion by the POC of flood immunity or related issues.
Urban Planning & Economic Development Committee (UPED Committee)
107.

After submission to the POC, the development application is considered by the UPED
Committee whose role it is to recommend or not recommend the approval of the development
application. In the ordinary course, a report and recommendation on the development
application is prepared for the UPED Committee and ultimately for Council. I refer to a
document titled "Report and Recommendation on Development Application" by Steven
Schwartz which is the report and recommendation on the development application for the
Tennyson Reach development. A copy of the report is Attachment "RJK-29". As is my
practice, I would have reviewed and critiqued the report and recommendation. While I do not
specifically recall doing so, I must have been satisfied with the contents of the document
before it was finalised and sent by me to Richard Sivell, Manager of Development
Assessment, and Peter Button, Team Leader of Development Assessment South, for sign off.

108.

The report and recommendation provides a general summary of relevant considerations for the
UPED Committee and Council in considering the development application. I refer to section 8
titled "Issues Relevant to the Application". The issues that are included under this heading are
to a degree a matter of judgement for Council officers in identifying matters which have been
relevant in the development application or which Council officers consider would be of
particular interest to the UPED Committee and Council.

109.

I refer to section 8.5 of the report and recommendation which is titled "Flooding" and states:
"The site is affected by flooding and there are potential impacts on roadways and the
proposed residential area. The approval has been conditioned to manage overland flow
impacts with swales, bunding and setting minimum habitable floor levels.'

110.

This section was included in the repOli and recommendation because flooding had consistently
een identified as an issue. As I state above, however, I was satisfied based on material
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included in support ofthe development application for the Tennyson Reach development, the
development application itself and the assessment by Council's engineers, that flooding issues
had been adequately addressed. Nonetheless, flooding was specifically referred to in the report
and recommendation because it was likely to be an issue of interest to Council given that the
proposed development was on a riverside site.
III.

Generally, issues are included in the report and recommendation in order of importance and
relevance to the planner. Although I am not able to specifically recall, it is likely that the issue
in section 8.1 ("Height (bulk and scale) and Setbacks - Buildings E & F") was a key issue and
that "Flooding" in section 8.5 was less pressing, but was included to reassure Council that
flooding had been assessed and appropriate conditions recommended.

112.

The report and recommendation was attached to a document titled "DECISION OF THE
BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL URBAN PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Committee's Recommendation of 19 September 2006" and presented to the UPED Committee
for recommendation or not to Council. A copy of the Decision is "RJK-30". As is Council's
practice, there would have been a meeting of the UPED Committee on 19 September 2006.
Although I do not specifically recall doing so, I would have prepared and presented a power
point presentation at the meeting, although I have not located a copy of any such document. I
have no specific recollection of any discussion at the meeting about flood immunity or
flooding issues. The UPED Committee recommended approval by Council of the
development application. The development application was approved by Council at a meeting
of Council on the afternoon of 19 September 2006. This is evidenced by the fact that the
Decision is marked as "Adopted" and stamped "2487/06 Council's Delegate".

The Development Application approved subject to conditions

113.

The Minutes of Proceedings for the meeting of Council on 19 September 2006 records the
recommendation and Council's approval of the development application on pages 109 to 113.
A copy of the Minutes of Proceedings is Attachment "RJK-31 ".

114.

The development application was approved, subject to a number of conditions.

115.

Relevantly to flooding, the development conditions included conditions requiring the
following:
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(a)

the minimum habitable floor level to be 804m AHD (that is 500 mm above the DFL
for the site defined by Council as 7.9m AHD);

(b)

the development to be in accordance with Council's Subdivision and Development
Guidelines;

(c)
116.

the development to be in accordance with approved plans, including elevations.

The development approval including its conditions (i.e. the decision notice) as approved by
Council is a voluminous document. In fact, there was a Request for a Negotiated Decision
Notice given to Council by Mirvac. Such a request defers the app licant's, and subsequently the
submitter's, appeal period pending a process of negotiation on conditions in the development
approval. As a consequence of that process, Council issued a Negotiated Decision Notice
which revised the conditions on the original development approval in a number of respects and
replaced the original decision notice. The revision to conditions did not involve revisions to
conditions relating to flooding or flood immunity.

117.

A copy of the Negotiated Decision Notice dated 9 October 2006 is Attachment "RJK-32" . It
also includes a schedule listing the changes to the conditions of the original decision notice.
Specific conditions relevant to flooding in both the original Decision Notice and Negotiated
Decision Notice include:
(a)

preliminary approval for 191 units in 3 buildings and park:
"12) All proposed residential buildings are to be designed in accordance with
Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines" to ensure that minimum
habitable jloor levels are 500mm above the 100 year (ARI) jlood level (river and
creekjlooding) or 500mm above the 50 year (ARI) (overlandjlow level) whichever
is the greater.
Minimum non-habitable jloor levels are to be not less than 50 year (ARI) or 100
year (ARI) jlood levels (which ever is the greater).
GUIDELINE
This condition is imposed when the site is affected by jlooding. The 100 year ARI
event is applicable to river and/or creekjlooding.

if the catchment is localised,

50 year ARI event will be applicable unless the site is al

0

the

affected by creek or river
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jlooding in which case the higher jlood level is used For any other enquiries about
this condition, please contact the Engineering Officer. "

(b)

development permit for a material change of use for indoor sport and recreation
(tennis centre stadium) and outdoor sport and recreation (outdoor courts) and
associated uses including office, restaurant, shop and convention centre (function
room):
"47) Undertake the works on the site in accordance with an Earthworks Plan
approved by the Engineering Delegate, Development Assessment.
(a) Submit an earthworks plan (and obtain approval from the Engineering
Delegate, Development Assessment, prepared by a Registered Professional
Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ), and in accordance with Council's "SubdivLvion
and Development Guidelines" demonstrating how the development will comply with
this requirement and the following:
•

The location of any cut and/or fill;

•

The quantity offill to be deposited and finished fill levels;

•

Maintenance of access roads to andfrom the site such that they remain
free of all fill material and are cleaned as necessary;

•

The existing and proposed finished levels (extending into the adjacent
properties);

•

Preservation of all drainage structures from the effects of structural
loading generated by the earthworks;

•

Protection of adjoining properties and roads from ponding or nuisance
from stormwater;

•

That all vehicles exitingfrom the site will be cleaned and treated so as to
prevent material being tracked or deposited on public roads.

(b) Allfill material placed on the site is to befree of contaminants (as defined by

section II of the Environmental Protection Act 1994), n xious, hazardous,
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deleterious and organic materials. Suitable fill material is deemed to comply with
the requirements of clause 4.3, AS 3798, Guidelines on Earthworksfor Commercial
and Residential Developments.
(c) Prepare the following details for presentation to the Council's Engineering
Delegate at a pre-start meeting arranged by the consultant supervising the
contractor:
•

The type offill to be used and the manner in which it is to be compacted;

•

Details of any proposed access routes to the site which are intended to
be used to transportfill to the site;

•

Engineering details of any haul roads to be built to facilitate the
placement offill on the site;

•

The contractor is responsible for maintaining the access roads near the
site such that they remain free of all fill material and are cleaned as

necessary,·
•

Damage to Council assets will need to be repaired at no cost to Council;

•

Public footpaths fronting the site are to remain safe at all times; and

•

Compliance with Council's Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines
relating to earthwork's on a construction site.

(d) Implement and maintain the provisions of a Site Based Stormwater Management
Plan which is consistent with Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines"
(2000 or later version) and aims to prevent or minimise the contamination of
stormwater and the release of contaminated stormwater from the site during
construction and operational works.
GUIDELINES
This condition is imposedfor applications when significant earthworks are
proposed in conjunction with a development proposal. Site Based Stormwater
Management Plans (that address short and long term stormwater management from
a quality and quantity perspective) may be part of Environmental Management
34
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Plans (EMPs) and include ESC Programs/Management Plans. For any enquiries
about this condition, please contact the Engineering Delegate, Development

Assessment,

fI

"53) Run offfrom the site and run offconcentrated On the site from local
catchments for storms up to the 50 year (ARI) flood event andfor a 100 year (ARI)
flood event for creek and river flooding, is to be managed in accordance with
approved drainage plans and Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines"
so as not to have any adverse effect on neighbouring properties.
(a) Design and construct all buildings to have the appropriate freeboard in
accordance with the Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines" so as to
not to be flooded during a 50 year (ARJ) localflood event of a 100 year (ARI) creek
or river flood event whichever is the higher flood level;
(b) Submit engineering plans and calculations, prepared by a Registered
Professional Engineer Qld (RPEQ) and in accordance with the Council's
"Subdivision and Development Guidelines", demonstrating how the development
will comply with this requirement. Such plans are to show adequate survey
information on areas adjoining the site with particular attention to ponding of
water and overland flow pathl and building pads. Additionally, the submitted
information is to determine the extent of any stormwater drainage works and the
width of any overlandflow easements. Obtain approval for the design from the
Engineering Delegate, Development Assessment, Development and Regulatory
Services;
(c) Complete the works in accordance with the approved engineering plans; and
(d) Submit "As Constructed" plans including an asset register (if required),
approved by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland (RP EQ) (to a
standard specified in Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines'')
certifying that the works have been completed in accordance with the approved
design and any approved modifications.
GUIDELINE
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This condition is intended to ensue that the design of the subject development
accounts for the stormwater run off and/or if stormwater drainage patterns in the
vicinity of the site require improvements. For any enquiries about this condition,
please contact the Engineering Delegate, Development Assessment. "

"57} Design and construct all proposed buildings in accordance with Council's
"Subdivision and Development Guidelines" to ensure that minimum habitablefloor
levels are 500mm above the 100 year (ARl) flood level (river and creekflooding) or
500mm above the 50 year (ARl) (overlandflow level) whichever is the greater.
•

All service sheds must ensure that the storage level for chemical
purposes are to be not less than 500mm above the 50 year (ARl) or 100
year (ARl) flood levels (which ever is the greater}."

GUIDELINE
This condition is impose when the site is affected by flooding. The 100 year ARl
event is applicable to river and/or creekflooding. {(the catchment is localised, the
50 year ARl event will be applicable unless the site is also affected by creek or river
flooding in which case the higher flood level is to be used. For flood level
information, Council Flood Reports are now available from any of Council's
Customer Service Centres and Regional BUSiness Centres. The new Flood Report
provides the latest flood information for a nominated property plus other useful
information about flooding and your development. "

(c)

development permit for a material change of use for multi-unit dwelling (114 units
in buildings E & F) and park:
"97} The overall height of the proposed buildings are to be in accordance with the
following requirements:
(a) Construct the floor levels generally in accordance with the floor levels on the
approved elevations and sections 00-DA0003 rev D, 41-DA1600 rev C, 41-DA1601
rev C, 31-DA 1600 rev D, 31-DA1601 rev D, with the minimum building height
(including lift overruns, roofplant, and 'pop-up' structures) not to exceed the
following:
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Minimum Habitable Flood Level: 8.40 AHD
Car Park Podium: 15.00 AHD
Building E: 45.52 AHD
Building F: 42.50 AHD and 31.50 AHD for the stepped section to level 7
(b) Submit certification from a licensed surveyor that the as-constructedfloor levels

and maximum building heights are in accordance with part (a) of this condition.
This information is to be submitted to the Delegate, Development Assessment Team.
GUIDELINE
This condition is imposed to ensure the flood levels and maximum overall height of
the proposed building is in accordance with the development approval. The
relaxation of the maximum height limit is to permit a minor encroachment of the
roof line. This encroachment shall not exceed 200mm and is only permitted for the
area shown on the approved plan and is not to extend further than this area. For
any enquiries about this condition, please contact the Development Assessment
Team Architect."
"121) Undertake the works on the site in accordance with an Earthworks Plan
approved by the Engineering Delegate, Development Assessment.
(a) Submit an earthworks plan (and obtain approval from the Engineering
Delegate, Development Assessment, prepared by a Registered Professional
Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ), and in accordance with Council's "Subdivision
and Development Guidelines" demonstrating how the development will comply with
this requirement and the following:
•

The location of any cut and/or flll;

•

The quantity offill to be deposited andfinishedflillevels;

•

Maintenance of access roads to andfrom the site such that they remain
free of all fill material and are cleaned as necessary;
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•

The existing and proposed jinished levels (extending into the adjacent
properties);

•

Preservation of all drainage structures from the effects of structural
loading generated by the earthworks;

•

Protection of adjoining properties and roads from ponding or nuisance
from stormwater;

•

That all vehicles exiting from the site will be cleaned and treated so as to
prevent material being tracked or deposited on public roads.

(b) All jill material placed On the site is to befree (j( contaminants (as dejined by
section 11 of the Environmental Protection Act 1994), noxious, hazardous,
deleterious and organic materials. Suitable jill material is deemed to comply with
the requirements of clause 4.3, AS 3798, Guidelines on Earthworksfor Commercial
and Residential Developments.
(c) Prepare the following details for presentation to the Council's Engineering
Delegate at a pre-start meeting arranged by the consultant supervising the
contractor:
•

The type ofjill to be used and the manner in which it is to be compacted;

•

Details of any proposed access routes to the site which are intended to
be used to transport jill to the site;

•

Engineering details of any haul roads to be built to facilitate the
placement ofjill on the site;

•

The contractor is responsible for maintaining the access roads near the
site such that they remain free of all jill material and are cleaned as
necessary;

•

Damage to Council assets will need to be repaired at no cost to Council;

•

Public footpaths fronting the site are to remain safe at all times; and
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•

Compliance with Council's Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines
relating to earthwork's on a construction site.

(d) Implement and maintain the provisions of a Site Based Stormwater Management
Plan which is consistent with Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines"
(2000 or later version) and aims to prevent or minimise the contamination of
stormwater and the release of contaminated stormwaterfrom the site during
construction and operational works.
GUIDELINES
ThL~

condition is imposedfor applications when significant earthworks are

proposed in conjunction with a development proposal. Site Based Stormwater
Management Plans (that address short and long term stormwater management from
a quality and quantity perspective) may be part of Environmental Management
Plans (EMPs) and include ESC Programs/Management Plans. For any enquiries
about this condition, please contact the Engineering Delegate, Development and
Regulatory Services. "
"131) Run offfrom the site and run Rif concentrated on the site from local
catchments for storms up to the 50 year (ARl) flood event andfor 100 year (ARl)
flood event for creek and river flooding, is to be managed in accordance with
approved drainage plans and Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines"
so as not to have any adverse effect on neighbouring properties.
(a) Design and construct all buildings to have the appropriate freeboard in
accordance with the Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines" so as not
to be flooded during a 50 year (ARJ) local flood event or 100 year (ARl) creek or
river flood event whichever is the higher flood level;
(b) Submit engineering plans and calculations, prepared by Registered

Professional Engineer Qld (RPEQ) and in accordance with the Council's
"Subdivision and Development Guidelines", demonstrating how the development
will comply with this requirement. Such plans are to show adequate survey
information on areas a4joining the site with particular attention to ponding of
water and overland flowpaths and building pads. Additionally, the submitted
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information is to determine the extent of any stormwater drainage works and the
width of any overland flow easements, Obtain approval for the design from the
Engineering Delegate, Development Assessment, Development and Regulatory
Services;
(c) Complete the works in accordance with the approved engineering plans; and
(d) Submit "As Constructed" plans including an asset register (ifrequired),
approved by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ) (to a
standard specified in Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines'')
certifYing that the works have been completed in accordance with the approved
design and any approved modifications,
GUIDELINE
This condition is intended to ensure that the design of the subject development
accounts for the stormwater run off and/or if stormwater drainage patterns in the
vicinity of the site require improvements, For any enquiries about this condition,
please contact the Engineering Delegate, Development and Regulatory Services, "
"132) Design and construct all proposed bUildings in accordance with Council's
"Subdivision and Development Guidelines" to ensure that minimum habitable floor
levels are 500 mm above the 100 year (ARl) flood level (river and creekflooding)
or 500 mm above the 50 year (ARl) (overlandflow level) whichever is the greater,
•

Minimum non-habitable floor levels are to be not less than 300mm above
the 50 year (ARl) or 100 year (ARl) flood levels (which ever is the
greater),

GUIDELINE
This condition is imposed when the site is affected by flooding. The 100 year ARl
event is applicable to river and/or creekflooding. lfthe catchment is localised, the
50 year ARl event will be applicable unless the site is also affected by creek or river
flooding in which case the higher flood level is to be used. For flood level
information, Council Flood Reports are now available from any of Council's
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Customer Service Centres and Regional Business Centres. The new Flood Report
provides the latest flood information for a nominated property plus other usefol
information about flooding and your development. "

(d)

development permit for material change of use for multi-unit dwelling (88 units in
building D), shop, restaurant and park:
"164) The overall height Cifthe proposed buildings are to be in accordance with the
following requirements:
(a) Construct the floor levels generally in accordance with the floor levels on the
approved elevations and sections 00-DA0003 rev D, 41-DA1600 rev C, 41-DA1601
rev C, 31-DA 1600 rev D, 31-DA1601 rev D, with the minimum building height
(including lift overruns. roofplant, and 'pop-up structures) not to exceed the
following:
Minimum Habitable Flood Level: 8.40 AHD
Car Park Podium: 15.00 AHD
Building D: 48.52 AHD and 40.50 AHD for the eastern stepped section and 39.50
AHD for the western stepped section.
(b) Submit certification from a licensed surveyor that the as-constructed/loor
levels and maximum building heights are in accordance with part (a) of this
condition. This information is to be submitted to the Delegate, Development
Assessment Team.
GUIDELINE
This condition is imposed to ensure the flood levels and maximum overall height of
the proposed building is in accordance with the development approval. The
relaxation of the maximum height limit is to permit a minor encroachment of the
roof line. This encroachment shall not exceed 200mm and is only permitted for the
area shown On the approved plan and is not to extendforther than this area. For
any enquiries about this condition, please contact the Development Assessment
Team Architect. "
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"188) Undertake the works on the site in accordance with an Earthworks Plan
approved by the Engineering Delegate, Development Assessment.

(a) Submit an earthworks plan (and obtain approval from the Engineering
Delegate, Development Assessment, prepared by a Registered Professional
Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ), and in accordance with Council's "Subdivision
and Development Guidelines" demonstrating how the development will comply with
this requirement and the following:
•

The location of any cut and/or jill;

•

The quantity ofjill to be deposited andjinishedjillievels;

•

Maintenance of access roads to andfrom the site such that they remain
free of allfill material and are cleaned as necessary;

•

The existing and proposed jinished levels (extending into the adjacent
properties);

•

Preservation of all drainage structures from the effects of structural
loading generated by the earthworks;

•

Protection of adjoining properties and roads from ponding or nuisance
from stormwater;

•

That all vehicles exitingfrom the site will be cleaned and treated so as to
prevent material being tracked or deposited on public roads ..

(b) Alljill material placed on the site is to be free of contaminants (as dejined by
section 11 of the Environmental Protection Act 1994), noxious, hazardous,
deleterious and organic materials. Suitable jill material is deemed to comply with
the requirements of clause 4.3, AS 3798, Guidelines on Earthworks for Commercial
and Residential Developments.
(c) Prepare the following details for presentation to the Council's Engineering
Delegate at a pre-start meeting arranged by the consultant supervising the
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•

The type offill to be used and the manner in which it is to be compacted;

•

Details of any proposed access routes to the site which are intended to
be used to transport fill to the site;

•

Engineering details of any haul roads to be built to facilitate the
placement C!fjill on the site;

•

The contractor is responsible for maintaining the access roads near the
site such that they remainfree of allfill material and are cleaned as
necessary;

•

Damage to Council assets will need to be repaired at no cost to Council;

•

Public footpaths fronting the site are to remain safe at all times; and

•

Compliance with Council's Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines
relating to earthwork's on a construction site,

(d) Implement and maintain the provisions of a Site Based Stormwater Management
Plan which is consistent with Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines"
(2000 or later version) and aims to prevent or minimise the contamination of
stormwater and the release of contaminated stormwater from the site during
construction and operational works,
GUIDELINES
This condition is imposedfor applications when significant earthworks are
proposed in conjunction with a development proposal. Site Based Stormwater
Management Plans (that address short and long term stormwater management from
a quality and quantity perspective) may be part of Environmental Management
Plans (EMPs) and include ESC Programs/Management Plans, For any enquiries
about this condition, please contact the Engineering Delegate, Development and
Regulatory Services. "
"198) Run ojJfrom the ~ite and run ojJ concentrated on the site from local
catchments for storms up to the 50 year (ARI)/lood event andfor 100 year (ARI)
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flood event for creek and river flooding, is to be managed in accordance with
approved drainage plans and Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines"
so as not to have any adverse effect on neighbouring properties.
(a) Design and construct all buildings to have the appropriate freeboard in
accordance with the Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines" so as not
to be flooded during a 50 year (ARI) local flood event or 100 year (ARl) creek or
river flood event whichever is the higher flood level;

(b) Submit engineering plans and calculations, prepared by Registered
Professional Engineer Qld (RPEQ) and in accordance with the Council's
"Subdivision and Development Guidelines", demonstrating how the development
will comply with this requirement. Such plans are to show adequate survey
information On areas adjoining the site with particular attention to ponding of
water and overland flowpaths and building pads. Additionally, the submitted
information is to determine the extent of any stormwater drainage works and the
width of any overland flow easements. Obtain approval for the design from the
Engineering Delegate, Development Assessment, Development and Regulatory
Services;
(c) Complete the works in accordance with the approved engineering plans; and
(d) Submit ':As Constructed" plans including an asset register (if required),
approved by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland (RP EQ) (to a
standard specified in Council's "Subdivision and Development Guidelines")
certifYing that the works have been completed in accordance with the approved
design and any approved modifications.
GUIDELINE
This condition is intended to ensure that the design of the subject development
accounts for the stormwater run off and/or ifstormwater drainage patterns in the
viCinity of the site require improvements. For any enquiries abut this condition,
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"199) Design and construct all proposed buildings in accordance with Council's
"Subdivision and Development Guidelines" to ensure that minimum habitable floor
levels are 500 mm above the 100 year (ARI) flood level (river and creekflooding)
or 500 mm above the 50 year (ARl) (overlandflow level) whichever is the greater.
•

Minimum non-habitable floor levels are to be not less than 300mm above
the 50 year (ARl) or 100 year (ARl) flood levels (which eVer is the
greater).

GUIDELINE
This condition is imposed when the site is affected by flooding. The 100 year ARI
event is applicable to river and/or creekflooding.lfthe catchment is localised, the
50 year ARl event will be applicable unless the site is also affected by creek or river
flooding in which case the higher flood level is to be used. For flood level
in/ormation, Council Flood Reports are now availablejrom any of Council's
Customer Service Centres and Regional Business Centres. The new Flood Report
provides the latest flood information for a nominated property plus other useful
information about flooding and your development. "

118.

Subsequent to the development approval for the Tennyson Reach development, a number of
applications to amend the development approval have been received and assessed by Council.
Subject to the matters set out in paragraph 119 below in respect of the amendment application
in subparagraph (c), those applications and subsequent approvals do not relate to flooding
impacts. For completeness the amendment applications relate to:
(a)

design of the buildings;

(b)

design and height of the roof of the Tennis Stadium;

(c)

shade structures to concourse and cafe, spectator seating and shade to external
courts, BBQ area, material storage and undercroft storage rooms;

(d)

enclosure of roofed terrace area and cover of two show courts (permanent shade
structure),

( e)

proposed maintenance workshop on lower level of the gymnasium;
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(f)

enclosure of the bulk bin recycling store adjacent to the gymnasium;

(g)

revised roof design of the compactor structure; and

(h)

changes to conditions in relation to minor increase in gross floor area for buildings
E and F, unit configurations, parkland contributions, parkland design plan, access
easements, community management strategy, on-site managers unit, parkland
landscape management plan, detailed plan in relation to pedestrian and bicycle
pathways, permanent shade structures, plant and equipment certification, footpaths,
acoustic levels and acoustic works, restaurant noise, hours of construction, road
intersection, gymnasium design and timing of land dedication.

119.

During the course of my preparation for this statement and following a review of the relevant
files (as mentioned in paragraph 9 above) it has come to my attention that:
(a)

the amendment application referred to in subparagraph 118(c) when approved
included an approval relating to some storage and other non-habitable areas for the
Tennis Centre might have included some consideration of flood impacts. The
approval was given on 90ctober 2009;

(b)

a current application for a Request for Permissible Change to a Development
(dated 21 June 2011) seeking an approval for, amongst other changes, an expansion
of change room facilities, new storage areas and other non-habitable areas forming
part of the Tennis Centre, will likely include a consideration of flood impacts. In
particular there will be a consideration of whether the current, as constructed,
facilities comply with the conditions imposed by the Negotiated Decision Notice
dated 9 October 2006 and the Subdivision and Development Guidelines.

120.

I do not yet have a final view in relation to the matters set out in subparagraph lI9(b) above,
however I am currently investigating the matter and as soon as I have a final view I will
provide the Commission with a supplementary statement addressing this issue as well as the
approval mentioned in subparagraph 119(a) above.
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A detailed accouut of all meetings had (inclnding internal meetings of Team South and meetings
involving.Team South and any other person) and. all assessment reports prepared byTeam South
with respect to the Tennyson Reach development and the Tennyson development site.

121.

Until appointed as Regional Manager two years ago, all of my involvement in the development
assessment processes for the Tennyson Reach development was as Lead Principal Planner or
Principal Planner, Development Assessment South. As I have explained in a number of
instances, I do not have a detailed recollection of individual discussions and meetings and it
would be unusual for notes to be kept of those meetings and discussions. I have endeavoured
in this Statement to set out the material meetings, events and documents impacting on the
assessment process by Development Assessment South of the Tennyson Reach development,
focusing on flooding issues.

122.

To the extent that I am reasonably able to respond to this question, I believe I have done so in
this Statement. I would be happy to address further specific issues that might be brought to my
attention.
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ret Doc 1679383

16 August 2011
Mr Rory Kelly
Regional Manager - South
Brisbane City Council
GPO Box 1434
BRISBANE QLD 4001
REQUIREMENT TO PROVIDE STATEMENT TO COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
I, Justice Catherine E Holmes, Commissioner of Inquiry, pursuant to section 5(1)(d) of the
Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 (Qld), require Mr Rory Kelly to provide a written statement,
under oath or affirmation, to the Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry, In which the
said Mr Kelly:
• provides alllnformaUon in his possession and Identifies the source or sources of that
information;
• makes commentary and provides opinions he is qualifIed to give as to the
appropriateness of particular actions or dacisionsend the basis of that commentary or
opinion;
In respect of the following:
1. a detailed account of all decisions, including reasons for those decisions, made by all
employees, contractors and councillors of the Brisbane City Council, civic cabinet and
the Lord Mayor of Brisbane regarding the following aspects of the Tennyson
development site and Tennyson Reach development:
a.
the tender process run by the State .of Queensland;
b.
details of the proposal awarded by the State of Queensland to Mlrvac as
communicated to Council;
c.
the preliminary development approval and any master plans granted to Mirvac by
Council for the Tennyson Reach development; and
d.
any Investigation or study regarding the effect of flood on the Tennyson Reach
development or the effect of the Tennyson Reach development on flooding
elsewhere.
The 'Tennyson development site' means the sites of the former Tennyson power station
and animal research centre.
The 'Tennyson Reach development' means the Mirvac development at Tennyson
including the Tennyson Reach residential development, the State Tennis Centre,
parkland and all other land used or available to Mirvac Group.
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2. a detailed account of all meetings had (Including internal meetings of Team South and
meetings involving Team South and any other person) and all assessment reports
prepared by Team South with respect to the Tennyson Reach development and the
Tennyson development site.
Mr Kelly may also address other topics relevant to the Terms of Reference of the
Commission in the statement, if he wishes.
The statement Is to be provided to the Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry by
Wednesday 31 August 2011.
The statement can be provided by post, email or by arranging delivery to the Commission by
emallinginfo@floodcommlsslon.gld.gov.au.

Commissioner
Justice C E Holmes
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Level 16 ANZ Centre 324 Queen Street Brisbane Qld 4000
PO Box 7035 Riverside Centre Brisbane Qld 400 I
Ph: (07) 33 192777 Fax: (07) 33 19 2799
Email: brisbaneCij)robertbird.com.au Web Site: www.robertbird.com.au

Reference:

NF:SS LTR/C 4431T

23 rd July 2004

Brisbane City Council
GPO Box 1434
BRISBANE OLD 4001
Attention: Mr Rory Kelly
Dear Sir

RE:

TENNYSON POWER STATION SITE REDEVELOPMENT
ENQU!RY !NTO WATER SEWERAGE AND STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Robert Bird & Partners have been engaged by Stocklands to provide civil engineering advice
for the development of a costing plan to support their submission for development rights at the
above site.
As discussed with you late last week having an understanding of the water and sewerage
system capacities is fundamental to addressing the civil infrastructure and development
potential for this site. We understand that Brisbane Water will require up to 10 days to review
the requirements of the site and it's impact on the existing civil services. We therefore request
that the following information be forwarded to them and that a meeting be organized with the
relevant persons to discuss their findings. in addition we would appreciate an earlier meeting
this week to discuss some of our concepts which address the 100 year flood level that we
believe affects the site.
The estimated yield of the proposed project is as follows;
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-2,A.s you are aware all matters to this development are confidential and we would appreciate your
commitment to maintaining our confidence as we exchange information. Thank you for your
attention to this matter and we look forward to your reply
Yours faithfully
ROBERT BIRD & PARTNERS PTY LTD

Principal, Civil Division

BCC.089.0406
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'''Rory Kelly'" <SPAS@brisbane.qld.gov.au>
Tuesday, 27 July 2004 15:11:41
RE: Tennyson Prelodgement

Rory,
Sorry about the delay in responding. I think a figure of 300 to 400
dwellings is probably appropriate to work with.
Cheers,
-----Original Message----From: Rory Kelly [mailto:SPAS@brisbane.qld.gov.au}
Sent: Monday, 26 July 2004 5:27 PM
To:
Subject: Re: Tennyson Prelodgement

I have spoken to Brisbane water about how we discuss this matter and go
further.
They have suggested I obtain the maximum number of people or dwellings ie if
you were thinking of 350 dwellings then say 300 to 400. There may be
capacity issues assocuiated with this site and we need to advise thresholds
for upgrades which equal $
Rory Kelly
Senior Planner
Development Assessment South

>>> "
Hi Rory,

Monday, 26 July 2004 »>

i thought! would send you this emai! as you probably wonder why you haven't
seen a request for a prelodgement meeting come through from me for the
Tennyson power station site.

The clients have not been ready. However, I am intending to send the forms
through tomorrow and hoping we can get a meeting with you sometime next
week? As I previously mentioned, due to confidentiality reasons we cannot
send through plans ahead of the meeting. Also, we are hoping to only meet
with a few of you in the team. We do not wish the purchasers etc to attend
at this time - purely because of confidentiality reasons.

thanks,

BCC.089.0399
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Kelly - RE

Prelodgement

Page 2

Senior Planner
Brannock and Associates
Planning and Environment Consultants

This message was received from the Internet.
Please exercise caution with the message and any attachments.

This message has passed through an insecure network.
Please direct all enquires to the message author.

This message was received from the Internet
Please exercise caution with the message and any attachments.

BCC.089.0400
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Brisbane City Council
Development Assessment South
Floor 10 BAC

i Peter Button

FROM

R
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SUBJECT

D

Rory Kelly

DATE

27 July 2004

Tennyson Power Station redevelopment incorporating some or all of the Animal
Research Institute on land described as Lot 663 on SL2532, Lot 566 on
SP104107, Lot 5 on RP206443, Lots 1 & 2 on RP100860, Lot 1 on RP37962 and
Located at 9, 21 A & 37 Softstone Street, 681 & 701 Fairfield rd, 44 Ortive Street,
137 Tennyson St having a combined area of approximately 378,220 square
metres.
I

This matter is highly confidential

U

The State Government is proposing to develop the Tennyson Power Station and as
such have selected three preferred developers to submit tenders.

M

I understand that the tender submission date will close in about two week's time and
that these developers are required to seek Council's advice.
There are no detailed plans outlining the nature of the development, these I assume
wi!1 be developed up if they are selected as the preferred tender.
Advice to the tender consultants will need to be generic with the advice based on the
a development scenario for the combined sites. This scenario combines the
requirements of 2 tender developers:

\#~

u~\··

~~

IJ

¥

a.

,J'\..

\~'IJ
,

fY

etc
~ retailing of up to 1,500 to 2,000 sqm of GFA;
f..) tf.lJ residential accommodation for between 600 to 1000 dwelling units at sayan
average of 2.3 people per unit;
•
residential building height and density similar to Medium Density;
car parking to service both residential and commercial uses;
potential for public transport interchange;
vehicle egress to and egress from the site to Council's satisfaction.

·
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• 7000 to 10,000 seat multi purpose sports facility including licensed club, gym,
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Specific
e

•
•
It

It

•
•

to be

include:

What are the flood levels affecting the site and what if any are the habital
floor levels?
Are the wetlands located on the site and if so what constraints do these have
on the development intensity of the site?
Extent of the traffic assessment required and preferred traffic
ingress/egress point:
Is the existing water supply and sewerage connections to the site adequate or
will upgrading be required? If upgrading works are required what is the extent
of the works if known at this time?
Stormwater discharge?
Are there any river interface requirements?
What City Plan Codes and policies need to be addressed as part any future
development application?

An initial meeting with the tender consultants will be held on Friday 6 August 2004
at a time yet to be arranged. We will call the tenders in to further meetings if
required to discuss specifics.
To save paper I have prepared a list of Bimap and history searches for the site for
perusal. A prelodgement file number will be generated Shortly.
It is also proposed to generate a list of issues that will need to be addressed during

the preparation of the conceptual development plans i.e. contamination, consultation
etc.
Please contact me if you have any further queries.

Rory Kelly
Senior Planner Assessment South

BCC.089.0398
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Tennyson Power Station redevelopment incorporating some or all of the Animal
Research Institute on land described as Lot 663 on SL2532 , Lot 566 on
SP104107, Lot 5 on RP206443, Lots 1 & 2 on RP100860, Lot 1 on RP37962 and
Located at 9, 21A & 37 Softstone Street, 681 & 701 Fairfield rd, 44 Ortive Street,
137 Tennyson St having a combined area of approximately 378,220 square
metres.

I
I

This matter is highly confidential
The State Government is proposing to develop the Tennyson Power Station and as
such have selected three prefe·rred developers to submit tenders .
I understand that the tender submission date will close in about two week's time and
that these developers are required to seek Council's advice.
There are no detailed plans outlining the nature of the development, these I assume
will be developed up if they are selected as the preferred tender.
Advice to the tender consultants will need to be generic with the advice based on the
a development scenario for the combined sites. This scenario combines the
requi rements of 2 tender developers:
•
II

•
•
•
•
•

7000 to 10,000 seat multi pur pose sports facility including licensed club, gym,
etc
retailing of up to 1,500 to 2,000 sqm of GFA;
residential, accommodation for between 600 to 1000 dwelling units at sayan
average of 2.3 people per unit;
residential building height and density similar to Medium Density;
car parking to service both residential and commercial uses;
potential for public transport interchange;
vehicle egress to and egress from the site to Council's satisfaction.

BCC.090.001453
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Specific questions to be addressed include:
II

•
e

c>

«(@
'@
•

What are the flood levels affecting the site and what if any are the habital
floor levels?
Are the wetlands located on the site and if so what constraints do these have
on the development intensity of the site?
Extent of the traffic assessment required and preferred traffic
ingress/egress point;
Is the existing water supply and sewerage connections to the site adequate or
will upgrading be required? If upgrading works are required what is the extent
of the works if known at this time?
Stormwater discharge?
Are there any river interface requirements?
What City Plan Codes and policies need to be addressed as part any future
development application?

An initial meeting with the tender consultants will be held on Friday 6 August 2004
at a time yet to be arranged . We will call the tenders in to further meetings if
required to discuss specifics.
To save paper I have prepared a list of Bimap and history searches for the site for
perusal. A pre lodgement file number will be generated shortly.
It is also proposed to generate a list of issues that will need to be addressed during

the preparation of the conceptual development plans i.e. contamination, consultation
etc.
Please contact me if you have any further queries.

Rory Kelly
Senior Planner Assessment South

BCC.090.001454
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Dedicated to a hetter BrislMlle

Brisbane City Cou
Rory Kelly

To

Date

06/08/2004

-------------------_. --------------------------------------------

Attn:

Customer & Community
Services
Development & Regulatory Services

cc:

Development Assessment South

Bruce McArthur
From: Engineer
Development Assessment Team South
Re:

Tennyson Power Station Redevelopment

Hydraulic issues

Level 13, 69 Ann Street
GPO Box 1434
Brisbane Qld 4001
Phone:
Facsimile:
Email:
Internet:

07 3403 4392
07 34035379
Eas5@brisbane.qld.gov_au
www.brisbane_qld_gov.au

Water Supply
..

Extend of upgrading to be determined by Brisbane Water, ie. Possible new mains [extent
unknown until use is known]

Sewerage
..
..
..

Existing Pump Station is private and inadequate.
New Pump Station is required
Discharge to a large diameter sewer will be required,
[a] Existing reticulation of sufficient capacity is some distance from the site
[bl A detailed design analysis is required once densities are confirmed

Stormwater
1ft

"
..
o

•
..
..

•

The development must address the "Brisbane River Corridors Planning Scheme Policy" located
in Appendix 2 of Volume 2 of City Plan
'rwo separate storm water catchments exist over the development site
There are existing stormwater pipes for both catchments that discharge to the river. The
development must provide for overland flow and pipe drainage [QUDM & BCe Supplement]
l'~atural channel design n1,]Y be an option for the for the overland flO'll paths
The QI00 flood level from the Brisbane River is 7.9m ABD
Filling of site is possible.
Significant filling of the site will be required to achieve minimum development levels as
outlined in the Subdivision & Development Guidelines. Refer - Part B Design Requirements,
Section 2.4 Earthworks Adjacent to Waterways and Flow Paths.
The development must not prejudice the overland now path or worsen upstream effects.

Bruce McArthur
Engineer
Development Assessment Team South
Development & Regulatory Services
Customer & Community Services
BCC.089.0435
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Floor 10 BAC
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DATE

6 August 2004

Tennyson Power Station redevelopment incorporating some or all of the Animal
Research Institute on land described as Lot 663 on SL2532, Lot 566 on
SP104107, Lot 5 on RP206443, Lots 1 & 2 on RP100860, Lot 1 on RP37962 and
Located at 9, 21A & 37 Softstone Street, 681 & 701 Fairfield rd, 44 Ortive Street,
137 Tennyson St having a combined area of approximately 378,220 square
metres.

The following advice has been prepared based on internal advice sought within Development
Assessment and is given as preliminary advice only on the basis that a more detailed concept
will be submitted for further consideration and investigation. The advice is given to assist in
the preparation of a development proposal as part of the tender to State Government.
Consideration has not been given to the preferred height, density of the development or the
uses proposed. I understand these matters will specifically be coordinated through the
Tennyson PowerStation liaison officer, James Coutts, Principal Urban Designer, City Planning
on
In response to specific queries raised concerning development on the site, I wish to advise
that:
Water Supply
e

It has not been pOSSible to determine the fuil extend of upgrading to water mains in area
for the proposed use or for fire fighting purposes. Water is available in close proximity to
the site however, Brisbane Water will need to mode! water consumption to determine
extent of upgrading to ensure adequate water pressure.

Sewerage
e

e

The existing Pump Station serVicing the site is a private facility and it is considered
inadequate to service the development. A new Pump Station will be required
Discharge to a large diameter sewer will be required as the existing reticulation does not
have sufficient capacity. A detailed design analysis is required once densities are
confirmed as the closest main is some distance from the site.

BCC.089.0521
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~

level from the Brisbane
is 7.9m AHD. All
is to have
habital floor levels above Q100 and have flood free access. A lesser leve! may be
considered for non residential uses.

•

Filling of site would be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that it does not
prejudice the overland flow path, worsen upstream effects or cause the ponding of water
on adjoining lands. Significant filling of the site will be required to achieve minimum
development levels as outlined in the Subdivision & Development Guidelines. Refer - Part B
Design Requirements, Section 2.4 Earthworks Adjacent to Waterways and Flow Paths.

•

Two separate stormwater catchments have been identified over the development site.

•

There are existing stormwater pipes for both catchments that discharge to the river. The
development must provide for overland flow and pipe drainage [QUDM & Bee Supplement]

•

Natural channel design may be favourably considered for the overland flow paths through
the site.

Traffic and Transport
•

A structure plan setting out the constraints and addressing mobility issues including access
to public transport via road, rail and water as well as walking and cycling. The site is well
located to provide for access via water (Ferries and river cruise boats), public transport
(bus and rail) and vehicle access. Also there is an opportunity to provide pedestrian and
bicycle links through the site linking Fairfield Rd and Graceville Ave/King Arthur Tce.

..

Details of proposed vehicular access including interfaces with adjacent areas if it is
proposed to remove traffic Signals or change access to adjacent streets.

•

A traffic consultant's report examining the impact of traffic generated on the adjacent
road system at the time of the uses commencing on the site and at 10 years into the
future from the commencement of all uses on the site. Work proposed to offset impacts is
to be outlined.

..

The impact of the day to day operation of uses is to be identified and measures proposed
as part of the development to offset any impacts are to be described.

•

The constraints associated with both the horizontal and vertical alignment in particular
with the rail overpass limit the extent to which a satisfactory intersection could be built
to safely cater for the higher volumes of traffic generated by any proposal if vehicle
access is obtained from Softstone Street.
No vehicle access to Softstone St.

•

BCC.089.0522
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area
measures proposed to
@

The likely level of parking required within the site to meet the needs of day to day uses
within the site as well as major events.

e

A transport management plan will need to be scoped and a draft outline submitted to
encourage non-car travel to and from the sports facility for a range of events. The
management of parking in and around the area will need to be considered and proposals for
management outlined particularly to manage parking in nearby residential streets,
transport to and from the site and marketing of access and parking restrictions.

..

In addressing traffic issues under the City Plan codes, details of how this is being dealt
with is to be outlined and referenced back to the appropriate sections within any reports
submitted.

..

Transport needs to be provided and upgraded. Works may include pedestrian and bicycle
paths through the site connecting to the adjacent rail stations by grade separated
crOSSings. Such paths leading to the sports facility and within the site are to be legible and
of such width to cater for the expected pedestrian volumes.

..

Parking within the site should be sufficient to cater for the day to day activities on the
site with some additional parking for a major sports day. The feasibility of extending
current ferry services further up river from the University should be considered

..

Identify the extent works required for pedestrian access to adjacent raii stations, bus
stops and boat terminals inciuding pedestrian and cycle access through site.

Ecological
..

The site is located along the Brisbane River Corridor (Precinct 2) . Protection of the
vegetation along the Brisbane River Corridor and adhere to the intent of the Brisbane
River Corridor Planning Scheme Policy. (Appendix 2 City Plan). This document refers to the
river interface requirements and flooding.

..

The removal of any existing mangroves would not be supported.

Other
Council records indicate that the site is listed on the EPA Contaminated Site or Environmental
Management land register.
The power station building is considered to have industrial heritage values which should be
incorporated into any design.
site is identified as having wetland values (as per City Plan mapping) . A report identifying
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Please contact me if you have any further queries regarding the above information.

Rory Kelly
Senior Planner Assessment South
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Reach Development

No.

Description

Date

1.

Commencement of pre-lodgement process on an informal basis

6 July 2005

2.

Pre-lodgement process formalised

4 October 2005

3.

Letter of consent from Department of Natural Resources and Mines to
Mirvac for the lodgement of development approval

11 November 2005

4.

Letter of owner's consent from Department of Primary Industries and
Fisheries to Mirvac for the lodgement of development approval (animal
health station Lot 566 on SP 1041 07)

14 November 2005

5.

Letter of consent from Department of Local Government Planning, Sport
and Recreation to Mirvac for the lodgement of changed development
approval as trustee of the sport and recreation reserve Lot 1 on SP164685

16 November 2005

6.

Brannock & Associates submit application on behalf of Mirvac for:

16 November 2005

I

•

Preliminary Approval for a Material Change of Use overriding
the planning scheme under section 3.1.6 of the IPA for Multiunit Dwellings (191 units in 3 buildings), and Park;

•

Development Permit for Material Change of Use for Indoor
Sport and Recreation (Tennis Centre Stadium) and Outdoor
Sport and Recreation (outdoor courts) & associated uses
including Office, Restaurant, Shop and Convention Centre
(function rooms);

•

Development Permit for Material Change of Use for Multi-unit
Dwelling (l ] 4 units in buildings E & F), and Park;

•

Development Permit for Material Change of Use for Multi-unit
Dwelling (88 units in building D), Shop, Restaurant and Park;
and

•

Development Permit for Operational Works for Disturbance to
Marine Plants.

(Development Application)
7.

Acknowledgement Notice dated 30 November 2005 issued by Council

2 December 2005

8.

Referral Coordination letters from Brannock & Associates to the
Department of Local Government and Planning, Queensland Transport,
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries, Environmental Protection
Agency (Contaminated Land Unit), Environmental Protection Agency
(Coastal Licensing), Department of Main Roads, Energex and Department
of Natural Resources and Mines

8 December 2005

9.

Letter from Brannock & Associates to Council confirming referral of
Development Application

9 December 2005
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10.

Amended Acknowledgement Notice issued by Council

9 December 2005

11.

Referral Coordination - Request for Comments by the DeparllJlCm of Local
Government, Planning, Sport and Recreation

13 December 2005

12.

Advice Agency Response - Powerlink Queensland

23 December 2005

13.

Further Advice Agency Response - Powerlink Queensland - no objection to
Development Application (Easement Bon SP184023)

4 January 2006

14.

Extension to Information Request Period

11 January 2006

15.

Council Information Request sent to the Department of Local Government,
Planning, Sport and Recreation

24 January 2006

16.

Department of Local Government, Planning, Sport and Recreation Referral Coordination Information Request

1 February 2006

17.

Response by Mirvac to Council in relation to the riparian setback

3 February 2006

18.

Response by Mirvac to Information Kequest

6 April 2006

19.

I Public Notification commenced by Mirvac (end 30 May 2006)

10 April 2006

20.

Letter from the Environmental Protection Agency (Contaminated Land
Unit) to Council regarding receipt of response to information request on 10
April 2006

18 April 2006

2l.

Environmental Protection Agency (Contaminated Land Unit) to Mirvac
regarding incomplete response on 10 April 2006

18 April 2006

22.

Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Water advice regarding Acid
Sulfate Soil Investigation Report and Management Plan by Soil Surveys
dated March 2006

27 April 2006
(dated 2005)

23.

Concurrence Agency Response from the Department of Primary Industries
and Fisheries

2 May 2006

24.

Council notified of application proposing entry in the Queensland Heritage
Register of the Tennyson Powerhouse, 27 Softstone Street, Tennyson

3 May 2006

25.

Submission of Traffic Management Plan (demolition and remediation
works)

8 May 2006

26.

Extension of Assessment Period (to 8 June 2006)

9 May 2006

27.

Further Extension of Assessment Period (to 26 June 2006)

26 May 2006

28.

Notice of Compliance for public notification

31 May 2006

29.

Concurrence Agency Response - Queensland Transport

8 June 2006

30.

Concurrence Agency Response - Environmental Protection Agency

12 June 2006

31.

Extension of Decision Making Period (end 14 August 2006)

14 July 2006
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32.

Owner's consent of Department of Primary Lndustries and Fisheries to the
lodgement of changed development approval (animal health station Lot 566
on SPI04107)

28 July 2006

33.

Consent of Department of Local Government, Planning, Sport and
Recreation to the lodgement of changed development approval as trustee of
the sport and recreation reserve Lot 1 on SP164685

31 July 2006

34.

Consent of Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Water to the
lodgement of changed development approval

31 July 2006

35.

Amended Development Application - amendments involve a refinement of
State Tennis Centre and redesign of the centre stadium to accommodate an
increase in the coverage of the roofed area over the centre court and
concourse, a reconfiguration of the State Tennis Centre buildings and a
minor configuration to the court layout.

31 July 2006

36.

Acknowledgment Notice for Amended Development Application issued by
Council

8 August 2006

37.

Referral of Amended Development Application to Department of Natural
Resources and Mines, Powerlink Queensland, Environmental Protection
Agency, Queensland Transport, Energex Limited, Department of Primary
Industries and Fisheries, Department of Main Roads and Department of
Local Government, Planning, Sport and Recreation.

8 August 2006

38.

Concurrence Agency response Environmental Protection Agency
(Contaminated Land Unit) for Amended Development Application (same as
12 June 2006)

9 August 2006

39.

Energex letter regarding no objection to changed application

14 August 2006

40.

Referral Coordination - Information request from Department of Local
Government, Planning, Sport and Recreation

17 August 2006

4l.

Concurrence Agency Kesponse Queensland 1 ransport

21 August 2006

42.

Advice Agency Response - Powerlink Queensland

22 August 2006

43.

Decision Notice approving the Amended Development Application

25 September 2006

44.

Request to suspend Applicant's appeal period to seek a Negotiated Decision
Notice.

29 September 2006

I

Representations were made in relation to conditions regarding the
following:

•

pathway in Riverside Parkland;

•

Supplementary Residential Code (car parking);

•

Gross Floor Area;

•

Landscape Management and Site Works plan;

•

timing for in ground building works for tennis centre;
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<;

bicycle parking and associated support facilities at tennis centre;

..

water pressure and tank requirements for tennis

<;

..

timing of Landscape Management, Site Works and Planting Plan
for telmis centre;

..

timing for Street Tree Planting Plan;

•

timing condition 63;

•

timing for construction of the cul-de-sac to the intersection of
Ortive Street and Fairfield Road;

..
..

I

site artworks at tennis centre;

I, I·, ..
•

..

pathway;
Community Management Statement;
retaining walls;
noise emissions from pool filter and pump;

I
I

privacy screens for residential development;

I

sustainable components for the tennis centre;

•

Community Management Statement and noise emissions from
pool filter and pump;

•

artworks or sculptures;

•

Landscape Management and Site Works Plan for Council
parkland;

•

landscape plans;

..

safe pedestrian access;

•

colour scheme for building works;

•

Landscape Management Plan; and

•

footpath on site frontages.

45.

Negotiated Decision Notice for Amended Development Application made
16 November 2005

6 October 2006

46.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) of Roadworks and
Drainage plans

26 October 2006

47.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) of Roadworks and
Drainage plans

26 October 2006

48.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) of Water

26 October 2006
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Reticulation plans
49.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) of Signs and
Linemarking plans

26 October 2006

50.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) of Erosion and
Sediment Control plans

26 October 2006

5l.

Application for Operational Works for Filling and Excavation / Bulk
Earthworks plans

26 October 2006

52.

Application for Operational Works for Filling and Excavation / Bulk
Earthworks plans

26 October 2006

53.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) of Landscape plans

26 October 2006

54.

Letter from Council to Mirvac advising that landscape plans do not comply
with the Staging Plan for the Amended Development Approval (plans not
approved)

13 November 2006

55
1

.

I

I Application to change development permit - alter design of the buildings to

I

20 December 2006

I

56.

Sewerage reticulation plans lodged for approval

21 December 2006

57.

Further sewerage reticulation plans lodged for approval

21 December 2006

58.

Request to change conditions of the Development Permit Stage 1
Residential Material Change of Use Multi-unit Dwellings Buildings E & F
under s. 3.5.24 and s.3.5.33 of the Integrated Planning Act 1997

21 December 2006

59.

Development Permit in respect of Sewerage Reticulation (plans approved)

12 January 2007

160.

II

I Request for Detailed Design Compliance Assessment
I

I

improve functionality. Height and gross floor area not proposed to be
increased above the approved heights and gross floor area specified in the
existing approval

On-Site Landscape

31 January 2007

Works (State Tennis Centre)

I

6l.

Development Permit in respect of Erosion and Sediment Control (plans
approved)

1 February 2007

62.

Detailed Streetscape Works Plans lodged for approval

7 February 2007

63.

Development Permit in respect of Water Reticulation (plans approved)

9 February 2007

64.

Development Permit for Filling and Excavation / Bulk Earthworks (plans
approved)

12 February 2007

65.

Development Permit for Filling and Excavation / Bulk Earthworks (plans
approved)

19 February 2007

66.

Development Permit for Sewerage Reticulation (plans approved)

22 February 2007

67.

Request to Change an Existing Approval under s. 3.5.33 of the Integrated
Planning Act 1997 in relation to stadium of State Tennis Centre - design
and height of roof of stadium

28 February 2007
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68.

Detail Design Compliance Assessment (On-site Landscape Works)
approval

7 March 2007

69.

Changes to State Tennis Centre - design and height of roof

8 March 2007

70.

Request for compliance assessment of operational works for a sewerage
pump station

1 April 2007

7l.

Tennyson Sewer Pump Station SP313 plans lodged for approval

30 April 2007

72.

Approval of Detailed Streets cape Works Plans (Condition 39(a) of
Development Permit DRS/USEIH05-933802)

1 May 2007

73.

Development Permit in respect of Signs and Linemarking (approval of
plans)

3 May 2007

74.

Development Permit in respect of Roadworks and Drainage (approval of
plans)

4 May 2007

75.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) Development
Permit - Landscape Works in Park

5 June 2007

76.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) of Landscape
Works on Private Land (Stage 1 Residential) plans

5 June 2007

77.

Application for Operational Works for Bulk Earthworks plans

5 June 2007

78.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) for Erosion and
Sediment Control Plans lodged for approval

5 June 2007

79.

Application for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) Roadworks and
drainage plans lodged for approval

5 June 2007

80.

Approval of changes to conditions of the Development Permit Stage 1
Residential Material Change of Use Multi-unit Dwellings - Buildings E & F
under s. 3.5.24 and s.3.5.33 of the Integrated Planning Act 1997

8 June 2007

8l.

Development Permit in respect of Bulk Earthworks (plans approved)

20 June 2007

82.

Development Permit in respect of Erosion and Sediment Control (plans
approved)

21 June 2007

83.

Development Permit in respect of Roadworks and Drainage (plans
approved)

21 June 2007

84.

Pre-lodgement meeting regarding modification of current development
approval, specifically design revisions for Building D - Stage 2 of
Residential Development

22 June 2007

85.

Request for Compliance Assessment (Schedule 12) - Development Permit Landscape Works in Park refused

26 June 2007

86.

Development Permit in respect of Landscape Works on Private Land (Stage
1 Residential)

12 July 2007

87.

Development Permit in respect of the Tennyson Sewer Pump Station SP313

13 July 2007
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(plans approved)
88.

Letter from Lambeli & Rehbein to Council regarding bicycle lanes

16 July 2007

89.

Request to Change an Existing Development Approval (Conditions)

13 August 2007

90.

Development Permit for Signs & Linemaking (plans approved)

24 August 2007

91.

Development Permit for Roadworks and Drainage (plans approved)

24 August 2007

92.

Vegetation Management Plan lodged for approval

24 September 2007

93.

Development Permit in respect of Vegetation Management Plan

2 October 2007

94.

Request for Compliance Assessment of Detailed Landscape Plan
(Condition 126(a) and (b) and Condition 194(a) and (b) (Parkland in front
of Building D only»

18 October 2007

95.

Noise Impact Assessment Report (Condition 202(a» lodged for approval

14 November 2007

96.

I Compliance Assessment Approval of Detailed Landscape Plan (Condition

15 November 2007

126(a) and (b) and Condition 194(a) and (b) (Parkland in front of Building
I D only»
97.

Approval of Request to Change an Existing Development Approval
(Conditions) lodged 13 August 2007 under s.3.5.24 and s.3.5.33 of the
Integrated Planning Act 1997. Approved amended conditions:

5 December 2007

I
I

Condition 84 (Previously 4) - "Parkland Contribution" has been amended
to reflect an update in names of the approved plans. The new named plan is
Pedestrian & Bicycle Pathways Plan M-SP-RP.DA, Rev H, amended in red
19 September 2006.
Condition 87 (previously 10) - "Parkland Design Plan" has been amended
to reflect an update in names of the approved plans. The new named plan is
Pedestrian & Bicycle Pathways Plan M-SP-RPDA, Rev H, amended in red
19 September 2006.

I

Condition 111 (new condition) - "Access Easements" has been added to the
package as a consequence of the proposed temporary access easements.
This condition has a sunset clause and will require the access easements to
be "created and surrendered upon completion ofStage 2 (Building D), or at
the time of the endorsement of the Community Management Statement for
Building D".

I

Condition 112 (previously 95) - "Community Management Statement"
e

Part f) of this condition has been added as a consequence of the
change to the application for an On-Site Managers Unit.

e

Part i) of this condition has been added as a consequence of the
change to the application for an On-Site Managers Unit.

Condition 121 (new condition) - "On-Site Managers Unit" has been added
to the package as a consequence of the change to the application for an OnSite Managers Unit.
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Condition 128 (previously 126) - "Parkland Landscape Management Plan"
•

Part b) of this condition has been amended to reflect an update in
names of the approved plans. The new named plan is Pedestrian
& Bicycle Pathways Plan M-SP-RP.DA, Rev H, amended in red
19 September 2006.

Condition 130 (previously 128) - "Detailed Plan" has been amended to
reflect an update in names of the approved plans. The new name of the plan
is Pedestrian & Bicycle Pathways Plan M-SP-RP.DA, Rev H, amended in
red 19 September 2006.
Condition 146 (previously 145) - "Access, Grades, Manoeuvring,
Carparks, Signs"
•

Part f) of this condition has been added as a consequence of the
change to the application for an On-Site Managers Unit.

Condition 178 (previously 169) - "Community Management Statement"
•

Part c) of this condition has been amended as requested,
updating the number of parking spaces from 176 to 178 and the
number of visitor spaces from 22 to 24, to reflect the increase in

I\1ulti Unit Dv/ellings.
•

Part d) of this condition has been added as a consequence of the
change to the application for an On-Site Managers Unit.

•

Part q) of this condition has been amended to reflect the increase
in the Shop and or Restaurant GFA from 100m2 to 274.5m2 •

•

Part r) of this condition has been amended as consequence of the
change to the application for an On-Site Managers Unit.

Condition 179 (new condition) - "Access Easements" has been added to the
package as a consequence of the proposed temporary access easement. This
I condition has a sunset clause and will require the access easements to be
I "created and surrendered upon completion of Stage 2 (Building Dj, or at
the time ofthe endorsement of the Community Management Statement for
Building D. "
Condition 182 (previously 175) - "Overall Height - Survey Certification"
has been amended as requested:
•

amending the plan numbers to reflect the new amended plans,
stamped and approved as part of this modification; and

•

updating the condition to reflect the modification of the proposal
in terms of its compliance with the original stated height. The
proposed Building D complies with the heights stated in this
condition, "Except for the western end of Levell 0 and the
eastern end of Level 11 as illustrated on the approved Elevations
51-DA1600 Rev F and 51-DA1601 Rev F".

Condition 185 (previously 180) - "Residential Development - Constructed
with Requirements" has been amended as requested removing reference to
"fixed rivacy screens up to 1.8m abovejloor level to the balconies as
Legal\304966993.1
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shown on the approved plan The condition has been replaced to state that
"Privacy screens are to be in accordance with the approved plans ... ".
If.

I Condition 189 (new condition) - "On-Site Managers Unit" has been added

to the package as a consequence of eth change to the application for an OnSite Managers Unit.

I

Condition 190 (previously 185) - "Commercial Use" has been amended to
reflect the increase in the Shop and or Restaurant GF A from 100m2 to
274.5m 2 • The condition also includes reference to the proposed 31m2 of
storage space, which is proposed to be accessible for general storage and
refuse by both the Shop/Restaurant and the On-Site Managers Unit.
Condition 192 (previously 187) - "Sewerage Per ET" has been amended to
reflect the increase in Multi Unit Dwellings. The ET's have increased from
81.6 to 86.40 ET's and the financials have been amended to reflect the
2007/2008 rate.
Condition 193 (previously 188) - "Water Per ET" has been amended to
reflect the increase in Multi Unit Dwellings. The ET's have increased from
73.44 to 77.76 ET's and the financials have been amended to reflect the
2007/2008 rate.
Condition 216 (previously 212) - II.{AAccess, Grades, l'vfanoeuvring,
Carparks, Signs"

•

Part d) of this condition has been amended as requested,
updating the number of parking spaces from 176 to 178 and the
number of visitor spaces from 22 to 24.

•

Part f) of this condition has been amended as a consequence of
the change to the application fro an On-Site Managers Unit.

I

98.

Request to Change an Existing Approval - enclosure of roofed terrace area
and cover of two show courts (permanent shade structure)

14 January 2008

99.

Detailed Landscape Plan (Condition 200(a)) lodged for approval

24 January 2008

100.

Vegetation Management Plan lodged for approval

24 January 2008

10l.

Approval of Detailed Landscape Plan (Condition 200(a))

22 February 2008

102.

Approval of Request to Change an Existing Approval (Conditions).
Approved amended conditions:

14 March 2008

Condition 31 - "Permanent Shade Structures" has been imposed to limit the
erection of permanent shade structures to the two show courts immediately
west of the centre court.
Condition 78 (previously 47) - "Plant and Equipment Certification" has
been amended to reflect an update in the requirements of the standard
condition. The amendment of this condition is a direct consequence of the
proposed enclosure of252sq.m ofthe existing roof terrace area located on
Level 3 of the Stadium.
Drawing number 31 DAI018, Rev C "General Arrangement PlanBuilding F - LvlO7-08", dated 11 September 2006 and has been removed
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from the Table of Plans.
Drawing number 5] DA 1600, Rev F "Development Approval Elevations
Sheet J Building D", dated 25 July 2007 has been included within the
Table of Plans.
Condition 220 (previously 219) - "Construction of Footpath" has been
amended to include the correct text.
103.

Approval of Noise Impact Assessment Report (Condition 202(a»

20 March 2008

104.

Letter from Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries to Mirvac
regarding owners consent for amended operational works (Streetscape) and
building application building C

26 March 2008

105.

Application for amendment to Landscape Operational Works (Transport
and Access) lodged

4 April 2008

106.

Application for amendment to Landscape Operational Works (Transport
and Access) withdrawn

24 April 2008

107.

Submission of Pavement Design for roads

24 April 2008

108.

Request to Change an Existing Approval for Tennis Centre and residential
Building D - changes to condition for constmction hours

24 April 2008

109.

Submission of Pavement Design for roads

28 April 2008

110.

Detailed Landscape Plan (Condition 39(a» lodged for approval

28 April 2008

Ill.

Approval of Detailed Landscape Plan (Condition 39(a»)

20 May 2008

112.

Application to change Development Permit for Stage I with the following
modifications:

26 May 2008

e

I
I

•

•

proposed maintenance workshop on the lower level of the
gymnasium;

II

enclosure of the bulk bin recycling store adjacent to the
gymnasium following approval of the waste management plan
by City Waste; and
revised roof design of the compactor structure.

113.

Compliance Assessment Approval of Vegetation Management Plan

10 June 2008

114.

Approval of Request to Change an Existing Approval (Conditions).
Approved amended conditions:

1 August 2008

•

Condition 52 (Construction Management Plan) amended to
change hours of constmction to include Sunday for the Tennis
Centre site only;

•

Condition 114, previously 115 (Community Management
Statement) amened to include acoustic attenuation requirements
for Restaurant in Building D;
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OIl

Condition 202 (Amplified Music) amended acoustic levels for
amplified music only and not the hours of use;

OIl

Condition 204(Plant and equipment certification) new
condition;

IS

Condition 205 (Restaurant Noise) new condition; and

•

Condition 206 (Acoustic Barrier - general) new condition with a
illustrated sketch AB SKO 1.

115.

Letter from Mirvac to BCC providing revised signal drawing 32099-001C
(Fairfield Road Intersection)

7 August 2008

116.

Compliance Assessment Approval - Riverwalk and Balustrade Drawings
required for Condition 126(a) and (b) of Development Approval
(DRSIUSEIH05-933802).

11 August 2008

117.

Approval of Request to Change an Existing Approval (Conditions). The
following change was made to the condition:

11 September 2008

•

I

I
I

Condition (113) Gymnasium was deleted and the requirement
for the location and use of the gym are now in a separate
component ofthe approved DA package. This will provide a
more robust approval when other parts of the preliminary
approval are exercised for residential development on the site.

The following drawings were replaced:

II

•

Gymnasium Site Plan, Drawing Number 01 DA 1000 Rev B

•

Gymnasium Lower Level Floor Plan, Drawing Number 01
DAI010 Rev C

•

Gymnasium Upper Level Floor Plan, Drawing Number 01
DAIOll Rev I

•

Gymnasium Elevations, Drawing Number 01 DA1600 Rev G:

118.

Development Application for an Material Change of Use (Multi-unit
dwellings, 81 Units, cafe/restaurant, temporary office and park) for 21
Softstone Street, Tennyson (Building C) (application withdrawn)

29 September 2008

119.

Event Traffic Management Plan lodged for approval

2 October 2008

120.

Development Permit in respect of Event Traffic Management Plan
described on ttm - State Tennis Event TMP Reference 24591 etmp5 dated
14 October 208

20 October 2008

12l.

Letter from Lambert & Rehbein to BCC regarding fit for purpose
inspection to facilitate the closing of Ortive Street to complete the
construction of the cul-de-sac in that street and certificate of completion to
cover the Fairfield Road entry and first roundabout.

21 October 2008

122.

Request for bonding of uncompleted work s (civil and landscaping works)

17 November 2008
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123.

Request to Change an Existing Approval. Proposed modifications to the
Material Change of Use Development Permit for Stage 1 Residential
(Multi-Unit Dwelling Buildings E & F and
only

30 March 2009

]24.

Subdivisional Agreement between BCC and Mirvac for uncompleted
landscaping works

6 April 2009

125.

Approval of Request to Change an Existing Approval. Proposed
modifications to the Material Change of Use Development Permit for Stage
1 Residential (Multi-Unit Dwelling - Buildings E & F and Park) only

26 June 2009

126.

Request to Change an Existing Approval. Proposed modifications are
specific to the Material Change of Use - Indoor Sport and Recreation,
Outdoor Sport and Recreation, Convention Centre, Restaurant, Office and
Shop

13 August 2009

127.

Request for release of uncompleted works bond in relation to Stage 1

3 September 2009

128.

Approval of Request to Change an Existing Approval. Proposed
modifications are specific to the Material Change of Use - Indoor Sport and
Recreation, Outdoor Sport and Recreation, Convention Centre, Restaurant,
Office and Shop.

9 October 2009

1')0

Request for modification to Development J.A).pproval for Stage 2 - change to
condition 200 regarding timing of land dedication (request withdrawn).

13 October 2009

130.

Request for bonding of incomplete works (landscaping works) in relation to
Stage 2

30 November 2009

13l.

Request for Plan Sealing of Survey Plan and New Community Management
Statement in relation to Stage 2

30 November 2009

132.

Letter from AECOM to Council regarding status of works for parkland in
Stage lB.

8 December 2009

133.

Stage 1 - On Maintenance notice

17 December 2009

134.

"Generally In Accordance" Advice regarding the proposed amendments to
the approved floor plans identified as part of the plan sealing process.

17 February 2010

135.

Stage IB - On Maintenance notice

3 March 2010

136.

Request to extend Relevant Period (Preliminary Approval for Buildings A,
Band C and Park)

11 June 20lO

137.

Approval of Request to extend Relevant Period (Preliminary Approval for
Buildings A, Band C and Park)

14 September 2010

138.

Development Application for a Request for a Permissible Change to a
Development Approval. Proposed changes:

21 June 2011

I
1-.i:../.

•

A new Multi Purpose Room #3 (MPR) under the podium;

•

Expansion of Players Change Room and Levell Amenities;

•

Link Under Podium to provide improved player circulation
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routes under the Stadium;

..
Eo

..

New Toilet Facilities for coaches and staff;
Reception Area Modification to increase office space on Level 2'
and
Consolidation of Maintenance Shed and Site Offices .

No decision has been made in relation to this Development Application.

Legal\304966993.l

13
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Peter But!?~ ~,_T~nnyson Riverside Dev~~?pme~~pdf

ATTACH
29 June 20GS

Michael Papugeorgioll
\1anager City Planning
Brisbane City Council
16'" FiOelL 6'J Ann Slreet
BRlSBAKE QLD 4000

rlc~lr

Michael

RE: TENNYSON RIVERSIDE DEVELOP:V!E\T
Further to our !elephone discussion on Monday ewning, I confinll \ii)"";I(, has been appointed
developer to construct the Tennyson Riverside Dneiopmcm.
The project Oil tile former Tennyson Power SIa[ioli site includes tbe SWc Tennis Centre, a public m',.~rrrt'\1t
parkland and residential apartrne.n£l.
Previously v.'t hm'e djscu\~cd the TiOrifJTl oj' h;lvinf~ 11)/0 or three workshoflS \!Jllh your key le~lm !1Krl';/)US to
review the project, priur to 8 formal pn:-(od[.:rnent meeting (Inti th:-: subsequent !odgmC'nr :):' jhe
Development Appiiotion.
A('{:orciing!y, i write to request the tiTst of ltr,"c wmkshops ~\t your earliest c>1I1VCniGllcc.. Would Y,lU please
,ee if we could have the first workshop pos\ibly 1)11 Wednesday 6 July rrorn 2.00pm to 3JOpm'l Mirvac has
a suitable meeting room avaJiabie or :dtemalivcly 'Ne could have it at your ,,['(ices.
MimiC would provide a comprehensive briefing on the project inducting proposed infr:mfucrurc, t!;c SWlG
TenniS Centre, parkland and residential development

Thank you for your assistance in the orgain:sing nllhc workshop.
Yours

\

Dc"~lopmellt Di;~'2tor - Acquisitions

Mllv:IC Qu,:cnsl.iUleH'(y Lilliitc.d A.eK 060 ·111 ::07

~,t\
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"., ::.:,0,

".(."

",:J,:
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AGENGA
DATE & TIME:

6 July 2005 1-2

LOCATION:

Arbour Room

SUBJECT:

Tennyson Riverside Development

ATTENDEES:

Mirvac:

HPA:
Brannock Consulting:
Brisbane City Council:
Steve Schwartz
Kevin Matthews
DISTRIBUTION:

All Above

NO:

ITEM

l.

Overview and Update

2.

Application

3.

Program

4.

Community Consultation

j
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The Mirvac Group
Mirvac Limited ACN 003 280 699 Mirvac Property Trust ARSN 086 780 645
Level 2, 164 Grey Street, South Bank Qld 4101 Australia
PO Box 5121, West End Qld 4101
Tel 61 7 3859 5888 Fax 61 7 3010 1600
www.mirvac.com.au
Mirvac's Privacy Policy is on our website or contact our Privacy Officer on 61290808000

BCC.089.0517
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Brisbane City Council

....J

.......
u...

0

Development & Regulatory Services
Customer & Community Services

FROM

Steven Schwartz
Town Planner
Development Assessment Team South

Development Assessment Team South
Telephone
Facsimile

-------D-evelopmen:;ctAA;;:pp::iIC::;c::;at::;o=n-'o-'vcecr-;-la:-n-cd:-a7t ';c21:----SUBJECT
_ _ _ _ _~So""ftstone St, Tennyso"'n._ _ _ _ _ _ __

6 July 2005
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w

Application No
Project No

DRSIUSEIP04-898952
DRSIPROIP04-101886
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Steven Schwartz - Pre-lodgement meeting on tomorrow
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Dennis.A Kim
Steven Schwartz
7/09/20 054:45 pm
Pre-lodgement meeting on tomorrow

Dear Steven,
meeting appointment you had sent to Ken Wood for
The subjec t I like to discuss with you was about pre-lodgement
Tennyson-Mirvac site.
will be the person to talk to.
so either myself or
Ken wood will be no longer involved in pre-lodgement meeting
issues except the following issues;
y and I had a discussion about this site and we do not have major
reducing run-off.
• Protect waterway health by improving stormwater quality and
and supplement with alternative sources ego
issues
supply
water
all
for
utilised
• Demand management initiatives
Rainwater ta nks.
property boundaries.
Reduce property run-off by ensuring maximum absorption within
velocity
slowing
and
es
roadsid
on
tion
• Reduce road run-off by increasing absorp
nities
opportu
• Maximising recycling
The rest of flood related issues are guided by Bob Adamson.
If you have any other questions, please contact me.
Regards
Dennis Kim
Program Officer
Water Resources, Brisbane City Council
Ph
Fa

BCC.Q89.0506
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From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Bob Adamson
Kelly, Rory; Matthews, Kevin; Schwartz, Steven
8/09/20 05 11 :59: 16 am
Fwd: Brisbane River Conveyance - Tennyson power station

FYI
>>> Bob Adamson 08/09/0 5 11 :04 >>>
Hi Evan
ment will have negligible effect on
GHD will be contacting you to confirm that their proposed develop
problem with their buildings
ance
convey
l
potentia
a
d
identifie
had
Brisane River flood levels, They
Plans are at attached web site. From
being built within 6m of the river. Site is on UBD Map 179 G15.
what I could see it is unlikely to have a significant effect.
cheers
http:/(www.tennisattennvson.com.au/
Bob Adamson
Principal Hydraulic Engineer
Technical Specialist Team
Development Assessment Branch

BCC.089.0505
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From:
To:
Cc:

James Charalambous

Date:
t

Fri, 09 Sep 200514:41:00 +1000

:mmrrmr'

;gX::illJiliill

Thanks very much Erico and James for your quick response.

-

Senior Engineer - Hydrology/Hydraulics
GHD Pty Ltd
201 Charlotte Street, Brisbane, Old, 4000
GPO Box 668, Brisbane, Old, 4001

To
09/09/2005 02:26
PM
"James Charalambous"

cc

Subject
Brisbane_River_Cross_Section

To protect GHD and staff, all electronic mail sent or received via GHD's
data systems is automatically filtered and may be examined at the
discretion of management, without prior notification to the sender or
recipient. Confidential information should not be sent by electronic mail
as the security of this information cannot be guaranteed.

Andrew,
BCC.091.0046
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Attached are two extracted cross sections related to the proposed site.
The cross sections are facing left to right looking downstream.
Best regards,

Engineer
City Design
Brisbane City Council
Ph:

**********************************************************************

This message has passed through an insecure network.
Please direct all enquiries to the message author.
**********************************************************************

This e-mail has been scanned for viruses by MessageLabs.[attachment
"Brisbane_River_Cross_Sections.xls" deleted by Andrew
Vitale/Brisbane/GHD/AUl

This e-mail has been scanned for viruses by MessageLabs.

**********************************************************************

This message has passed through an insecure network.
Please direct all enquiries to the message author.
**********************************************************************
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Re: Tennyson Riverside Development: Request for BrisbaneRiver
MIKE11 Model
From:

James Charalambous

To:

Peter Barnes

Cc:

Bob Adamson

Date:

Thu, 15 Sep 2005 08:18:59 +1000

Attachments:

Re_ Brisbane_River_Cross_Section.msg (25.09 kB)

Evan Caswell

II

Peter,
We have been in touch with the consultant (GHD) last Thursday, and following a detailed discussion, we initially
provided them with two cross-sections and a plan showing their location from the Brisbane River model (the model).
The cross-sections were specific to the development site and provided the following day (Fri 9/9). The consultant was
pleased with our prompt response on the matter (refer attachment).
It is our understanding that GHD will contact or discuss with Development Assessment (DA) the requirement for
modelling based on a cross-section analysis of the developments 'projection' into the Brisbane River. Based on the
outcome of this discussion it may be necessary for City Design to supply a relevant section of the model.
So at this point no further work is planned to be undertaken, until further notice from either GHD or DA.
Kind Regards
JamesC.
»> Peter Barnes 15109/20057:52 am »>
james
would you please confirm that you have made contact regarding the supply
peter b
»> Evan Caswell 02/09/2005 9:47 »>
James,
Would you please take care of this one. I expect you will need to discuss with Peter and Bob what is expected of us. If
we are going to supply the model you will need to fill in the necessary paperwork for the quote etc.
Evan
>>> <

> 02/09/2005 9:21 >>>

Hi Evan,
GHD has been commissioned by Mirvac to undertake an assessment of the
impact of the proposed Tennyson Riverside Development on the hydraulics of
the Brisbane River.
Please find attached a letter requesting access to Council's Brisbane River
MIKE11 model for the purpose of this investigation. This lelter has also
been sent to you by post.
BCC.091.0044
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I thought I would also email you this request to try to get the ball
rolling as soon as possible. The timeline for Mirvac's development
application is pretty tight!
Regards,

Senior Engineer - Hydrology/Hydraulics
GHD Pty Ltd
201 Charlotte Street, Brisbane, Old, 4000
GPO Box 668, Brisbane, Old, 4001
P
F
M
E
(See attached file: 328723.doc)

This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelaOs.com/email

**********************************************************************

This message has passed through an insecure network.
Please direct all enquiries to the message author.
**********************************************************************
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Re: Queries re Development related Flood Investigations
From:

Bob Adamson

To:

Evan Caswell

Cc:

Peter Barnes

Date:

Tue, 20 Sep 2005 17:03:41 +1000

mew"mill@

>

mrr

"lilt iii

[@5

R

Evan
They asked me about the development affecting flood conveyance for the Brisbane River, I said that I doubted if that
would be an issue because it has only occured in one site that I have been involved with, however I said that they
should check with you to rule it out. Am I correct in doing this? Don't we usually assume development outside the
River channel,ie on the banks, will not significantly affect conveyance in the Brisbane River?
cheers
Bob
»> Evan Caswell 20/09/05 15:07 >>>
Peter,
I have received a call from GHD who are undertaking investigations for the development at the Tennyson site for the
new tennis centre. We have given them Bris River cross sections to assess the flooding impact. They are now
wanting to discuss further at a meeting the need for modelling of the River taking into account the effects of the
proposal. I think Bob has advised that flood storage is not an issue so they are considering loss of conveyance
effects.
My question is, in such instances are you happy for us (W & E) to represent you WR at such meetings or is this
something you have no interest in and consider purely a DRS responsibility in which case DRS would be paying for
our time if they wanted us and not you?

For your timely advice please. The GHD person was hoping for a meeting tomorrow either morning or late afternoon,
I held back my snickering.
Evan

BCC.091.0048
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Re: Queries re Development related Flood Investigations
From:

Evan Caswell

To:

Bob Adamson

Cc:

Ken Morris

Date:

>

, Peter Barnes

>

Wed, 21 Sep 2005 12:20:29 +1000

""19"H':Iill,;t1i1tJ&iKBmIlIll_ _i ___'IIWlldlllWm_UIIJllilllm'1II·_ _III_ _ _
n_ _
AfllllW_ _ _ _IIIHIII-jplll.m
1II_ _ _ _ _!I11
__• __
111

Bob,
I don't think it is up to us (CD) to say what they should or shouldn't do. This is not our (CD) responsibility as I see it.
We are provider of technical advice to paying customers. So unless someone wants to pay for our time we can do
nothing. ! am still waiting for Peter to advise whether I am working for him in this instance but I would have thought
that this as with other such queries are a DA responsibility and that it should be up to DA officers to arrange
whatever meetings or make whatever enquiries are required to sort this out. If this doesn't happen and we deal with
consultants directly I would have thought we would be at risk of giving conflicting and undocumented advice.
IF I am wrong in all this I need for someone to state in writing what our responsibilities are and add an ITS number
and we will gladly operate autonomously.
In relation to this request I don't think we should give advice as to whether they need to do modelling or not. Doesn't
it come back to them demonstrating no adverse impact? So how about we say:
"If you want to do a model assessment we will give you a few extra sections and some flows and you can set up a
HECRAS model and demonstrate the effects."
or
"If you don't want to do a model demonstrate to us (DRS) that there is minimal change in conveyance through some
number crunching based on the cross section properties"
After all they are the consultants they should be providing the conclusions to us (BCC) shouldn't they?
interested in your thoughts.
Evan
>>> Bob Adamson 20109/2005 17:03 »>
Evan
They asked me about the development affecting flood conveyance for the Brisbane River, I said that I doubted if that
would be an issue because it has only occured in one site that I have been involved with, however I said that they
should check with you to rule it out. Am I correct in doing this? Don't we usually assume development outside the
River channel,ie on the banks, will not significantly affect conveyance in the Brisbane River?
cheers
Bob
>>> Evan Caswell 20/09/05 15:07 »>
Peter,
I have received a call from GHD who are undertaking investigations for the development at the Tennyson site for the
new tennis centre. We have given them Bris River cross sections to assess the flooding impact. They are now
BCC.091.0051
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wanting to discuss further at a meeting the need for modelling of the River taking into account the effects of the
proposal. I think Bob has advised that flood storage is not an issue so they are considering loss of conveyance
effects.
My question is, in such instances are you happy for us (W & E) to represent you WR at such meetings or is this
something you have no interest in and consider purely a DRS responsibility in which case DRS would be paying for
our time if they wanted us and not you?
For your timely advice please. The GHD person was hoping for a meeting tomorrow either morning or late afternoon.
I held back my snickering.
Evan

BCC.091.0052
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Tennyson Riverside Development - Mike11 Model
From:
To:
Date:

Wed, 28 Sep 200515:01:09 +1000

Evan,
We have been asked by Bob Adamson to undertake modelling of the Brisbane
River in regard to flow conveyance at the proposed Tennyson Riverside
Development Site (old Tennyson Powerstation). We therefore still require
the information that
requested on the 01/09/05. If you no
longer have a copy of this request I can email it again, just let me know.
Generally we would need:
Mike11 model of approx. 2 km upstream and downstream of site, boundary
conditions at each end for 50, 100, and any greater ARI events that Council
have. This will include in flow hydrographs, and tailwater (level-time)
inputs for the critical duration (at the site) only.
This require this information quite urgently.
Thankyou
Regards
Environmental Engineer

GHD Pty Ltd
201 Charlotte Street, Brisbane Q 4000
GPO Box 668, Brisbane Q 4001

http://www.ghd.com.au

This e-mail has been scanned for viruses by MessageLabs.

**********************************************************************

This message has passed through an insecure network.
Please direct all enquiries to the message author.
**********************************************************************
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Brisbane City Council
- GHD P/L

To;

Date;

3/1012005

City Design

Attn:

Water and Environment

cc;

315 Brunswick St Mall
Fortitude Valley Qld 4006
Locked Mail Bag 6996
Albion Qld 4010

Prom;

Re:

Evan Caswell - City Design

Tennyson Riverside Development

Phone:
07 3403 0430
Facsimile: 07 3403 0438
Email:
Internet: www.brisbane.qld.goY.au

,
In response to your correspondence dated 28/912005 we confirm we can provide hydraulic
engineering services in relation to extraction of a Brisbane River MIKEll model for the above.

The Brisbane River MIKEll model extracted will be a 'cut-down' version ofCounei!,s Brisbane
River model. The model provided to GHD will extend 2 kilometres upstream and downstream of
the subject site as per your request.
The scope of the works in relation to this matter is as follows:

•
•

•
•
•

Provide complimentary cross-sections layout plans denoting the model extents
Extract relevant cross-section data (*.xus file)
Provide network and hydraulic parameter file (* .nwk and *'hd) for the cut-down model
Provide boundary condition data for the 50yr, 100yr and 2000yr ARI design events (*bndll)
Provide a resuits spreadsheet containing discharges and flood levels for the design events listed
above for the extent of the model.

The estimate to undertake the proposed model extraction is estimated at between $1500 to $2500
(plus GST) to undertake the extraction. The works will be uudertaken on a do and charge basis, and
we may not expend the estimate indicated above. We will advise you if it is likely that we will
exceed the upper estimate.
We can complete the extraction within 10 working days of receipt of the signed user agreement for
use of the extracted model (attached). We trust this will be acceptable and look forward to your
confirmation. Should you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact James Charalambous
on

Evan Caswell - Senior Engineer
Flood Management, Water and Environment
City Design

W3060512-PP001AJC.doc
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Brisbane City Council
- GHD

To:

Dale:

04/10/2005

City Design
Water and Environment

Attn:

cc:

Evan Caswell - City Design

From:

Ken Morris - City Design

Re:

Brisbane River Model
Riverside Development)

315 Brunswick St Mall
Fortitude Valley Qld 4006
Locked Mail Bag 6996
Albion Qld 4010

Extraction

(Tennyson

Phone:
07 3403 0430
Facsimile: 0734030438
Email:
Internet:
www.brisbane.qld.gov.au

Please find attacbed model data in relation to tbe above. Tbe model data is based on the following
sources:
•

Brisbane River Flood Study: RecaJibration of tbe MIKEll bydraulic model and determination
of the 1 in 100 AEP flood levels (SKM 2004); and

•

Brisbane River Flood Study: Calculation of floods of various return periods on the Brisbane
River
(SKM 2004)

If required, furtber information pertaining to these studies can be found in the City Design library. If
necessary please contact James Charalambous directly on
to discuss any furthcr queries
in relation to this matter.

Ken Morris
Product Manager, Flood Management
Water and Environment
City Design

W3060512-ME001 Aesjc_Memo
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ABN 72 002 765 795

BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL

Pre-lodgement Meeting
Development Assessment Request
Address
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The purpose of meeting is to discuss:

o

Initial concepts

o Detailed design issues
o Technical issues
Description of proposed
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____
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Is demolition proposed?
No
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Yes
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Give details

Issues for discussion
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To ensure the best outcome from the Pre-lodgement Meeting please complete as much detail as possible on this form and
include the following:

o
o

o
o
o

Plans of proposal
Photographs of existing building on site and surrounding streetscape
Written reports
Site details
Other. ____ _

Submit by mail: Brisbane City Council
GPO Box 1434
BRISBANE OLD 4001

CC1944b(512003)

Submit by fax:
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Development and Regulatory Services
Minute of the daily team meeting for the Development Assessment Team South
held on 6 October 2005
APPLICATION:
SITE:
Aspects of Development:
Address of Site:
Preiodgement Meeting
21 Softstone St, Tennyson Qld 4105
Real Property Description:
Description/Purpose of Proposal:
Lots \-2 on RPlOOS60, Lot 1 on
Prelodgement
RP37962 and Lot 663 on SL2532, Parish
Applicant:
ofY'pilly
Area of Site:
Brannock And Associates
117002
Area Classification:
Application No.:
Community Use Area CuS - Utility
DRS/USE/P05-92S25S
Installation
Project No.:
Name of Owner:
Queensland Power Trading
Lodgement Date:
Corporation
5 September 2005
Name of Ward:
Dutton Park
Councillor:
Helen Abrahams
The Development Assessment Team South reviewed the above application.
After considering the proposal, the Development Assessment Team made the following recommendation.
RECOMMENDATION OF DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT TEAM
Assessment Process (code, notifiable
code, impact or modification):

(Sample Tick)

Code

'* Please note: animated fields shown above may require amendment in BIDS if incorrect
,

'ategory of Application:

I. Pre-lodgement

4. Major Project

2. Acceptable solution

5. Non-compliance
.'

3. Alternate solution

I

.,I

.....

.... >

-

6. Modification

'.

Councillor Helen Abrahams Comment Required

Yes

No
"-"

Application Properly Made:

Yes

No

Has the applicant requested consideration under a superseded
planning scheme (this includes amendments to City Plan)?

Yes

No

Assessment Manager:

ApPLICATION No.:
PROJECT No.:

Steven Schwartz
Town Planner
Telephone:
Facsimile:

DRS/USE/P05-928258
PAGE4
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r<

....

.

...

'

..

,dZ·i'tJl:~MR.)J:f .\!l"',,"

".

....

.

Nrune

.

.'

.

'

.

~

'

~··

.

Advicerequiredby
(date):
..
. ' '.

Discipline

.

••••

No referral required
conditlon/s set by
((late I:

A flv;ep

.c

R";Oh
City Council-Urban Man:
R,·id-.onp City CouncilJiih"c
Decision ,-.1. ,;. due date:
A fl":'

.. ·; .. i(>··'C>··< .....

,I':,

18 October 2005

A

i

Thircl Party Advice

Department of State
Devp!,

The Counci! did not refer this application to any entity for its comment
Due date of reply -

I

~dvice

CpnCllrr"nce
A

,:.

A

Department of Housing
Queensland Transport

partment of Emergency Services-CHEM Unit
'epartment of Natural Resources & Mines
Envi
1ta! Protection Agency Contaminated
Land Unit
Environmental Protection Agency - Licensing

.

..

.

'.'

.

.

.....

......

.' ••••.;

Environmental Protection Agency - Waste &
Technical to. .
Environmental Protection Agency - Queensland
u.·
Council
0"",

"

01·

rl

Rail

Department of Primary Industries
Department of Communications, Infonnation,
Local Government & Plannin"

.'

..
.

. .......•

Department of Main Roads
Department of Families
"~jJa",u~uc

of Tourism, Racing & Fair Trading

":ducation Queensland
Division of Workplace Health & S~ty
\.!ul-~nsland

Fire and Rescue Authority

I

Brisbane City Council

I Knenal

Other Agencies

I Application "p,-mic,,<
Hi~ory

relp\I"nt to apjlliLalion:
fclp.ntifipcllssues:

ApPLICATION No.:
PROJECT No.:

•

~ocal

Plan

-"

DRS/USE/P05-928258
PAGE 5
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Delegate:

Rory Kelly
Principal Planner

Chairperson
Contact:
Team Support Officer
(Signature)

ApPLICATION No.: DRS/USElP05·928258
PROJECT No.:

(Date)

PAGE 6
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Director: John Brannock

annock

Associatesrici
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT CONSULTANTS

MURP MS: BSurv FPIA Fill MRAlPR FAlCO

Ani<lJ1C1 Prof=r, Univcciry arQ.u:emJ.w.n

Level 20, T & G Building

141 Queen Street Brisbane
GPO SO" 552 Brisb,ne Qld 4001
Email: brannod{@gil.com.au

Ph (07) 3229 5322 Fax (07) 3229 5488
ABN648S347! 204 ACN0.8! 3i.HIII

16 November 2005

OUR REF: Mirvaciennyl01·v01

•

Chief Executive Officer
Brisbane City Council
69 Ann Street
Brisbane OLD 4001
Attention: Rory K@lly/Sleven Schwam ~ Soull1 DA Team
Dear Rory/Steve,
RE:

APPLICATION FOR PROPOSED REDEVELOPMENT OF TENNYSON POWER STATION SITE

We are pleased 10 submit the enclosed Impacl Assessment application on behalf of Mirvac Queensland
Ltd for the proposed State Tennis Centre and Residential Development on the former Tennyson Power
Station Site at Tennyson.
The application seeks approval of the following components:
•

•

PreliminaJ\l Approval- for a Material Change 01 Use overriding the planning scheme for development of
the subject SITS generally in accordance with:

o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Masler Plan and Building Envelope Plans;

o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table; and

o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Supplementary Residen~aI Provisions,

•

Development Penni! - for a Material Change of Use for a Stale Tennis Centre (Outdoor Sport and
Recnsa~on) and associated facilities including administretion offices, oonference facirrties, care and'
outdoor lighting.

•

Development Penn~ for a Material Change of Use for Multi-un~ dwellings (including residents' gymnasium
and recreation building), Par!< and Centre Activities (cate/restaurant shop or office use to a maximum
gross floor area of 200m2).

• Development Penni! for Operational Works for the Disturbance of Marine Planis. The inclusion of this
application is 1Jiggerad by section 3.2.211 of IPA.
The application material oomprises the following:
•

Completed IDAS Fonns A, D, 02, Attachment 2, the Referral Checklist and owners oonsenl letier.

•

A cheque for $92,007 representing the prescribed application fee for a Major Project based on the
proposed gross floor area in the development The fee has been calculated as follows:

BCC.059.0011
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:
Development Permit for Residential Buildings D, E, F and gymnasium building
GFA - 45,7551112.
Fee is $20,000 for first 10,0001112 @$21m2 plus 35,755m2 @$1/m2" $55,755.

Preliminary Approval for Buildings A, Band C:
GFA - 42,324m2.
Fee is 80% x $1/m2 x 42,324m2" $33,859.
Development Permit for State Tennis Centre:
GFA - 2,3931112
Fee is 2,393 x $1/m2 = $2,393.
TOTAL FEE: $92,007
A copy of the latest survey plan registered over the site.
e

•

8 copies of the application documentation comprising:
~

Volume 1 Report - Project Overview

» Volume 1. Report -Impact Assessment Report

•

»

Volume:'l Report ~ Design Report:

l>

Volume 4 Report - Transport and Traffic

»

Volume 5 Report - Engineering and Services

Town Planning Analysis
Construction Management
Site Contamination Strategy
Preliminary ESD Report
Noise Impact Report
Community Consultation
State Coastal Plan
Urban Design
Landscape Design
State Tennis Centre Concept
Residential Buill Form

» Volume 6 Report· Flooding and Stormwater Quality Management
~

Volume 7 Report - Eco!ogical Assessment
Disturbance Report).

(includes Marine Plants

» A3 Architectural Plans
"

levels across the
One A1 set of the Architectural Plans and Survey Plan showing existing ground
site.

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any further information.
Yours faithfully

& Associates

BCC.059 .0012
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INTEGRATED PLANNING ACT 1997

[p ~®~ ~ m~ rril@WY @[P)[p)~(Q)\f@~ (Q)\f®~~~ tdH rrilg]
~~® [p)~@lrr1lrril~rr1lg] $(f;hem®
The completion of Attachment 2 is mandatory where an applicant is seeking approval under s3.1.6 of the IPA to

vary the effect of a local planning scheme.

Proposed le..1o! assessment

1. It is proposed that development resulting Itom !his approval be:

AprellminalY approval may slate fuat
any developrrtail that tray take place
on the !and, the subject of the
approval. may he either assessabIB:
(requiring code or impact
assessment), self-assessab!e or
exempt development or any
combination of assessable, selfassessable or exempt development

•

Proposed applicable codes
A preliminary approval may klentiiy
allY codes applying to development on
the land.

IZI (I)

Code assessable development - provide de'ails below

o (iii)

Exempt development - provide de,.,ls bel~w

I Development for residential purposes (multi-unit dwellings).
o (ii) Self-assessable development - provide delai's below

2.

Ust below the codes proposed to be applicable to any development resulting Itom this approval. de/ails

ofthes8 codes must 00 BtJ8cbed to this applicafjon.

Residential development will be assessed against the Tennyson Riverside Development
Masterplan and Supplementary Residential Code provisions in addition to existing City Plan
Codes.

PLEASE NOTE

ATTACHMENT 20f Form 1 cannot be accepted by the assessment manger unless accompanied by PART A of Form 1.
The assessment manager may refuse to accept an application that, at the time of lodgement, fails to provide all applicable information
requested by Part A and any othereelevant part of Form 1.

•

OFFICE IJSE ONLY (applicable to essessment manage1

I

DATE RECEIVE!)

1_

I

-===---::--_-_ =-~=~-

IlEFER_E_NC_E_"_U_II'l_B_ERI_S_--<-_ _ _ _ _ _

---~
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INTEGRATED PLANNING ACT 1997

(Formerly the "Referrals Checklist")

PLEASE NOTE:
1.

2.
3.

•

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

_00

This cheddlst was forrnMy referred to as the "Referrals Cheddist". SDma 01 \:he 'Guides' '10 using the IOAS AppJica'don Forms cnntioua 10 refer to tills dncument as tOO
'Refemlls Ch_. The naITe of tllis _
has changW to more ",,"ra1llly
iIS fundion.
Under tha IPA and [DAS fratn:a\I:.'Ork, an application may require assessment by the local Council am:l/or certain QUeBns1and State enttties (e.g. Environmental Protection
Agency. {)apt of Natural Resources and Mines, Queensland Heritage Council etc.).
This dleddist i3 proW:!ed to assist app!iCartls to delem"lin9 whsn an app!icatioo req'~ires assessmant by 8l Qu:e;snslarn! State entity and may also assist the applicant to
dlllemline!he ~I maru>gll!' for 1ha i1JlP-.
Therefore, the completiorl 01 all qI.WSoons in sectlon 1 of this checklist is man$tOfv for an applicaoons (other th8!l those requiring /11<1 completion of Parfs A. 8; B oflflJi.
It is the respoflSiblJity of the applicant to accurately complete this checklist.
Depending on the natlJre of !he applica:liotl, S11 applicable SIatB entity may 00 enner the assessment manager or an IDAS rererraf agency for the application.
Tho _ I manager for !he application wiU rely on \he information provide<! by \he applicanlwll", completing lhis dleddist I"" ""lias any material ind!F.4 in
support of the epplic8tion) to identify tn!he Acknowledgement Notloe. any applicable referral agencies for the appJ\catioo. The assessment manager will also rety on this
information when Identifying If the appl(catlon triggers referral coordinam.
To assrst yOll in answering the followJng questions a series of guides are available free !rom wNw.ipa,qld.gov au.
The other parts of Fonn 1 required to be completed by thts ched<.list are available from the Council Of the applicable State entity, or can be dO'oVllloaded ftw from
www.ipa.gld.goY.au.
Section 2 provides advice about the referrals that can be required for appjications fO!' bullding \I'm assessabta against the Standard Building Regulation 1993 (SBR).

SECTION 1· STATE ASSESSMENT (completion mandatory)
Now: The following state assessment triggers apply to de\letopment other than for building work assessable against the Standard BuiJding Regulation 1993 (SBR)).

Envlro!l1lmentally re~evant activity
For mora inftmnatkm refer to Guide 4.

1.

Unless. you answeloo "none of the abo'~e" 10 Q1, the
appl1caOOn requires assessment by the
adm/!'\ls!OOno autflomyl.
If an entity, other than the adminlstellll9 authOrity, is
the resessmenl mar1agef for the <JW!icatio:n. the
2ilmln1slerin~ aulhority is a concurrence agency fu;
the application in relation

(O

this metter.

The application involves: (tick applicable bor/es)
an environmentally relevant activity (ERA) for which a code for environmental compliance
has not been made. complete Pert Gof Form 1
a mobile or temporary ERA for which a code of environmental compliance has no/ been
made· complete Part Gof Form 1
tzl (iii) none of Ihe above

o (i)
o (ii)

Nota: An application involvifll) ERA 19 and/or 20 wl71
afso require completion of Part XI of Form 1 tor
spplOvaJY!!Jn.1n allocation under lIN Water Act

~ ~moo==~.=ro~~=lf='d='========~=======9====~================~===============================================
Slale-oonuolled road malt.1S

For_i_nrerer\O~U.

"",I""'" ~g"" refurr" '0,,", [lep"""",'m

Unless roo ans~ "nOne 01 the above" to 02, thl:l

Main Ro?ds (OMR) as a refelT<d agency.
In certain cirtumstances DMR will be an advice

2.

The application involves: (tick applicable bor/os)
0 (i) development on land contiguous' to a State controlled road and for-

0
0

agency, while ill other cifCtlmstances DMR WiU be a

cone""""", 81)'"".

ScOOdule 2 of 1m IP Regulation will assist )'ov to

determine where DMR is an advice or coocurrence
agency for the application.

0

(a) material chango of lise assessable against the planning scheme;

(b) r9configurlng 9 lot unless the total number of lots is not increased; and
the total number of lots abutting the State-controlled road is not increased;
(C) operntio01ZJI work (not assocIated with 8 material change of USe assessable against
the planning scheme or reconfiguring 8 fot menfioned in (b) abover-

associated wi1h access to a Slate-conlrolled road; or
, for filling or excavation; or
involving Ihe redirection or intensification of site stormwaler from ihe land, Ihrough a
pipe with a cross-sectional area greater Ihan 625 em' Ihat directs stormwaler to a
State-conlrolled road;

1 TOO assess.mant man. is responsibls for assessing 81M dSCiding rniDAS application. The a:ssessmant manager for an application is pmscrioed in scI16d!l~e SA of the IPA.
2 For .e:6dJtionm information rete! to Guida 5 'Doos my application /rigger fh$ refatral coordifl8fion process?'
3 Tha 'administaring aulhoo't)l' mz.I ba either tNt EmrironmetltWProIsctioo Agency. the reL<>IJallllct:al gl)1Iemmsnl (fer a dwolved ERA) or the Qua$I1SIand Dapziroont of Primary Industries and
Rsheriss {for a de!egaled ERA).
4 Land oontiguous to a Stata<ootmlled roarl is dafillOO in s.chedu!a 1401 tl1e !P Fffigulatioil tn moon Ianrl • if 1M oJ tiI$ !and is \,"iMllfl1 00m of li19 Sta!&oonll"ObS road: or thai :s pari a1 8 fo.rtUR:I Strta-

oontrol!erl roo!.

P8(le 1
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1I,f[EGRATED PLlINNING ACT 1997
State-contro!!ed li"Oad matters (coni)

o (ii)

IDAS Assessment ChectJist Velslon 14.0, 19 SePtember 2005

development on land not contiguous to a State-conlrolled road end (8) marori~! change of us.o assessable against !he local government's planning scheme; and
o mentioned in schedule 5 of tile IP Regulation and exceeding !he !hresholds set by
!hat schedule;
(b) reconliguring & /01 for a purpose mentioned in schedule 5 of !he IP regulation
and exceeding !he !hresholds set by that schedule;
(c) OIJerolion.lworn (not assoclaled with a malerial change of use assessable againsl/he

o

o
o

planning scheme or reconfiguring e lot m8nlioned In (b) above,..

assesseble against the local government's plenning scheme; and
mentioned in schedule 5 of the IP Regulation and exceeding me threshglds set by
that schedule;
(iii) none of me above
o
o

I2Sl
Clearing vegetation

3.

For more mtormaliOfl refer to !:luide 12,

Unless you anslII'&ed 'none of !he above"!o 03, the
appllcaliol'l fei1Uires assessment by the Q§t.0'.rnefl1
of Natura! Resources and Mines (NR&M).

•

II an agancy other than NRI1M is the assessment
mM${!ef fot the application. NR&M is aconcurrence
agency for !he apji'CaliOl'l irl relatton 10 lI"lis ma.tter.

The application involves: (lick appliwbl. boxles)
(i) marorial change of u.e(a) assessable against the planning scheme;
(b) on a !he lot oontaining o a category i, 2 or 3 area shown On a property map of assessable vegetation; or
o if there is no property map of assessable vegetation for the lot - remnant vegetation;
(c) where the exisDng use of the land is 3 rural or environmental use; and(d) where the size of the land is 2 hectares or larger - complete Part J of Form 1

o

o (iij

o (iii)

1'Oconfiguring a lot(a) on a lot oontaining a category 1, 2 or 3 area shown on a property map of
assessable vegetation or, if there is no property map of assessable vegetation for
the lot, remnant vegetation;
(b) where the size of the lot before the reconfiguration is 2 hectares or larger;
(c) where 2 or more lots are created; and
(d) where !he size of any lot created is 25 hoctares or smalter - oomplele Pa~ J of Form t

op"I1ltional worn (3) for the cieartng of native vegetation where the vegetation clearing is made
assessable under Schedule 8 of the IPA: and
(b) not associated with a material change of use assessable against the planning
scheme mentioned in (i) or reconfiguring a lot mentioned in (iI) - complete Part J of
Fonn 1

•

I2Sl (iv)
Str.tegic portland

The application involves;
(i) development on strategic port land as defined in the Transport infrastructull3 Act 1994 (TI
Act); - complete Part I of Form 1
(ii) a material cllaflgo of IJse that is (nconsistent with the land use plan approved under the
TI Act for the strategiC port land - oomptela Part I 01 Form 1
rgj (iii) none of the above

o
o

For more information refer to Guide 11.

If you licked (i) * the reie'l8l1t Port Autnority is the

assessment marragel' for lhe application.
It you tided (ii) Queensland Transport Is a

COOC\JITerlCe <>gene)' for the atlplicaOOn.

Acid SLllfate soils

For mom information refer to Guide 10,
Un!im you;mswered 'none of 1M above" III 05, the
applkalion requires assessment by Department of
Nalural Resoun::es and Mines (NR&M),

If ao ageocy 0I.t\8f than ~R&M is Ills assessment
manager for the awJica!ioo, NR&M is an adl!ice
agency for the applicatlon in relation ttl this ma!tef.

none of the above.

5.

The application involves development on land situated in an identified' local government area
and where !he surface of the land is; (lick applicable box)
I2Sl (i) below 20m AHD' and the development will involve the excavation of 1OOOm' or more of
soil or sediment at or below 5m AHD; or

o (iI) at or below 5m AHD and the development will involve filling me site wi!h 1000m' or more
of material
o (iii) for none of the above

5 The identilia-dlocei govelTl!Tl$flj ereas are: ALlrut([Jn, Bowen. Bri:s.bane, Broadscund. BtJndabatg. Burrig,'dn, Bur!(9, 9.umatI. Cahoolture, ~, Calliope. Caloundra, G.ardwel~ Csrpantaiia, Cook,
Coobola. Ooonglas. FlIZroy, Gladstone. ~11j CoasL Havey Bay, Hinchintr.oo&e, Isis, Johns!OfIe, livingstone, Logan, Mackay, Maroochy. Merybcroug!'\, Mirium Vala, Momlflg!on, Ncosa Pine Ri\rers,
Radcliffe, Redland. Rocl1lamptOll, Salina, Th~ TrSTO. TorreS, Tcwnsvi!le, Whilsurtday,
6 IWstralru\ Hsight I)ajum IAHO).

P'ge2
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INTEGRATED PLANNING ACT 1997

Major hazard facilities Otr possible
majo, h"""nj facilities

[DAS Assessment Checklist. Version 14.0, 19 Se tember 2005

6.

Fur more inrormatiol1 refet to Guide i 7.
If you answered "YES' toQG. theaw!lcatioo
reqtriras asse--~.ent by 1M Deparlrr@!rtof
Emergency Smic% (DES).

or possible
Does the application involve a m~g@rial change or US9 for a major hazard facilih;
Act 20IJ1?
ment
Manage
Safety
Goods
us
Dangero
the
under
defined
as
facility
major hazard
~NO

DYES - comp~I' Pari L 01 Form 1

11 an eqcr;cy other tha1l DES is ll-u:1 $.SSeSSIT,;m1

~!t;l{!he~.

DES is

8C(l!'l~nce

agency f;;:;r the app!ica.1ion in relation lD!his ma!1er.

Water related deve!opmeGlt under the 7.
Wale, Act 2000

For fT1!lffi inmrmailon about items (i) - (IV). refuf to

The application involves:
2000, that is:
(i) opernt)onal WlJrir, for laking or interfering witl1 water under the Water Act

o

o (a)

application requires assessment by the ~
01 Natur;>t Resources and Mines (NR&M).

o (b)
o (c)
o (d)
o (e)
o (f)

Unless you ilflSwerOO 'none of !he above" to 07, !he
!f an agency other !han NR&M is the assessment

manager fO!' the appllr..a1ion, NR&M Is arontlllf€.'rlca
agency for the app!ica1ion in retati:on to !his malter.

•

~ (ii)

Removal of qU.!llfT<J maierla! from a
watercourse

la,

Fa!" more informafun refer to Guide 16.

II you answered 'YES"to 08, the applicallon
requires asse:ssmen1 by the Q!wartnmnl of Natura!
R?:SoPfCes ®d Mines (NR&M).

Operational works In a tidal area or

coastal! management dismd
For more lnfonna!icn refet 10 Guide

is.

Un!eris you answered 'none of the above" to 09. the
reQt.!:res assessment by tha
Erwi!01lrnental Protectioo Agency (EPA) and you
ffilJst complete Pari M of Form 1.
~icatlon

in a watercourse, lake or spring, or from a dam constructed on a watercourse
K;, K1, 1<4, Ko, or
(eg. 8 pump, gravity diversion, stream re-dirediOl1, tr;reir Of dam)· DDmplete Pan
Kr; of Form 1 wtJ~ is applicable;

for an artesian bore anywhere in the Slate, no matter what the use - comp/.'"

Part K1 of Form 1;

for a subartesian bore, in deciared groundwater area', for use for purposes
other than stock andlor domestic use - romp/ela Pari f(, of Form 1;
for a subartesian bore, in certain declared groundwater area, for US0 for stoel<
andlor domestie purposes - complete Pert 1(, of Form 1;
a
for constructing a referable dam' or !hat will increase the storage capacity of
or
1;
Form
f(,,{
Pert
,comp/o'"
10%
referable dam by more than
1
for taking or interfering ~vith overland flow water· complete Parts KG and Gof Form

none of the above.

a watercourse'
Does the application involve development for the removal of quarry material from
200m
Act
Water
!I1e
requiring an allocatiOn notice under
~NO

DYES · complete Parts K7 and Gof Form 1

If an ageocy otter than NR&M is \tie assessment
maft3ger for the appl!catiOn, NR&M is a COrlCurrente
agency for the application in reIaIlon \0 thrs matte!.
/lIafs: Part G 01 Form 1is required to be romp/area
as lite {ldivity of removing quarry material from a
waterrourse- is a/so an Envirorrmantally Relevant
ActMty (ERA).

•

(uci1appiicable boxles)

Guide 15. For more iI'lfurmatioo about i!sTl {v),
refer to Guida 14 Does my aoolicafion invo/va
assessment 01 a referable dam?

9.

The application involves 01'8",110"81 work thatis: (tic/' iIle appJicob'" box/es)
(the
tidal worl<lO as defined under the Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995
(i)
or
1;
Coaslal Act) -complel' Perl MoiForm
out within a cos$/;II m.nag~men/ district under the Coastal Act and for carried
(ii)

o
o

complete Part M of Form f if any oox (8) to (I) below ere ticked.

n

If an 8\jeocy other !han EPA is !he lllies$rnBnl

(a)

manager for 1he app1ication, EPA is a concurrence
agency !01 the owIicalioo!n relatlon \0 this marter.

O(b)
o(c}
(d)
o(e}

o

o(Q
0(9)

o (h)
o(i}
~ (iii)

.
constructing or installing works in a watercourse betw8€n MHWS- and HAT (i,e
development has b,.oen determined
not to be assessable against the Water Act 2000 ;
constructing a canafl' intended to be connected 10 tidal waters;

o!her Ihen thOS<l "oms in tidel _~ where the

constructing an artificial waterway;
reclaiming land under tidal waler;
disposing of dredge spoil Dr otl1er solid waste material in tidal water;
interfering with quarry material on Slate coastal land above high-water mark;
draining or allowing drainage or How of water or other matter across State
coastal land above high-water mark;
removing or interfering witl1 coastal dunes on land, other tI1an Slate coaslal
land, that is in an erosion prone area and above high-water mark; or
constructing a bank Dr bund wall to establish a ponded pasture on land, other
tI1an Slate coaslalland, above high-water mark

none of the above,

8 daclarod r;afr1lmeat, a@8.
1 The declared ground water areas wa fisted ill Guide 13 D8V?!opmqntin
S Refarabla: dam is dafinoo undet Ihs Water Ad 2000.

9 WaIe!r.oorse is defined in sch 10 of!tre IPA.
10 Tidzl worn is dElined in sctt 10 of the IPA
tf Ni1995
11 Cmllll means C"~al as d$il'led undw Ihs ();JssfaJ ProW:;tioo and MaMgamer

Pege3
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Tidal vror'l\s 8lllld eoasa8i mal1a-geme01t 10. The application involves opernlional worn that is: Itick the applicable rodes)
For more inrorrnatiOil refer to Guida 18.

Unless you answered "none of !he above"!o Q10,
!he appfftat'cn triggers refa'TS ID ~<md
Tr;mrort
!Marilima Safely Old) as a

(on

coocurrence agency.

O(i)

o (ii)

lidal wofi!(12 as denned under the Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 (n'1e
Coastal Act) - complele Pert Mof Fo:m 1; Of
camed out within a coastal management district" under the Coastal Act and for (a) disposing of dredge spoil or other solid waste material in tidal water -corr;Jiero

o

o (b)
o (c)
lSI (iii)
Coasllai nnanagemel1ft
For more if'lfurmation reter to Guide lB.

Unless you answered 'none of the above" to Q11.

thG apptication requires assessmenl by the
8;yironm:ml?! ProtflC\iO!'! Age!1£! (EPA),

If an agency other than EPA is ttle assessment
manager for !he applmon, EPA is a concurrence

SilBOCy fur the appl1ca!ion if! relation to this matter.

•

Pert FA of Fo:m 1;

reclaiming land under tidal waler - wmpiaro Perl M01 FoIITl 1; or
constructing a canal", if the canal is associated witl1 reconfiguring a lotcompfeie Part M of Form 1;

-

none of the above.

11. The application L1volves: I,clrthe appJicabia bodes)
lSI (i) a matarial change of "sa assessable under a planning scheme il'lWolving operntienal
worn camed out completely or partly in a coastal management district"
lSI (ii) a material changs of U$& assessable under a planning scheme involving buildlflfJ
worn, camed out completely or partly in a coastal management district that is • the construclion oj a new premises witll a GFA l5 of at least i OOOm'
• the enlargement of the GFA of existing premises by more tllan 1000m'
(iii) fflconfiguring a lot assessable under schedule 8 of the IPA where tlle land is situated
completely or partly in a coastal management district
",oonfiguring
a /0/15 assessable under schedule 8 of Ole iPA and in connection wiL~
(iv)
the construction of a canal" - complet. P.rt MolForm 1
(v) none of the above

o
o
o

Development below high water mark
FO( more infurrnation refer to Guide lB.
If you answered "YES'lo Q12. the application
triggers referral to 1M Port Authority.
The Port Aulhority is concurrence agency it the
development iswithin 200m of a shipping chanool or an entry
and exit shipping corridor for the port
within 100Qm of a swing basin, a commercial
Shipping wharf, a I'TlOOIing, anchorage Of spoil
grounds;
within 1000m of a plaOl\ed port facirity idenli1isd

12. Does the application involve development below high water mark" and within the limits of a port
under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994?

lSI NO

o YES - oompleta Part M ot Form 1

•

·
•

in a land use plan approved under the Transport

Infrastrur;ture Ad 1994.
In all other situation the Port AuthOrity is advice

•

'9""".
MarInas
For frlQfe inforrnaliOIl refer to Guide 18.
If yOU answered "YES' to 013. the RllPlica!ioo
tnggem referral to Qllilenslaflg Fim am! R~Y:§

Qru.&as an advioo agency.

13. Does the application involve oper.!/jonal work that is tidal work for a marina" with r:'oce than 6
vessel berths?
lSI NO
YES· camplataP'rtM of Form 1

o

Tidal works in strategiC port land tidal 14. Does the application involve tidal works within the limils of strategic port land tidal areas"?

areas

For more infomlalion refer to Guide 18.

if you answered "YES'tl)Q14, lherelevant Em!
the as5;es.stnenl manager for the
application and !he gnvlfQ!lmefllal ~tion

lSI NO
DYES. complela Part Mof Form 1

~ is

~ {EPA)

EPA and Queensland TranspM (aD

-

ere conrorrence agencies fur the application.

Heritage
For further Informatioo refer 10 Guide 19.

If you answered "YES' to a1S, the awJication
triggers referral to 1116 QuefmSla[!j,j Herilgg!;! Q.llli!91
as ronctilTente agency 101 the applic3tion.

15. Does the application involve development in a heritage registered place as defined under the
Queensland Heritage Act 1992?

lSI NO

o YES -compleroP,rl ColRlrm 1

12 TIrlai worlds dafined in sch 10 of Ihs IPA.
13 Coosta management dtstrid is dl'i1ined in sch 10 of tna IPA aM moons a roasl2l m@lHlijootantdistrf.ctlirutiar tOO Co~eJ Prntadioo and ~ Ad 19f16, oths i.h2n an area d~ as a
coa>tsJ marlagemeflt district ~ sec!ioo 47(2) of 1ha1 Act.
•
14 Cartel means.
as defined undet Iils Coostal Pro:tectff)n and Managament Ad 1995
15 GFAis defined in sch 14 of lI'le IPA to mean the gross!loo' area. For 8 definition of OOW to cahl!ated GFA, go to tft:a planrting sc:herml <tgains! wh!ch tim awJ!c<ilion is OO1ng assessed.
16 Ur:dar s117 of the Coastal Protection 8mi Managstmmf Act 1995. an appltcaOOn fur recoo1iguraticm, t'.r!'1£ra lila reconfigLlra:ticn is associated with the COflStruction of an a:rUfida waterway, must ba
2CCOO1pani6d by tha application !m tha o~ 1r\'QJ1(s to co:nstruct ilia artificial ~.
17 High \!lata lIl8ik is rJafinOO in tha Coastal Profec;tiDn and Maregsmeni Ad 1995 and means!ha ordlrwy high ~ m.arl( at spring lirle.
18 MarIna is defined in tile Transport Opamtions (Matflime PoI/lltion) RagUfation 1995.
19 Strategic port land tidal mas are the ames geMralty 50 ma!6:'s se"wtard of high water mam iSdjarent In strategiC port land.

carta

Page 4
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Declared catchment areas

For more infoqnatfun, if!cluding a Ilsi 01100 ctec!aied
calr:hrnent areas wilhin Qu~, refer to ~

Jl.

Unless you answered "none of the alma' to 016,
the appfJr--<rticn f€>:lulres as.s.essmerl\ by !he
Dcp?1r11?nt of NaMa! Resotlrces and Mines
(NRRM).
tf E11 agenq otfle1 1hC!'1 NR.&M is the ~t
ma:naga let the ~fI, NR&M is a C!l!lCUITenre
agency ror the application in relation to !his matte;,

IDAS Assessment Checklist. Versior'l14.0, 19 Se ternt;er 2005

be a catchment area under the Water Act 2000 and

16. The application is in an area declared to
involves: (Ucie the IlPpliceble box/es)
D (I) "",oniiIJwing a /01, IT any lot restlltiag (Tom the reconfiguration is less ll1an 16 hectares;
the eslablishment or
D (ii) development assessable against the planning scheme involving
system for carrying
disposal
a
than
other
er.pansion of a waste water disposal system,
n Acl1994;
Pmteclio
ental
Environm
the
under
aclivity
relevant
out an environmentally

Contaminate<! land

A{lp!ications involving ma1eria! chang:::! of use Gmd I
re:::>:)(\figUling a!ct ffi£f'j tn'gger \hiS refef!al,

Of

ISl (iii)

none of the above

17. The application involves: (lie/( the epplicable box/es)

D (i) ,..""nfiguring a 101 for which all of part of the premises are-

(a) premises mentioned in the IPA, schedule 8, part 1, Iable 2(or by paragraph (d);
o .em 5, including the exemption otherJVise provided
by paragraph (e); or
(or
provide<!
otherwise
n
o ITem 6, including the exemptio
a mining aclivity Or petroleum
lor
provided
othenMse
n
exemptio
the
o item 7, including
aciMty; or
ed
(b) in an area for which an area management advice has been given for une)(plod
1
Form
of
N
ordnance ~ complete Parl

For more lrrIorma!ioo refeilD Guide 5.
Un!ess you ansWafed "none of the ~!e-' to an,
tile app!tca!inn tel:l!)ires assessment by the
Envlrqnmeotal Protoc6cn AgeflCY {EPA). If an
agency othec th3t1 EPA is ttw asse5Sffi$!l\ manager
for the applicaljon, EPA \JIill bfr a COOQ..llTenca
agency for the application in relation In!llis matler.

ISl (ii) a ",,{erial change of use -

•

or
(a) made assessable under the IPA, sche<!ule 8, part i, table 2, nems 5 to 7;
is in an area
premises
the
of
part
or
all
IT
(b) assessable against the planning scheme and
ordnanoo
<!
unexplode
for
given
b6€n
has
advioo
ent
managem
area
an
for which

D
Electricity il1lfrastructme
For more information refe( to schedule 20f the 12
~.

Unless you answered 'none of the above' to Oi8,
the application triggers relerra to the agency 10
wbich !he easement is qrrntOO in favOlJf oj as advice

agency.

•

compfate Part N of Form 1

(iii) none of the above

18. The application involves: (,ck the 8pplie8ble box/es)
D (i) mconfiguring a lot where any part of the tot is -

the
subject to an eaS€menl in favour of a distribution entity or transmission entity under
under
E/edJicity Act j 994 and the easement is for a transmission grid or supply network
that Act; or
o situate<! within 100m of a substation site;
ISl (ii) a ",aferial change of use, assessable against a planning scheme and not associated
with reconfiguring a lot ift in favour of a distIibution entily or
o any part of the premises is subject to an easemen
ion
transmission entity under the Electricity Act j 994 and the easement is for a transmiss
and
grid or supply network under ll1at Act:
is, or will be,
• any structure or work that is the natural and ordinary consequence of the use
located wholly or partly in the easement;
and not associated
ISl (iii) a malerial chango of use, assessable against a planning scheme
a substation
with reconfiguring a lot if any part of the premises is siluated within 100m of
o

D (iv)

D (v)

Land designated for community
infrastructure

Appfk:;iliQns mvolving de\leIopment 00 land
designated for community infrastructure ffi3Y trigger

this referred.
For more infumlation refer 10 schedt.tle 2 of !he Ie
~.

If yotl answered 'YES· Ie Q19, the epp!fca!itm
requires assessment by !he chiel exetufive of the
Mp?ft!mn! administering lhe Act authorising the
devel'Opment fur the designated pu~,
t1 so agency other than Jha deslgnatOf is the
assessment manager for the application, the
des:gnafu;g agency wm be a concurrence agency fOr
the applicatioo in relation to this matter,

site;

scheme,
O" .... lioft., werle that Is lilling or eYJ:avation assessable against the planning
not associated with reconfiguring a lot, ifentity or
• any part of the premises is subject to an easement in favour of a distribution
or partly in
wholly
locate<!
is
work
the
and
1994
Act
ElectnCity
the
under
entity
transmission
the easement;
the work is located wholly or partly wiUlin 10m 01 a substation sfte;
none of the above.

scheme and on land
19. Does the application involve development assessable against the planning
ture?
infrastruc
ity
commun
for
designated
(i) intended to be supplied by a public sector entity; and
(ii) on land not owned by or on behalf of the State; and
(iii) other than development(a) (or the deSignated purpose; or
(b) carrie<! out by, or on behaff of, the designator.

ISl NO
DYES

PBlJe 5
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SEQ Regional Pian

FQ1 room infomwliofl refer to schedule 2 of the lP
Regulation.
Unless you a1lS\!;'Cl'oo"none c! '(he above' to aLO,
the appllcaion raq uirns a>.~mel'\l by the ornce of
Um8'\~(OUMJ.

IDAS Assessment Checklist, Version 14.0, 19 September 2005

Region'. for: (tieI'!he
20, The application involves a material ohange of use of premises in the SECl
applicable oorJes)

under a
urban activities", other than where the premisP-s are zoned for urban activities
Area, lor
Study
ert
planning scheme in a rural village" or the Mt UndesaylNorth Beaudes
thein
is
men~
develop
the
which all or part of the premises, the subject of
(a) Regional Landscape and Rural Production Area;
(b) Rural Li"ng Area;
(c) Investigation Area; Of
(d) Mt LindesaylNorth Beaudesert Investigation Area,
D (Ii) rural residential purposes'" where Ille premises are not zoned for rural residential
purposes and Ille premises are in the (a) Regional Landscape and Rural Production Area;

o (i)

IZl (iii)
Fisheries. matters
FOf more information

•

reiN 10 sche!ju\e 20f the IE

Requl31ion,
Unless you answered 'nOne of the alma' 10 Q21,
till! app!icatlon r€quires asses.sment by the
QeD?dme1'!! of Prtm..."9Y IQ<lustnes and Fisheries

IDl'I'F),
If at! agency om than OPl&F is the assessment
manl'llJa for the applicatloo, DP!&F is a concurrence
agency for the application in relation to items (il -

IN) and ail oollice llget1cy in relation 10 item tv).

Integration of ~a:nd lOse and public

FOI' more infomlatloo refer to Guide 23, schedule SA
of lhe!E6, &. schedule 2 01 the lP Regulation,
Unless you a1lswered 'none of !he above', the
atlpfiCation triggers referral to aT as a COfICUtrenre

aqeocy,

•

none of the above

21. The application involves: (lie/fill. applicable boxfes)
(i) an assessable malerial changs of lise for aquaculture. complele Pert 0,

o

D (iI)

o

of FOIm 1;

y barrier,
assessable 0"....1101181 work that is the construction or raising of a waterwa
complete Part OJ of Form 1;

area;
assessable op.rs/ional work completely or partly within a declared fish habitat
marine
a
of
damage
or
assessable operationel work that is Ille removal, destruction
plant.completeParfOlofForm1;
adjoins a
(v) development assessable under the IPA schedule 8, part 1, on land that
declared fish habitat area;

D (iii)
IZl (iv)

D (vi)
transport

(b) Investigation Area; or
(e) Mt UndesaylNorth Beaudesert Investigation Area;

none of the above,

22, The applir,ation involves: (tk;k!he epplicable bodes)IZl (i) a material change of use assessable against the planning scheme for a purpose
s set by that
mentioned in schedule 13C of the IP Regulation and exceeding the threshold
,
schedule
D (ii) rocrmliguring alotthe
(a) on land that is completely or partly willlin a'public transport corridor, and
total number of lots increases;
D (b) on land that is completely or partly within a future public transport corridor or
an airport's public safety area;
future
(c) on land that is within 400m of a public passenger transport facility or a
public passenger transport faallty, and the total site area is 5GGOn,' or greater;
D (d) lor a residential purpose within the 25 ANEF contour for an airport;
D (e) for a residential purpose resulting in 100 or more allotments,
associated willl a
D (iii) oparntional work assessable against the planning scheme, butanot
d in (ii)
mentione
lot
ring
reconfigu
or
material change of use mentioned in (i) above
above, on land that(a) is completely or partly within a public transport corridor or a future public
transport corridor;
D (b) will result in wort< that encroaches into an airport's operational airspace,

o

o

o

D (Iv) none of the above,

C¢!OOoom CIty, Esk Shire,
Reglnnlli Plan £is ~ert Shim, 800n2h Shire, BtisOOml City, Cabncltura Shire,
2U Local ~maJ\ts v.ilhin trn; SEa Region are iden\ili$:d in t.Ite South East Queens!antl hy Shira. Noosa Shire, Pine RNers Stilts, Rerlcliffa City, Redlanrl Shira 2f1d Toowccrr.lr.l City,
Ctty.!\Aarox
togatl
ShJte,
lcidmy
Shiro,
Gatton Shlre, Gcld Coast City, Ipswich City, Kllroy
and purposes 2nd excludes some
ProvIsions, South East Qus-ens!and Regional Plan, Tits term includes SOma futilities
21 Urt:;an activity means urban activity as defi,"'I$lj in schedule 2, Part H Regu!atofy
activity.
urtlm
in
lncludoo
OO!
is
bt
a
on
d\!Jillling
ptltpllMlS. A sifl9ie residential
$wth £est ~ ~ PIa>1.
22 Rurat lJill2ua rrtS8tl$ f1.lf<lJ lJi!lzga as defined in £CheOula 2, Pm HR&i;Julatllty ProvisiOns, H Regutafmy ProlJisior\S, South £est Q\..c;eosland Regional Plan,
2, Part
SChedufB
in
d..<>finerl
as
purpose
residential
rum!
msans
ptlrpose
resldootia!
23 Rurol
Page 6
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RaiMraY safety and efficiei1icy

For more info:matian refer to Guida 23 scltOOule SA
of the lEA 8: !iChedtk! 2 mthe !f.B...eoul.a1ion.
Unless )IOu aTlS\,10{erl "\Woo cllhe a.!m'Je", the
appUcaiior. !riggers re!e.'1al to aT as a al!lrul'l81'n:;

"""Y.

!DASAssessment Checklist, Version 14.0, 19 September 2005

23. Tile application involves: (tick IJ>e Bpplicable bowes)I:g) (i) a malarial change ",1 use assessable against the planning scheme for a purpose
s set by thai
mentioned in schedule 130 of the IP Regulation and e"ereding the thrsshold
schedule.
(ii) veronfigurln!1 a /Olf(a) on land that is completely or partly within a future public transport conidor,
future railway land or a railway tunnel easement
future
(b) on land that is within 400m of a Citytrain passenger railway station or a
or
5000m'
is
area
site
lotal
the
and
Citytrain passenger railway slation,
greater;
railway
(c) on land fuat abuts rail conidor land, commercial conidor land or future
land, and the total number 011015 increases;
railway
(d) on land fual abuts rail corridor land, commercial corridor land or future
created;
is
land
railway
future
or
land and an easement abutting the corridor
(e) on land that is completely or partly within 100m of, and abutting an approach
10, a railway level Classing, and the iotal number of lois increases;
(Q for a residential purpose resulting in 100 or more allotments.
d With a
(iii) op.",lional"",,'/{ assessable against the planning scheme, bul not associate
in (Ii)
d
material change of use mentioned in (i) above or reconfiguring a lot mentione
thatland
on
50m',
than
above, involving emacung, excavating or UIIing grealer
and
0(8) is completely or par1Jy within rail corridor land or commercial corridor land,
ture;
infrastruc
rail
other
or
ture
infrastruc
transport
rail
for
not
the work is
tunnel easement;
(b) is completely or par1Jy within future railway land, or a railway
and
U(c) abuls raii corridor land, commercial corridor land or future railway land,
the work is within 25m of the railway boundary.

o

o
o

o
o
o
o

o

•

o

o (iv) none of the above.

[ 24. Does the application !Jigger reierral coordination?

Referral coordination

An information request requires referral cooo1inatloo
if !he applicatiotllrwooes 0) 3 or mote concurrence agencies: or
{li} a facclity or al'l!a assessable under a

planning !".Cherne and prescribed in
schedule7 or 8 01 the lP Regulatioo: Of
(iil) development which ls subject to an
applicatlorllor preliminary approval

ONO

I:g) YES, as the application: Wei< the applicable bowes)
I:g) (i) triggers 3 or more concurrence agencies;
IZJ (ii) involves a m.tarial changa of usa made assessable under a planning

IiWltioned in s3.1.6 of the!.E6.
For mora iffioonalion go to Guide2 <!fId Guida 6,

•

o (iii)
IZJ (iv)

Referral agcij1CY responses prior to
lodgement

Under s3.3.2 of!£b. a referral agency may give a
referral agency response on a rnatiel' wi'J'tin its
iurisdict~ about a proposal before an application

!of the proposal is made to the 3SS<l$Smenl

scheme and prescribed in schedule 7 of the IP Regulation;
involves a matarial change of use (other than a dwelling house, outbuilding
or farm building) made assessable under a planning scheme, or
roconflguring a /ot, in an area prescribed in schedule 8 of the IP Regulation;
is for a preliminary approval mentioned in s3.1.6 of the IPA

IPA ~ the
25. Did a referral agency give a refenral agency response under s3.3.2 of the
application was made to the assessment manager?

IZJ NO

DYES . B11adla copy of lile relerral agency!s response/s

manager.

This Is commonty the case \'Alere an application
req~res referra Iv a lJui\d.'ng refetra! age.'"ICY (ag.
QId Frre and Rescue Service).

PLEASE NOTE:

at the time of lodgemen~ fails ~o provide the
The assessment managt:r may refuse to accept an application, which,
e).
applicabl
(if
!
compleled I!JAS Assessmenl Checldis

OFFICE USE ONLY (ap
DATE RECEIllED

lic8bie Iu assessment manager)

-

.---------

REfERENCE MUMBE!lJS

Page?
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assessment agaInst the Environmental Protection
Completion of alll!llPJeWorns on Part N 1s marnolatof!} for all applications involving
led land.

development is proposoo on conlaminated or potentially contamina

Act 1994 when

free from lMIfIN-ipa.cld.qov.au or ihe Environmental Protection Agency's
For further information refer to Gqnlda 5 Contsmfnawd land mafflJrs available
sl business and industry Altematively contact the local government
Ecoacces
under
au
QOV
old
eDa
(EPA's) informalion sheets availabte free from www

•

Natme of the application
Exempuolls may apply to your proposal.
Refer to Guide 5 CDntamrtl.atgd land matters

1. This application is for: (Tick one (I) or botH eppliCilble)
As~ect

for advice regardlng development that is
exempt from tnfs assessable development
tri9g er.

IXI Material change of use

o Reconfiguring a lot

IXI Development permit

o Preiiminary approval o Development permit

3.

4.

All or par! of the land the sUbject of the application is:
IXI (i) on the EMR or the CLR under lIle Environmental Protection Act 1994;

o

IXI (ii)

•

IXI Preliminary approval

Does this application require assessment against a planning scheme?
!Zl YES - complete other relevant parts of-the IDAS Application Form 1
NO
Register (CLR)
Has an Environmental Management Register (EMR) andlor Contaminatoo Land
n?
applicatio
the
of
search been conducted for the land the subject
iZ1 YES - attach results of the search and oompiele 04
ONO

2.
The subject I.nd

TYQe of a~~roval being sort

01 develoQmenl

usoo for, or if the tand is vacant, was last usoo for(a) a notifiable activity
a child care centre,
IXI (b) an industrial activity and ll1e proposed use is for(fncluding
8 caretaker residence on
educational, recreational or residential purpose

o

industrial land);

given for natural
O(ii~ in an area for which an area management advice has been
child care, educational,
for
is
use
mineralisation or industrial activity and the proposed
industrial land);
On
eskfence
caretakerr
a
(including
recreational or residential purpose
for unexploded
given
(iv) in an area for which an area management advice has been
ordnanCB.

o

Plans and documents

- .

For further infoflT!ation about preparing a
proposal report refer to Guide 7 Preparfna a
proposal report.

5.

in plans and
Confirm, by tiding the applicable box(es), that the following details are pro,idOO
written information supporting this applicaTIon:
or potentially
O(i) plans shollAng where any Notifiable Activity, Hazardous Contaminant,
contaminated activity I activities have occurred on site;
industrial use to a more
IXI (iI) if the application involves a material cllange of use from anpurposes)
, supply a detailed
residential
afor
recreation
~
eduC8tion8
care,
child
(eg.
use
sensitive
site
the
on
uses
ated
site history outlining previous potentially contamin

PLEASE NOTE

nied by PART A of Form 1.
PART N of Form 1 cannot be accepted by the assessment manger unless accompa
of lodgement, fails to provide all applicable information
The assessment manager may refuse to accept an application that, at the time
part of Form 1.
relevanl
other
any
and
A
Part
by
d
requeste

I

DATE RECEIVEIl

I

I

REfERE~CE

NUMl!EIlIS

Bee.05S .9999
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fDff~£PJJrb@{rB(ce of marine plant~; and
fbPJJukjjun~ or o[per@Uon@U w((J)IfBfs

wWhffn

@

ded@lfed lFi~h

H@U5Ju~ad Alfe@

Completion of all applicable gUI!SiOfiS on Pari 02 is mai1datorv for all applications invoMng the disturbance of marine plants, and building or operational works
within a dectared Fish Habitat Area. For further information refer to Guide 20 or go to wVllw.dpLqld.gov.au

Nature of the

•

deve~opment)

Regulation 1995 - a Resoorce Allocation Authority must be obtafrwd prior to lodgement o(this
application Please provide the Resoorce AII0C8tion Authority reference number be-low or submit a completed
Resource- AlloC81ion Allfhority 8pplkation form with this application;

J

o (iii) buiiding work within a declared Fish Habitat Area as defined in the Fisheries
1

Resource aI1ocation forms are available through
DPI&F offices and the DP1&F ~'Jehsi!:e at
www,dpigld.gOV.ilU.

Regulation 1995 - a Resource Allocation Authority must be obtejned prior to fodgement of this
application. Please provfd& the Resouroe Allocation AI,.1hority reference number below or submit 8 completed
Resource Allocation Authority applicatkJn fonn with this application,

iNhere DPI&F is the asses.sment manager for an
application, the res.curce a~ocation and lDAS
development appficat!on can be assessed
COf'ICUrrentty,

Plans and written information are requffed to

aco:mllany development apprtcatloos for the

disittrb3nce of marine plants anOJOf worn in a
d"""" Fish Habmot Area.
App!.icatiQI1$- are assessed against fuh~es
legislation and policies.
.

This application is for: (lick epplic8bl8 box/es!
[gJ (i) the removal, damage or disturbance of marine plants;

o (ij) operational work within a declared Fish Habitat Area' as defined in the Fisheries

Habital Area must first obtain approval for tile
a~ocation of the resource from the Department
of Primary Industries and Fishanes {DPI&F},

Details of the proposed disturballlce
and/or worl\s

•

1.

M manne plants are protected. irrespec!iva of
l11e tenure o1Ule lands on whfch tl'Iey grow.
Marine plants are defined in s.ecIion a of H,e
FisharWs Ad 1995 and lnc!1lde mangroves, salt
couch, seagrass, saltmarsh sp~ and BlgOO.
My works proposed wi1hio a dedared Fish

I
2.

I

Confirm, by ticking the applicable box(es) that the following details are provided in plans and
written details accompanying this application
[gJ (i) details of the purpose of the proposed disturbance and/or works (e.g. ,"Wie IMy, pel"" 1'/1y,
boar ramp, pontoon, rwatmam, board walk, ale.)

[gJ (ii) a scaled site plan of the proposed disturbance line"min, dimensions & GPS points) showing the

location, areas of impact and adjacent area in relation toeasily identifiable features (Le. ro.'Jds. road inten;ections, waterway names. bends in the watemay etc.);
[gJ Real Property (RP) boundaries adjacent 10 and in the vicinity of the proposed
disturbance and/or water area;
[gJ the location, extent, nature and dimensions of the area proposed to be disturbed
and the locations, extent, nature and dimensions of any associated disturbance

!21

areas (e.g. access peths, oonstruction aress, moorings etc.);

[gJ the location and extent of Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT), Mean High Waler

Springs and Mean Low Water Springs levels, by reference 10 easily identifiable
fixed points;
[gJ the location of all waterway features within the development area including
creeks, drainage lines, lagoons, marshes etc.;
[gJ the location and extent of any existing disturbances, struclures, improvements,
fill etc within, adjacent to, or associated with the proposed disturbanCe andlor
works.
[gJ (iii) a description of the fish habitats proposed to be impacted (i.•. s"d banl« m<Ki ben's,
seagrass, mangroves, salt CCLICh. rocky shota etc.);

[gJ (iv) a description of the marine plants proposed 10 be disturbed le.g. "mbe" typo, might, aroe,

o (V)

density. 008110 etc.);

a description of the method of works (e.g. equipment to be used);

[gJ (vi) a description of the past uses and/or disturbancas of the development site.

\ Plans 01 declared Fish Habi'iat Areas are avanable from DPI&F or through I:ha DPI&F website at \WNI.dpLald.gov.au
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Justification for the proposed
disturbance

JustfficaIion for 1M propos,$:! di:s!IirfJance is
reqUired m dCCOmpany app&:a1:ions fDr Ihe
disturbanol! ru m3!ine p!anlS and/or warns tr.ritiu'n
a ded-:::red Fish Habitat AJea.

PLEA Sf NO TiE:

•

PartD2, Verskm 1.1. 25 Ju!y 2005

3.

in plans and
Confirm, by ticking the applicable bOx(es) ti1ai the following details are prO\;ood
written information acrompanying this application:
lEI (i) justification for ille proposed disturbance andlor works to be undertaken;
to reduce impacts to
(i~ a detailed description of the alternatiVes considered in order
ier distances etc.);
selbackwf
1oca1iDM,
designs,
altemativa
(I.a.
habitat
fish
and
plants
rnartne
disturbance andlor
proposed
the
prevent
to
lEI (iii) anyon-site mitigation actions proposed
the development
to
adjacent
and
in
ion,
degradat
habitat
fish
10
works conmbuting
ent;
developm
Ihe
after
and
during
area,
ate for any
IZi (iv) a description of off-site compensation actions proposed to compens
Of ws/OJation of
rehsbt7itaoon
proposed
8(1y
{e.g.
habitats
fish
or
plants
marine
of
loss
permanent

o

marina plants, land swap options, fish raMal research contribution etc.!:

lEI (V)

of
extent of any future maintenance works required for the continued safe operation

lEI (vi)

and/or
any other justification and supporting information for Ihe proposed disturbance
works.

tile proposed structure or facility (a.g. trimming of regrowth of manna plants. mainleflance dredging):

unless: acr;ompanied by PART A of the fom).
PART OJ of (his (ami cannot 00 DC(;fJp/od by Ih9[JSSIJ$Sment manger
and any
of lodgement. fails 10 plOv!de ail applicable Inforrr;~llo~ requested by Part A
lime
Ihe
al
Ihal.
application
an
accepi
10
refuse
The 8SSfJSsmeni manager may
1
F,ym
01
other relevant part

OFFICE USE ONI,.Y lapplleaDS Iv e~ m""llfIerj

I

DATE RECEIVED

I

.._··='!!.,l"'R"'E"'FE"'R"'EN'"C'-'E"'N"U""MB""E"'ft""s"Ic--·------

•
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M@[~uff@! ch@nJfd]® (Q)f [!]~®

@ssess@ble against B1 local government's pl@nning scheme
ns involving assessment of a
Completion of ail appllcablg questions on Part 0 is maOtthlftorv for all applicatio
planning scheme.
nts
governme
local
a
agalnsl
le
assessab
(MCU)
use
0\
change
material
Nature of the application

1.

A development permit authorises
deve!opment to QCCtJr, while a preliminary
approval is a step in the approval process
and does not authorise development to oc::cur.

•

This application is for: (licle 1or _ ff eppJicable)
al
[gJ Preliminal)! approval for a material change of use of premises including conceptu
(i.e.
scheme
planning
the
under
approval
require
that
works
d
design for any associate
consideration of lila proposal concept)

AND/OR

al

[gJ Development permit for a material change of use of premises including conceptu
design for any associated works Ihat require approval under the planning scheme.

The subject land

2.

For the definmoo of "gross floor area" go to
the planning scheme against which !he
appUcatlOll will be assessed.

etc.)
How lhe subject land is identified in the planning scheme (ne,"" the zone. precinct
Community Use Area CUB -Utility Instaliation and Road Area

I

I Existing building to be demolished

3.

Existing gross floor area: (if eppliceble)

4.

Are !here any existing easements on the land?
DNO

i2j YES - attach plans of/he Ioc8tion and detailS of the purpose of the easement

lViaterial change of Use details

5.

to apartment building,
Details of the change to the use of tfle land: (eg. vacant land to shopping centre, house
vacant land to industry (tyro manufacturing) erc.)

road and
Decommissioned Power Station land to State Tennis Centre, residential units,
ark.

•

6.

Number of employees:
Operating days and hours:

Associated huilding works details (if

8.

applicable)

Fortnedefinition of "site cover", "gross floor 9.
area" and 'storey" go to the planning scheme
against which Ihe application will be

assessed.

10.

I Unknown
I Refer to application reports.

]
I Refer to application reports.
I 90,472m2
Gross floor area:
I Refer to application reports.
Number of on-site car parking spaces:

Site cover:

11. Number of storeys I maximum height above natural ground:
12. Number of employees

I Unknown.

13. Hours and days lhe use will operate
Associated operational worns details
(if appficcbfe)

14.

I

Vanous - refer to
application reDOrts

I

Refer to applicatiOll reports.

.tc.)
Details of associated operational won(s leg.lendscaping. cut end fill. drainag •. roed works
ping.
Application includes operational works - disturbance 10 marine plants. Landsca
future
to
subject
works
tidal
and
works
drainage
seMces,
of
provision
s,
roadwork
operational works applications.

PLEASE NOTE

1.
This application cannol be accepted unless accompanied by Part A of Form
of bdgemen, fails to provide all applicable information
The assessment manager may refuse to accept an application that, at the time
requested by Part A and any other relevant part of Form 1.
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IT
s. Part A must be accompaniad by the completed IDAS As....<>ffiSment Checklist
The completion of silappJJcabkJ questions on Part A (s mand.ai:ory for aU application
the form refer to www.lp3.gkf.aov.au.
of
parts
the
on
information
more
FOf
required.
as
Fonn
the
of
parts
required, and by one (1) or more other completed
i
apprlCation For further information about comp!eumJ the following detaHs, mier to Guide
Any information requested in the form may be provided in an attachment to !'he

,

Description of iand

•

All land th& sUbfect of the application, musl be
identifted, However, a description of the Iarnl is not
required in relation to a mobile or temporary
EnWoometi1al1y RelevoolActivity (ERA).

2.

m

O!>fl'Iflt!i!!!!g 92 - 02 C41plies if
Mice
development is prop¢$ed withirl a water body Of

watecourse,

Advka \'or ct/mpl@gOJ-Mostlandcanbe
idetllified by a 101 00 plan description. These details
can be abtined from tilfe d~ts Of througillhe

local govemment
However, if tJ1e food on which the development is
proposed does !!QJ have a lot on plan description (i.e.
tha dave/opmenl is proposed III 11 water bOOy Of

waterrours:e) provide(iJ the lot on plan description tor the
adjoining!ad)a:en! land: Of
(ii) GPS coordinales where there is flO
adjoiningladjgcen! land (eg. in Moreton Bay),
MIl!£! for opmple1fng 01 - 07 does !!f'.t apply tithe
development is within a water body Of watercourse.
&!t!1!i;G fur c2!!!1!Ietlllg ga - 08 applies if

development is within a!ocal g(Wemmenl area
Noto: Aress below high water mark am !1S21 within a
focal gO\lBfnmenl's area unless provided for under !1m
LccaIGowmmamAct 1993,
Advk:9: for &QrTID'!ID1ng 92 - 09 aflpfl:eS if
development is on strategic port land or a stra!egic
~ land tidal area. FOf rrt()fe details refer ,k> ~

•

1.

Proposal details
II thsre is insufficient room available. details may be
prov;'ded if! arl attachmen 110 lhe applkation.

3.

4.

applicable)

Street address: pncfudinghouse number. street nar718, wburMocslity name & postcode) (if
121 Softslone Stree~ Tennyson, OLD 4105
: (if applicable)
Name of water body or watercourse, within which the development is proposed

I

I NIA
I GPS coordinates:
Lot on plan description
I Lot ion SP 164685 and part of Lot 566 on 8P104107
(eg. Lot 123 on RP 4567)

I
!

The above description is for: IVck applicable box)
.'
IZl (i) the land on which the development is proposed; or
Ille development is
D(ii) the land adjoining Ille water body or watercourse, within which
proposed; or
(iii) Ille water body or watercourse.
7. Total area of land: (m' of hal:
6. Storey I level:
Shop I tenancy number:
!11.9042ha
various
N?A
ele.) Iff applicable)
Local government area in which the land is situated: (eg. Esk, Hervey Bay, Wooroo

o
5.
8.

9.

I

I

I

I

I

I Brisbane City

I

I NIA

I

I

I

the
Port authority for the strategic port land or strategic portland tidal area on which
e)
(ilappbbl
lle)
ofTownsvi
Port
development is proposed (eg. Pori of Brisbane,

10. Existing use of the land: (eg. vacant single house, shop etc,)
Former Tennyson Power Station
fof 8quacufture in
11. Proposed use of the land: (eg, 6unit apartment building, 30 lot reSIdential subdivision, ERA
ponds with 8 total area of7 ha for which wastes are released into waters etc),

associated
State Tennis Centre consisting of centre court stadium, 22 tennis courts and
and
um
gymnasi
'
factlitites; 385 residential apartments in six buildings and residents
area of
floor
gross
rn2
(200
activities
centre
recreation building to be developed in stages;
.
hectares
1.8
g
comprisin
park
riverside
proposed
and
)
shoplcafelreslauranVoffice

Other applicable parts of Form 1

PsrI A mu:st "!wllr'S he atmmpanierl by other

completed parts of Form 1. For information about
when a pat! of Form t may apply reler to ('>\.Iide 1

. Applicant delails

nw

Clearty identify who Is making the applic2lion.
app!icanl need!iiU belhe owner of \he land,
Wh@.!!£9!!lng!!ndlcdgfng this a~catlon
The applicant is responsible for ensuring the
mfofma!ion provided is cooed The assessmool
manager, any referral agency & !he Chiel8teculive
(wftera applicable) Will rel~ on this imOft'llOlion If;Mn
assessinc and dacio~ the aw\lCation.

1

M'-\~r;
Project NO_;.=P~'gln1l
, .• , ?u::
" ..........
wm ..sarom!l

f, etc)
12. Other parts of Form 1 completed as part of this application: ($<J. Pari D, Pari
Part D, Part N, Part 02, Attachment 2 and referral cheCl<list

I

13. Applicant's name:
Mirvac QueenslandUd,
eI-Brannock & Associates,
Planning and Environment Consultants
14, Contact number.

Applica tion No.: ... ,." ..?\.:3~3.0.~.,.:::.. ::.:
\liew Draft Conditions
Email provide d?

e?

I

7. Postal address:
GPO 80x 552, Brisbane Old 4001

I

15. Contact person:

16.

I

I
facsimile numberle-rnail address
I
I(

I
I

j

I

Yas No

g;o
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19. Date

I

!6 /l1/2eY<7'

•

•
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Land owner's consent (if applicable)
Ssction 3.2.1(10){a) of Ihe !PA prescribes that an
applica!lotl £m:!!!:Q! 00 IEken to he proyerly mzde
without the land owner's consent

An applicatioo !lli!.ttbe supported by the COl1Seflt of
owner if the ~n involves:
(i) a m;,1Drlz! change of use;
!ii) InO)nTIgUla:lX:t.; 01 a b:lt
(TIl) wtllt Cfl land be!cw h~h-\I!a'.ef mark & oot lNithin

~Iand

a canal as defined under the Coostal ProtecOOfl

(JfldMar,ggemerrl AC11995;or
(N) ~ on rail comnor fend deflned under the
Twnspott Infras:tnJdule Ad 1994.
Fill' a roohna Of ge!'l'lt!9rBfY ERA - landowner's

consent is!!E1 requirsd.
For more irdomtalion refer to Guide 1.

RllsourCQ entitleroont (if atJP!:cab.'-eJ
Section 3.2.1{10)(b) of the lPA pt"escrib....<>s!hat an

cannot ro taf..en to be p!~ made
without evidence oj the rew'llrce entitlement
~plicatlcn

Advice fuf Cf,)mpl¢!1l£l Q22
Refet to s.chsduie 10 of the irdegTi!/OO Planning

•

Regulalion f998lhat prescribes the nature of evidence
required by the Slate in support of the !edging of this
development applic.at!on.

20. land owner's consent to tile making of this application:
Name

(i)
See attached owners {)Jnse"t
letter.
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

---- --- - ----- -- -- ---- -- ---- ------ -- ----(v)

21. Does this application involve taldng or interfering with (olherlhan inlerlering with qua/TY material on Slete
1XJ8staJ land under the Coastal Protection end Management Ad 1995) a State resource?
IZI NO· go 10 024
DYES - go 10 022

22. This application is required by regulation to be accompanied by evidence:

o (i) of the allocation of, or entitlement to, the resource - attach evidence
o (ii) the chief executive of the department adminlstering the resource is satisfied the development i§.

D (iii)
MilCQI M c.o~~g g23
infoonatioo in (i) - (v) Is mandatory If evidence is
required under 022 (ii) or (iii) "hove.
Tha official stamp of (he Departrr'.ent of Natural
Resources arul Mines is mandatory where the
application involves laking Of intetfurmg with water or
riverine quarry matertal under the Water Ad 2000.
Thg

consistent with an ailoe:a'lioll1 of, or entltlement to, the resource - go to 023
the chief execuUve of the department administering the resource is satisfied the deVelopment
application may proceed In ~e- mbselrnce of al1 alllo~9.n..of, or entitlement to, the resourcego to 023

23. Evidence of the resource entitlement
(i) Resource entitlement I authori!)l details

I

I

I
I

I

(Ii) Name of delegated offiCer
(iii) Position of delegated officer

"

•

,

I

Plans I drawiU'lg s I reports

M application should be accompanied by detail$ 10
support the proposal & enable !he assessment
manager, referral agencies and any person vlewing

the application d(lrlng puiJfi(; scrotiny Of public
ooti1ication to understand the scope of the proposal
and any potenfu;! impact

applicable)

I

(v) Date
Assessment triggelJ"S

(iv) Official stamp of the department
administering the resource (,'f

I

(iv) rgnature of delegated officer

This cI1eckfrst dnes not appiy if the application requIres
!tie completion of Parts A and B of the Form Q!l[J!. II
must be completed !Of a!I olt\8f appllca1ions.

(ur;{( Bpp;;cable box)

24. Is the IDAS Assessment Checklist completed and attached to this application?
NO - tile assessment manager may refuse to 6CC$pl this application on the
DYES

o

grounds Ihat too application has nol wen property mBde

25. Plansldrawingslreports accompanying this application:
Plan f Drawfng f Report "'umb.r
Volume 1 Report

(i)

..• - - - _.0. _.
~

_.~."

. __ . __ .. _

~"~'

_______ "

(ii) Volume 2 Report
---- --" ... -...
-- -- -"._ ........
(iiQ Volume 3 Report
_... -- ---- --- ---- -- - --- -- ---_.- - --(iv) Volume 4 Report
-- ----- - -- --.- -- --- ---- -_.- --- -- --- -- --(v) Volume 5 Report
(vi) Volume 6 Report
(vii) Volume 7 Report
----~

~.~.

---

--

(viii) A3 Architectural Plans

Title

Project Overview

~.

__

-

__

•

_____

."~

_________

Date
~

~

~¥

W

__

Impact Assessment Report
..... " .. -- --- --- - ----- --- ---- - -Design Report
_.- - ----- ---------. --- --- - --, --Transport and Traffic
_. -- -" -"- -- -- ----- ---- -. - _. --- -Engineering and Services
Flooding and Stormwater
Quality
Ecological Assessment

Nov 2005

------ ..

~~

Nov 2005

.. -

------------Nov 2005

-------------

Nov 2005
--_._._-----Nov 2005
Nov 2005
Nov 2005
Nov 2005

PLEASE NOTE: The assessment manager may refuse to ao::;ept an apphcation that, at Ille time of lodgement, falls to provide all applicable information reqUIred by Part A
and any other relevant part of Fonn 1.

OFFICE USE ONLY (appliCllbf? 10 assessment managers)
FEE(~

DATE

RfCENE[)

RECEMNG OFFICER'S
WIlII!'IS

---~
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Notification of Engagement of Private Certifier (Optlona! format)
To,________________

•

Council. I have been engaged as \:l:le private certifier fOf the building WOr\; referreD to in tftis app1!cation.

LI~D~a~=o~O~le~n~ga~g~em~e~n:t:_~~_:Aco~e~d~im~tiO~n~N~u~m~~~'~.============~~N:a~m~.e~:==================~S~ig~n~"~uc~e~:==================.~

•
•
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1.1 Introduction
In June 2005 Mirvac was annoonced by the Queensland State Government as the preferred developer of the proposed State
Tennis Centre and associated residential development on the fonner Tennyson Power Station site.
Mirvac is required to develop and construct the State Tennis Centre in accordance with the State Government's detailed and
prescriptive briefby December 2008.
The proposal will necessitate the demolition of the fonner Tennyson Powerhouse building which exists on the site together with
remediation of the site. These works are defined as 'early works' under Mirvac's contractual obligations tathe State and will be
carried out by Mirvac as a contractor on behalf of the State.

1.2 The Tennyson Riverside Development Site

At the time of lodgement it is anticipated that a reserve for spOlt and recreational purposes will have been granted to the
Department of Local Government, Planning, Sport and Recreation over the subject site.
The real property description of the reserve is:
Lot I on SP 164685
County Stanley
Parish YeerongpiUy
Title Reference: 49 104467.

It is expected that the following easements will be registered on the reserve at the time of application:
QlIeensland Electricity Transmission Corporation Limited (polL'erlink)

•

Easement B on SP 184023 benefiting Lot 2 on SPI64685 for electricity and access purposes

Energex Limited

•
•
•

Easement A on SP I84022 for electricity purposes
Easement B on SP 184023 for electricity purposes
Easement C on SP 184024 for electricity purposes

Lot 566 on SP 104107, which accommodates the Department of Primary bldustries and Fisheries Animal Research InstiMe
(DPI&F site), is included in the subject application only for the purposes of the following components of the development:

•

The main access road to the proposed development ITom Fairfield Road;

•

111e pedestrian/cycleway which connects the proposed main access road to the foreshore area of the subject site;

•

11,e pedestrian pathway connecting the main access road to the proposed overbridge to Yeerongpilly Railway Station at
tile Fairfield Road frontage of the site;

•

Carparking associated with the State Tenrus Centre; and

•

Visitor carparking. (Under the agreement between the State and Mirvac, an easement for public purposes in fuvour of
Council is required to be registered over this area.)

Other than an amended access arrangement to the Institute, no changes to the Insiitute's activities are proposed as part of this
application.
The site has an area of 11.9042 bectares and a frontage to the Brisbane River of approximately 550 metres.

I

The site is bounded by the Brisbane River to the north, Sollstone Street and the eastern end of King Arthur Drive to the west, the
Corinda Yeerongpilly Rai l corridor and Tennyson Memorial Avenue to the south and the DPI&F site and Fairfield Road to tile
east.
-2-
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An electricity substation exists on adjoining lot 2 SP 164658 which is located between the proposed tennis stadium and Tennyson
Memorial Avenue. Access to this is provided from Softstone Street over lot 3. The site also contains significant underground
electrical cables which run between the substation and the north eastern corner ofthe site and along the southern and western site
boundaries.
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1.3 The Proposal
The design philosophy behind the proposed development oftlle site is that of a tennis centre and residential conununity in a subtropical landscaped setting. The development ofthe site has been required to meet the specific requirements of the State's brief in
addition to addressing the typical requirements of a development site. The Masterplan responds to the constraints of the site and
utilises it's characteristics to provide a highly functional sporting mci lity, a multi-unit residential development with a high level of
amenity, and a public riverside park facility for the benefit of the broader community. The design of the development aims to
minimise impacts on the amenity of nearby residential neighbourhoods and mitigate the impacts of other surrounding nonresidential uses on the development itself.
The overall development will be serviced by a tree lined access road which links Fairfield Road and Softstone Street with the
principal access being from Fairfield Road. This road will be dedicated as a public road.
The development has been designed to provide vistas to the river from the centre COlll1 and from vantage points along the
proposed access road. A linear park along the river frontage of the site will be dedicated as a public park. A combined
pedestrian/cycle thoroughfare will be provided along the river frontage linking King Arthur Terrace and the main access road that
joins Fairfield Road. This will also link up to the plaza area in front of the State Tennis Centre. It is intended that the riverside
pathway will be used by recreational cyclists only, with speed cycl ists using tl,e generous road carriageway through the site.

1.3.1 The State Tennis Centre
The proposed development includes the establishment of an international standard tennis centre that will be capable of hosting
major tennis events. It will be the only state tennis facility in Australia featuring all tllree grand slam surtaces.
The State Tennis Centre wiU have a centre court stadiwTI, 16 hard courts, two grass courts and four clay courts. All courts are
orientated on a north-south axis within 10 degrees due west of magnetic north.

The centre court will seat 7,000 spectators comprising 5,500 penmanent seats and 1,500 temporary seats, and will be designed to
convert to grass and clay surface as required. Two show courts to the west of centre court are designed to accommodate 300
spectators each.
Accessibility and security have been integral elements of the design of the State Tennis Centre. The Centre will be designed and
constructed to be accessible to all people, incl uding those with disabilities. The Centre will also be designed specifically to
address the needs of wheel chair tennis players and to accommodate disabled spectators.
Tennis Queensland's headquarters will be based at the State Tennis Centre. Their fucilities will be located in a glass pavilion
within the centre court stmcture. The pavilion offers vieW'S to the river and creates an entry statement to the Centre.
The State Tennis Centre includes a Venue Management Facility tl,at located to the west of the centre court. It will be a purpose
built facility intended to serve the day to day operations of managing the tennis courts as a going concern by an independent
operator. Located on the main access rood, it the venue management facility will serve as a point of arrival for members of the
public hiring and using the court facilities. A tennis pro--shop and cafe facilities will be located within the venue management
fucility.
16 courts are located to the west of the centre court stadium. All courts will be available for every-day use and will be managed
by a commercial operator. It is anticipated that the everyday hire of courts together with coaching and local club competitions
\vill comprise the typical use of the Tennis Centre for the majority of the time. Willis! it is envisaged thatTennis Queensland will
be actively seeking to attract larger tournaments, such events will occur on an infrequent basis.
Tennis court lighting will be designed to national and international standards and in accordance with AS 2560.2.1 - 2003 and
Tennis Australia Technical Tnstruction - Lighting for outdoor tennis. Light spill will be minimised as it represents Vv'aSted energy,
aHeets the flight paths of insects and birds, and potentially impacts on the amenity of surrounding residences. Lighting will
comply with Australian Standard 4282 as required by the City Plan Light Nuisance Code.

1.3.2 The Residential Development
The residential component of the development comprises 385 residential apartments in six buildings that are stepped ranging
from 4 to 10 stories. The power house building has a height ofRlA5.52m to the top of the hoppers and all buildings within the
development will be below this height.
The residential buildings have been positioned to take advantage of the northerly aspect and the riverside location. Breaks in the
buildings provide vistas and linkages to the river. The design of the proposed residential buildings draws reference from the
- 4-
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existing power station building producing a tripartide building language comprising a base, middle and top with strong vertical
elements passing though each element.
A residents' gymnasium and recreation facility is proposed within a building to be located adjacent to Softstone Street. This
facility will be within common property ofd,e residential community title scheme. It represents an ancillary residential building
and will be for use of the residents only.
1.3.3
The Public Riverside Pari<
The proposed riverside park extends some 550 metres along the Brisbane River foreshore and will comprise an area of
approximately 1.8 hectares. Existing riparian vegetation will be retained wherever possible. However. removal of some
mangroves will be necessary to fucilitate in fillStructure and stabilisation work.
The Design Report in Volume 3 prepared by HPA Architects and EDA W Gillespies details the proposed design approach to the
riverside park as well as the other landscape elements within the development.
Centrally located along the riverside park will be a large open area. 11,is is aligned with the proposed park connection up to the
plaza area and State Tennis Centre. This occurs between buildings C and D. Each of these two buildings is proposed to contain a
cafe or commercial tenancy of 100m2 floor area at ground level to activate this space and enhance the nlnction ofthis space as a
riverside public gathering nexIe.

All existing buildings within the proposed riverside park wi ll be demolished with the exception of the eastern most pwnp house.
Consideration will be given to future uses of the building.
Careful attention will be given to the delineation between areas ofpubJic and private ownership along the riverside area of the
development. Of particular concern is the need to incorporate CPTED princi ples, including public surveillance and graffiti
prevention in the building and landscape design.
1.3.4 Proposed Staging and Titling
The following tenure arrangements are proposed for the site.
The site will be contained within a reserve and it is understocd that the site wiJl be subdivided by DNRM under tile LandAc! to
create freeh old lots for tile State Tennis Centre and the Residential development.

TIle main access road is proposed to be dedicated as public road reserve following construction and completion of the State
Tennis Centre. Temporary closure arrangements for large tennis events will be the responsibil ity of the event ocganiser.
The residential development will be subdivided progressively by Mirvac as part of a community title scheme. The
residents' gymnasium and recreation building located on tile southern side of the proposed boulevard will form part of this
community tiltescheme.

Public river park - this will be progressively dedicated to the crown in conjWlction with the staged completion of the residential
stages and adjacent pedestrian/cycle path and park embellishments.
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1.4 Overview of the Application
In addition to the completed IDAS fonns, the application material comprises seven volumes ofinfe<mation as follows:

Volume 1

Project Overview

Volume 2

Impact Assessment Report:

Town Planning Analysis
Construction Management
Site Contam ination Strategy
Preliminary Ecologically Sustainable Development Report
Noise Impact Assessment

Community Consultation
State Coastal Plan
Design Report:

Volume 3

Urban Design
Landscape Design
State Tennis Centre Concept
Residential Built Fonm

Volume 4

Transport and Traffic Report

VolumeS

Engineering Services Report

Volume 6

Flooding and Stormwater Quality Management

Volume 7

Ecological Assessment:

(includes Marine Plants Disturbance Report)

An A3 set of Architectural Plans including the Tennyson Riverside Masterplan also accompanies the application.

This application seeks approval of the Tennyson Riverside Development which comprises an international standard State Tennis
Centre together with 385 residential units to be contained within six multi-unit dwellings. Development will occur in accordance
with the Tennyson Riverside Development Masterplan. Approval of this Masterplan is sought by this application as part ofa
Preliminary Approval overriding the planning scheme.
Three of the proposed residential buildings have been designed to a level that would enable a Development Permit for a Material
Change of Use to be issued. Similarly, the detailed design of the State Tennis Centre has progressed to a level appropriate fe< a
Development Permit to be issued. The remainder of the residential development has not been subject to detailed design.
Therefore, the application seeks approval of the Termyson Riverside Development Code as part of the Preliminary Approval
covering the site to provide design criteria against . . vhich any future application for a Development Pennit would be assessed
against A Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table has also been prepared which nominates appropriate levels of
assessment for future Development Permits for Material Change of Use and Recontiguring a Lot applications.

\

Based on the above, this subject application seeks approval of the following components:
•

•

-6-

Preliminary Approval - for a Material Change of Use overriding the planning scheme for development of the subject
site generally in accordance with:
o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Master Plan (Drawing No.OO-DAOOO I) and Building Envelope Plans
(refer HPA Architectural Plans);

o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table provided in Append ix
E to Volume2; and

o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Supplementary Residential Provisions provided in Appendix F to
Volume 2.

Development Penmit - for a Material Change of Use for a State Tennis Centre (Outdoor sport and Recreation) and
associated facilities including administration offices, conference facilities, care and outdoor lighting.
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•

Development Permit for a Material Change of Use for Multi-unit dwellings (including residents'gymnasium and
recreation building), Park and Centre Activities (cafe/restaurant shop or office use to a maximum gross floor area of
200m2).

•

Development Permit for Operational Works fOf the Disturbance of Marine Plants. The inclusion of this appl ication is
triggered by section 3.2.2A of IPA.

The Tennvson Riverside Development Master Plan Drawing No.OO-DAOOO l shows the proposed layout for th e overall site. It
sets the principles and is the guiding document for future development of each component ofthe development. Approval of the
Landscape Masterplan provided in Volume 3 is also proposed to SUppOl1 the Masterplan.
The Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table specifies the level of assessment and the applicable City Plan Codes that
are to be used in assessing future development pennits lodged for development in accordance with the Preliminary ApprovaL It
is anticipated that tilis Table will be approved as part of tile Preliminary Approval.

The Tennyson Riverside Development Supplementary Residential Provisions detail supplementary Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions to the Residential Design-High Density Code against which future applications for Development Permits
are to be assessed. These provisions reflect the Masterplan, the design intent for the development and the characteristics ofthe
site.
The application triggers refen·al coordination and triggers the following referral agencies:
•

EPA (Coastal Management)

Concurrence agency

•

EPA (Contamination)

Concurrence Agency

•

DPI&F(Disturbance to Marine Plants) Concurrence Agency

•

Queensland Transport

•

The Chief Executive of the entity under the Electricity Act 1994 (Energex)

Concurrence Agency
Advice agency.

The majority of the uses included in tile application are Impact Assessable - Generally Inappropriate. This means that the
application will follow the Impact Assessment lDAS process and will be publicly notified for 30 business days.
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1.5 Town Planning Analysis
1.5.1

State Planning Policies

An assessment against all applicable State Planning Policies is contained in Volume 2. This assessment demonstrates that the

proposed Tennyson Riverside Development is generally consistent with these Policies.

1.5.2
City Plan Provisions
A detailed assessment against the relevant provisions of the Strategic Plan, n,e Stephens District Local Plan and the lmpact
Assessment Generally Inappropriate provisions of the Brisbane City Plan 2000 is provided in Volume 2 of this application.
Under the City Plan Lot 1 has an Area Classification of Community Use Area CU8 - Utility Installation and the area adjacent to
the riverthat was fonnerly road reserve is within the Road Area. The level of assessment for any development in Road Area is
the same as for the land immediately adjoining. The area of Lot 556 on SPI 04107 (DPI&F site) affected by this appl ication also
has an Area Classification of Community Use Area CU8- Utility Installation.
1.5.3 City Plan Codes and Policies
Given that uses proposed in the application are generally Impact Assessable - Generally Inappropriate in the Area Class ifications
affucting the site, the City Plan does not prescribe applicable Codes to be assessed in this application. Notwithstanding this, a
range of primary and secondary codes considered relevant to the proposal have been considered and addressed.
A summary of the City Plan Codes addressed and a reference to where they are included in this application is provided below.
CODES AND POLICIES

REPORT REFERENCE

Residential Design-High Density Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report -Town Planning Assessment
- AppendixG

Supplementary Res idential Provisions

Vol wne 2 - Impact Assessment Report -Town Planning Assessment
- Appendix F

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

Volwne 2 - Impact Assessment Report -Town Planning Assessment
- AppendixH

Biodiversity Code

Volume 7 - Ecological Assessment Repcrt - Appendix D

Energy Efficieney Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - Preliminary ESD
Assessment Report - Appendix D

Filling and Excavation Code

Volume 5 - Engineering Services Rep0l1 - Appendix E

Landscape Code

Volume 3 - Design Report

Light Nuisance Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - Lighting lmpact
Assessment - Appendix J

Industrial Areas - Adjacent Development Code

Volume 2 - ~npact Assessment Report -Town Planning Assessment
- Appendix I

Non-discriminatory Access Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - Town Planning Assessment
- Appendix K and Volume 3 - Design Report

Park Code

Volume 3 -Design Report

Services, Works and Infrastructure Code

Volume 5 - Engineering Services Report - Appendix D

Storm water Management Ccx:le

Volume 6 - Flooding and Stomlwater Quality Management Report Appendix B

Transpoll, Access, Parking and Servicing Ccxle

Volume 4 - Transport and Traffic Report

Waterways Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - (setback requirements) and
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Vol tune 7 - Ecological Assessment Report - Appendix D
Wetland Code

Volume 7 - Ecological Assessment Report - Appendix D

Consultation Planning Scheme Policy

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - Appendix M

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
Planning Scheme Policy

Volume3 - Design Report

Noise Impact Assessment Planning Assessment Policy

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - Appendix L

Natural Assets Local Law 2003

Vol tune 7 - Ecological Assessment Report

1.5.4
Proposed Building Height
As patt of the masterpianning for the development, the appropriate height of development for this site was investigated. This was
considered in the context of.
•

The expectations of the brief given that Mirvac is required to deliver an international standard State Tennis Centre
compris ing a centre court stadium and 22 outdoor courts to the State;

•

The nature and proximity ofsurroWlding uses and potential amenity impacts;

•

Vantage points to the site;

•

Proximity to public transport mcilitites;

•

Height and scale of the existing power station building; and

•

Ability to dedicate U,e river foreshore area of the site into public ownership.

Having regard to th ese factors, it was considered that the height ofthe existing building was a good reference point for future
development given that this building has existed in the landscape since the 1950s.
In relation to potential overshadowing of neighbouring properties. the site is of sufficient size to accommodate buildings often
stcries without causing adverse impact.

Given that the site is located on the outside bend of the Brisbane River, building height and scale do not restrict the views or
vistas of the Brisbane River for any neighbouring properties or public places.
Fina1ly. the State Government's requirement to provide an international termis centre on the site severely lim its the available area
for development and dictates a development of limited site cover and greater height

ft is also importallt to note that the site generally satisfies the stated [ntent and Desired Environmental Outcomes for the H.igh
Density Residentail Area classification in that the site is close to City with very good access to public transport and mcilities, is in
a location with outstanding views to the Central City cr Brisbane River, takes advantage of attractive views and aspects. has
extensive quality private and public open space and has recreation areas and landscaping to soften the dominance of buildings
and provide breathing spaces.
1.5.5 Proposed Riparian Setback
The City Plan Waterways Code requires that buildings, parking and servicing areas are setback 20m from the High Water Mark.
The Tennyson Riverside Development Masterplan has two of the six residential buildings located within this distance. The
Masterplan has been developed in response to tile State Government's brief to provide a Queensland State Tennis Centre and
required infrastructure. The associated residentia1 development is required to fund the provision of the facilities.
The six residential buildings along the waterfront are located in order to take advantage of river views, provide site lines and
respond to site constraints. Individual building setbacks are as follows:

Building A- 30m-44rn
Building B- 27.7m-32m
Building C- 35m-75m
Building D- 65m-80m
Building E- 10m-16m
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Building F- 6m- 19m.
The proposed buildings have been setback a variety of distances from the River as part of the Masterplan design. 11le majority of
buildings are setback well outside of the 20m distance and the average setback distance from the buildings to the river is 37m.
Buildings E and f are located inside the 20m distance due to the constraints afthe site in this area. An Energex easement
containing high power electrical cables mns from th e sub station along the eastern bOlmdary of the site before tum ing east and
into the ARI site. The buildings in this locati on directly abut against this easement bOlmdary. The bui ldings cannot be located
behind th e easement as this is prot of th e ARl site.
Whilst components of the proposed development are witin 20 metres of the river due to prevailing site constraints, this
application demonstrates that the objectives of the riparian setback can be achieved in terms or-vater quality, biodiversity values,
visual amenity and public access.
The foreshore of this section of Brisbane River is largely colonised by mangroves with occasional native trees. This character
will be retained following the completion oftlle development. The foreshore area of the site ( 1.8 bectares) will be dedicated into
public ownership following rehabilitation works including the removal of existing \\feeds and the substantial amount oflitter that
has accumulated in this area.
Due to the location of the site on the outside bend of the River, river views from the surrounding properties will not be impacted
upon. Similarly, vie\oVS of the river from public vantage points will lot be restricted. Rather, the creation of the public park along
the frontage of the site with access points back to the road will enhance public accessibility and views to the river.
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1.6 Transport and Traffic
1.6.1
Access and Roadworks
A roundabout is proposed at the Softstone Street! King Arthur Terrace intersection to provide access from the west whilst a new
signalised intersection is proposed on Fairfield Road (approximately 70m south of Ortive Street) to provide access from the east.
An analysis of the performance of the intersections indicates that both will operate at an acceptable level of service and will
provide safe and efficient access to the subject development. The access arrangements proposed to service the Tennyson
Riverside Development can be effectively integrated with the external rood network withoot creating any adverse impacts.
An internal road linking th e site to Fairfield Road and Softstone Street will be treated with devices that will create a significant
deterrent for non - local traffic to use the route as a "rat run" between King Atthur Terrace and Fairfield Road. It is intended that
Ortive Street also be linked to the proposed internal rood, allowing the intersection ofOrtive Street and Fairfield Rood to be
tenninated.

1.6.2
Car Parking
The proposed parking supply of 449 residential parking spaces (including 49 visitor spaces) for the 200 apartments for which a
Development Pennit is sough~ and 163 spaces for the State Tennis Centre, satisfies Brisbane City Council's minimum parking
requirement for both the uses proposed, even without including the on-street parking on the internal road system.
The car park design for both the residential development and the tennis centre comply witb the minimum dimensions specified in
the Traffic, Access, Parking and Servicing Policy.

1.6.3 Servicing
Refilse collection and furniture truck facilities provided in the development plan for the residential component are adequate to
meet the access requirements for such vehicles. The servicing for the tennis centre will be distributed between the plaza area on
the internal rood adjacent to the State Tennis Centre and an area at the rear of the main stadiwn.
1.6.4
Transport Management Plan
An indicative Transport Management Plan has been prepared for a major event attracting a capacity crowd of7000 at the State
Tennis Centre. The indicative plan demonstrates that the existing transport infrastructure surrounding the site and the proposed
internal road system, can acconunodate the transport demands generated by such an event without compromising the amen ity of
local residents in tenus ofparkiog intrusioo or traffic congestion in the slllTounding area. The plan is focused on public transport
as the prime mode of access for an even~ with the YeerongpiJly Station the focus ofthe rail transport and a bus set down facility
(capacity of 4 buses) on Sollstone Street the focus ofthe bus transport. A pedestrian overpass on Fairfield Road is also proposed,
linking Yeerongpilly Station to the internal pedestrian system to provide safe access fi·om the station to the Tennyson Riverside
Development.
The Transport and Traffic Report provided in Volume 4 of this application concludes that the proposed development will not
create an adverse impact on the sun'ounding road network dw-ing both nonnal day to day operations, or dw-ing an event on the
basis that a Transport Management Plan is implemented that focuses on public transport as the primary mode of transport to the
event.
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1.7 Noise Impacts

As part of the assessment of noise impacts, seven potentiaJ noise sources have been identified as requiring assessment in order to
avoid noise problems. These are:

•

Construction noise emissioos onto nearby residences, including demolition afthe existing building;

•

Noise impacts from the stadiwn and tennis courts, including crowds, public address system, and tennis, onto both the
existing neighbouring residences and the proposed residential site;

•

Noise from mechan ical plant installed as part of the tenn is centre development onto both existing and proposed
residences;

•

Noise intrusion from nearby roads onto the proposed residential units;

•

Noise from mechanical plant installed as part afthe residential development onto the proposed residences and the
existing residences; and

•

Carpark noise emissions onto the proposed residences.

The Noise Impact Assessment Report provided as Appendix L to Volume 2 assesses each ofthese items and makes the following
conclusions and recommendations:
•

Construction hours should comply with the requirements of the Enviroomental Protecti on Act, and a construction noise
management plan should be adopted for the site;

•

Noise from the general daily activities of tlle proposed State Tennis Centre wi ll generally comply with noise umits at
the existing and proposed residences. however large scale events with a capacity crowd wi ll exceed these lim its;

•

Bu ilding fac;:ade detailing for some noise affected d\.\'ellings withn the development will need to address noise impacts
from the proposed Stale T emus Centre;

•

It is recommended that the CounciJaccept that exceedances afthe noise limits will occur for one or two events per year,
where a capacity crowd is expected;

•

Mechan ical plant installed as patt of the proposed State Tennis Centre or the residential units should be designed to
meet 4 1dB(A) LAmL"~ Tduring the nighttime period and 4SdB(A) L_ Adj Tduring the dayt ime period at the nearest
noise sensitive receptors;

•

The PA System should be designed to meet a limit ofSOdB(A) L_'AdjT at the nearest noise sensitive receptors.

•

Carparking associated with both the proposed State Tennis Centre and the residential cornpooent complies with tl,e
Council Lim.jts and no further treabnents are required; and

•

Residential Building A will be exposed to road traffic noise levels of up to 6SdB(A) LA1 0(18 h=). To control the traffic
noise intmsion to acceptable levels, the building fayade wi Ube required to address these impacts. At this stage, specific
lUlit designs have not yet been completed for this building, therefore based on a worst case scenario, a glazing
requirement ofRw 2S has been determined.
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1.8 Flooding and Stormwater Quality Management

The proposed development is located 00 the banks and within a confined floodplain backwater area of tile Brisbane River. The
development also encroaches into the Brisbane River Corridor. Accordingly, the provisions of the Stonnwater Management
Code of the Brisbane City Plan are applicable.
BCC have estimated that the Wivenhoe Darn has reduced the 100 year ARI river flood at the site to 7.9m AHD and estimated the
1974 peak flood level to be 1O.8m AHD.
TI,e site grades from the Ri ver High Astrooomical Tide (HAT) level of 1.8mAHD to levels generally in the order of 12.0 mAHD.
Portions of the site, together with pOltioos of the abutting Lot 566 on SP 104107, which accommodates the Department of
Primary Industries and Fisheries ARJ site, form an 'off stream' ineffective-flow-area or backwater (the site floodplain) to the
Brisbane River of approximately 7.5 ha.
Existing floodplain storage 00 the site for 100 year ARI fl oods is approximately 111,400 m'.
The primary hydrologic and hydraulic functions of the Brisbane River that are potentially impacted due to development are:
•

Floodplain storage; and

•

Flood conveyance.

1.8.1 Brisbane River Floodplain Storage
In order to accommodate tl,e proposed development and, at tl,e sarne time meet tile desigr requirements in respect offlood
immunity, a combination of site filling and cut wi ll be required. Such earthworks alter the pattern offlooding on the site and
floodplain storage avai lable on the site.
Analysis of the net effect of cut and fill on the site shows that a loss offioodplain storage of approximately 40000 m' will result
on the site.

Analysis oftota! works on beth the subject site and on DPI&F land shows tl13t loss of floodplain storage will be approximately
36,000 m l,
Such storage volume represents a minimal percentage aftota! available floodplain storage in this reach of th e Brisbane River.
Further, the minimal loss offloodplain storage (approximately 36,000 m' ) represents only 0.0015% ofthe total volumeofa 100
year ARI flood (approximately 2.4 x 10' tn' as taken from BCC suppl ied data) at this point in the River.
Accordingly, due to:

•

Minimal loss offl oodplain storage; and

•

The relative 'disconnectedness' ofthe site floodplain from the River,

it is expected that the proposed development will have no measurable adverse impact upon flood afflux or peak flood flow rate
due to loss of floodplain storage.

1.8.2 Brisbane River Flood Conveyance
The southern limit of the existing active flow area of the Brisbane River is largely confined by existing power plant structures and
associated flood free fill areas fronting the River. TI,ese structures result in the beundary of active flow area having an alignment
similar to that of the existing power station building.
The proposed development includes river frontage residential buildings and public open space. Fow' of the proposed buildings
(Buildings A,B,C and D) do not encroach forward of tile aiigrment of the existing power station building to the river, and will
result in a widening of available active flow path oflbe River in the upstream portioos (Buildings C and D).
Buildings E and F project forward of thealighnment oflbe power station building and into the fringe ofdle active flow path of
the River. Loss of available active flow path at this location is approximately 5% and is located in a region of low velocity and
disturbed flow.
Such reduction in active flow area wilere velocities are lowest (due to increased friction and various obstructions discussed
above) is not expected to result in afflux that will cause worsening of flooding to upstream properties.
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Further detailed hydraulic modelling using Counci l's Brisbane River Mike II model is cWTentJy being completed in order to
quantifY any afflux due to the proposed development layout.
1.8.3
Flood free access
Flood free access will be provided for the proposed residential buildings, the State Tennis Centre, entry to the DPI Animal
Research tnstitute and for the alternative access to Ortive Street.
1.8.4
Stormwater Quality
The water quality treatment measures proposed for the Tennyson Riverside Development aim to treat the site stormwater three
month ARJ discharge to meet the Council's Water Quality Objectives (WQOs) requirements. All water quality and quantity
requirements will be addressed internally to the development as no downstream treabnent is available priCf" to the receiving
environment. The storm water tunoff'will be treated before entering the trwlk stormwater network which will discharge directly
into the Brisbane River.

For this development a distributed treatment philosophy is proposed, Witil gross pollutant traps and bioretention filters in tlle form
of basins, landscaped gardens and kerb gardens. These devices will be incorporated throughOlrt the development site.
Presently the bioretention locations are indicative only. The final layout will depend upon issues to be resolved dUling the
detailed design stage.
Bioretention devices are proposed primarily due to their high total nitrogen removaJ efficiency. Proprietary style gross pollutant
traps are proposed where bioretention devices are impractical, as they are effective at removing suspended solids.

Stormwater quality modelling demonstrates tlJat the currently proposed biofiltration and gross pollutant trap combinations wi ll
meet Council's WQOs. Pollutant load reductions are also in the order of, or better than desirable industry standards.
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1.9 Engineering Services
1.9.1

Stonnwater

It is proposed to discharge all stomnvater for the subject site directly to the Brisbane River utilising the existing outlets located

within the site. Runolffrom STC. the Residential Precinct and the road network will be collected and treated prior to discharge.

rt is proposed to divert the existing I050mm diameter Counci l storm water pipe traversing the subject site. A new 1200mm
diameter stormwater pipe will be provided through the subject site to cater for the upstreann external catdunent located to the
south of the site and the existing drainage frOJl1 the existing Electrical Substation for the local 10 year ARI stOlm event This ,viII
achieve a 'non-worsening effect' on the existing upstream catchment as required by COWlcil.

Two piped connections will be provided to service the src with treatment of runoff occurring prior to discharging into the
council owned inn-astructure. The western portion of the STC site will be collected and discharged to the north directly to the
Brisbane River via the 1200nun diameter pipe from the extemal catchment. The eastern portion will be collected and discbarged
to the existing drainage infrastmcture that traverses the ARI site. Piped drainage within the STC will be designed to cater for a 20
year ARI in accordance with the State Govenunent design brieE

Overland flow drainage generated on the western catchment of the STC site during major storm events will be collected by the
road network and discharged overland to the Brisbane River via a designated overl and flow path located between buildings C &
D. The eastern catchment will flow into the natural depression located 00 the ARl site. Overland flow drainage within the STC
will be designed to cater for a 50 year ARI in accordance with the State Government design brief
Runotffrom the carpark areas of the residential component of th edeve!opment will be collected and treated prior to ccnnection
to the Council owned infrastructure and subsequently be discharged to the Brisbane River.
The runoff captured from building roof areas is considered as clean and will not be included in the treatment train. This will be
discharged via existing outlets to the Brisbane River and one new pipe outlet. It is intended to construct the new pipe outlet near
the existing jetty which is to be removed so as to minimise any disturbance afthe river bank.

Stormwater rwlofffrolTI the road network will be collected and treated prior to discharge to the Brisbane River. The piped system
wi ll collect and convey rwlOlfup to and including a QlO storm event. Overland flow drainage will be conveyed along the road
network and the designated overland flow paths to the Brisbane River. The access road linking the site to Fairfield Road will
drain towards the central median area. The median will be used for treatment ofrunolfprior to collection and discharge to the
Bri sbane River.
The Softstone Street access will be conventional two ,,yay cross fall with drainage pits along both sides of the carriageway. This
runoff will be piped tilrough a GPT and tilen outlet to a landscaped treatment area located to the north ofBuilding C. For storm
events above a Q3 month event, runolfwill bypass the low flow outlet and discharge directly to the Brisbane River.

No detention is proposed for tile site. The proposed development will result in no detrimental drainage effu:t on adjoining
properties.

1.9.2
Sewer Reticulation
It is proposed to provide a COlUlcil standard gravity reticulation main, pump station and rising main to service ooth the STC and
the residential component of the site. Construction of this infrastructure will be necessary to service both components of the
development.
The site will gravitate to a new pump station located adjacent to the STC which will then discharge via a new rising main
underneath the rai lway line and Tennyson Memorial Avenue to an existing 225mm diameter gravity sewer and eventually to tile
Moolabin Creek Branch Sewer.
Augmentation of the existing gravity pipe network will be necessary to cater for the development. This wil l consist of
approximately 280m of new 300mm diameter gravity main within A1lawah Street and Moolabin Crescent ft is proposed to
credit these augmentation works to the existing external sewer mains ~oainst the sewer head works contributions for the
development.
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1.9.3
Water Reticulation
It is proposed to provide a new Council water main along the length of the new access road. This will link the existing Vlater
mains located in Fairfield Road and Sollstone Street. Connections for the STC and residential components wi ll be provided from
this new main as required. It is anticipated that tile size of this main wil l be a 150 or 200mm diameter pipe subject to further
detailed design. It is anticipated that no augmentatioo of existing external mains will be necessary.
The detailed assessment of engineering services for the Tennyson Riverside Development carried out by Lambel1 and Rehbein is
provided in Volume 5 of this application. The report concludes that services are avai lable or can be provided to adequately cater
for tile requirements oftl,e proposed development.
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1.10

Ecological Values

The area of greatest ecologica1 significance on the Tennyson Riverside Development site is the riparian vegetation community
that aligns the Brisbane River. This encompasses both the lower bank tl,at is dominated by mangroves and the upper bank that is
vegetated by canopy species including severa1 1arge Forest Red Gums. It is noted however that this area is infested with exotic
species and will benefit from rehabilitation as part of the development. The tidal area of the lower bank will also benefit from the
removal of the extensive amoWlt of rubbish that has accwnulated.
TIle riparian vegetation is significant for the following reasons:
•

the habitat it provides to faLma (including f<XXI resources, cover, protection and nesting I denning sites);

•

the potential role it has as a wi ldlife movement corridor;

•

the role it plays in riverbank stabiJisation; and

•

the role it plays in buffering pollutants before they enter the river.

All other areas on site are of relatively low ecological significance. Most of the land area has been cleared and features mo\oVll
grasses tl,at are of minimal value to fallila The section of planted native trees on the DPI ARI site, at the proposed entry point for
the access road, is of some wlue as a refuge to locally present wildlife and for provision of food resources.

The vegetation on site that is designated for protection under the BCC Natural Asset Local Law has also been assessed. It is
considered that the not all of these designations are appropriate to the site, most notably the Waterway and Wetland Vegetation
des ignated in the central area of the DPI ARI site and a small section ofthe eastern bolUldary of the Power Station site. The
Significant Native Vegetation designation is most relevant to the riparian vegetation aligning the river. It may apply to the trees
on the DPI ARI site, however it is noted that tilese trees have been planted and comprise species not native to the locality.
Overall, to preserve the ecological values of the site, Mirvac propose to preserve and enhance the ri parian vegetation aligning the
river to the greatest extent possible. Any losses of vegetation will be compensated for bY landscaping using local, native species.
It is also proposed that appropriate measures wiU be put in place to ensure water quality of the Brisbane River is not degraded by
the development during the demolitiol\ construction and operational phases.
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1.11

Site Remediation and Demolition

As the existing pO'W'er station building and associated structures are not subject afany heritage listings, approval for demolition is
not required to be sought as part this application. It is anticipated that demolition will occur prior to determination of this
application.

The site is listed 011 the EPA's Environmental Management Register (EMR). Preliminary assessments of the site in the past have
identified contaminated material on the site. GHD has been engaged by Mirvac to carry out the works necessary to have the site
removed from the EMR or a Suitability Statement to proceed with the proposed development. The proposed strategy for
achieving this is outl ined in Appendix C to Volume 2 ofthis application. It is envisaged that remediation works will occur in
association widl demolition works on the site.

1.12

Construction Management

1.13

Community Consultation

A construction environmental management plan will be prepared to ensure construction activities are managed in a mallner that
minimises impacts on the amenity of the surrounding area including control of dust, noise and haulage routes, and that ensures
environmental impacts such as erosion and sediment control, water quality and impacts on riparian vegetation are also managed.
A complaints management process will also be incorporated in to the document.

Mirvac has prepared a Community Consultation Strategy to address consultation and communication process for the Tennyson
Riverside Development. TillS strategy has been developed bY Mirvac witl1 input from the Department of Local Govemmen~
Planning, Sport & Recreation and sets out the way forward for consultation for the development of the site. The consultation
process will be implemented by Mirvac and Prornedia, Mirvac's consultation consultants.
An overview oflhe comrnWlity consultation carried out to date and the proposed process from here on is outlined in a report
provided as Appendix M to volume 2 ofthis application. This report addresses the principles of the City Plan Consultation
Planning Scheme Policy.
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1.14

Conclusion

The proposed development represents the outcomes ofa detailed and lengthy masterplanning process based 00 an analysis oftl,e
site's constraints and opportunitites and in response to the specific requirements of the State Government's brief
In addition to proposing a high quality development outcome, Tennyson Riverside Development will offer tbe following
community benefits:

•

The delivery of an international standard State Tennis Centre and headquarters for Tennis Queensland. It is proposed
that the tennis courts will be available for hire and use 00 an everyday basis.

•

Dedication to the public ofa 1.8 hectare riverside park providing public access to 550 metres of the Brisbane River
foreshore. The existing semi-natural state of the river foreshore will be retained with the retention ofmest mangroves
and trees except where requiring removal for infrastructure such as stormwater outlets and constnlction of the public
boardwalk. Rehabilitation of the riparian zone by removal of existing weeds and the substantial amoWlt of litter will
also benefit the ecological values ofthis area.

•

An important pedestrian/cycle linkage in the regional network between King Arthur Terrace and Ortive Street/Fairfield

Road.
•

A significant improvement to pedestrian access to YeerongpiUy Railway Station for residents and workers west of
Fairfield Road with the constructioo of an overbridge, including a lift, ao'oss Fairfield Road. Access to th is overbridge
wi ll be provided through the site by way of a 4 metre wide footpath within the proposed tree lined boulevard road
linking King Arthur Terrace and Fairfield Road.

In conclusion, the Tennyson Riverside Development proposal is the resu lt of a comprehensive masterplanning process and is
proffered as a high quality development outcome for the site.
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2.1 Introduction
2.1 .1

Background

In lUlle 2005 Mirvac was announced by the Queensland State Government (the State) as the preferred developer ofU,e proposed
State Tennis Centre and associated residential development at Tennyson following a lengthy bid process coordinated by Sport
and Recreation Queensland.

Mirvac is required to develop and construct the State Tennis Centre in accordance with the State Government's detailed and
prescriptive brief by December 2008.
The proposal will necessitate the demolition of the fomlerTennyson Powerhouse building which exists on the site together with
remediation of the site. These works are defmed as <early works' under Mirvac's contractual obligations to the State and will be
earned out by Mirvac as a contractor on behalf oflhe State.
Given that the existing powerhouse building is not listed as a Heritage Place under the Brisbane City Plan or the Queensland
Heritage Act, demolition of the building does not require assessment as part of this application. Notwithstanding this, Mirvac
will carry out the required works in compliance with relevant legislative requirements applicable to the demolition and
remediation works.

2.1.2

The Site

At the time of lodgement it is anticipated that a reserve for sport and recreational purposes will have been granted to the
Department of Local Government, P1rummg, Sport and Recreation over the subject site.
The real property description of the reserve is:

Lot I on SP 164685
County Stanley
Parish Yeerongpilly
Title Reference: 49 104467.

It is expected that the following easements will be registered on the reserve at the time of application:

Queensland Electricity Transmission CO/poration Limited (Po . .verlink)
•

Easement B on SP 184023 benefiting Lot 2 on SP 164685 for electricity and access purposes

Energex Limited
•

Easement A on SP 184022 for electricity purposes

•
•

Easement B on SP 184023 for electricity purposes
Easement C on SP 184024 for electricity purposes

Lot 566 on SP 104107, which accommodates the Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries Animal Research Instirute

(DPI&F site), is included in the subject application only for the purposes of the following components of me development:
•

The main access road to the proposed development from Fairfield Road;

•

The pedestrian/cyc1eway which connects the proposed main access road to the foreshore area of the subject site;

•

The pedestrian pathway connecting the main access road to the proposed overbridge to Yeerongpilly Railway Station at
the Fairfield Road frontage ofthe site;

•

Carparking associated with the State Tennis Centre; and

~
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•

Visitor carparking. (It is an agreement between the State and Mirvac that an easement for public purposes in favour of
Council be registered over this area.)

Other than an amended access arrangement to the Institute, no changes to the Institute's activities are proposed as part of this
application.
The site bas an area of 11 .9042 hectares and a frontage to the Brisbane River of approximately 550 metres.
The site is bounded by the Brisbane River to the north, Softstone Street and the eastern end of King Arthur Drive to the west, the
Corinda Yeerongpilly Rail conidorand Tennyson Memorial Avenue to the south and the DPI&F site and Fairfield Road to the
east

The site upon which the State Tennis Centre and proposed residential development is to be developed currentIy contains the now
decommissioned TetU1yson Power Station and other ancillary buildings and structures. Survey plans accompanying this
application show tile footprint of the power station building and the other ancillary buildings and structures 011 the site.
An electricity substation exists on adjoining lot 2 SP 164658 which is located between the proposed tennis stadium and Tennyson
Memorial Avenue. Access to tIlis is provided from Softstone Street over lot 3. The site also contains significant illlderground
electrical cables which run between the substation and the north eastern comer of the site and along the southern and western site
boundaries.
A range of photos of the site and the SUITOtmding area are provided at Appendix A.
2.1.3

The Locality

The Tennyson Power Station site sits within an area characterised by a mix of uses. As stated above, the DPI&F Animal
Research Institutes adjoins the power station site and forms part of the development site. The buildings on this site are principally
located adjacent to Fairfield Road. Vehicular access to the Institute is provided from Fairfield Road via Ortive Street
A residential area exists to the north of DPI&F site. This includes a mix of houses and multi-unit dwellings which reflects its Low
Medium Density area classification.
Fairfield Road and the Beenleigh rail corridor follo w the eastern bOWldary of tile DPI&F site. Yeerongp illy railway station is
located directly to the east of the site.
Development on the eastern side of the rail corridor is generally residential with industrial uses further to the south.
South of the Tennyson Power Station site on the southem side of the Corinda YeerongpiUy railway corridor and Tennyson
Memorial Avenue is the Brisbane Golf Club which is adjoined on both the western and easteOl sides by pockets of industrial
development. Further to the south west oftlus are the Moolabil1 Rail Yard and Brisbane Markets. The Tetmyson Railway Station
is located immediately west of the Softstone Street over-bridge.
Immediately to the west of tile site is a Low Density Residential classified area which principally contains detached residences.
Oxley Creek corridor is further to the east of this.

2.2 The Proposal
2.2.1

Tennyson Riverside Development

The design philosophy behind the proposed development of the site is that of a tennis centre and residential community in a subtropical landscaped setting. The development of the site has been required to meet the specific requirements of the State's brief in
addition to addressing the typical requirements of a development site. The Master Plan responds to tbe constraints of the site and
utilises it's characteristics to provide a highly functional sporting facility, a multi-unit residential development with a high level of
amenity, and a public riverside park facility for the benefit oftbe broader community. The design of the development aims to
minimise impacts on the amenity of nearby residential neighbourhoods and mitigate tile impacts of other surrounding nooresidential uses on the development itself.
The overall development will be serviced by a boulevard style access road which links Fairfield Road and Softstone Street with
the principal access being from Fairfield Road. As detailed in the Transport and Traffic Report prepared by TTM and included in
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Volume 4, appropriate speed design controls will be incorporated to prevent this road from being used as a 'rat-run' for through
traffic. This road will be dedicated as a public road.
The development has been designed to provide vistas to the river from the centre court and from vantage points along the
proposed access road. A IUlear park along the river frontage of the site will be dedicated as a public park. A combined
pedestrian/cycle thoroughfare will be provided along the river frontage linking King Arthur Terrace and the maUl access road that
joins Fairfield Road. This will also link up to the plaza area in front of the State Temlis Centre. It is intended that the riverside
pathway will be used by recreational cyclists only, with speed cyclists using the generous road carriageway through the site.
TIle proposed public park area williulk the State Tennis Centre and the river's edge and provide a generous and pleasant park
node between buildings C and D.

2.2.2

The State Tennis Centre

The proposed development includes the establishment of an international standard tennis centre that will be capable of hosting
major tennis events. It will be the only state tennis facility in Australia featuring all three grand slam surfaces.
The State Tennis Centre will have a centre court stadium, 16 hard courts, two grass courts and four clay courts. All courts are
orientated on a north-south axis within 10 degrees due west of magnetic north.
The centre court will seat 7,000 spectators comprising 5,500 permanent seats and 1,500 temporary seats, and will be designed to
convert to grass and clay surface as required. Two show courts to the west of centre court are designed to accommodate 300
spectators each.
Accessibility and security have been integral elements of the design of the State Tennis Centre. The Centre will be designed and
constructed to be accessible to all people, including those with disabilities. The Centre will also be designed specifically to
address the needs ofwbeel chair tennis players and to accommodate disabled spectators.
Particular attention bas been given to the pedestrian and traffic flows around the State Tennis Centre, both during events and in an
everyday siruation. During events, the objective has been to minimise congestion and maximise segregation between different
user groups.
The centre court will be countersunk into the plaza, creating a tennis theatre to maximise the atmospheric acoustics and enhance
the spectator experience. This countersinking of the centre court also reduces the mass of the centre court structure.
Telmis Queensland's beadquarters will be based at the State Tennis Centre. Their facilities will be located in a glass pavilion
within the centre court structure. The pavilion offers views to the river and creates an entry statement to the Centre.
TIle State Tennis Centre includes a Venue Management Facility that located to the west of the centre court. It will be a purpose
built facility intended to serve the day to day operations of managing the tennis courts as a going coneem by an independent
operator. Located on the main access road. it the venue management facility will serve as a point of arrival for members of the
public hiring and using the court facilities. A telU1is pro-shop and cafe facilities will be located within the venue management
facility.

16 courts are located to the west ofthe centre court stadium. All courts will be available for every-day use and will be managed
by a commercial operator. It is anticipated that the everyday hire of courts together with coaching and local club competitions
will comprise the typical use of the Tennis Centre for tJle majority of the time. Whilst it is envisaged that Tennis Queensland will
be actively seeking to attract larger toumaments, such events will occur on an infrequent basis.
Tennis court lighting will be designed to national and international standards and in accordance with AS 2560.2. 1 - 2003 and

TelIDis Australia Technicallnstruction - Lighting for outdoor telmis. Light spill will be minimised as it represents wasted energy,
affects the flight paths of insects and birds, and potentially impacts on the amenity of surrounding residences. Lighting will
comply with Australian Standard 4282 as required by the Light Nuisance Code.

2.2.3

The Residential Development

The residential component of the development comprises 385 residential apartments in six buildings that are stepped ranging
from 4 to 10 stones. The power house building has a heightof4S.S2m to the top of the hoppers and all buildings within the
development will be below this height.
The residential buildings have been positioned to take advantage of the northerly aspect and the riverside location. Breaks in the
buildulgs provide vistas and linkages to the river. The design of the proposed residential buildings draws reference from the
existing power station building producing a bipartide building language comprising a base, middle and top with strong vertical
~
~though each element.
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A residents' gymnasium and recreation facility is proposed within a building to be located adjacent to Softstone Street This
facility will be within common property of the residential community title scheme. It represents an ancillary residential building
and will be for use of the residents only.
2.2.4

The Public Riverside Park

The proposed riverside park extends along the 550 metre river frontage of the site and will comprise an area of approximately 1.8
hectares. Existing riparian vegetation will be retained wherever possible. However, removal of some mangroves will be
necessary to facilitate infrastructure and stabilisation work. This issue is addressed further in Lambert and Rehbein's Ecological
Assessment Report.
The Design Report prepared by BPA Architects and EDAW Gillespies details the proposed design approach to tl,e riverside park
as well as the other landscape elements within the development
In summary, the design of the riverside parkciraws references from the site's past uses and will contain areas of varying levels.
Within the park, riparian tree species will be planted in open grassed areas, with swathes of native grasses on the sculptural
landforms.
TIle riverside park includes a lookout and active node area at the western end. This area is accessible to Softstone Street and King
Arthur Terrace. The pedestrian/cycle ramp at this end of the park will be graded and designed to achieve equitable access
between the park and the adjacent road reserve.
Centrally located along the riverside park will be a large open area. This is aligned with the proposed park connection up to the
plaza area and State Tennis Centre. This occurs between buildings C and D. Each of these two buildings is proposed to contain a
cafe or commercial tenancy of 100m2 floor area at ground level to activate this space and enhance the function of this space as a
riverside public gathering node.
All existing buildings within the proposed riverside park will be demolished with the exception of the eastern most pump house.
Consideration will be given to future uses of the building.
Careful attention will be given to the delineation between areas of public and private ownership along the riverside area of the
development. Of particular concern is the need to incorporate CPTED principles, including public surveillance and graffiti
prevention in the building and landscape design.
2.2.5

Access, Parking and Servicing Arrangements

Access to the site from Fairfield Road will be provided as a signalised intersection located approximately 70 metres south of
Ortive Street It is proposed that the existing signalised intersection at Ortive Street will be closed and converted to a cul-de-sac
with Ortive Street residents accessing Fairfield Road via the new intersection.
Access to the site from Softstone Street and King Arthur Terrace will be via a proposed roundabout. A roundabout at this
location is considered the best fonll of control as it provides safe and efficient access to the site, particularly for right tum
movements, and will control traffic speeds around the bend.
A four metre wide pedestrian pathway will be provided within the internal access road along the southern side of the
carriageways for the length ofthe site.
As discussed in TIM's Transport and Traffic Report, the internal access road will be designed to discourage rat-numing between
King Arthur Terrace and Fairfield Road. This will involve construction ofa raised plaza area at the entry to the State Tennis
Centre that will also provide a focal point within the development and provide visual and physical linkages down to the riverside
park. The access road will also contain traffic management devices to reduce convenience of through access.
As highlighted above, the site has good access to public transport being located within close proximity to both TelUlyson and
Yeerongpilly Railway Stations, with the latter providing regular services to the City and to the south, being on tl,e Beenleigb
Line. Both Fairfield Road and Tennyson Memorial Avenue are bus routes with bus stops existing in Softstone Street adjacent to
the proposed entry to the site and in Fairfield Road near Ortive Street The Sofstone Street bus stop will be upgraded in
association with the development of the State Tennis Centre.
The TIM Transport and Traffic Report includes an indicative Transport Management Plan which details proposed access
arrangements for the State Tennis Centre fo r various modes of operation from everyday use through to a capacity event such as a
Davis Cup tie.
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Carparking and servicing areas for the State TelIDis Centre are provided in the south-eastem part of the site. 163 spaces are
proposed for the State Tennis Centre use. These will be limited to VIP usage during larger events. However, they will be
available to visitors to the Centre on a day to day basis. Onstreet spaces along the internal access road will also be available to
users of the riverside park, the proposed cafes, and the State Tennis Centre on a day to day basis. No public parking will be
availab le onsite for large events. Implementation of a Traffic Management Strategy during these events will concentrate on
public transport with a temporary resident parking scheme implemented at such times.
Carparking will be provided the proposed residential buildings within sub-terrain basements with visitor parking also provided at
grade between the bu.ildings and the access road.
2.2.6

Works External to the Site

As part of the competitive bid process, the foHowing extemal works were identified as being required as part of the Tennyson
Riverside Development. These works include:
•

The provision of an upgraded bus stop and shelter in Softstone Street with sufficient queuing space for four buses at any
one time;

•

The connection of the proposed riverside pedestrian/cycle path from the site to the proposed roundabout at the Sofistone
Street and King Arthur Terrace intersection;

•

The construction of the pedestrian/cycle path from the site through the DP[&F site via the main access road to Ortive
Street and Fairfield Road reserve;

•

Construction of a pedestrian path from the proposed overbridge north along Fairfield Road to the entrance to the site;

•

Construction of a roundabout at the junction of King Arthur Terrace and Softstone Street;

•

Constuction oftbe cul-de-sac closing Ortive Street;

•

A new signalised intersection, including road widening on Fairfield Road., as required, to provide access to the new
access road;

•

Removal of the existing signals from the Ortive Street and Fairfield Road intersection; and

•

Construct external sewage works as required.

These works will be carried out by Mirvac as part of the proposed development.
•

The construction ofa proposed lift and over-bridge across Fairfield Road to Yeerongpilly Railway Station.

These works will be carried out by Queensland Rail. Mirvac's obligation towards such works is the payment ofa monetary
contribution.
2.2.7

Proposed Staging and Titling

The following tenure arrangements are proposed for the site.
The site will be contained within a reserve and it is understood that the site will be subdivided by NRM under the Land Act to
create freehold lots for the State Tennis Centre and the Residential development.
The main access road is proposed to be dedicated as public road reserve following construction and completion of the State
Tennis Centre. Temporary closure arrangements for large tennis events will be the responsibility of the event organiser.
The residential development will be subdivided progressively by Mirvac as part ofa community title scheme. The
residents'gymnasium and recreation building located on the southern side ofthe proposed boulevard will fonn pan of this
community tilte scheme.
Public river park - this will be progressively dedicated to the crown in conjunction with the staged completion of the residential
stages and adjacent pedestrian/cycle path and park embeUislunents.
Given that each component ofthe development will ultimately be owned and maintained under separate title. it is requested that
conditions of any approval relate to each respective component of the development. This will ensure ongoing responsibility for
compliance with conditions is clearly defmed.
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2.3 Proposed Construction Management
A construction management plan will be prepared to ensure construction activities are managed in a manner that minimises
impacts on the amenity cfthe surrounding area including control of dust, noise and haulage routes, and that ensures
environmental impacts such as erosion and sediment control, water quality and impacts on riparian vegetation are also managed.
A complaints management process will also be incorporated in to the document. An outline of the proposed Construction
Management Plan is provided at Appendix B. It is envisaged that preparation of the document will be a condition of the
approval of this application and will be approved by Brisbane City emmeii prior to commencement of construction activities.

2.4 Site Contamination
The site is listed on the EPA's Environmental Management Register. Preliminary assessments oftbe site in the past have

identified contaminated material on the site.
GHD has been engaged by Mirvac to cany out the works necessary to have the site removed from the EMR or to obtain a
Suitability Statement to proceed with the proposed development The proposed strategy for achieving this is outlined in GHD's
Tennyson Power House Remediation Strategy attached as Appendix C to this (eport.
As mentioned earlier in thi s report, the proposed remediation works will occur as part of the 'early works' for the development.

2.5 Ecologically Sustainable Development Initiatives
Mirvac Queensland has conunitted to revie\ving ESD opporturutites for the development The process of review and
opportunities being considered are outlined in the ESD Report provided at Appendh: D. The report also highlights the passive
design ESD principles underpinning HP A Architects' design approach to the development

2.6 Town Planning Analysis
2.6.1

Overview of Application

This application seeks approval of the Tennyson Riverside Development which comprises an international standard State Tennis
Centre together with approximately 385 residential units to be contained within six multi~unit dwellings. The proposed
development layout reflected in the Master Plan is the result of a lengthy and detailed constraints analysis and design process.
Approval of this Master Plan is sought by this application as part of a Prelin1inary Approval overriding the planning scheme.
Three of the proposed residential buildings have been designed to a level which would enable a Development Permit for a
Material change or Use to be issued. Accordingly, a Development Permit is sought for these stages of the development
Similarly, the detailed design of the Stare TerUlis Centre has progressed to a level appropriate fora Development Pelmit to be
issued. The remainder of the residential development has not been subject to detailed design. Therefore, the application seeks
approval of the Termyson Riverside Development Code as part of the Preliminary Approval covering the site to provide design
criteria against which any future application for a Development Pemlit would be assessed against A Level of Assessment Table
has also been prepared which nominates appropriate levels of assessment for future Development Permits for Material Change of
Use and Reconfiguring a Lot applications.
It is envisaged that following the granting ofa Prelirni.Ilary Approval over the site, the site could be reclassified by Brisbane City

Council to Special Purpose Centre Area, High Density Residential Area, and ct,e Parkland Area.
Based on the above, this subject application seeks app roval of the following components:
•

PreliminalV Approval- for a Material Change of Use overriding the planning scheme for development of the subject
site generally in accordance with:
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o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Master Plan (Drawing No.OO-DAOOO I)and Building Envelope Plans
(refer BPA AI1:hitect Plans);

a

The Tennyson Riverside Development Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table (refer AppendL, E);
and

o

The Tennyson Riverside Development Supplementary Residential Provisions (refer Appendix F).

•

Development Permit - for a Material Cbange of Use for a State Tennis Centre (Outdoor sport and Recreation) and
associated facilities including outdoor lighting.

•

Development Petmit for a Material Change of Use for Multi-unit dwellings (including gymnasium and recreation
building), Park and Centre Activities (cafe/restaurant shop or office use to a maximum gross floor area of 200m2).

It is proposed that the Development Pennits will be consistent with the approved Master Plan for the site.

•

Development Pemlit for Operational Works for the Disturbance of Marine Plants. The inclusion of this application is
ttiggered by section 3.2.2A of IPA.

TIle Tennyson Riverside Development Master Plan shows the proposed layout for the overall site. It sets the principles and is the
guiding document for future development of each component of the development.
The Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table specifies the level of assessment and the applicable City Plan Cadse that
are to be used in assessing future development pennits lodged for development in accordance with the Preliminary Approva1. It
is anticipated tllat this Table will be approved as part ofthe Preliminary Approval.
The Tetmyson Riverside Development Suoplementary Residential Provisions detail supplementary Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions to the Residential Design-High Density Code against which future applications [or Development Pennits
are to be assessed. These provisions reflect the Masterplan, the design intent for the development and the characteristics of the
site. These provisions refer to the Building Envelope Plans for which approval is also sought as part of the Preliminary Approval
for the overall development It is proposed tl1at future applications for Development Permits must ensure development is
contained within these envelopes.
The majority of the uses included in the application are impact Assessable - Generally Inappropriate. This means that the
application \vill follow the Impact Assessment IDAS process which includes Public Notification.
2.6.2

Referral RequIrements

Referral Coordination is triggered by the following:
•

The application is for a preliminary approval in accordance with section 3. 1.6 oflPA;

•

The application triggers 3 or more concurrence agencies;

•

The proposal includes a large outdoor sport and recreation facility specified in Schedule 7 of the lntegrated Planning
Regulation; and

•

The proposal shares a common boundary with an area of pennanent inundation as detailed in Schedule 8(c)(vi) of the
Integrated Planning Regulation.

The following referral agencies are triggered by the application:
•

EPA (Coastal Management)

Concurrence agency

•

EPA (Contamination)

Concurrence Agency

•

DPI&F(Disturbance to Marine Plants) Concurrence Agency

•

Queensland Transport

•

The Chief Executive of the entity under the Electricity Act 1994 (Energex)
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2.6.3

State Planning Policies

A range of existing and dmft State Planning Policies provide guidance to planning and development in South East Queensland
and are required to be considered in the assessment of an application. A sunun8ty afthe existing State Planning Policies is
provided as follows:

State Planning Policy 1105 (Conservation of Koalas in South East Queensland) and the Draft Nature Conservation
(Koala) Conservation Plan 2005
The site is identified as being within the A5 Koala Management Area of the Draft Plan which has no specific requirements for
new development. Additionally, as highlighted in the Ecological Assessment report in Volume 7 of the application, no evidence
of koalas or koala habitat has been fOlmd on the site.
State Planning Policy 1103 (Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Flood, Bushfire and Landslide)
This Policy aims to minimise the risk offloodil1g, bush fire and landslide to people, property, economic activity, and. the
environment In relation to flooding, GHD has prepared a report which addresses the impacts of flooding on the site.
Part of the site is affected by flooding from the Brisbane River. The proposed development bas been designed to ensure that all
residences are above the QI00 flood level and flood free access is provided to the residences and basements. Access to the
Animal Institute will be constructed to achieve Q 100 immunity. The majority oftbe facilities within the State Tennis centre will
also have QIOO inummity.
The site is considered not to be subject to bushfire or slip risk. The geotechnical characteristics of the site will be considered in
building construction, including the stability of the river bank.

State Planning Policy 1102 (Development in the vicinity of certain airports and aviation facilities)
Development oftbe subject site would not be inconsistent with this Planning Policy.
State Planning Policy 2102 (Planning and Managing Development involving Acid Sulphate Soils)
Construction of the basements for the residential buildings will result in excavation below 5 metres in some areas. Management
of any acid sulphate soils encountered will ensure that development occurs in a manner consistent with this State Planning Policy.
The State Coastal Plan and the Draft South East Queensland Regional Coastal Management Plan
These documents provide policy direction in relation to coastal management issues with the latter docwnent providing a regional
perspective to the implementation of these policies.
The following policy guidelines of the State Coastal Plan relevant to this development include:
•

Policy 2.2.2 Erosion-prone areas

•

Policy 2.4. 1 Water quality management

•

Policy 2.4.4 Stormwater Management

•

Policy 2.3.1 Future Need for access

•

Policy 2.3.2 Design for Access

•

Policy 2.8.3 Biodiver.;ity

An assessment against the State Coastal Plan is provided at Appendix N.

State Planning Policy 1192 (Development and Conservation of Good Quality Agricultural Land)
Not applicable.
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Draft State Planning Policy for the protection of extractive resources
The site is not affected by any Key Resource Areas identified in the Policy.

2.6.4

Brisbane City Council - Strategic Plan

The Brisbane City Plan 2000 Strategic Plan comprises the following three components:

•

The Vision

•

Desired Environmental Outcomes(DEOs) and Strategies for the City

•

Elements of the City

The Strategic Plan states that the Elements afthe City:
"express the DEOs fo r the City in terms of the overall land use stmcture, for example Brisbane Green Space System, Residential
NeighbolUoboods, Industrial Locations, Centres and the Movement System. The elements allow users afthe Plan to see how the
City is intended to develop to the year 20 I I."
The Strategic Plan divides the City into several different spatial elements. These elements provide a broad expression of bow the
City should be developed up to 202 1. Map A - City Structure identifies the site within the ResidenliLIl Neighbourhoods element
with a Green Space Corridor identified along the site's fronta ge to Brisbane River.
An extract from the Map A - City Structure is provided at Figure A.
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Figure A - Strategic Plan

Source: Brisbane City Plan 2000, The SInIt.egic Plan, Map A

Residential Neighbourhoods are the most extensive of the City Structure elements. They contain various elements such as the
residential areas and related amenities and facilities such as convenience shopping, local parkland, schools, churches, hotels, and
clubs.
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In relation to Residential Neighbourhoods. the Plan recognises the critical elements as being liveability. residential character.
safety, servicing and accessibility - developing a sense of commWlity.
The components of the Residential Neighbourhoods strategy identified in City Plan are to:
•

meet realistic expectations of future amenity;

•

ensure housing cho ice and affordability;

•

promote increases in density near high quality public transport and close to the City Centre;

•

maintain character;

•

provide access to services and facilities;

•

maintain lands of environmental or scenic value;

•

discourage isolated subdivisions in developing areas and encourage land amalgamation and forward planning of
ne ighbourhoods;

•

provide for some mixed use development;

•

coord inate the orderly and cost effective provision and augmentation of infrastructure.

The proposed development is consistent with the components of the Residential Neighbourhoods Strategy because:
•

The site neighbours established residential areas with appropriate levels of commercial and community facilities.

•

The size and proximity of the site allow it to be developed as a high density infill site in a manner dlat achieves
separation between the proposed development and existing neighbouring residences, thereby mininlising privacy,
amenity and overlooking impacts.

•

The development will provide higher density housing on a site which is accessible to public transport. Pedestrian paths
through the site together with a proposed rail overbridge to Yeerongpilly Station together with the upgrading of the
existing bus stop in Softstone Street will ensure efficient and equitable access to public transport.

•

The proposed State TelIDis Centre will be well serviced by public transport. It will provide a high quality sporting
fac ility for the benefit of both local residents and the broader community. T he design of the centre will also ensure all
potential impacts on surrounding areas are minimised.

•

The height of the proposed residential development will not exceed that of the existing Tennyson Power Station
building. T he design of the buildings will complement their setting and will ensure existing vistas to the river from
both surrounding and public vantage points are preserved.

•

The site's most significant environmental values exist along the riparian corridor. It is proposed that most of the site's
river fro ntage will remain in its existing vegetated state.

•

Existing services (such as reticulated water. sewerage. drainage, electricity and telephone services) all exist in the
locality. However. augmentation of some existing services will be required to support the development.
Comparatively, this is a more efficient provision of infrastructure than many new green field development areas.

Section 4.1 of the Strategic Plan addresses the Brisbane Green Space System and identifies the major components of the Green
Space System. The subject site is in the Green Space Corridor which comprises a network of ecological. waterway. recreation
and foreshore corridors linking major conservation, parkland and recreation areas in the City.
The Brisbane River Corridor is the City's most significant green space corridor. The Strategic Plan states that development within
the Brisbane River Corridor is to:
o

"provide a unique SUbtropical waterfront space that evokes the image of the SUbtropical lifestyle of the City and
respects the prevailing form and character of the riparian landscape along the Brisbane River Corridor;

o

provide fo r well designed community access to diverse recreational, environmental, spiritual and cultural
experiences;

o

balance economic needs and other community asp irations regarding the use of the river and its banks with the
environmental protection and restoration of the river;

o

conserve and protect river landscape values. notable hab itats and dispersed examples of remnant riparian
vegetation and exotic species in certain places. that make major contributions to the character of the waterways
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and the river. These landscapes and habitats may vary considerably and may have value for ecology, amenity,
bank stabilisation and protecting water quality;
o

provide for the implementation of the Brisbane River Walk Strategy which \vill enhance the role that the river
plays as a recreational, transport and landscape resource"

The proposed development is generally consistent with the components of the Green Space Corridor Strategy and the Brisbane
River Corridor Strategy because:
•

Both sides of this section of Brisbane River are characterised by mangrove covered foresbores with scattered trees along
the riverbank. The proposed development seeks to retain the existing riparian vegetation wherever practicable and to
enhance this with riparian species in the proposed landscape design. This will ensure the riparian values and character
of the river foreshore area is preserved.

•

As detailed in the EDA W Gillespie Landscape Design Principles contained in the Design Report, landscaping
throughout the site is intended to recognise the site's river setting and reinforce the SUbtropical character of the locality.

•

This section of the Brisbane River will be made accessible to the public with the provision of a 1.8ha linear park along
the site's entire river frontage. This park will contain a pedestrian/cycle pathway connecting King Arthur Terrace and
Fairfield Road. It will provide a range of experiences including a play area at the western end and a large open area
that links up to the plaza area at the front of the State Tennis Centre. The park will provide an attractive destination on
the Brisbane River for local residents and the broader community to enjoy.

Strategic Plan Map C - Brisbane Green Space System in the Brisbane City Plan identifies that the subject site is within Precinct 2
of the Brisbane River Corridor. Precinct 2 is the Residential Parkland Precinct and is:

"characterised by its open riverside parkland.s and its quiet residential areas. TIle key Olftcome intended is the establishment of
community recreational uses in a semi natural setting in key locations, consistent with the conservation ofmajor remnant habitat,
and compatibility with quiet residential amenity".
TIle proposed development is generally consistent with the intent for Precinct 2. The site's existing habitat values are limited to
the riparian corridor. Th is 'Will be retained in its natural state wherever possib le. As highlighted above, the design of the State
Tennis Centre and the associated residential development seeks to recognise the influence of the River on the site and to create a
sUbtropical landscaped setting.
2.6.5

Stephens District Local Plan

The site is within Precinct 3. ll of the Stephens District Local Plan. This Plan contains relevant Development Principles which
include:
"2.3 The District's prox.imity to the Brisbane River continues to provide opportunities for public access to open space along the
river rrontage, especially where redundant uses have changed and new parkland bas been established."
"2.5 Use of redundant sites such as the Brisbane Gaol and the Tennyson Power Station for residential redeve lopment is to be
supported by public transport, utilising the District's close proximity to Brisbane's Central business area and other services. Any
redevelopment of these sites for residential purposes is to carefully consider the need for affordable housing types in this locality."
The Precinct lntents relevant to this site state:
"3. 11 Residential development that maximises use ofthe existing rail access from TerUlyson Railway Station and provides
community parkland will be preferred on the TelUlyson Power station site. Any proposal will address impacts of large increases
in population on social and physical infrastructure.
Due to the site's considerable physical constraints, non-residential uses with minimal impact on residential areas may be
supported. Development may not adversely affect water quality of the Brisbane River and must provide public access to the
waterfront and a cycle way through the site. Use of the site may be optimised by the relocation of the substation.
Any redevelopment that generates large volwnes of traffic will provide vehicular access from Tennyson Memorial Avenue
adjacent to Brisbane Golf Club, crossing the railway Line, to prevent the impacts of increased traffic volumes on surrounding
residential streets.
There should be convenient and separate pedestrian access over/under the railway line to bus stops on Tennyson Memorial
Avenue. Provision of bus stops, shelters and seating compatible with the development should be encouraged."
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The proposed development is generally consistent with the Plan's Development Principles as it realises an opportunity to create a
new parkland on the river in this locality.
The State Termis Centre together with the proposed residential development will be supported by a high level of accessibility to
public transport facilities.
In tenns of housing affordability, the State's offer of the land for development is dependent upon the delivery ofan international

standard State Tennis Centre. This has dictated the provision of housing that best supports the telm is centre and real ises the value
of the site.

The Stephens District Local Plan does not change the level of assessment of uses proposed on the site.
2.6.6

Designation for Community Infrastructure

Land immediately to the south of this site is affected by Designation D49 identified in the Brisbane City Plan Land designated for
Community Infrastructure Schedule. The designation relates to Easement B on SP 158956 within Lot I on RP 37704 and
Easement C on SPI58956 within Lot 2 on SP I557 16 and relate to a IOOkV electricity transmission line which feeds into the
substation located ion adjoining lot 2 on SP 164685.
Under section 2.6.5 of the lntegrated Planning Act, the designation has the effect of making development under tlle designation
exempt if the development was otherwise self-assessable or assessable development under the planning scheme.
This designation does not affect the subject proposal ill that works under the designation are not proposed in this app lication.
Furthermore, tlle electricity interests over this land are being protected. Finally, the subject application is required to be referred
to Energex as an Advice Agency due to the existence of the transmission easements over the site.
2.6.7

Area Classification

Under tbe City Plan Lot I has an Area Classification of Community Use Area CUS - Utility lustallalion and the area adjacent
to the river that was fomlerly road reserve is within the Road Area. The level of assessment for any development in Road Area is
the same as for the land immediately adjoining. The area of Lot 556 on SP I04107 (DP1&F site) affected by this application also
has an Area Classification of Community Use Area CU8- Utility Installation. A very sma ll area in the far north eastern comer
of Lot 556 is classified Low-Medium Density Residential. However, this part of the site is not affected by the subjectproposa\
and so thi s area classification has not been addressed in this application.
An extract from Brisbane City Plan showing !.he Area Classifications of land in the locality is provided at Figure B.
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Figure B - Area Classifications

BA0511n

5ourc:e: Brisbane City Plan 2000, Area CIas$lI\caions

The Intent for the Community Use Area specifies that:
'When a Community Use Area is no longer being used fo r it's intended purpose, its replacement should be another community
use, particularly in an area where there is a demonstrated need fo r these services."
The proposed State Tennis Centre could be considered to be satisfying this intent in that it is replacing a former utility installation.
The Desired Environmental Outcomes for this Area are:
''The City is well provided with community based buildings and activities meeting the diversity of community needs.
Facilities are in highly accessible locations, commensurate with employment and visitation rates,
The built form is consistent in scale, height and bulk with that of surrounding areas.
Community benefits are provided without impacting adversely on neighbours.
Incompatible uses do not compromise the ongoing operation of existing community facilities.
Community uses preserve or enhance heritage buildings, semi-natural to natural habitats and/or landscape values of the land."

The proposed development is consistent in a broad sense with these DEOs. However, this application does include development
that is inconsistent with the Area and it is envisaged that the Area classification will change in the future.
The abovementioned DEOs are addressed below to the extent that they are relevant:
•

The establishment ofa State Tennis Centre in this locality will provide an elite standard sporting facility benefiting both
the local and broader community.

•

The State Tennis Centre will be in a highly accessible location.

•

The height of proposed buildings on the site will not exceed the height of the existing power station building. The
buildings will be articulated and of a high architectural finish.
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•

The proposed buildings are setback considerable distance from existing neighbouring residences with overlooking and
overshadowing unlikely to occur. Extensive noise assessments have been undertaken to ensure the proposed tennis
activities do not adversely impact on surrounding residents.

•

The existing power station building will not be retained as part of the redevelopment of the site. However, the site's
river frontage will be retained in a semi-natural state and dedicated into public ownership as a linear park, thereby
providing an asset to the local and broader community.

2.6.8

Impact Assessment Development - Generally Inappropriate Provisions

The City Plan 2000 states that the proposed uses in this development are not specifically envisaged for this Area and are therefore
classed as [mpact Assessable (Generally Inappropriate). The acceptability of such uses is dependent on location, design and
impacts. For generally inappropriate impact assessable development, proposals need to demonstrate that the issues specified in
Section 2.5.2 of the Plan can be satisfied. An assessment of the proposal against these requirements is provided as follows:

The character, location, siting. bulk, scale, shape, size, height, density, design, and external appearance ofthe proposal accords
with the reasonable expectations and DEOsfor the Area in which the land is classified.
Response
In considering an appropriate height and scale of development on the site as part of the master pl31U1ing process, reference has
been taken to the existing Tennyson Power Station, which has existed on the site since the 1930s. The proposed residential
development does not exceed the height of the power station and includes buildings of up to ten residential storeys with tapered
ends. Factors considered in the design approach include tbe size of the site, the mix of uses in the surrounding area and therefore
a lack of distinctive character and the considerable distance between the proposed development and neighbouring residences. For
these reasons, it is considered appropriate that the design of the development draw reference to the site's contexuIaI setting rather
than any other particular built fonn in the area. The design approach to the development is articulated in the Design Report

prepared by HPA Architects and EDA W Gillespies.
In addition to responding to the site's constraints 3l1d opportunities, the siting, scale and form of the proposed State Tennis Centre
has largely been detennined by the need to meet the detailed design brief and to ensure it is designed and functions as an
international standard sporting facility.

An assessment of the DEOs for the Area to the extent that they are relevant to the proposal is included earlier in this report.

The proposal has a positive impact on the landscape, scenic quality and streelscape o/the locality.

Response
The Tennyson Riverside Development will include an attractive boulevard style entry road that links King Arthur Drive to
Fairfield Road. The design of the proposed residential and tennis stadium buildings, together with the proposed landscaping of
all public and private open space areas within the development will be of a bigb quality architectural and aesthetic standard.
The extensive amount of accumulated rubbish and weed infestation and will be removed from the river foreshore and most
riparian vegetation will be retained. TIle continuous cover of mangroves that dominates the character of this section of Brisbane
River will be retained.

The proposal does not detractji-om the appearance. environment or amenity o/the locality. These effects may relate to issues
stich as hours ofoperation, display ofgoods or release ofany contaminant.

Response
Potential impacts oftbe proposed development on the amenity 3l1d environmental quality of this locality will be appropriately
managed.
In relation to the State Tennis Centre, attenuation measures include the following:
Hours of Operation - It is a requirement of the Development Agreement between Mirvac and the State that the State Tennis
Centre's hours of operation will cease at IO.3Opm with the exception of major events which may necessitate operation extending
beyond this time
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Lighting Impacts - A preliminary assessment of lighting has been camed out by Lincolne Scott. Lincolne Scott confirm that
lighting for the development wi] comply with the requirements of Australian Standard AS 4282 relating to the control of
obtrusive lighting and light spill.
Noise Impacts- Palmer Acoustics has carried out an assessment of the potential noise impacts from the State TeiUus Centre on
both existing adjacent residential areas and the future residents within the development. This report addresses potential noise
impacts from traffic on nearby roads and generated by various components of the development itself.
The repolt concludes that noise generated by everyday activities at the State Tennis Centre wilt comply with the relevant noise
limits. Howewver, fo r large events which attract a capacity crowd, the standards . .vill be exceeded. It is anticipated that this . .vill
occur on an infrequent basis and on these occasions, local residents will be given prior warning of events. This will also be
necessary to successfully implement the temporary parking pennit system.
Building fayade detailing for some noise affected units within the development will need to consider the impacts of the State
Tennis Centre. Similarly, the building ~ade detailing of Building A located closest to King Arthur Terrace, will require
upgrading offa9ade materials to address traffic noise intrusion.
Traffic Impacts - During everyday operation, users of the State Tennis Centre will be able to park in the car park located to the
east of the centre court stadium or in the main access road to be constructed as part of the development. During the major events
which are likely to occur only a few times a year, parking in the local streets will be restricted by a local parking pennit system
with public transport provided by way of rail and bus services. These are detailed in TIM's Transport and Traffic Report.
Upgrading the accessibility to Yeerongpilly Railway Station by the provision of a pedestrian bridge over Fairfield Road and an
attractive footpath along the access road through the site will potentially improve accessibility to public transport services to the
City for residents in this area
Accessibi lity to the riverside park - The proposed development will provide an enhanced level of amenity fo r residents and
workers in the locality by providing access to a 1.8ha riverside park with haIfa kilometre frontage to the Brisbane River. The
park will provide enhanced pedestrian and cycle connectivity, a children's playground at the westem end of the site and an
attractive open area linking the Teonis Centre and the river which may include cafes to enliven the area.

The proposal does flat generate w"ealer traffic movement or hazard than is reasonably expected in the surrounding locality by
reason of
•

on-site and on-streel parking

•

number or type ofvehicle movements

•

manner ofaccess to the site

Response
The Transport and Traffic Report prepared by TIM details proposed carparking, access and traffic movements for the proposed
T e1U1is Centre in both event mode and on a day to day basis. The report also addresses access, parking and servicing
arrangements for the proposed residential development The report demonstrates that the proposed approach to traffic related
issues is appropriate and reasonable for this site.

The capacity ofthe road system in the locality is Sllitable for the proposed activity.
Response
The Transport and Traffic Report prepared by TIM contains existing and predicted future traffic movements in this locality. The
report demonstrates that the capacity of the road system able to accommodate the proposed development

The site has a reasonable level 0/accessibility by all modes o/transport, including pedestrian, cyclist, public transport and
private vehicular access, thaI is appropriate to the proposed activity.

Response
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The location of the site together with infrastructure upgrading works proposed in association with the development will provide a
high level of accessibility to rail and bus public transport, good road access and enhance a wider pedestrian/cycle network system.

An adequate level 0/utilities and telecommunications in/rruIn/clUre is available and fhat any utility upgrading can-fed out as a
consequence o/theproposal is within limits reasonably e..tpected/or the Area in which the land is classified.

Response
The site represents an infill development within an existing serviced urban area. Services provided to the development will be
commensurate with its location.

The shared use a/telecommunications infrastructure occurs to minimise disruptions and adverse impacts on amenity,
communities and the environment.
Response
The proposed development can be adequately serviced by existing telecommunications infrastrucrure and no adverse impacts on
amenity. communities o r the environment will be caused.

Noise generated by the proposal is within levels expected/or the Area in which the land is classified.
Response
The site is located within an area of mixed uses including residential. industrial, rail infrastructure and recreational activities.
Noise impact assessment carried out as a part of the planning of this development has included both the impacts of the proposed
development on adjacent areas and the impacts oftbe nearby activities on the proposed development. Recommendations have
been made in relation to no ise attenuation measures in that report.

The proposal does not result in unreasonable risk or hazard on site or adjoining lands .
Response
The proposed development is considered not to represent a risk or hazard to adjoining properties.
The site itself is known to contain some contamination from past activities. Remediation of the site in compliance with the
requirements of the Environmental Protection Act "vill occur prior to the new uses occupying the site.

Where the proposal is ofa nature or scale not reasonably e.xpected in the Area in which the land is classified, that slifficient land
is dedicated/or public open space to offset or mitigate impacts. In particular, bufftrs should be provided along watelw~s,
wetlands, and areas a/biodiversity importance.
Response

As highlighted earlier in this report, the proposed development will result in the creation of a 1.8ha public park along the 550
metre river frontage of the site. The proposal will protect most of the site's riverside vegetation except where unavoidable to
provide infrastructure and the public pedestrian/cycle riverside linkage. The proposed treatment of the riparian corridor witt
ensure it's character and biodiversity values are preserved.
The disposal or storage o/wastes and other materials will not result in visual blight, environmental degradation or nuisance.
Response
Waste storage associated with the proposed development will be limited to domestic waste and general waste generated by tennis
activities. Options for waste storage and pick-up arrangements are detailed in TIM's Transport and Traffic Report. It is
anticipated that a suitable solution will be negotiated with City Waste Services prior to detennination of the application.

Negative community impacts are not generated including impacts on:
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•

community identity, cohesion mId cullural practices

•

community health and well-being

•

access to community services andfacilities required 10 support need

•

personal safety

•

housing choice, mix. cost and location

•

access to employment and education

Response
It is considered that the proposed development will not adversely impact on the community identity, community health, wellbeing or personal safety of adjacent residential areas. The proposed development is also unlikely to generate negative impacts on
the community in terms of accessibility to community services, employment and education given that the site is situated in a
high ly accessible urban location.

2.6.9

City Plan Codes and Policies

Given that the proposed uses are generally Impact Assessable - Generally Inappropriate in the applicable area classifications
affecting the site, the City Plan does not prescribe applicable Codes to he assessed in this application. Notwithstanding this, a
range ofprimalY and secondary codes considered relevant to the proposal have been considered and addressed.
A summary of the City Plan Codes addressed and a reference to where they are included in this application is provided below.
CODES AND POLICIES

REPORT REFERENCE

Residential Design-High Density Code

Volume 2 - [mpact Assessment Report -Town Planning Assessment
-Appendix G

Supplementary Residential Provisions

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report -Town Planning Assessment
-Appendix F

Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report -Town Planning Assessment
- Appendix H

Biodiversity Code

Volume 7 - Ecological Assessment Report-Appendix D

Energy Efficiency Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - Preliminary ESD

Filling and Excavation Code

Volume 5 - Engineering Services Report- Appendix E

Landscape Code

Volume 3 - Design Report

Light Nuisance Code

Volume 2 - [mpact Assessmenl Report - Lighting Impact
Assessment - Appendix J

Assessment Report - Appendix 0

Industrial Areas - Adjacent Development Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report -Tov,..-TI Planning Assessment
-Appendix I

Non-discriminatory Access Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report- Town Planning Assessment
- Appendix Kand Volume 3 - Design Report

Park Code

Volume 3 - Design Report

Services. Works and Infrastructure Code

Volume 5 - Engineering Services Report - Appendix D

Stonnwater Management Code

Volume 6 - Flooding and Stonnwater Quality Management ReportAppendix B

Transport, Access, Parking and Servicing Code

Volume 4 - Transport and Traffic Report

Waterways Code

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report - (setback requirements) and
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Volume 7 - Ecological Assessment Report - Appendix D
Wetland Code

Volume 7 - Ecological Assessment Report - Appendix D

Consultation Planning Scheme Policy

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report- Appendix M

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
Planning Scheme Policy

Volume 3 - Design Report

Noise Impact Assessment Planning Assessment Policy

Volume 2 - Impact Assessment Report- AppendL"{ L

Natural Assets Local Law 2003

Volume 7 - Ecological Assessment Report

This section includes assessment against the following:
Residential Design - High Density Code
Supplementary Residential Provisions
Waterways Code - building setback requirements
Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code
Industrial Areas - Adjacent Development Code
Light Nuisance Code
Non Discriminatory Access Code
Residential Design - High Density Code and the Supplementary Residential Provisions

Mirvac Queensland and it's consultants have been through a lengthy masterplanning process that has resulted in the development
of the masterplan and supporting documents accompanying this application. Whilst compliance with existing City Plan Codes
has been achieved where practicable, it has been necessary to draft site specific provisions to reflect the design intent and the
characteristics and constraints of the site.
An assessment of the proposal against the provisions oftbe Residential Design- High Density Code is provided at Appendix G.
Certain aspects of the development do not align with this Code and therefore supplementary provisions to replace particular
Perfonnance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions of this Code have been drafted. Where this is proposed, an explanation is
provided against the relevant Criteria in the assessment against the Residential Design - High Density Code. The proposed
supplementary provisions are included at Appendh F.

It is envisaged that the overall development will have a total gross floor area not exceeding 88,079m2. This represents a plot ratio
of 0.74: t . Of this buildings D, E and F and the gymnasium/recreation building comprise 45,755m2. This includes the gross floor
area for storage space in the basements of the buildings.
As part oftJle rnasterplanning for the development, the appropriate height of development for this site was investigated. This was
considered in the context of:
•

The expectations of the brief given that Mirvac is required to deliver an international standard State Tennis Centre to the
State;

•

The nature and proximity of surroundi.ng uses and potential amenity impacts;

•

Vantage points to the site;

•

Proximity to public transport faci.litites;

•

Height and scale of the existing power station building; and

•

The ability to dedicate the river foreshore area of the site into public ownership.

Having regard to these factors, it was considered that the height of the existing building was a good reference point for future
development given that this building has existed in the landscape since the 1950s.
In relation to potential overshadowing of neighbouring properties, the site is of sufficient size to accommodate buildings of ten
stories without causing adversely impact. Given that the site is located on the outside bend of the Brisbane River, building height
and scale do not restrict tJle views or vistas of the Brisbane River for any neighbouring properties or public places.
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Finally, the State Government's requirement to provide an international tennis centre on the site severely limits the available area
for development and dictates a development of limited site cover and greater height
It is also important to note that the site satisfies the stated intent and Desired Environmental Outcomes for the High Density
Residentail Area classification in that the site is close to City with very good access to public transport and facilities, is in a
location with outstanding views to the Central City or Brisbane River, takes advantage of attractive views and aspects, has
extensive quality private and public open space and has recreation areas and landscaping to soften the dominance of buildings
and provide breathing spaces.
Waterways Code
An assessment against the requirements of the Waterway Code is provided in the Ecological Report in Volume 7 ofthis
application. Additional to this, a detailed assessment against the perfonnance criteria and acceptable solutions relating to the
siting and design ofbuildiugs is provided below. In assessing the proposed development against the provisions of the Waterway
Code, consideration has been given to the guidelines for Precinct 2 of the Brisbane River Corridor Planning Scheme Policy.

The Waterways Code requires that buildings, parking and servicing areas are setback 20m from the High Water Mark.
The Tennyson Riverside Development Masterplan has two of the six residential buildings located within this distance. The
Masterplan has been developed in response to the State Govemment's brief to provide a Queensland State Tennis Centre and
required infrastructure. The associated residential development is required to fund the provision of the facilities.
The six residential buildings along the waterfront are located in order to take advantage of river views, provide site lines and
respond to site constraints. lndividual building setbacks are as follows:
Building A- 30m-44m
Building B- 27.7m-32m
Building C- 35m-75m
Building D- 65m-80m
Building E- 10m-16m
Building F- 6m- 19m.
The proposed buildings have been setback a variety of distances from the River as part of the Masterplan design. The majority of
buildings are setback well outside of the 20m distance and the average setback distance from the buildings to the river is 37m.
Buildings E and F are located inside the 20m distance due to the constraints of the site in this area. An Energex easement
containing high power electrical cables runs from the sub station along the eastern boundary of the site before ruming east and
into the ARl site. The buildings in this location directly abut against this easement boundary witJl the upper levels of the buildings
cantilevering over the easement area in accordance with Energex clearance requirements. The buildings cannot be located behind
the easement as this is part ofthe ARl site.
Perf0n11anCe Criteria 1 of section 4.6 oftbe Waterways Code specifies a range of issues to be addressed regarding the setback and
design ofbuitdings in relation to the High Water Mark. These issues are addressed in tum below.
•

1lle attractive appearance from the Brisbane River and its banks, when viewed from the Brisbane River, from
development near the Brisbane River, or other public vantage points must be maintained and enhanced

Buildings will be ofa high architechlral standard with a variety of plan shapes, vertical profile and fayade treatment.
The location of the two buildings with the 20m is considered not to adversely impact on the attractiveness of the River or its bank.
The foreshore of this section of Brisbane River is largely colonised by mangroves with occasional native trees. This character
will be retained following the completion of the development. The foreshore area of the site (1.8 hectares) will be dedicated into
public ownership following the removal of existing weeds and the substantial amount oflitter that has accumulated in this area.
Due to the location of the site on the outside bend of the River, river views from the surrounding properties will not be impacted
upon. Sintilarly, views of the river from public vantage points wi1llot be restricted. Rather, the creation of the public park along
the frontage of the site with access points back to the road will enhance public accessibility and views to the river.

•

Materials must compliment the visual character of the area

As detailed in the Design Report, design elements of the proposed residential buildings do reference the existing power station
building. Given the size of the site and the mix of uses in the neighbouring areas, a consistent and predominant built form
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character does not prevail. As stated above, the riparian zone along this section of the river is visually dominated by the
mangrove Ii.ned foreshore and this character will be retained.
•

Setbacks must be no less that the surrounding buildings. Buildings should be ofa similar height and bulk to the
surrowlding buildings and substantially shielded from view by vegetation. Ancillary structures between the building
and the River should be restricted.

The 12ha site is large enough to create it's own context within theMaster plan
The height of the residential buildings is already established by the height of the existing Powerhouse Buildings.
The residential buildings will be w1der the height of the existing power station and they are of a considerably smaller scale in
width and depth reflecting their residential use.
The majority of the riparian vegetation- both mangroves and established trees will be maintained except where their removal is
required fo r infrastructure purposes (such as stonnwater outlets, boardwalks etc).
The vegetation will he enhanced by the landscaping of the riverfront parkland which wil l nlll along the length of the site. This is
shown in Volume 3: Design Report.
Ancillary structures along the waterfront will be minimised. It is proposed to maintain one of the existing pump houses along the
Riverfront as a reminder of the former uses of the site and this structure will be integrated into the public parkland. There are no
other major structures proposed within the parkland.
Overall, it is considered that whilst components of the proposed development are witin 20 metres of the river due to prevailing
site constraints, the objectives of the riparian setback can be achieved in tenns of water quality, biodiversity values, visual
amenity and public access.
Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code
An assessment against the provisions of this Code is provided at Appendi.'X H. The assessment shows that the proposed
development is consistent with the Code i.nsofar as it is relevant to the proposal.

Industrial Areas - Adjacent Development Code
An assessment against this Code is provided at Appe ndL'X l. It confmns that the proposed development complies with the Code.

LIght Nuisance Code

Lincolne Scott has been engaged to address the design oflighting and in particular the control oflight spill and obtrusive lighting.
Correspondence provided at AppendL'X J confirms that compliance with Australian Standard AS 4282 which is the Acceptable
Solution for the Light Nuisance Code will be satisfied.
Non-discriminatory Access Code
Correspondence from John Deshon Architect provided at Appendix K confmns that the requirements of Council's Non
Discriminatory Access Code will be satisfied.

2.7 Noise Impacts
A detailed report addressing the requirements of the Noise Impact Assessment Planning Scheme Policy is provided at Appendi.'X
L. The report addresses the impact on the proposed development from potential extemal noise sources, and the potential noise
impacts generated by various components of the development itself.
The report concludes that Doise from everday activities at the State Tennis Centre will comply with Daise limts. However, such
limits wi ll he exceeded during large events with a capacity crowd. It is anticipated that these will occur on an infrequent basis and
011 these occasions, local residents will be given prior warning of such events. This will also be necessary to implement the
temporary parking permit system.
Building facrade detailing for some noise affected units within the development will need to consider the impacts of the State
Tennis Centre. Similarly, the building facrade detailing of Building A located closest to King Arthur Terrace, will require
upgrading offayade materials to address traffic noise intrusion.
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2.9 Community Consultation
As the MCU application triggers referral coordination, the application is required under the [P A to be advertised for public
comment for 30 business days.

However, given the potential community interest in the project, Mirvac has launched an extensive community consultation
process to ensure local residents are kept informed of the progress aftbe Tennyson Riverside Development and given an
opportunity to express their concerns at particular issues associated with the development. This applies to both the proposed
implementation phase and the construction phase afme development
An overview of the community consultation carried out to date and the proposed process from here on is outlined in the report
provided as Appcndh M to this volume. This report addresses the principles of the City Plan Consultation Planning Scheme

Policy.

2.10 Conclusion
Mirvac Queensland has been successful in winning the bid to redevelop the former Tennyson Power Station site in accordance
with the detailed brief set by the Queensland State Government.

Mirvac proposes to develop the site in accordance with the briefle deliver 3n international standard State Tennis Centre by the
end of2008, a qual ity residential development to be progressively built in stages, and significant community infrastnlcture.
To facilitate this, this application seeks approval for tile following components of development:
Preliminary Approval for a Material Change cfUse oveniding the Planning Scheme for development of a State Tennis Centre
(Outdoor Sport and Recreation), Residential Development (Multi-unit dwellings and residents gymnasium and recreation
building), Park and Centre Activities (cafe/restaurant, shop or office use to a maximum gross floor area of 200m2) generally in
accordance with the:
The TelU1ysol1 Riverside Development Master Plan and Building Envelope Plans;
The Tennyson Riverside Development Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table; and
The Tennyson Riverside Development Supplementary Residential Provisions;
Development Permit for a Material Change of Use for Multi-unit dwellings (including residents gymnasium and recreation
building), Park and Centre Activities (cafeJrestaurant, shop or office use to a maximum gross floor area of 100m2);
Development Permit for a Material Cbange of Use for a State Tennis Centre (Outdoor Sport and Recreation) and associated
facilitites including administration offices, conference facilitites, cafe and outdoor lighting; and
Development Pemut for Operational Works for the Disturbance to Marine Plants.
Approval of these components will enable Mirvac to proceed to develop the State Tennis Centre and the first two stages of the
residential development (comprising buildings D, E and F and the residents' gynmasium and recreation building) subject to
receipt of applicable operational works and building works approvals. The further stages of residential development comprising
buildings A, B and C will be subject to fututre Development Pennits for Matenal Change of Use.
It is proposed that all development on the site will accord with the Tennyson Riverside Development Masterplan and associated
documents including building envelope plans, supplementary provisions, and the table of assessment. In particular, it is proposed
that future Development Permit for the residential development will be Code Assessable. 111 this regard, it is considered that
Mirvac and it's consultants have undertaken sufficient assessment and design work to demonstrate that the development can
proceed within the proposed controils without undue impacts on the slUTollilding area and will achieve a high quality outcome for
the site.
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Picture 1: Existing Drainage Channel on site

Picture 2: Site foreshore area looking east

Picture 3: Site foreshore area from existing wharf- to be
demolished

Picture 4 : Existing pump station building - to be retained

Pict ure 5 : End ofSoftsone Street (llllformed road reserve)

Picture 6 : Development to west wide of Softstone Street
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Picture 7 : View of site from Yeronga Street, Yeronga

Picture 8: View of site from Nadine Street, Graceville

Picture 9: End ofOrtive Street

Picture 10: Ortive Street - existing entry to DPllnstitute

Picture 11: Softstone Street 10000king south

Picture 12: View of Power Station from King Arthur Terrace
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2.1 Introduction
This report fOIms a part of the Development Application for a Material Change crUse for the development afthe State Tennis
Centre and multi-unit dwellings and associated facilities on the site of the forrnerTennyson Powerhouse located on Tennyson
Memorial Avenue and Softstone Street Tennyson.
The report is a summary of environmental issues and impacts and how MilVac propose to address them via a Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). A detailed CEMP wi ll be prepared in conjunction with the fmalisation of the detailed
construction methodologies and programming of the project

2.2 Construction Environmental Management Plan
Mirvac propose to develop a site specific CEMP to enable construction personnel to be guided by the management actions
required. The purpose of the CEMP will be to facilitate compliance with the intent aftbe Environmental Protection Act, 1994 for
all construction related activities through the implementation of the following objectives:
•

To encourage good management practices through planning, commitment and continuous improvement of
environmental practices;

•

To define how the management of the environment is reported, and perfomlance is evaluated;

•

To provide rational and practical environmental guidelines so as to:
o

minimise disturbance to areas of archaeological and anthropological significance;

o

prevent the pollution of land, air and water;

o

protect native flora and fauna;

o

prevent soil erosion and facilitate revegetation;

o

to implement waste management practices based on prevention. minimisation, recycling, treatment and disposal

afwastes
o

comply with all applicable laws, regulations, standards and guidelines for the protection of the enviromnent; and

o

adopt the best practices available to prevent or minimise adverse environmental impact

•

To describe all monitoring procedures required to identify impacts on the environment; and

•

To train employees and contractors in regard to environmental obligations.

It is proposed that lhe CEtvtP will be a dynamic document that will be regularly updated to incorporate changes in envirorunental
management procedures in response to ongoing monitoring results, new techniques and legislation.
2.2.1

Structure of the CEMP

This CEMP will break up the environmental issues associated with the Project into a number of elements. These include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Quality;
Flora and Fauna;
Erosion and Sedimentation;
Contaminated Land;
Noise and Vibration;
Air Quality;
Landscape I Visual Amenity;
Socio-economic;
Access; and
Waste Management.

The environmental management controls for each of the Environmental Elements listed above will be addressed using the
following fonnat:
~ LAMBERT & REHBEIN
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Existing Situation

Existing characteristics of the relevant environmental aspect.

Potential Impacts

Potential design, construction and operational impacts of the project as
identified in the Specialist lnvestigations.
The environmental management objective to be achieved during all
phases of the project.
Relevant statutes applicable to the project.

Management Objectives
Statutory Provisions

Desirable criteria to be met during design, construction and maintenance
of the project.
Actions, procedures and requirements to be implemented during the
relevant phase afthe project to safeguard the envirolUnent.
Person designated to undertake the activity.

Perfonnance Criteria
Management Actions
Responsibility

The proposed monitoring and reporting action relevant to the
management action.
Revised actions, procedures and recommendations to meet the proposed
perfoffi13nce criteria and objective where initial actions are unsuccessful.

Monitoring and Reporting
Corrective Action

The detail of the CEMP will be highly dependent on the outcomes of other investigations proposed for the site
including:
•

Ecological Assessment;

•

Geotechnical lnvestigations;

•

Acid Sulfate Soillnvestigations;

•

Contamination Investigations; and

•

Acoustic Assessments.
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2.3 Potential Environmental Impacts
An initial assessment of the likely environmental impacts associated with the project has been W1dertaken Each of the impacts
identified below will be addressed by the CEMP in accordance with the format detailed in Section 2. 1.

2.3.1
Water Quality
Deterioration afWater Quality via the:
• mobilisation of sediments from exposed soil areas, stockpiles. batters and temporary drains;

•

introduction of demolition or construction wastes to the riparian corridor;

•

pollution through the accidental release of hydrocarbons or chemicals; and

•

importation of nutrient enhanced soils and fertilizers which may cause excess nutrients to enter the local water
catchment.

2.3.2

Flora and Fauna

rmpacts associated with site Flora and Fauna values would inc lude:
• Clearance of site and riparian vegetation and habitat associated with demolition and construction activities;
•

Disturbance to the mangrove community within the riparian zone of the Brisbane River;

•

Alterations to the current drainage patterns on site may impact on the riparian community;

•

Unmanaged run offfrorn tbe site may impact on the marine environment during both the demolition and construction
phases;

•

The rehabilitation and revegetation proposed through landscape plans may increase site biodiversity and habitat value;
and

•

Management of river born detritus and litter within the riparian corridor may reduce negative impacts on site flora and
fauna

2.3.3

Erosion and Sedimentation

Sediment laden runoff from construction and demolition activities could be discharged into the river and stormwater system or
the wetland and waterway corridor to the east oftbe site. Construction and Demolition activities that may promote erosion and
sedimentation may inc lude:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

vegetation clearance;
demolitionlwaste material stockpiles;
topsoiVsoil stockpiles;
disturbance of Brisbane River sediments;
bulk earthworks;
construction traffic; and
stOlTIlWater works.

2.3.4
Contaminated Land
Potential site and off-site impacts due to mobilisation of contaminants on site.
2.3.5

Noise and Vibration

Construction and demolition activities may give rise to a temporary increase in background noise and vibration levels within the
vicinity of the site. [t is likely there will be significant short tenn noise and vibration impacts during the demolition of the existing
buildings.
During the initial site preparation stage the major noise producing activities will include demolition works, grading, and
excavating. Such activities may necessitate the use of concrete crushers, bulldozers, graders, front end loaders, pile drivers and
trucks and powered tools.

i

Noise and vibration levels generated by construction activities are often difficult to quantify, as they vary in intensity and
character depending upon the combination of plant in operation at anyone time and the location and duration of the individual
activities.
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2.3.6

Air Quality

It is likely thal negative impacts on local air quality would be limited to the demolition and construction phases and will primarily
come from the generation and disturbance of dust and emissions from heavy vehicles and machinery.

2.3.7

Landscape and Visual amenity

During the construction and demolition phases there is likely to be some short tenn impact on visual and landscape amenity due
to excavation, demolition and deconstruction activities. Overall. however. the proposed development is likely to significantly
improve the visual amenity oflhe site and it's sWTounds.

2.3.8
Socio-Economlc
The development is unlikely to adversely affect the socia - economic environment in the local area in the long tenn. There may
be some disruption to local traffic flows due to increased heavy vehicle movements during construction activities and special
events. It is likely that a positive impact will be experienced as a result of increased employment and recreational opportunities
associated with the Tennis facility and the riverfront precinct.
2.3.9

Access

Access points and haulage routes will be nominated for each stage of development. Eventually construction access will be via
Fairfield Road, but the timing of this will depend on the programme for the road construction. [n the interim, construction access
wi ll be via Tennyson Memorial Avenue and Softstone Street. King Arthur Terrace wi ll not be used as a main haulage route for
construction related traffic.
Temporary access and congestion impacts associated with the demolition and construction phase may be experienced. Impacts
associated with the operational facility are likely to be limited to major event based traffic and access restrictions.

2.3.10 Waste Management
Waste impacts generated from the development, during both the construction and operational phases, have the potential to irnpact
on both the natural and hwnan environment surrounding the site. Potential receptors include:
•

The aquatic ecosystem of the Brisbane River;

•

The wetland and water way conidor to the east of the site; and

The adjacent residential and commercial areas, including homes, roadways, parks and gardens.
Build up oflitter and debris can have a negative impact on the visual quality of the site and have safety implications for staff and
visitors to the site. lrnproper waste management during demolition and construction could impact on the human environment
through the production of odours and visual pollution.
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19 September 2005
Mirvac

To
Copy to

Tel

From
Subject

Tennyson Power House Remediation Strategy

Job no.

41 /09028/44

This document outlines the Remediation Strategy for the Tennyson Power House Site.
1. Basis ofthe Remediation Strategy
•

Tennyson Power Station, Tennyson - Supplementary Site Contamination Assessment, GHD, April 2003;

•

Tennyson Powerhouse Site - Review of Land Contamination Documentation, GHD, August, 2002;

•

Preliminary Environmental Site Assessment Sub Station 51, Former Po wer Station, Tennyson, Qld, ERM ,
April 2002;

•

Final Report - Supplementary soil sampling at Tennyson Power Station, Simtars, Feb 1997;

I

Final Report - Soil Testing at Tennyson Power Station , Simtars, Jan 1997;

•

Stage 1 Contaminated Land Assessment - Tennyson Power Station Site, GHD, November 1996;

I

Soil Samples - Tennyson Power House, Simtars, July 1996;

I

Informal Site Discussions held with the EPA, and EPA correspondence dated 8 August 2003; and

I

Scope of Works & Cost Estimate - Stage 2 Assessment & Remediation for the removal of the site from
the EMR, GHD.

2. Third Party Reviewer
In line with EPA expectations, a Third Party Reviewer (TPR) will be engaged to provide independent
certification of the remediation works. The TPR will report directly to the EPA, who remain the regulatory
authority for the works.

3. Goal of the Remediation Strategy
Remediate all significant contamination and obtain a Suitability Statement from the EPA stating that the site
is suitable for any use and may be removed from the Environmental Management Register (EMR), in
accordance with the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

4. Further Site Assessment Required
The EPA has undertaken a preliminary review of the above reports, and confirmed that further site
assessment is required to provide additional assurances prior to removing the site from the EMR. An
allowance for this assessment has been made.
5. Identified Remediation Requirements (Two Areas)
Based upon the assessment works undertaken to date, the remediation of two areas will be required in order
to remove the site from the EMR:

~~
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•

Historic underground fuel tank; and

t

Former machinery maintenance area .

The total volume of material to be remediated is estimated to be around 100 m', and an allowance fo r these
remediation works has been made. No significant truck movements or heavy equipment required .

6. Potential Additional Remediation Requirements
The further assessment has potential to identify unforeseen contam ination that may require remediation prior
to removing the site from th e EMR. A rem ediation contingency has been allowed for, however, this
contingency may not be sufficient to cover significant or large scale unforseen contamination . The key risks
are:

•

Contamination Under the PowerStation - this area represents one of the largest areas of the site that
has not been subject to assessment (some 20,000 m' ). It is possible that there is contamination
underlying the building.

•

Asbestos Cement Fragments - th e are a of th e former sub-station and above ground diesel storage
tanks identified occasional asbestos cement sheeting fragments at depth within a fill layer. It is likely that
the EPAITPR will require some fonm of intensive assessment andlor remediati on in this area.

•

Groundwater - some elevated heavy metal and petroleum hydrocarbon impact previously identified
within the groundwater, however there are no levels requ iri ng immediate intervention. Possibility that the
proposed groundwater assessment will identify significant groundwater contam ination cannot be ruled
out.

•

Other - Possibility th at the further assessment will identify other unforeseen contamination requiring
remediation.

In the event of significant unforseen contamination, it may be possible to leave part of the site on the EMR
and still obtain a Suitability Statement to proceed with the development. Whilst this is not the goal of the
rem ediation works, it may be examined should time and budget considerations be limited with respect to
addressing significant unforseen contamination.

7. Timing
The key to determining any requirement for additional remediation works will be to undertake the further
assessment works. These assessment works should be undertaken as soon as practicable, to allow
the maximum time to deal with unforseen or unexpected issues.
Whilst th e area beneath the buildings will not be available until after demolition, expediting the assessment I
remediation works over other site areas will significantly red uce th e overall project ri sk without adding any
significant additional assessment costs . The indicative timing for the works is :

•

1 to 2 weeks -liaise with EPA and appoint TPR

•

1 to 2 weeks - TPR reviews site information and provides comment

•

2 to 3 weeks - site assessment (excluding building footprint) and identified remediation works

•

1 to 2 weeks - submit samples to laboratory and obtain certificates of analysis

•

2 to 4 weeks - reporting and TPR liaison and determination of any unforseen remed iation issues

•

Timeline break for demolition of buildings, and commence resolving any unforseen issues
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I

1 to 2 weeks - complete site assessment under demolished buildings

I

1 to 2 weeks - submit samples to laboratory and obtain certificates of analysis

I

2 to 4 weeks - complete reporting and TPR liaison

I

Possible timeline break to finalise resolution of unforseen issues, if any

I

4 to 6 weeks - TPR sign-off, EPA concurrence and issue of Suitability Statement

I ~~
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2.1 Introduction
This report forms part of the Development Application for a Preliminary Approval for a Material Change cfUse for the
development of the State Tennis Centre (STC) and multi-unit dwellings and associated facilities on the site afthe former
Tennyson Powerhouse.
The report is a preliminary assessment of Ecological Sustainability Development (ESD) inclusions and actions that will be further
investigated dUling the planning and detailed design phases. Tins rep0l1 intentionally highlights what initiatives have been
considered and the processes that will be undertaken to finther identity ESO opportunities. The actions highlighted in this report
are not conclusive and as a result of further detailed investigations may be modified, added to, or rejected.
This preliminary assessment of potential ESD inclusions has been developed by the cumulative efforts of the Mirvac Tennyson
Riverside Development ESD Committee. This Committee is made up of representatives from Mirvac, HPA, Lambert and

Rehbein, Lincohle Scott, EDA W Gilliespies, Thomson Kane and Steve Paul and Partners.
2.1.1
The Project
The project involves the development of a new STC and the Tennyson Residential Development (TRO) on the site oftbe former
Tennyson Powerhouse located at Tennyson Memorial Avenue and Softstone Street Tennyson. The development includes the
following components:
State TelIDis Centre
•

World class tennis centre with a 7,000 seat capacity;

•

22 match and training courts (grass, clay and acrylic hard court "grand slam" surfaces);

•

Facilities fo r community tennis;

•

Tennis Queensland Headquarters;

•

Home base for Queensland Academy of Sports tennis proeram; and

•

Car parking.

Residential, Retail and Commercial Development

2.1 .2

•

6 residential apartment bui ldings (385 apartments);

•

Retail and commercial space on the lower floor;

•

Gynmasium;

•

Swimming pooUs; and

•

Car parking.
Site Description

At the time of lodgement it is anticipated that a reserve for sport and recreational purposes will have been granted to the
Department of Local Government, Plmming, Sport and Recreation over the subject site.

The real property description of the reserve is:

Lot I on SP 164685

County Stanley
Parish Yeerongpilly

Title Reference: 49104467.

rR"
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It is expected that the following easements will be registered on the reserve at the time of application:

Queensland Electricity Transmission Corporation Limited (Powerlink)

Easement B on SP 184023 benefiting Lot 2 on SP 164685 for electricity and access purposes.
Energex Limited
Easement A

011

SP 184022 for electricity purposes

Easement B on SP 184023 for electricity purposes
Easement C on SP I84024 for electricity purposes

Lot 566 on SP 104 107, which accommodates the Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries An imal Research lnstitute
(DPI&F site), is included in the subject application only for tile purposes of the following components of the development:

The main access road to the proposed development is from Fairfield Road;
The pedestrianlcycleway which connects tile proposed main access road to the foreshore area of the subject site;
The pedestrian pathway connecting the main access road to the proposed overbridge to Yeerongpilly Railway Station at
the Fairfield Road frontage of the site; and
Car parking associated with the State Tennis Centre.

Other than an amended access arrangement to the lnstitute, no changes to the Institute activities are proposed as part of this
application. The site is bounded by the Brisbane River to the north, Solistone Street and the eastern end of King Arthur Terrace to
the west, the Corinda Yeerongpilly Rail corridor and Tennyson Memorial Drive to the south and the DPI&F site to the east

The site upon which tile State Tennis Centre and proposed residential development is to be developed currently contauls the now
decommissioned Tennyson Power Station and other ancillary buildings and structures.

r~
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2.2 Mirvac's ESO Policy
"Mirvac Queensland is committed to being an industry leader in introducing new technology and design practices related to
sustainable development. Our passion remains to deliver innovative residential communities, individual dwellings and services
consistent with community, environmental and government expectations. Mirvac Queensland currently approaches the design of
each house or apartment building as a site-specific response with an integrated consideration of environmental sustainability
through orientation, energy efficiency, special arrangement and fenestration. Through ongoing research and development into
sustainability issues, we will further seek to understand and anticipate our markets, customers and competitors and respond with
innovative solutions. Working with state govemment.local authorities, special interest groups and the communities in which we
develop will help US achieve our goals. We are committed to continuing tltis longjoumey toward the smart and sustainable
development of Queensland and contributing to our envied way of life."

Chris Freeman, CEO Queensland.

2.3 Aims
The design and construction of the STC and the multi-unit residential development are to adopt the following ESD principles:
•

Passive design;

•

Energy conservation;

•

Water conservation;

•

Minimisation offossil fuel usage associated with transport;

•

Preservation of natural fe.:'1tures;

•

Protect and improve biodiversity;

•

Building materials conservation;

•

Waste minimisation; and

•

Enhancement of indoor air quality.

A major aim of Mirvac is to set the benchmark for sustainable large scale development/redevelopment projects. Ongoing
monitoring and reporting to local and state government authorities is viewed as a key component ofbenchrnarking and
assessment of initiatives. Monitoring and assessment will assist in future planning for similar projects.

rR'
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2.4 Process
The Project Development Team consists of specialists in Architecture, Landscape Design. Engineering, Environment,
Construction and Planning. ESD is a core component afthe project brief and team members meet to address ESD initiatives on a
regular basis. Specialist expertise is used to identify and evaluate ESD initiatives. Initiatives are addressed using a set criterion
that includes meeting the goals ofESD, meeting aUloeal, state and federal legislative requirements, achieving best practice, cost
competitiveness, practical achievability, constraints and innovation.
The following framework has been used in the assessment of ESD initiatives:

Tennyson Riverside Development

Telmyson Residential

State Government Brief

Mirvac ESD Policy

Legislation

Legislation

ESD Initiatives

Best Practice
Achievability/Constraints
Cost

Outcomes

Monitoring

2.5 ESO Inclusions
Mirvac established an ESD Committee for this project to oversee and drive the process of identifying. assessing and
incorporating a range ofESD inclusions into this project. It is Mirvac's experience that ESD opportunities must be assessed
against specific project parameters to determine their viability. For the successful inclusion and integration ofESD initiatives into
a project such as the Tennyson Riverside Development, this assessment must be commenced early, be assessed rigorously and be
docwnented and monitored throughout the project.

Equally as valuable within this process is past experience on similar projects. Mirvac is fortunate to have recently completed their
riverside Cutter's Landing project and are currently working their way through the Development Approval process for their
Newstead Riverpark Project. Lessons learned through both these projects have been tabled and will be invaluable to ongoing
assessment programs.
To date, a preliminary assessment of potential ESD initiatives has been undertaken with a number of potential initiatives
identified. The preliminary assessment of potential inclusions has been developed via a number of ESD workshops, discussions
with Cutters Landing and Riverpark personnel and based on the experience oftbe specialist consultants on the ESD Committee.
To date the initiatives identified for assessment in accordance with the relevant category beadings are:
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Categories and Potential ESD Initiatives

1

i

1

PASSIVE DESIGN

4

ENERGY USE

1.1

Design for climate

4.1

White goods

1.2

Choosing a site

4.2

Hot water service

1.3

Orientation

4.3

Solar hot water

1.4

Passive solar heating

4.4

Heating and cooling

1.5

Passive cooling

4.5

Lighting

1.6

Insulation

4.6

Renewable energy general

1.7

Thennal mass

4.7

Photovoltaic systems

1.8

Glazing

4.8

Wind systems

1.9

Shading

4.9

Micro hydro/tidal systems

1.10

Rating tools

4.10

Batteries and inverters

2

WATER USE

5

SITE IMPACTS

2.1

Reducing water demand

5. 1

Biodiversity on site

2.2

Rainwater

5.2

Erosion and sediment control

2.3

Wastewater re-use

5.3

Noise control

2.4

Stormwater

5.4

Sustainable landscape

2.5

Outdoor water use

5.5

Rehabilitate riparian zone (Jitter. bank
stabilisation etc)

2.6

Sewer mining

6

OTHER IMPACTS

3

MATERIALS USE

6. 1

Streets and communities

3.1

Embodied energy

6.2

Transport

3.2

Waste minimisation

6.3

Health and Sarety

3.3

Indoor air quality

6.4

The adaptable house

3.4

Construction systems

6

MISCELLANEOUS

3.5

Biodiversity off-site

6.1

Monitoring

3.6

Re-use recycling of demolition
materials

6.2

Marketing

r~
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2.5.1

Concept Design

As stated earlier, Mirvac's Tennyson Riverside Development ESD Committee have met on a number of occasions to workshop
ESD opportunities and potential inclusions and to discuss past experience in relation to these opportunities. The outcome of these
workshops has been the recognition that a number of ClllTent design strategies incorporate sustainable principles and practices and
the identification of a range of potential ESD inclusions to be assessed for inclusion in this project.

To explain Mirvac's position on Passive Design principles, we have referred to the Commonwealth of Australia '5 pUblication
(2004) Your Home Design for Lifestyle and the Future.

This publication breaks passive design up into len different fundamental principles; design for climate, choosing a site,
orientation, passive solar heating, passive cooling, insulation, thelTIlal mass, glazing, shading and ratings tools.
Wllere ever possible Mirvac have incorporated the ten princ iples into the design as they will improve the comfort levels for
occupants, reduce heating / cooling bills and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from heating, cooling, mechanical ventilation and
lighting.
The following is an explanation of each principle for the STC and associated development at Tennyson. Further, Mirvac and
HPA have developed sketches to graphically demonstrate how these initiatives and concepts have been incorporated into design

CATEGORY
PASS IVE DESIGN

ESD INCLUSION IN CONCEPT DESIGN

Design for Climate.
Refers to the climate of South East Queensland. Brisbane's climate is characterized by hot and
sometime humid summers with mild winters with a moderate to low diurnal (day/night)
temperature range. The key design principles employed provide a comf0l1able, liveable
building focused on the following:

•

Maximise extemal wall areas (plans ideally one room deep) to encourage cross
ventilatiom;

•
•
•
•

Site buildings northerly for exposure fo breezes;
Shade whole building where possible in summer;
Allow passive solar access in winter months only;
Shade all east & west walls & glass year rowld;

• Use reflective and bulk insulation and vapour barriers;

•
•
•

Use of elevated construction with enclosed floor space, to capture breezes;
Choose light coloured roof and wall materials; and
Provide screened and shaded outdoor living.

Choice or Site.
TIle following have be considered:

•
•
•

An assessment of the sites microclimate has been undertaken to infonn the design;

The buildings footprints have been opti mised to increase the area available for
landscaping, to catch cooling summer breezes and solar penetration; and
The buildings footprints reduce impacts on site.

Orientation.
The northerly orientation of the residential buildings is to exclude sun in the summer, allow it
to penetrate in winter and expose to cooling breezes in the summer. These cooling breezes are
typically from the north - east and site specifically from the river.
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CATEGORY

ESD INCLUSION IN CONCEPT DESIGN
Passive Solar Heating.

Methods to be used include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northerly orientation of daytime living areas;
Appropriate areas of glass on northern facades;
Passive shading of glass;
Insulation and draught sealing;

Floor plan zoning based on heating needs;

Advanced glazing solutions; and
Careful selection offiaor finishes.

Passive Cooling.

Consideration must be given to:

• Encouraging air movement through the internal spaces; and

•

Capturing cooling breezes.

Insulation.

Where required external walls, floors and roofs shall have bulk insulation with refledive foil to
meet or exceed requirements of energy assessment.
Thermal Mass.
Where appropriate for achieving a comfortable living environment further investigation is
required into:

•
•

Protection from swnmer sun and exposed to cooling night breezes; and
Shading of thermal mass from summer sun.

Glazing.
Consideration will be given to:

•
•
•
•

Low U-Value Windows;
Solar control (tinted) glazing to reduce solar heat gain;
Shading of glass; and

Aluminium-framed windows and doors.

Shading.
Methods employed will include:

[1"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shading of the building and outdoor living spaces throughout the year;
North ftxed or adjustable shading placed horizontally above window;

East and west adjustable vertical screens outside window;
NE & NW adjustable shading;
SE & SW planting;

Veranda design;
Eaves design; and
External surfaces light in colour.
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Ratings Tools.
As part of further development of the project, ratings systems and targets will be established
including:

•

Achieving or exceeding current Queensland SeA legislation of3.5 stars;

•

Assessment of energy performance of the building envelope;

•

Inclusion and implementation of energy efficiency of appliances and services;

•

Analysis ofperfonnance ofindjvidual components (eg. windows, insulation and wall
construction);

•

Evaluation of lifecyc1e environmental impact of the materials used in terms of
emissions and depletions;

•

Investigation of ratings tools and appropriate targets; and

•

Employment of an energy consultant in the design development phase to maximise
the buildings performance.
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2.5.2
Landscape Design
Further to the Passive Design inclusions within the concept design, MiIvac's Landscape AIchitect Team Edaw Gillespies, have
incOIporated a number ofESD inclusions within their design to date.

CATEGORY
LANDSCAPING

ESD INCLUSION IN LANDSCAPE DESIGN
Planting.
•

The park planting strategy utilises hardy, low maintenance species suited to this
riparian corridor. All public garden areas are easy to access for maintenance and will
be contoured to harness site overland flow. thus reducing irrigation requirements.

•

Generally, the plant palette incorporates native species suited to South-East
Queensland conditions. Plant selection will be appropriate to the location of the

particular garden bed to reduce irrigation requirements.

Bio-retention.
•

Species located within bio-retention and bio-remediation zones are selected for
tolerance to periodic inundation. The plants and soil matrix used act as part of the
overall system to treat surface runoff prior to discharge into the stormwater system.

Reuse and Recycling.

•

It is proposed to incorporate bticks from the demolished power station within the
landscape design, eg: as brick gabion walls. Leonic remnants of building fabric, such

as rivetted steel sections could also be incorporated, perhaps to public areas ..
2.5.3

ESD Opportunities

In addition to the above design inclusions, the ESD Conunittee have workshopped tl,e ESD categories and inclusions for
implementation opportunities specific to this site. The following table details these opportunities. [t is these potential inclusions
that wi ll undergo the assessment process detailed in the following Sections. It should be noted that this list is not exhaustive and
should additional opportunities be identified through the design and construction phases of the project, assessment of their
individual cost and non-cost merit would be undertaken.

CATEGORY
WATER

POTENTIAL INCLUSION
Rainwater:
•

Rain water harvesting;

•

Stonnwater runofftreannent and collection; and

•

Runoff water's directed through Landscaping or bioretentiol1.

Grey IBlack Water:
•

Grey water collection and reticulation;

•

Air-conditioning condensate; and

•

Sewer mining.

RainlStormwater Re-Use Opportunities:

\

Capture, treatment and re-use of storm water decreasing the need for town water
supplies for irrigation of site and grass termis courts and will minimise the loss of top
soil and fertilisers into the river.

•

Reticulate through residential and termis centre buildings for use in toliet cistems and
other non-potable needs;

•

Irrigation - road reserves, landscaped areas, tennis courts;

•

Car washing; and

•

Heat Transfer for IN AC (utilise storm. . vater
.
storages).
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River Water Use Opportunities:

•
•

Use in pools; and
Heat transfer.

Water Minimisation Opportu nities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flow restrictors;

AAA Rated Shower Heads (9Iitreslmin);
AAAA Rated Dual flush cisterns (4.5I3L);
Water efficient appliances;
Cisterns cormected to rainwater storage;
Waterless Urinals at Tennis Centre;
Irrigation of landscaping with captured stormwater; and
Efficient irrigation systems.

Infrastructure Reuse Opportunities:

•
•
•

Existing stonnwater outlets and head walls;
Concrete channels and storages for stonnwater; and
Investigate extending capacity of Fire Sprinkler tank within the building as a storage
option.

Storage Facility Opportunities:

•
•
•
•

Reuse existing infrastructure (as detailed above);
Tanks, cells, bladders, modular systems;
Slow release options; and
Large capacity rainwater tanks.

Storage Location Opportunities:

•
•
•
•

Under concourse STC;
Under road reserve conidor;
Residential basements, visitor car parking;
Existing pump house locations; and

• Existing trench locations.
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CAT EGORY
ENERGY

POTENTIAL INCLUSION
HV AC Opportunities:
•

Central Ale plant residential and STC Admin facili ties utilising river water or
stonnwater storages cooling;

•

Opporttmistic heat transfer from Ale to hot water system;

•

Reverse cycle Ale - Residential;

•

Mixed mode Ale with natural ventilation to supplement STC Admin facHities;

•

Wind assisted ventilation (turbines toilet exhaust, power generation);

•

Automated veresol blind system with perfommllce glass to assist passive design
solutions;

•

Clothes dryers versus drying court;

•

Carpark exhaust ventilation - ducts vs more air,

•

Energy efficient appliances;

•

Operable Louveres placed horizontally at first meter above and below windows STC
Admin facilities;

•

Solar hot water collectors for STC Admin facilities;

•

Trickle vent facades on living spaces in Residential;

•

Core shaft ventilation system for single sided apartment design;

•

Smart meters installed in each apartment; and

•

Lndependent Energy Audit early in design phase.

Hot Water Opportunjtics:

•

Solar Hot Water

•

Heat excbange opportunity with HVAC system;

•

Gas hot water -solar boosted;

•

Solar hot water -gas boosted;

•

Solar hot water- electric boosted; and

•

Centralised heat pwnp with solar assistance;

Lighting Opportunities:

- 14-

•

Maximise natural lighting;

•

Investigate lighting design options;

•

Skylights - standard, laser-cut or prismatic;

•

STC solar collectors;

•

Red powerpoint for guaranteed supply;

•

Residential solar collectors;

•

Gym solar collectors;

•

Energy efficient lighting;

•

Landscape lighting (solar); and
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•

Tennis Centre off peak or emergency Lighting being solar powered.

Alternative Energy So urce Opportunities:

•
•
•
•
•

Photovoltaic cells;

Green electrical supply;
Natural gas;
Wind turbines; and

Tidallhydro power,

Opportunities Specific to the ResdientiaJ Gymnasium:

•

Sub-terrain pipe wo rk w ith in slab to provide ground cooled air to gym;

• Polished concrete floor;

•
•

Ceiling fans and ceiling beight of 3.5m;
Glazing component approximately 30%;

• Mirrors ideally placed on western wall;

•

Translucent polycarbonate clerestory roof component to fac ilitate passive cooLing

•

Use of Louvres for manual control of air movement through space; and

and provide filtered natural light (approx, 30% oftotal roof area);

• Independent energy audit early in design phase.
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CATEGORY
MATERIAL USE

POTENTIAL L"ICLUSION
Opportunities;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WAST E

Where possible use building materials that are made and sold locally, with low
embodied energy;
Use of recycled and reusable materials fi:om the Power Station where possible;
Use of plantation timbers;
Use of water based. Low volatility paints;
Use oflow VOC floorings;
Minimise use of over packaged goods; and
lnvestigate materials such as:
0

Bamboo flooring;

0

Lifestyle timber decking (Gym); and

0

Pre-cast concrete boardwalk system.

Opportunities:

•
•

•

SOCIAL

Select materials that will minimise maintenance and replacement;

Re-use of demolition wastes within construction;
Re-use of demolition material as landscaping highlights;

Minimise construction wastes through reduction in packaging, and reuse of n1aterials
on or off site;

•
•

Bulk recycling at STC and Residential;

•

Green wastes chipped and mulched on site; and

•

Clean up and ongoing maintenance oftidal areas from litter and debris.

Waste collection options - bulk or other;

Tntemal Opportunities:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Orientation/insulation/shading;
Daylight within apartments;
Apartment mass and cross-ventilation;
Low VOC bedroom fmishes;

Social sustainability- accessibility to apartments, corridor widths, wheelchair access;
fidoor air quality reduction/ellmination of:
0

MDP

0

VOCs

External Opportunities:

•
•
•
•

Public access to open space and sporting facility;
Options for public transport;
Cycle facilities; and
Walkways.
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CATEGORY
SITE IMPACTS

POTENTIAL INCLUSION
Opportunities:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

BIODIVERSITY

Remediation of site - reuse of materials if not contaminated;
Sustainable planting options;
Native planting schemes;
Recycled landscaping;
Shade and Shadow;

Pathways and permeable pavements; and
Grass type suited to SE Qld climate.

Opportunities:

•
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitation of Riparian Corridor;
Preservation of Riparian corridor for habitat and fauna movement;
Remediation and Rehabilitation of balance of site;
lncorporate low maintenance, native species endemic to the region throughout

landscapi.ng; and

Selection of shade species.

r~
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2.6 Assessment of Potential Inclusions
lnitially. Mirvac propose that through their regular ESD workshops to document an extensive range of potential ESO inclusions
specific to this site and it's location. lnc1usions would generally follow the categories and sub categories listed above, including a
miscellaneous category to capture irUlovative, "out oftbe box" possibilities not suited to a particular category.
Mirvac envisage that the initial assessment of each potential inclusion will be undertaken in three steps being a Cost Assessment,
Non-Cost Assessment and a Combined Cost Non-Cost Assessment. For each item, each assessment will result in a score (eg I10 with I being worst case). The combined Cost and Non-Cost will enable a priority ranking of potential inclusions for further
ongoing assessment
Cost Assessment - assessment afthe proposed inclusion against the industry standard alternative. The assessment will include
Capital and Ongoing costs where known or where a reasonable estimate can be made against the industry standard.
Non-Cost Assessment - assessment of the social and envirorunental benefits of the proposed inclusion in direct comparison to
the indusuy standard.
Combined Cost Non-Cost Assessment - involves the combi.nation oftlle two scores to provide a priority ranking of inclusions
for tills development.
The Priority Ranking of inclusions will be tile basis offunher more rigorous assessment For example, the top ten ranked
potential inclusions in each category will progress to the next stage of assessment. Each of the prioritised inclusions will then be
reviewed in detail. It is likely that the review will incorporate at least the following assessments:
•

Real and Life Cost assessment - including pay back periods;

•

Valuation of social and/or environmental benefit;

•

Constructability; and

•

Maintenance and operational requirements.

In addition to the above assessments, Mirvac propose to explore the opportlmities recently developed by the Urban Development
lnstitute of Australia (UDLA) through their Enviro-development concept. This concept aims to harness existing support for
sustainable development by providing practical solutions to the obstacles facing potential sustainable developers.

The UDLA website states "Enviro-development is a market-driven incentive-basedfi"amework to harness the commitment and
enthusiasm ofgovernments, cOl/neils, developers and suppliers and encourage more sustainable developments,

It is designed as a partnership between local government, state government, developers (through UDlA) and other stakeholders.
Enviro-development is designed to be applicable to a range ofsitualions including greenfield and infill sites, detached hOllsing.
high-rises and industrial developments. "
With the information and support available through the Enviro-development concept combined with "Lesson's Learned" on
previous projects, Mirvac and HPA propose to conduct the assessment through the conduct of ongoing workshops with tile
committee, designers, specialist consuhants, construction personnel and the Mirvac Development Team.
Once the range ofinc1usions are detelmined, Mirvac 's ESD Committee propose to establish appropriate Perfonnance Criteria,
KPI's and a process of monitoring and recording the process of each inclusion. Mirvac have established an "excel" based
assessment tool to record this process and tllis is referred to in the following Section.
Mirvac propose to document this process through comprehensive monitoring and recording and the development of an Interim
and Final ESD Report summarising the inclusions, monitoring, perfonnance to date and any "Lessons Learned",
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2.6.1

ESD AssessmenlTool

Mirvac are committed to the integration ofESD principles in all of our developments, as stated in our ESD policy document. Our
current ESD database is a tool to monitor projects against a recognisable set of criteria These criteria are based on a set of
parameters established by the Commonwealth Government through the lnstitute for Sustainable Futures and the Sydney
University ofTeclmology and published as the "Your Home" Technical Manual.
ll1ese criteria are not seen in any way as being exhaustive, and will be added to in time. More importantly, the database is seen as
only one tool used to monitor and benchmark the project as it progresses from conceptual design through to construction

completion, occupation and operation
Mirvac and HP A will continue to monitor the identification, investigation, evaluation and adoption or rejection of ESD initiatives
by means of external consultation, reference to legislation and recording against the criteria of our database and other standards,
tools and publications such as the Melbourne Dockland ESD Guide, the NSW Basix program, the BCC Sustainability Home
Checklist for Units & Apartments, Accurate, BERS and Green Star assessment tools, amongst others.
At this early stage of conceptual design, we are not necessarily excluding any ESD initiatives nor setting unrealistic benchmarks
or ratings beyond legislatives requirements. However, we are adopting a tiered approach to ordering ESD initiatives in tel11lS of
the ability to reasonably deliver on them for the residential component We see that a minimum energy rating of 4 Stars and a
target of 50 points of more against the BCe Sustainability Checklist are realistic goals to set.
Mirvac's National ESD Committeee and the newly fornled State Committees will closely monitor the progress of the Tennyson
Project and the implementation ofESD initiatives as part of our National ESD policy.
A copy of the "Excel" based tool is attached for your information.

r
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Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table and
Supplementary Residential Provisions
Tennyson Riverside Development
Level of Assessment and Applicable Codes Table
Level of Assessment

AppUcable Codes

Self Assessable:
Park where it is consistent with the intent of the
approved Masterplan for the site

Park Code

Home Business where complying with the Acceptable
Solutions of the Home Business Code

Home Business Code

Code Assessable:
Centre Activity wbere constituting a cafe, restaurant,
shop or office located on the grolmd floor level of a
multi-unit dwelling and resulting in a total gross floor
area for such purposes outside of the State Tennis Centre
not exceeding 200m'

Supplementary Residential Provisions for the Tenoyson
Riverside Development

Multi-Urn! Dwelling

Residential Design - High Density Code except as
varied by the Tenoyson Riverside Development
Masterplan and the Supplementary Residential
Provisions

Operational Works for Filling or Excavation

Filling and Excavation Code

Reconfiguring a Lot where entailing a subdivision of
existing or approved buildings or for the purposes of an
access easement, rearranging boundaries, road or park
dedication or a utility installation

Subdivision Code

i ~~
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Tennyson Riverside Development
Supplementary Residential Code Requirements
is proposed that residential development within the Tennyson Riverside Development site be assessed against the Residential
Design - High Density Code with the exception of the follO\ving replacement provisions. These provisions will apply in lieu of
the corresponding Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions of the High Density Code.
[t

Purpose:
The purpose of these replacement Code provisions is to facilitate development that is consistent with the approved Tetmyson
Riverside Development Masterplan.

Performance Criteria
P2

P3

Acceptable Solution

Building size and height must be consistent with the
principles of the Telll1yson Riverside Development
Masterplan.

Al.!

The maximum gross floor area for residential purposes
on the site does not exceed 88,079 m2.

Al.2

Buildings are to be contained within the approved
building envelope plans OO-DA0002 and 00-DAOOO3.

The appearance of building bulk is reduced by design
elements

A3.1

Building design adopts principles shown in diagram a.

A3.2

Service structures and mechanical plant are screened
or designed as pan ofthe build ing.

P4

Buildings are designed to address the street and the
river.

A4

Buildings have windows and balconies that overlook
both the street and the river.

PII

Development must provide sufficient communal and
open space for residents' needs.

All.1

The provision of communal and public open space on
the site complies with the approved Tennyson
Riverside Development Masterplan and Landscape
Masterplan.

AII.2

Private open space for dwellings complies with the
requirements 0 fA II J and A II A of the Residential
Design - High Density Code.

Pl2

Clothes drying fucilities are to be provided fo r all
dwellings. Such facilities are not to be visible from
surrounding public places.

Al2

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed.

Pl3

Screening and partial enclosme of balconies is limited
to privacy and comfort for residents without resulting
in unattractive buildings or the appearance of excessive
bulk or restricting opportunities for passive
surveillance of the street or public park areas.

Al3.!

Screening of balconies occurs only in situations where
needed to prevent noise. overlooking or shading.

A!3.2

Screening devices are incorporated into the design of
the building and do not detract from design principles
shown in diagram o.

A!6

Buildings are to be contained within the approved
building envelope plans OO-DA0002 and 00·DAOOO3.

AlO.!

Each bui lding has a prominent pedestrian entry that
connects a foye r directly with a footpath.

AlO.2

Resident parking is contained within basements, the
top of which do not exceed I metre above the adjacent

P16

Buildings setbacks are not to tmduly detract from the
amenity of neighboming residences.
Relevant development must maintain adequate levels
of natural ventilation and light penetration to
neighbouring habitable rooms, balconies and private
open space.

no

Pedestrian spaces, courts, landscaping or recreation
areas must be more prominent than vehicle movement
areas and utility spaces.
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vehicle movement and hardstand areas.

P21

A20.3

Where the basement extends above ground level, this
is integrated into the landscaping and/or building
articulation.

Vehicle access and parking must be safe and
convenient for residents, visitors and service providers.

A21.1

Two parking spaces are provided for each dwelling
within the basement of the building.

Resident and visitor parking must be provided
according to :

A21.2

0.25 visitor parking spaces per dwelling are provided
in an open and unenclosed area located generally in
accordance with the approved Masterplan.

•

The number, size and type of dwellings
provided
• The availability and acceptabi lity of kerbs ide
parking adjacent to the site
• Local traffic or parking management
The likely preference of the occupier or target market.

DiagramA -

i ~~
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RESIDENTIAL DESIGN - mGH DENSITY

PI

Al

Buildings built prior to 1900 must be retained (whetller
in a Demolition Control Precinct or

Buildings built prior to 1900 are reused, refurbished and
retained
A2.1
Maximum gross floor area is no morc than:
•
GFA ~ ( 1.8 times site area) - 500 (where GFA and
site area are both expressed in square metres)
OR
II
1.5 times site area, wh ichever is less

P2
Building size must be consistent with the intentions for
the Area

A2.2
The site area is a minimum of 800sqrn and has a
minimum frontage of 20m.
A2.3
Building height at any point is no more than:
•
30m from ground level to the underside of the
ceiling of any habitable room
D
10 storeys above grollnd level
Refer to Figure a
A2.4
Building length is no more than 30m in any direction

Not Applicable
Refer to P2 of the Supp lementary Residential
Provisions. This specifies that building size and
height will be controlled by way of buildi ng
envelopes and a maximum gross floor area. A total
gross floor area for the residential component of the
develop ment has been specified. This excludes the
gross floor area of the State Tennis Centre as this will
be constructed in accordance with plans approved as
part of a Development Permit.

A Masterplan has been prepared which has resulted
from an extensive planning exercise.
The height of the proposed residential buildings does
not exceed the height of the existing power station
building at RL45.520m. However, as illustrated in
the design principles diagram and the architectural
elevations, the buildings are generally stepped down
at the end.
The buildings contain up to ten residential levels with
2 levels of basement below. Due to the variable
ground levels and the Q 100 fl ood level being set at
RL 7.9m and the habitable floor levels set at RL
8.4metres, there are some components of the
residential buildings that exceed 10 storeys above
nahlral ground level on Ule river side of the buildings.
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It should also be noted that the Building Envelope
Plans use the RL 8.4m as a base datum. This is due
to the variation of ground levels occurring on the site.

Notwithstanding this, this proposed height limits of

all buildinl!s are based on RL levels.

P3

A3.1
The appearance of building bulk must be reduced by I The building bulk is reduced by a combination of:
design elements
•

•

balconies and recesses

variations in materials and building form

Refer

to

Residen tial

P3 of the
Prov ision s.

proposed
These

Supplementary

provis ions

are

considered to reflect the design principles to be

adopted in the design of the residential buildings
within the development.

As reflected in the architectural elevations, a
combination of balconies, recesses and variation in
forms and materials assist in arti culating and
reducing building bulk.
The design philosophy is also addressed in the

Volume

3

Design

Report

accompanying

the

application.

AJ.2
Setback from a road alignment is a minimum of:
• 8m for building walls
•

4m for balconies, eaves, awnings, garden structures,
etc.

A3.3
Elevations show variation in materials, colours, andlor
texhlres between levels

The building setbacks are set by the proposed
building envelopes.
Setbacks to the proposed access road are variable.

I Refer to comments in response to A3.l above.

AJ.4
Roofs include pitches, gables, skillions or other features
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P3 contillued

The development must be orientated to the street
Refer to Figures c and d
Note:
North or north-east facing windows, balconies or decks
may be permitted to provide lesser levels ofprivacy than
would otherwise be allowed by this Code where this will
significantly improve passive solar design

A3.S
Services strucnlres and mechanical plant are screened or
designed as part ofthe building

Building front elevation is parallel or nearly parallel to
the road frontage
A4.2
Building is
alignment

110t

Services and mechanical plant will be incorporated in
to the design of the building.

I Refer

to P3 of the
Residential Provisions.

proposed

Supplementary

set back more than 10m from a road

Given that the design of the residential buildings
forms part of an overall Masterplan of the site, it is
considered appropriate Olat this Performance Criteria
be replaced with provisions that are more specific to
the site and the buildings positioning between a
proposed road and Brisbane River.

Building has living area windows or balconies that face
the street or are on the front of Ole building

Notwithstanding this, the residential buildings will
bave openings and balconies that face both the road
and the river. The fa/yade treatment facing the street
needs to balance the need for surveillance of the
street and presentation of an interesting and
articulated elevation with the need to provide
occasional noise attenuation to activities at the State
Tennis Centre and sun screening towards the west.

A4.3

A4.4
Basement parking struchlres between a street frontage
and the main front elevation are no more than 1m above
ground level at any point

An alternative provIsIOn is proposed in the
Supplementary Residential Provisions to reflect the
constraints of the site. Due to the minimum habitable
floor level being set at RL 8.4 metres, areas of
basement protmde above existing ground level. In
these situations, it is proposed that regrading of the
ground level and landscaping or edge planting will
occur.
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Building elevations must visually balance the height of
tl,e building

Roofscapes must b e attractive and not marred by a
cluttered di splay of pl ant and equipment

IA

number of the following design elements are
introduced:
a
variations in plan shape, such as curves, steps,
recesses, projections or splays
a
variations in vertical profil e, with steps or slopes at
different levels
a
variations in the treatment and patterning of
windows, sun protection devices, or other elements
ofa facade
CI
elements of a finer scale than the main structura l
framing
a a layered facade effect, where the planes containing
most windows are recessed behind penetrated planes,
structural framing, balustrades, friezes, grilles or sun
shading devices
•
balconjes, verandahs or terraces
•
planting at any or all levels, particularly on podiums
or low level roof decks
II
linht coloured materials
A6.!
Service stmctures and mechanical plant are designed as
part oftlle building or screened effectively

Refer to P5 of the Supplementary Residentia l
Provisions. These describe the proposed design
elements proposed fo r the residential bui ldj ngs.

Service stmcrures and mechanical plant will be
incorporated in to the design of the bu ildin gs so as not
to be visible from outside the site.

A6.2
Building caps and rooftops contribute to the arch itecrural
distinction of the

P7

A7

Landscaping must be consistent with the established
landscape character of the area and accommodate the
retention of existing vegetation, includ ing street trees

Establ ished trees are retain ed where removal is not
required to site new buildings

The Ecological Report in Volume 7 orthe application
details vegetation to be removed. The report confirms
that the vegetation on the site of most significance is
within the riparian corridor. Most of this vegetation
will be retained.
The need for its removal is
addressed in the
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The development must include landscaping that
contributes to a pleasant and safe environment and
i.ntegrates well with the neighbourhood

Landscape design allows the overlooking of the street and
pedestrian entry areas

The Landscape Design principles in the Volume 3
Design Report address these requirements.

AB.2
Landscape design emphasises a clear pedestrian entry
point

P9
Fencing and walls must:
tI
ass ist safety and surveillance of the street and entry
areas
tI
enable use of private open space abutting the street
tI
assist in highlighting entrances

A9.1
High sol id front fences are avo ided so that dwellings can
observe the street

Compliance with these Acceptable Solutions
achieved by the proposed design.

IS

A9.2
Height of fences/walls 0 11 any road alignment does not
exceed:
t:I
15m if 50% transparent
•
1.2m if solid
A9.3
Solid front fences/walls above 1.2m high are provided
only on arterial and suburban routes and:
" Fences longer than 10m have gates, indentations or
detailing to provide visual interest
" Fences are limited to 60% of the fron tage where
the street.
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PIO
The location, height, extent, and materials of retaining
walls must be designed to minimise visual impact

AIO.I
Combined height of retaining wall and fence does not
exceed 2m
AIO.2
Retaining walls are set back from any boundary and are
stepped or terraced so that landscaping can soften visual
impact

A retaining wall is proposed at the western end of the
residential site adjacent to the proposed roundabout
and road reserve. This is unavoidable due to the
existing level changes and the need to achieve flood
immunity for the road reserve.
The proposed
retaining structure will be incorporated into the
landscape design to ensure an acceptable visual
outcome is achieved. Where possible it will be
stepped and it will contain a feature finish. It is
proposed that the design of this area will be included
in the detailed landscape design to be submitted to

All.1
Development must provide sufficient communal and
private open space for residents' needs

A minimum 25% of the site is provided as open space
each with a minimum dimension of Sm

All.2
A landscape area of minimum dimension of 2m is
provided along the full frontage of any road frontage
(excluding cross·over and pedestrian access only)

Refer to P II of the Supplementary Residential
Provisions.
The Masterplan identifies extensive
private and public open space areas around the
development that will be available for the passive and
active use of residents.

Balconies and grollnd floor courtyards will comply
with these private open space requirements.

All.3
For a ground floor dwell ing. ground floor private open
space is provided with:
• A minimum area of 35sqm

•

Minimum dimension of 3m

AH.4
For a dwelling unit above grollnd level, private open
space for each dwelling unit is provided in the form of a
with
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Pl2

Al2

Communal open space for clothes drying and common
recreation facilities must be provided where a
significant proportion of dwellings do not have access
to ground Ooor private open space

Where more than 25% of dwellings do not have access to
ground floor private open space, communal open space
for clothes drying and COmmon recreation faci lities is
provided with at least one continuous area a minimum of
50sqrn with a minimum dimension of 4m

Refer to P12 of Supplementary Residential
Provisions. The residential buildings within this
development will be highly exposed to the
surrounding public areas. For this reason, it is
considered that communal drying areas within the
landscaped setting of the site will detract from its
amenity.
All dwellings within the development will
provided with drying facilities.

be

P13
Screening and partial enclosure of balconies is limited
to provide privacy for neighbours and comfort for
residents without resulting in unattractive buildings or
an appearance of excessive bulk or restricting
opportunities for passive surveillance of the street

Screening of balconies is limited to the side and rear
boundaries and the sides of balconies between those units
where needed to prevent noise and overlooking of other
units or dwellings and recreation areas

Refer to P 13 of the Supplementary Residential
Provisions. These provisions have been modified
slightly to reflect the proposed siting of residential
buildings between the State Tennis Centre and a
riverside park.

A13.2
Street frontages of balconies are not screened or enclosed
by shutters, glazing, louvres, or similar permanent
structures

Al4
Proposals must be designed to incorporate graffiti
prevention measures

Building design and layout provide for non graffitifriendly development. stmctures and layout by
incorporating the following features where practical:
NOle: For guidance on assess the incorporation of
•
access control measures of vegetation, fencing,
graffiti prevention measures refer 10 the Graffiti
lighting, or sprinklers
Prevention GlIidelines Planning Scheme Policy
•
designs with an absence of 'natural ladders'
o minimal unbroken vertical sUlface areas
o graffiti detelTent surface treatments

Wherever possible building walls will be edged with
landscaping or garden beds. Alternatively, a range of
textures and finishes will be incorporated into the
building facades.
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PIS
Habitable spaces must not directly overlook dwellings
on adjacent land
Energy efficiency and solar access to proposed
dwellings must be maintained
Note:
North or north-east/acing windows, balconies or decks may
be permitted 10 pro\dde lesser levels a/privacy than would
otherwise be allowed by 'his Code where this will
significantly improve passive solar design

Where habitable room windows look directly at habitable
room windows in an adjacent dwelling within 2m at
ground floor level or 9m at levels above ground flooT,
privacy is protected by:
• sill heights a minimum of 1.5m above floor level

Complies. Units within the proposed residential
buildings will not contain habitable room windows
that directly overlook other habitable windows within

9m.

OR
It

Fixed opaque glazing in any part of the window
below 105m above floor level

OR
•

Fixed external screens

OR
D

Fencing to a minimum 1.5m above ground level
(only applies to over-looking from windows at
ground floor level)

OR

Achieving the privacy solution shown in Figure e

OR
D

PI6
Relevant development must maintain adequate levels of
natural ventilation and light penetration to neighbouring
habitable rooms, balconies and private open space

Where screening of balconies or decks is required, it
is solid translucent screens, perforated panels or
trellises that are permanent and durable and have a
maximum of 25% openings

Any part of a building higher than 3m is set back from a
side or rear boundary a minimum 3m, or half the height
of the building at that point, whichever is greater

Refer to P 16 of tile Supplementary Residential Provisions.
Setbacks are established by the Building Envelope Plans
and will not result in any adverse impacts on the amenity of
surrounding properties.

AI6.2
A wall built to a side boundary has:
It
A maximum height of 3m, unless it abuts a higher

The closest neighbouring residential properties are as

existing or simultaneously constmcted wall

•

A maximum length of 15m where it does not abut an
existing boundary wall

follows:
The distance from the building envelope of Building A to
the property boundary of the closest residential lot in King
Arthur Terrace is 28.6m.
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Where a wall built to the boundary has a height less than
2m measured on the adjacent property, it can extend the
full length of the boundary, less anyfront or rear
boundary setback

P17
Development must achieve a pleasant, attractive and
manageable living environment
Dwellings must receive adequate daylight and allow
passage of cooling breezes through habitable rooms

Note:
North or north-east facing windows, balconies or decks
may he permitted to provide lesser levels ofprivacy
than would otherwise he allowed by this Code where
this will significantly improve passive solar design
P18
Fenestration and sun control devices must be used
effectively to:
D
shade buildings
iii
reduce glare
1:1
assist in maintaining comfortable temperahlres"

Buildings must not incorporate any type of glass or
other surface likely to reflect specular rays that could
create undue nuisance, discomfort or hazard to any part
of the surrounding locality

17,1
The optimal numbe r of units are orientated to within 20
degrees either side of north
A17.2
Orientation to main living area windows to within 20
degrees either side of north is maxi mised
A17,3
The majority of private open space has good access to
sunlight
A17,4
Window placement and internal layout allows cross
ventilation
A18
Effective sun shading devices are provided to windows

A19
Any reflective glass material has:
1:1
a level of light reflectivity of not greater than 20%
D
a level of heat transmission of not less than 20%"

Tbe distance from the building envelope
the property boundary of the nearest residential property to
the east, being the residence at the end ofOrtive Street is 81
metres.
Building F will have a zero setback at its base to the DPf
riverfront land immediately adjoining to the east of the site.
As can be seen in the HP A elevation, the building will be

Residential units satisfy these Acceptable Solutions
with regard to orientation, access to sunlight and cross
ventilation.

A range of sun and privacy control elements have
been designed into the northern and western
elevations of the residential buildings. These will
include a mix of screening devices and solid elements
incorporated into the des ign of the bui lding.

Proposed materials wi ll comply with these
requirements.
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P20
Pedestrian spaces, courts, landscaping or recreation
areas must be more prominent than vehicle movement
areas and utility spaces

The proposal bas at least one prominent pedestrian entry
that connects a foyer directly with a footpath

P21
Vehicle access and parking must be safe and convenient
for residents, vis itors and service providers

A20.2
Any parking structures are contained underground or
within a building and are not more than I m above natura l
level at
A21
Off-street parking spaces are provided:
• where qualifying for a subsidy for aged persons or
persons with disabilities accommodation under any
law, 1 car space per 3 dwellings
" otherwise, as in Table J, the total rounded up to the
nearest whole number

Refer to P20 of Supplementary Residential
Provisions.

Refer to P21 of the Supplementary Residential
Provisions.

Resident and visitor parking must be provided according
The proposed number of carparking spaces for th e
to:
residential dwellings reflects the target market for the
• the number. size and type of dwellings proposed
development as specified in the performance criteria.
D
the availab ili ty and acceptabi li ty of kerbside parking i-=:-:-:-:-:-:-:--:-:-----=-----==----,---:---::-:--:------i
adjacent to tlle site
Table I Vehicle spaces for different dwelling sizes
The target market is dictated to some extent by the
II
local traffic or parking management
Dwelling unit size
Average vehicle spaces per location of this site on the Brisbane River, having a
D
the likely preference of the occupier or target
(gross floor area) /
dwelling
northern outlook towards the city mean that the
market
number of bedrooms
development will target the upper end orthe housing
1--:---:---------..,--------=---1 market.
Location
A(l)
B(2)
No te:
Small «75m' or I
0.75
I
As detailed in the Transport and Traffic Report in
Resident parking provision may be reduced from the
Bedroom
Volume 4, the proposed number of carparking spaces
rate specified in the Acceptable Solution where public
can be appropriately managed by the local street
transport is available within a reasonable walking
1.25
Medium (75-1 10m')
network and the proposed access arrangements into
distance or where low demand is indicated
the site.
Large (> 110m') or 3
1.25
1.5
Bedroom
Two spaces per dwelling will be provided in the
basement of buildings D. E and F for the 200
Plus per dwelling for
0.25
0.25
dwellings. 49 visi tor parking spaces will be provided
Visitors
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anaem parKing may be lIsed where L spaces are
provided for / dwelling
(/) A means any part ofthe site is within 200m ofa
pedestrian entry 10 a railway station. busway slalion, orferr),
terminal. or within 100m ofa major road except where the site
has irs only access to a road where on-street parking
restrictions apply
B means

Vehicle access, parking design and location and
screening treatment must minimise noise and visual
impacts on neighbouring dwellings

A22.l
Vehicle parking is:
•
screened to minimise reflection of car headlights
onto dwelling windows and attenuate noise
•
lit at night
•
separated from habitable windows to minimise noi se
and fumes disturbance
A22.2
Vehicle parking structures are designed and located:
•
Behind the building setback. or
.. Behind or below the building so they are not
visually dominant from a public street
• To be compatible with overall building design in
terms of height, roof form, detail, material and
colours
..
As close as possible to the dwellings to be served
A22.3
The location of visitor parking is discernible from the
street

_
_
a
landscaped setting. It is proposed that some 1300m2
of additional space in the basements will be available
for storage. Some ofthis space could be utilised for
storage of mOlorised vehicles. This would potentially
total 27 spaces.

The combination of level differences and landscaping
will ensure that dwellings are not affected by car
headlights.
Similarly, the proposed separation will ensure
residents are not affected by vehicle noi se and fllmes.
The proposed visitor parking areas are located
between the residential buildings and the road . This
is the most approp riate location for them given the
configuration and characteristics of the site and the
development.
The visitor parking spaces will be appropriately
landscaped to minimise the visual impact of these
hardstand areas.
The proposed location of the visitor parking areas will
be discernible from the street and convenient to
residents and their visitors.

A22.4
Vehicle movement areas are located a minimum of 3m
from any adjoining dwellings and acoustic screening is
provided next to any vehicle movement or parking areas
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P22 continued

P23

OR

A 2m wide vegetated buffer is provided next to any
vehicle movement or parking areas along the side or rear
boundary
Refer to FiQure h
A23.1

Vehicle access to the site and neighbouring sites must
not impede the traffic flow on arterial routes.

The proposal does not use an arterial route for vehicle
access to the site

The development must have safe and convenient vehicle
access to dwellings and the street network"

A23.2

P24

A24
Outdoor lighting complies with the requirements of
AS4282 - Contra/ of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor
Lighting

Light nuisance must be minimised

P2S
Noise from the development must not affect existing or
likely future dwellings on adjacent land unreasonably

Not Applicable

Vehicle access is provided to abutting sites that only
have frontage to an arterial route, to facilitate access to
the abutting site via an alternative street
As indicated in the correspondence by Lincolne Scott
provided at Appendix J, it is intended that all lighting
will be designed to comply with Australian Standard
AS4282 and tile Light Nuisance Code.

Vehicle movement areas are located a minimum of 3m
from any adjoining dwellings, or acoustic screening
treatment provided to the boundary
A2S.2

Any air conditioning plant is located toward the centre of
the site
A2S.3
Communal open space is located a minimum of 3m from
adjoining dwellings or provided with acoustic screening

Air conditioning plants will be incorporated into the
design of the buildings and will not be visible from
around the site. This can be appropriately
conditioned as part of any development permit.
The proposed residential buildings will be in a setting
of publicly accessible park and recreation areas. This
forms part of the design concept and will be apparent
to any prospective purchasers of dwellings within the
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P25 continued

Exposure of new dwellings to noise must be minimised

P27
Waste disposal and collection areas must be unobtmsive.
and adverse impacts on neighbouring properties must be
mitigated

A25.4
The development complies with the Noise Impact
Assessment Planning Scheme Policy

Noise impacts on dwelli ngs located within 150m of a
Centre, Industrial Area, rail corridor, road corridor
(suburban routes, motorways and arterial routes) or
within a noise exposure contour of 20 ANEF or greater
are mitigated to comply with the requirements of the
Noise Impact Assessment Planning Scheme Policy

Garbage bi n storage and coll ection areas are located onsi te and are screened from view
A27.2
For buildings often or more units, on-site bin storage:
•
Is not located within 5m of a property boundary
II
Is located within the main building
II
Is located where it can be accessed by refuse
collection services

A Noise Impact Assessment has been carried out and
is provided at Appendix M to this volume. The report
addresses the requirements of this Policy and
concludes that the development generally complies
with applicable noise limits. The exceptions to this
and proposed noise attenuation requirements are
included in the report.

As detailed in the assessment against the Industrial
Areas - Adjoining Development Code, the proposed
residential buildings on the site are not located within
150 metres of Industrial zoned land.
Impacts on t~e dwellings from the proposed State
Tennis Centre and the nearby traffic noise are
addressed in the Noise Impact Assessment Report
provided in Appendix L of this volume.

An integrated garbage storage and delivery
arrangement for the residential development is
proposed .. This will ensure that garbage bins are
appropriately screened from all public places.
Discussion is occurring with City Waste Services and
a Strategy will be developed which satisfies their
requirements in addition to the visual and amenity
concerns.
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P28
Low cost housing is encouraged through development
bonuses but only if it does not compromise local
amenity

A28
If accommodation provides lodging for permanent
residents or is administered by a housing cooperative, a
Government or Council agency or charitable
organisation to provide low cost, special needs housing
or aged care accommodation for at least 10 years and
height limits and setbacks are complied with:
CI
The plot ratio of low cost and special needs
housing may exceed the plot ratio applicable to
multi-unit dwellings in the area
a
On-site parking IIlay be less than otherwise stated
in this Code provided it meets expected

Proposals must be designed incorporating crime
prevention through environmental design (CPTED)
principles

Building design and layout incorporates the following
features:
o Opportunities for casual surveillance and
sightlines (e.g. windows overlooking parking
and communal areas)
a
Exterior building designs which promote
safety (e.g. clearly visible foyers)
o Adequate definition of uses and ownership
(e.g. landscaping to define private and
communal space)
o Adequate lighting (e.g. lighting of potential
entrapment locations)
o
Appropriate way find,ing mechanisms (e.g.
signage)
o
Minimisation of predictable routes and
entrapment locations (e.g. concealed spaces

Not Applicable. The proposal development is
responding to the requirements of the State Government
Brief. As part of the overall development package,
Mirvac is providing a substantial contribution to
community infrastmcture in the form of an importallt
lineal park linkage of some 500 metres which connects
to the broader cycle network, improved access to the
Yeerongpilly Railway Station for residents of
Tennyson, and delivery of a State Tennis Centre.

A29

Note: For guidance on assessing the incorporation of

crime prevention through environmental design
principles refer to the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) Planning Scheme
Policy

The proposed residential buildings will provide for a
high level of surveillance ofpubJic areas around the
buildings.
It is acknowledged that the proposed river park
pedestrian pathway will require particular attention to
CPTED principles, particularly in tile constrained areas.

Proposed landscape treatment will recognise the need to
differentiate between the private and public realm.
Lighting and signage will be incorporated into the
design as required.
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OUTDOOR SPORT AND RECREATION CODE

PI
The proposal must provide all overall community
benefit

A1.1
Public access is not restricted by fencing

AI.2

P2

Any buildings associated with tbe proposal must be
ancillary to the outdoor sport and recreation use and
must be of a suitable scale

Tennis courts and other areas not intended for public
access will be fenced as required, Other areas
intended for unrestricted public access will be
available as appropriate.

Facilities are located on a district or larger sized park

I N/A

AI.3
The use includes sporting or athletic grounds used on a

I N/A

A2.1
Buildings are limited to less than 10% of the park, are
less than 8.5m in height and only include:
•
..
..
•

Stands and carparking
Shelters and other public conveniences
Kiosks
Clubhouses

The size and scale of buildings on the State Tennis
Centre have been determined by the nahlre and
proposed usage of the facility and the requirements of
the State Government's brief.

OR
A2.2
Buildings are identified on a Master Plan adopted as a
Planning Scheme Policy

The surrounding road system must be capable of
accommodating additional traffic generated by the
proposal without adverse impacts

A3
No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

Buildings comprising the State Tennis Centre are
included in the Tennyson Riverside Development
Masterplan.

The Transport and Traffic Report prepared by TTM
and provided as Volume 4 of this application
provides an assessment of the proposed traffic
movements generated by the proposal on the local
road and transport network. It concludes that the
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P4

A4

The proposal and its scale, design and character must not
adversely impact on and must be compatible with the
existing and likely future amenity of the surrounding
area

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed

Refer to Figure a

PS

AS

The nature and type of noise generated must be within
the realistic expectations of any affected residentls

The use will not generate noise likely to cause an
ongoing nuisance

The potential impacts from the proposed State Tennis
Centre including traffic, noise, ligilting and visual
impact are addressed in detail in this application.
Refer to volume 2 - Appendix L re noise, volume 2 Appendix J re lighting, Architectural plans for visual
images, and volume 4 for traffic impacts.

Refer to Noise Impact Assessment at Appendix L.

Note: For information 011 the assessment of noise
impacts refer to the Noise Impact Assessment Planning
Scheme Policy

P6

A6

Proposals must be designed incorporating crime
prevention through environmental design (ePTED)
principles

Building design and layout incorporates the following
features:

Note: For guidance on assessing the incorporation of
crime prevention through environmental design
principles refer to the Crime Prevention Through
E nvironmental Design (CPTED) Planning Scheme
Policy

•

•
•

•
•

Opportunities for casual surveillance and sightlines
(eg windows overlooking car parking and communal
areas)

Surveillance of outdoor areas around the State Tennis
Centre will be available from the proposed Tennis
Queensland administrative facilites which overlook
the site and the proposed residential buildings
adjacent to the facility.

Appropriate locations for activity generators (eg
communal/recreation space near public pathways)
Exterior bu ilding designs which promote safety (eg
active fl.-ontages and entrances)

The State Tennis Centre itself will be an activity
generator. Additionally, the proposed venue
management building with proposed pro-shop and
kiosk will attract people as will the proposed
commercial tenancies at the base of buildings C and
D which link the tennis centre to the proposed
riverside park.

Adequate definition of uses and ownership (eg
landscaping to define private and public space)

Landscape design will deflne and relate to the
proposed usage and tenure of areas within and around
the facility.

Adequate lighting (eg lighting of potential
entrapment locations)

Mirvac has engaged Lincolne Scott to assess the
lighting needs of the prnposed facility and its
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r

"surrounds. Security in aU areas wi ll be a
consideration in the proposed design.

•

Appropriate way finding mechanisms (eg signage)

• Minimisation of predictable routes and entrapment
locations Ceg concealed spaces near public pathways)

Signage will be incorporated in to the faci lity
including signage required for equi table access to and
use of facilities.

This is an important aspect for EDAW Gillespies in
their detailed landscape design for the development.
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INDUSTRIAL AREAS - ADJACENT DEVELOPMENT CODE

Pi
The level of risk to public safety, property and the
environment from teclmological hazards (including fire,
explosion and chemical release) must be within
acceptable limits

Note:
Level of risk can be determined using methodology

outlined in the Hazard and Risk Assessment Planning
Scheme Policy

ALl

Uses involving an increase in the number of people on
site are not witllin:
• 1,500m ofa Major I-Iazard Facil ity
• 500m of a Heavy Industry Area
• 500m of an Extractive Industry Area
• 150m ofa General Industry Area
OR

Land to the south of the site on the southem side of
Tennyson Memorial Drive is zoned General Industry.
The nearest residential building to this GI land is
Building A which is I 68metres away.

Whilst the State Tennis Centre is within 150 metres of
the OJ zoned land, users of this facility will generally
only be occasional visitors to the site.

AU

Where uses are within the distances outlined in Al.I,
the level of risk from adjacent industry is within
acceptable limits
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Consulting Engineers
Adelaide Auckland Bangkok
Brisbane Cairns Honolulu
Melbourne Perth Shanghai
Singapore Sydney

Uncolne Scott Australia Pry Ltd

ABN 47 005 113468

1 Gardner Close
PO Box 2227 Milton
Queensland 4064 Australia
Telephone 61 7 3368 6600
Facsimile 61 733686699
brisbane@lincolnescott.com
lincolnescott.com

Friday,4 November 2005
Brannock and Associates Pty Ltd
T&G Building
141 Queen Street
Brisbane Qld 4000
Australia
Tennyson Development Application

Dear Jill
We confirm that we have been appointed by Mirvac P1y Ltd as Consultants for the above project and to act
on their behalf on technical matters with regard to lighting of the proposed State Tennis Centre.
We confirm that our lighting design for the State Tennis Centre will include the control of obtrusive lighting
or spill lighting to adjacent properties. Obtrusive lighting and Spill lighting will be minimised by selection of
appropriate luminaires, computer modelling to determine aiming angles and location of luminaires and the
provision of glare shielding where necessary to achieve compliance with the BCC Light Nuisance Code and
AS 4282.
Spill lighting will be designed to the standard AS 4282 for boundaries between commercial and residential
properties and for full operation until 10.30 pm. After 10.30pm operation will be restricted as necessary to
reduce spill lighting . In summary the lighting system will comply with the following parameters. The
Australian Standard AS 4282 forms the basis for acceptable solutions to the BCC Light Nuisance Code.

o

Maximum of 25 lux vertical illuminance before 10.30 pm at the site boundaries of adjacent
residences.

o

For major events where colou r television broadcasting is installed, a maximum of 25 lux
vertical illumination until completion of the event.

o

Maximum 4 lux vertical illuminance after 10.30 pm at the site boundaries of adjacent
residences except during major events where th e 25 lux vertical illuminance limit will apply
for the duration of the event.

o

Maximum luminous intensity from each luminaire shall be less than specified levels in Table
2.2 of AS 4282.

o

The majority of luminaires shall be total cut-off type (Type C) . Luminaires which are note
type C will be modified with appropriate glare shields or structure shielding to comply with
AS 4282.

Appendix J·Ught Nuisance
Form Revision: E 05/05
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lIncolneS(ott

It is noted that AS 4284 does not apply when colour television broadcasting is installed. Such instances will
occur with major events. In these conditions however spill lighting will still be restricted to a maximum of 25
lux vertical illuminance at the site boundaries of adjacent residences until completion of the event.
Please advise if we can be of furth er assistance in this matter.
Yours sincerely

Senior Electrical Engineer RPEQ 2817
cc

Appendix J-L1ght Nuisance
Foml Revision: E ~5
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Dear J

Re:

STATE TENNIS CENTRE
NON-DISCRIMINATORY ACCESS AND USE CODE

The Code's Acceptable Solutions require that the design of access be
managed in accordance wilh AS1428-Design for Access and Mobility.
Although that suite of Standards includes particular design criteria when
designing for children and adolescents wilh disabilities (ASI428.3-1992),
conventional interpretation holds that the Acceptable Solutions did not
Intend this to be included. As an example, the length of walkways at 1 in
22 gradient would be limited to 4.2 metres because that is the maximum
nominated for an age range of 3 to 6.5 years (Table 1). No precinct under
the control of the Brisbane City Council meets this Standard.
The suite of Standards also includes design criteria for configuration and
location of tactile ground surface indicators (AS1428.4-1992 and
AS1428.4-2002). The Brisbane City Council's own design standards
contradict their requirements. This design follow the Council's standards.
In all olher respects, the design exceeds the Code's Acceptable Solutions.
The Draft Access Code, a part of the Draft Disability Standards for Access
to Premises (Buildings) published for review in January 2004, contains
provisions for the application of Australian Siandards which, quite properly,
are absent from the Standards themselves. These provisions are applied
in the design. The technical requirements embodied in AS1428.1-2001
and AS 1428.2-1992 - the remaining Standards in the suite - are observed.

RAIA

Furthermore, the particular design disciplines imposed by the needs of
wheelchair tennis are recognised . In a developing discipline, the design of
the Centre intends to demonstrate world's best practice in this respect.

I DeE.'I':X) Fry LId
ACt) 100
OJ7

Yours sincerely

.... .::-U

l '1H· ~·'

na

AM
BArch(Hons) LFRAIA, ARIBA, MIAMA, ACAA
Board of Architects of Queensland Roll Number 753
JOHN POPHAM DESHON AM B ARCH(HONS) LFRAI A AR1BA MIAMA ACAA
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2.0 Executive Summary
This report is in response to a request from Mirvac Pty Ltd for Palmer Acoustics to conduct a noise impact assessment for a
proposed State Tennis Centre, and adjoining residential development located at Softstone Street, Tennyson.
U is proposed to construct a Tennis Centre and residential units on the site. The proposed State Tennis Centre will be located to
the south of the site. It will include 22 external tennis courts, and a 7000 seat stadium overlooking a centre court. The proposed
residential component of the site comprises six residential towers, stepped from 4 to 10 stories high, located adjacent to the
Brisbane River.
Following a review of the ClUTent plans, and a site inspection. a total of seven noise concerns have been identified as requiring
attention in order to avoid noise problems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction noise emissions onto nearby residences, including demolition of the existing building;
Noise from stadium and tennis courts, including crowds, public address system, and tennis, onto both the existing
neighbouring residences and the proposed residential site;
Noise from mechanical plant installed as part of the tennis centre development onto both existing and proposed
residences;
Noise intrusion from nearby roads onto the proposed residential units;
Noise from mechanical plant installed as part of the residential development onto the proposed residences and the
existing residences; and
Carpark noise emissions onto the proposed residences.

From the results presented in this report, the rolJowing recommendations and conclusions are made:
•

Construction hours should comply with the requirements of the Envonrmental Protection Act, and a construction noise
management plan should be adopted fo r the site;

•

No ise from the general daily activities of the proposed State Tennis Centre will generally comply with noise limits at
the existing and proposed residences, however large scale events will exceed these limits;

•

Building fac;ade detailing will need to consider the impact of noise from the proposed State Tennis Centre onto the
proposed residential units, the extent to which will be detennined following completion of the building designs;

•

It is recommended that the Council accept that exceedances of the noise limits will occur for one or two events per year,
where a capacity crowd is expected;

•

Mechanical plant installed as part of the proposed State Tennis Centre or the residential units should be designed to
meet 4 IdB(A)L_"" T during the nighttime period and 45dB(A) LAD~ A~ T during the daytime period at the nearest
noise sensitive receptors;

•

The PA System should be designed to meet a Iimitof50dB(A) L Am;uAdj T at the nearest noise sensitive receptors;

•

Carparking associated with both the proposed State Tennis Centre and the residential component complies with the
Council limits and no further treatments are required;

•

Residential Building A will be exposed to road traffic noise levels of up to 65dB(A) LA1 0(18 """'). To control the traffic
noise intrusion to acceptable levels, the building [.",de will be required to be upgraded. At this stage, specific unit
designs have not yet been completed for this building, therefore based on a worst case scenario, a glazing requirement
ofRw 25 bas been determined;
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2.1 Introduction
This report is in response to a request from Mirvac Pty Ltd for Palmer Acoustics to conduct a noise impact assessment for a
proposed State Tennis Centre, and a proposed adjoining residential development located at Softstone Street, Tennyson.
The locality of the site is illustrated on Sketch 1. At the time of lodgement it is anticipated that a reserve for sport and recreational
purposes will have been granted to the Department of Local Government, Planning, Sport and Recreation over the subject site.
TIle real property description of the reserve is:

Lot I on SP 164685
County Stanley
Parish Yeerongpilly
Title Reference: 49104467.
It is expected that the following easements will be registered on the reserve at the time of application:

Queensland Electricity Transmission Corporation Limited (powerlink)
•

Easement 8 on SP 184023 benefiting Lot 2 on SP164685 for electricity and access purposes.

Energe'C Limited

•
•
•

Easement A on SP 184022 for electricity purposes
Easement 8 on SP 184023 for electricity purposes
Easement C on SP 184024 for electricity purposes

Lot 566 au SP 104107, which accounnodates the Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries Animal Research Institute
(DPI&F site), is included in the subject application only for the purposes of the following components oftbe development:
The main access road to the proposed development is from Fairfield Road;
The pedestrian/cycleway which connects the proposed main access road to the foreshore area of the subject site;
The pedestrian pathway connecting the main access road to the proposed overbridge to Yeerongpilly Rai lway
Station at the Fairfield Road frontage of the site; and
Car parking associated with the State Tennis Centre.
Other than an amended access arrangement to the Institute, no changes to the Institute activities are proposed as part of this
appl ication.
The aim ofthjs report is to present an assessment of the noise impacts associated with the proposed State Termis Centre and the
proposed residential units and assess the impact of noise from nearby noise soW'Ces, including road traffic noise from Softstone
Street, and assess noise emissions from the proposed State Tennis Centre. The aim is also to recorrunend noise amelioration
measures to ensure compliance with the Brisbane City Council "Noise Impact Assessment Planning Scheme Policy".
Rail noise from the nearby Tennyson Rail corridor has not been assessed in this report as the corridor is located a minimum
distance of 210m from the nearest residential tmit. Attenuation from intervening buildings including the Tennis St.:1diulTI, and
also from the significant distance will be sufficient to ensure that noise from the rail conidor is not an issue at the proposed
residences.
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2.1.1 Existing Site Description
The site is bounded by the Brisbane River to the north, Softstone Street and the eastern end of King Arthur Terrace to the wes~
the Corinda Yeerongpilly Rail conidor and Tennyson Memorial Drive to the south and the DPI&F site to the east.
The site upon which the State Tennis Centre and proposed residential development is to be developed currently conta ins the now
decommissioned Tennyson Power Station and other anciJlary buildings and structures.

2.1.2
Proposed Site Description
The State Tennis Centre will be located to the south of the site. It will include 22 external tennis courts, and a 7000 seat stadium
overlooking a centre court. ill addition to the tennis courts, the site will also include a gym located along the Sofistone Street
Adjoining the StadiLUll to the north will be an office building, housing a Member's Function area on the third floor. To the west
of the stadium will be a Venue Management Building, including catering areas, a cafe and pro shop.
The proposed residential component of the site comprises six residential towers, stepped from 4 to 10 stories high. located
adjacent to the Btisbane River. Parkland will be located between the residences and the River.
The residential development will be constructed over 5 Stages, commencing with Stage I located to the east of the site. Sketch 5
outlines the staging of the residential development. Stage I will encompass Buildings E F, and the parkland to the north of the
building, as shown on Sketch 5. Stage 2 will include the construction of Building D and its associated parkland area. It is located
to the southwest of Building E, as shown on Sketch 2. Buildings C, B and A will be constructed during Stages 3, 4 and 5,
respectively.
It is understood that all residential units will be air conditioned.

The site layout is shown on the following sketches:

•
•
•
•
•

Site layout
Tennis Stadium floor plan
Residential Elevations
Sections
Staging Plan

Sketch I
Sketch 2
Sketch 3
Sketch 4
Sketch 5

2.1.3
Noise Issues Associated with the Site
Following a review of the current plans, and a site inspection, a total of seven noise concerns have been identified as requiring
attention in order to avoid noise problems:
i)
ii)

iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
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Construction noise emissions onto nearby residences, including demolition of the existing building;
Noise from stadium and tennis courts, including crowds, public address system, and tennis, onto
both the existing neighbouring residences and the proposed residential site;
Noise from mechanical plant installed as part of the tennis centre development onto hoth existing
and proposed residences;
Noise intrusion from nearby roads onto the proposed residential W1its;
Noise from mechanical plant installed as part of the residential development onto the proposed
residences and the existing residences; and
Carpark noise emissions onto the proposed residences.
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2.2 Equipment and Procedures
2.2.1 Instrumentation
The following instruments were lIsed to measure the ambient noise levels.

• ARL Environmental Noise Logger (sin 194442)
• ARL Environmental Noise Logger (sin 194555)
• Rion NC 73 calibrator
The operation of the sound level measuring equipment was field calibrated before and after each measurement session and was
found to be within OJdB orthe reference signal. All instrumentation used in this assessment hold a CLLrrent calibration certificate
from a certified NATA calibration laboratOly.
2.2.2
Measurement Procedures
Ambient noise levels were obtained generally to Australian Standard AS1055 - 1997 'Acoustics- Description and Measurement .
of Environmental Noise Parts 1 to 3'. Measurement location MLI (Ref Sketch 1) was located adjacent to Sofistolle Street, along
the western property boundary of the site. The logger was located at grOlmd level, with the microphone approximatelyl.3m
above the grouncL It was approximately 10m from the nearest running edge ofSoftstone Street.

The logger located at ML I was set to monitor the road traffic noise levels between the 21" September and 23'" September 2005.
The weather conditions during the survey were generally fine with a temperature range of 10 to 25- C and wind speeds less than
5m1s. The results of the road traffic noise survey are used to quantify the LA1 0(18 hour) and L Aeq,T road traffic noise levels impacting
onto the site. The LA1 0(181v) noise level is the average afthe L A10(1 hour) sound pressure levels measured between 6am and midnight
and is used to verify the road tIaflic noise. The prediction model, Pen3D2000, was used to detennine future increases in road
traffic noise at locations other than the logging location. The Pen 3D2000 modelling software is based upon the 'Calculation of
Road Traffic Noise' (CRTN model) produced by the UK Department of Transport, copyright 1992. The road tIaflic noise
model is used to derive fhture road traffic noise impacts at various locations over the proposed development Further the model is
used to predict the effect of noise amelioration measures.
Measurements were also conducted at location ML2 (refer to Sketch I) to detennine the ambient noise levels in the absence of
road traffic noise. The noise logger was located along the eastern property boundary, adjacent to the DPI&F site. Noise logging
was conducted at Location ML2 over an 8-day period commencing on 15th September 2005. During the measurement period,
high levels of wind were present on 16'" and 17'" September. Measurements recorded during these days have been omitted from
the dataset.
To detennine the extent of the acoustic treatment required to comply with the intemal noise criteria the Rw value for a particular
building component (eg windows) is detennined by following the procedures set oul in Australian Standard AS3671 1989 'Rood
Traffic Noise Intrusion - Building Siting and Construction '.
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2.3 Measured Noise Levels
2.3.1 Ambient Noise Levels
Table I presents a summary of the measured ambient noise levels at ML2 over the 8-day period. A Graphical representation of
the results is presented in Appendix I. TIle ambient noise in the area is dominated by insects, bin:is, and distant traffic.

Table I : Measured Ambient Noise Levels at ML2 (ref Sketch 1)
Noise Parameter, dB(A)'
Time of Day
L A01
L,u o
LA",
LAm....,

L""

Day 6am to 6pm

70.0

60.6

53.0

51.5

41.2

Evening 6pm to IOpm

60.9

53.6

46.9

45.7

39.5

Night IOpm to 6am

61.4

53.8

47. 1

44.7

37.5

2.3.2
Measured Road Traffic Noise Levels
Table 2 presents the existing LAcq.T noise levels measured at MLl. The noisiest night-time L Acq,lhr period occurred between6am
and 7am. The noisiest daytime LA,,!.l'" period occurred between 7am and 8am. A graphical representation of the results obtained
at MLI is presented in Appendix 2.
Table 2: Measured Traffic Noise Levels at MLI (ref Sketch 1)
Measured Noise
Offset to
Road Traffic Noise Descriptor
LeveldB(A)
L AIO 18 hour
62.9

-

LAcq (doIy)

62.5

-0.4

LAeq (night)

61.0

-1.9

LMj.24Hr

59.3

-3.6

LAI D(18 hour)

I No ise levels represent the average noise levels over the time period except for the LA90 , this level represents the average noise
level below the median
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2.4 Noise Criteria and Limits
2.4.1
Road Traffic Noise Limits for the Proposed Residential Units
The road traffic noise criteria for the proposed development are pursuant to Methodology 2 of the BCC City Plan Noise Impact
Assessment Planning Scheme Policy (NIAPSP). The internal noise limits are the maximwn recommended design sound levels
from AustralianlNew Zealand Standard ASINZS2107. The site is located witilin an R3 noise area category under the BCC City
Plan. This equates to a limit of 40 d8(A) LA"",,,, inside bedrooms and 45 d8(A) L"".I'" in living and work areas. Kitchen and
studies are deemed work areas.

Since ASlNZS2 107 does not include limits for outdoor recreation areas Section B.2.3 of tile N1APSP drnft Noise Methodologies
Guideline states that:
'".in areas where oll/door recreation may occur. In such areas the ma'timum Leq in anyone hour period should not exceed

60 dB(A) and the Leq averaged over a 24 hour period should not exceed 55 d8(A) . .

2.4.2
Intennillent and Fluctuating Noise Sources from the State Tennis Centre
The proposed State Tennis Centre is scheduled to operate between the hours of6am and !0:30pm. Based on this, the following
NlAPSP metilodologies are appropriate:

• "Comparison of Like Parameters" during the daytime, 6arn to lOpm
• "Sleep Disturbance" limit during the nighttime, IOpm to 6a111
Under the Comp.:,uison of Like Parameters criteri on) the noise from the chosen parameter should not exceed the ambient noise (in
the absence of noise from the cOIIullerciai premises) by more than 3d8(A). Due to the nature of the Tennis Centre, the
appropriate parameter is the LADl • The resultant noise limits during the daytime are presented in Table 3.
Table3: Derivation of Noise Limits based on
Measured Noise Level
TimeorOny
(from Table I) dB(A) LA"

c omparison of Like p arameters
Noise Limit, dB(A) LA"

Daytime 6am to 6pm

61

64

Evening 6pm to IOpm

54

57

During the nighttime, it is appropliate to apply the Sleep Disturbance limits. Based on the R3 category, the noise level inside a
residential building should not regularly exceed 45d8(A) L""",.
It is understood. that the proposed residential units will be air conditioned.. According to NIAPSP an "Attenuation Correction" of
20d8(A) can be added to detennine an external noise limit of 65d8(A) L",,= at the building fa",de.
It is asstuned that the existing neighbouring residences along Softstone Street have openable windows facing the noise source.
According to NIAPSP, an "attenuation correction" of 5d8(A) can be added to determine an external noise limit of SOdB(A)
LAtnliU •
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2.4.3
Mechanical Plant Noise Intrusion into Proposed Residential Units
The mechanical plant noise intrusion criteria for the proposed development are pursuant to Methodology 2 of Bec City Plan
NlAPSP. This methodology applies to the assessment of noise intrusion from mechanical plant. AS2J07 Acoustics Reconvnended design sound levels and reverberation times for building interiors specifies recommended internal ambient noise
levels for occupied space. The site is located within an R3 noise area category under the Bee City Plan, due to the commercial
and industrial surroundings. This equates to limits of 40dB(A) LA';""" ) inside bedrooms and 45 dB(A) LA';",) in living and
work areas. Kitchen and studies are deemed work areas.

The extemal limiting criterion for mechanical plant is calculated, by adding the internal limit and attenuation correction. l1)e
outcome of this will be the extemallimit This limit is adjusted for tonality and impulsiveness.

As the proposed units are to be air conditione(~ according to NlAPSP, a correction of20d.B(A) is applied. Due to the tonal nature
of the mechanical plant noise, a 5 dB(A) reduction is applied to the limiting clitenon. Therefore the external criterion of the
mechanical plant noise is 60dB(A) for living areas and 55dB(A) fo r bedrooms.

2.4.4
Mechanical Plant Noise Emission
TIle appropriate methodology for assessing noise emissions from mechanical plant is also pursuant to Methodology 2, <AS21 07 Recommended design sound levels and reverberation times for building interiors' given in NlAPSP. The site is located within an
R3 noise area category tmder the BCC City Plan, due to the commercial and industrial slllToundings. The noise limits apply at
the nearest existing residential neighbours, located along Softstone Street, namely Residences RI to RS. The appropriate limits
are 40dB(A) L Acq(nighl) inside bedrooms and 45 dB(A) L At!Q(day) in living and work areas. Kitchen and studies are deemed work
areas.

Assuming that the neighbouring residences have openable windows facing the noise source, a 5dB(A) transmission loss is applied
across an open window. A tonality cOlrection of 5dB(A) is added to the source. Based on these, the appropriate limit is 40dB(A)
L Aeq(night) and 45 dB(A) LA~daY) at the fayade of the nearest noise sensitive location.

Under the Environmental Protection Regulation ( 1998). refrigeration and mechanical plant must comply with the
following offence noise linUts:
•
•

50 dB(A) between 6am and IOpm, and
The higher of (between 10pm and 6am) 40 dB(A) or background + 5dB

It is not appropriate to apply offence limits when designing to control mecbanical plant noise. Instead, constant noise sources are
often designed to achieve a more stringent level of:
• Between 7am and 10pm, Background (LA"') plus 5dB(A)
• Between lOpm and 7am, Background (LA90) pillS 3dB(A)
These levels equate to the tollowing design limits when measured at the nearest noise sensitive receptor:
• Between 6al11 and IOpm, 40dB(A) + 5dB(A) = 45dB(A) L_~,~.n
• Between 10pm and 6am, 38dB(A) + 3dB(A) = 41dB(A) L""""t,di-n
The following limits have been adopted for this assessment:

I

•
•

Between 6am and IOpm: 45dB(A) LAm,«odj.n
Between lOpm and 6am: 40dB(A) L""W«ooj.n
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2.4.5

Public Address System

It is an Environmental Protection Policy (Noise) requirement that noise from public address systems does not exceed lOdB(A)
above background at residential buildings. This level is measured at an affected dwelling as the average ma'CUnum level adjusted
for tonality. Based on the measured ambient noise levels, this equates to a noise level of 50d8(A) during the daytime and evening
and 48dB(A) during the nighttime.
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2.5 Assessment of Construction Noise
Whilst the demolition does not fann part of the application to Council, a construction management plan is recommended. A
construction noise management plan based on "best-practice" is recommended. Construction noise will be controlled through a
combination of hOLrrS of operation and use of equipment referenced to operation max..irnulTI noise levels. Maximum noise levels
from proposed equipment will be identified in the construction noise management plan. Elements within this plan will include:
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

I

The restriction of noise-producing activities to the times 7:00am to 6.00pm Monday to Saturday;
Mobile air compressors, pavement and rock-breakers with the lowest noise rating to meet the job requirements will be
used. Recommended maximum sound power levels for compressor and pavement breakers used in noise-sensitive
places are 70dB(A) and IOldB(A) respectively. Mechanical plant will be operated using 'best-practice' technology.
Noise·suppression devices will be maintained to maoufacturers' specifications. Intemal-combllstion engines will be
fitted with appropriate, well-maintained, hlgh-efficiency mufflers;
Mobile air compressors will operate with doors closed;
Equipment that is very noisy and/or able to transmit grOlmd vibration, such as jackhammers, compaction rollers and
concrete cutters will only be used Monday to Friday. Where possible, acoustic screening will be used. Further
reductions in hours of use may be necessary where noise levels on affected premises are high;
Onsite buildings, plant and equipment will be placed to minimise loca1 disturbance. Plant and equipment near adjacent
dwellings wilJ be enclosed and screened to reduce noise;
Vehicle movements to and from sites will be within standard working hours, that is 7am to 6pm Monday to Saturday.
Earlier movements, such as between 6am and 7am, will be ruscouraged and potentially affected residences will be
advised prior to early morning activities such as concrete pours;
Trucks will not be left with engines numing;
Aspecific operating hours will be allocated for noisy activities;
Use of noise barriers between the source oftbe noise and the nearest noise sensitive place, such as sealed enclosures for
particularly noisy items of equipment;
Use of visual signals and mobile telephones instead ofhoms, hooters and telephone bells in open areas; and
Efficient exhaust muffiers will be fitted to vehicles, compressors and air-IXlwered tools.
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2.6 Assessment of Proposed State Tennis Centre
There are a number of noise sources that wiU be present from the proposed State Tennis Centre. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

General tennis playing, such as ground strokes and service;
Loud talking from referee's, coaches and players;
Whistle blowing;
Crowd noise such as clapping and cheering;
Mechanical plant noise; and
Noise from the public address system.

The proposed Tennis Stadium has a capacity of 7000 people. It is understood that such the general use of the Tennis Centre will
be a series of regular, smalier fixtures, with spectators of up to around 100 people. It is our understanding that large scale terulis
tournaments, filling the stadium to capacity, will occur irregularly, averaging one or two per year.

2.6.1
Assessment of Tennis Matches, Including Spectator Noise
Measurements of tennis playing. whistle blows and spectator noise have been taken from Qur extensive database and are
presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Measured Noise l.evels

Source

Measurement Distance

Noise Level,
dB(A)
L Am.uadjT

J

Ground Strokes*

5m

78

Service·

5m

79

Loud Talking

5m

65

Whistle Blowing*

1m

95

100m

60

Clapping / Cheering
100 people

... mcludes penalty for tonahty or unpulslV1ty

No ise levels from spectators are directly related to the crowd size. The appropriate relationship between crowd size and noise
level has been found to follow the standard of "Doubling crowd size equals a 3 dB(A) rise in noise level". This relationship has
been cooJinned by measurements completed by Sydney based acoustic consultants, Wilkinson Mumy Ply Ltd, who where
extensively involved in the prediction of noise from Olympic venues in New South Wales for the Sydney 2000 Olympics. Based
on this relationship, it is anticipated that a capacity crowd of7000 people would produce a noise level of78dB(A) at 100m.
Prediction of Noise Levels at the Proposed Residential Buifding Facades
The source noise levels presented in Table 4 bave been extrapolated to the fa<;ade of each of the proposed residential buildings.
The calculations include distance attenuation, shielding from intervening buildings (where applicable), and directivity effects.
The resultant noise levels are presented in Table 5. The predictions represent the worst affected fayade noise levels. For
Buildings C and D, the upper floors will be located above the height of the stadium, therefore, no attenuation will be provided by
the stadium walls.
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. I Vms
·t
T a bl e 5: P re d·tete d N·
Olse Levesatth. e W orst Affeete d F 34;a d es 0 f tIe
I Propose d R·d
est entia
No ise Source Noise
Predicted Noise Level at Residential Buildin2:s
Locality
Level@
Building
Building Building Building Building Building
10m
F
A
B
C
D
E
Ground
24
72
25
30
38
38
27
Strokes"

No ise

Tennis
Stadium

Service*

73

26

30

39

38

28

25

Whistle
Blowing·

75

29

33

41

41

30

28

98

52

56

79

79

53

51

80

34

38

46

46

35

33

Ground
Strokes"

72

56

55

57

57

48

47

Service·

73

57

56

58

58

49

47

Loud Talking

59

43

43

44

44

35

34

Whistle
Blowing·

75

59

59

60

60

51

50

Clapping!
Cheering
10 people

70

54

54

55

55

46

45

Clapping!
Cheering

7000 people
Clapping /

Cheering

100 people

External
Courts

*lncludes adjustment for tonahtyltmpulslvlty

From Section 4.2, the appropriate Limits at the building fac;ades are:

•
•
•

Daytime: 64dB(A)
Evening: 57dB(A)
Nighttime: 65dB(A)

From the results presented in Table 5, it can be seen that the noise limits are exceeded at the worst affected faryades ofBuiJdings C
and D for a capacity crowd cheering in the stadium, for a service event in the closest external tennis COUl1, and for whistle blows
in the closest external courts.
In addition to this, the evening limits are exceeded at the worst affected fayades of Buildings A and B for whistle blows occurring
in the closest external cowt.
It is recommended that the building f.\'Ode be upgraded to ensure tbat the internal noise levels from the proposed State Tennis
Centre comply with the intemallimits discussed in Section 4.2.

Prediction of Noise Levels at the Existing Residential Building Facades
The source noise levels presented in Table 4 have been extrapolated to the fa\,ade of eacb of tbe existing residential buildings
located along Softstone Street. The locality of these residences is shown as RL 1 to RL5 on Sketch 1. The calculations include
distance attenuation, shielding from intervening buildings, including the proposed gym. attenuation from the proposed retaining
wall, and directivity effects. The resultant noise levels are presented in Table 6. The predictions represent the worst affected
fa\'Ode noise levels.
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No ise
Locality

Table 6: Predicted Noise Levels at Existinf! Residential Facades
Noise
Predicted Noise Level at Existjno Residences (Ref Sketch 1)
Noise Source
Level
RL I
RL2
RL3
RL4
RL5
(til 10m
Ground Strokes·
72
22
23
24
23
24

Service*

73

22

24

24

24

25

75

25

26

27

27

27

98

48

49

50

50

50

Clapping /
Cheering 100
people

80

30

31

32

32

32

Ground Strokes'

72

29

32

35

38

48

Service*

73

30

33

36

39

48

Loud Talking

59

33

36

39

41

51

Whistle
Blowing'

75

28

31

34

36

46

70

29

32

35

38

48

Whistle

Blowing*
Tennis

Clapping/
Cheering

Stadiwn

7000 people

External
Courts

Clapping /
Cheering
10 people

* Includes adjustment for tonahtyhmpu!slvlty
From Section 4.2, the appropriate limits at the building fac;ades are:
•
•
•

Daytime: 64dB(A)
Evening: 57dB(A)
Nighttime: 50dB(A)

From the results presented in Table 6, it can be seen that the noise .from the proposed State Tennis Centre complies with both the
daytime and evening noise limits for all scenarios at the nearest existing houses located along Softstone Street.
At fu U capacity, the noise from tile stadium exceeds the nighttime limit by IdB(A) at Residences RL3 , RL4 and RL5. It is
recorrunended that during sllch events where the Stadium is anticipated to be at full capacity, the neighbouring residences be
notified of the event These events are likely to occw' one to two times per year. It is reconunended that the Council accept that
minor exceedances of the noise limits will occur during these occasional major events.

2.6.2
Mechanical Plant Noise Emissions
At this stage of the development, the designs for mechanica1 services have not yet been completed. Plant selections and locations
are lmk"nOwn. Al l that can be done is to recoounend design limits for the control of mechanical plant Daise emissions at the
nearest noise sensitive receptors.
It is recommended that mechanical plant installed as part of the State Tennis Centre be designed to meet the following limits:

•
•

Nighttime lOpm to 6am: 40dB(A) L""""odj T; and
Daytime 6am to lOpm: 45 dB(A) LA~"'jT
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To comply with these limits, there are a number of engineering solutions available. Low noise levels are achieved by the
engineered selection and application of:
•
•
•
•
•

Low sound power level equipment
Silencers
Acoustic enclosures
Noise barriers
Vibration isolation systems

The application of such principals and treatments, along with providing maximum separation distances between noise somces
and sensitive areas win ensure that noise from plant and equipment.

2.6.3
Public Address System
The PA System must be designed to meet a limit of50dB(A) LAmaxadj at the proposed residential units. This can be achieved by
careful placement of a distributed speaker system to allow low operating noise levels.

2.6.4

State Tennis Centre Carpark Noise Emissions

A limited number of carparking spaces are to be provided for the State Tennis Centre. This carparlcing is to be located to the
south west of the site, adjacent to the DPI&F site. The carparking has provisions for 163 vehicles, 138 of which will be available
for the public, and 25 will be available for staff only.

Typical carpark noise levels measured by this office are presented in Table 7. Predicted impacts at the proposed building fa9ades
ofBuiJdings D, E and F are also shown in Table 7. The calculations include distance attenuation.

Source

Table 7: Predicted Carnark Noise Levels
Measured Noise
Predicted Noise
Predicted Noise
Level at 10m
Level at Building D Level at Building E
Fa~ade dB(A)
Fa~ade dB(A)
LA01dB(A)

Predicted Noise
Level at Building F
Fa~ade dB(A)

Car start and drive

61

43.1

38.6

37.6

Car Door Closure

64

45.6

41.1

40.2

As can be seen in Table 7, the noise from cruparking complies with the Council daytime, evening and nighttime limits at the
fa~ade of the proposed residences. No further treatments are required.
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2.7 Assessment of Residential Development
2.7.1
Road Traffic Noise Assessment
Existing and Future Traffic Flows

The existing and future traffic flows for Softstone Street were obtained from TIM Traffic Consultants. Predicted traffic flows are
based upon projections for the year 2015 and asswne a 6% cOlrunercial vehicle component. The traffic flows are presented in
Table 8.

Table 8' Road Traffic Volumes for Softstone Street
0/0 Commercial
Speed Zone
2005AADT
2015AADT
Vehicles
11 ,500 vpd

15,900 vpd

50kmih

6%

Verification of Traffic Noise Model

The road traffic prediction model was set to calculate existing noise levels at the logging location lIsing the traffic data from Table
8, the location for the logging location and gradient infom13tion. The inputs into the PEN3d2000 traffic noise model are
presented in Table 9.
' P red"lcnon M od eH
EXIS
' Ii n a Scenario
Table 9: I nputs mto t he R oa d T ra ffiIe N olse
or I
t Ie
Parameter
Sortstone Street

18 hr Road Traftie Volume (Vehicles) (based on
94%AADT)

10,8 10

Traftic Composition (%CV)

6%

Trnllic Speed (lanlh)

50

Road gradient (%)

4%

Free fieldlfal"'de corrected

Free field

Receiver Heighl (m)

1.3

Distance road to receiver (m)

10m

The predicted noise level at MLI is 63.3dB(A) LAIO (18 "",,). The measured level was 62.9dB(A) LA" tIS "",,). The difference of
0.4 dB is within the modelling tolerance limit of ±2 dB.
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Predicted Future Road Trattic Noise Exposure

Table 10 shows the predicted future traffic noise levels noise at the fa",de of Building A, the closest building to So\1stone Street.
Due to the separation distances between Buildings B, C. D, E and F and Softstone Street, and the presence of intervening
buildings, it is considered that the noise levels at these facades will comply with the Council limits. These buildings have not
been assessed.
Table 10: Predicted Future Traffic Noise Levels Across Building A

Location (Re Height above
Sketch 1)
ground

Predicted Noise Levels, dB(A)
LA1 0{1 8 hr)

LA~d:l.Y)

LAeq(ni-.;hl)

L Atq(24 hr)

1.8

57.8

57.4

55.9

54.2

4.8

61.9

61.5

60.0

58.3

7.8

64.4

64.0

62.5

60.8

10.8

64.8

64.4

62.9

61.2

\3.8

64.9

64.5

63.0

61.3

16.8

64.8

64.4

62.9

61.2

19.8

64.7

64.3

62.8

61.1

22.8

64.4

64.0

62.5

60.8

25.8

64.3

63.9

62.4

60.7

1.8

57.8

57.4

55.9

54.2

4.8

59.6

59.2

57.7

56.0

7.8

62.7

62.3

60.8

59. 1

B: South

10.8

63.5

63.1

61.6

59.9

Building

\3.8

63.9

63.5

62.0

60.3

Fa~ade

16.8

63.9

63.5

62.0

60.3

19.8

64.0

63.6

62.1

60.4

22.8

63.9

63.5

62.0

60.3

25.8

63.8

63.4

61.9

60.2

1.8

54.3

53.9

52.4

50.7

4.8

55.6

55.2

53.7

52.0

7.8

57.4

57.0

55.5

53.8

10.8

58.3

57.9

56.4

54.7

13.8

58.9

58.5

57.0

55.3

16.8

59.3

58.9

57.4

55.7

19.8

59.5

59.1

57.6

55.9

22.8

60.0

59.6

58.1

56.4

25.8

60.0

59.6

58.1

56.4

A: Western
Facade

Western

C: South
Eastern
Building
Fal'ade
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Location (Re Height above
Sketch I)
ground

Predicted Noise Levels, dB(A)
LA1 0(18 hr)

LAtq(lhy)

LAeq{n~.:hl)

LAtq~hr)

1.8

46.0

45.6

44.1

42.4

4.8

50.3

49.9

48.4

46.7

7.8

57.9

57.5

56.0

54.3

D: Northem

10.8

57.8

57.4

55.9

54.2

Building
Fal'3de

13.8

57.6

57.2

55.7

54.0

16.8

57.1

56.7

55.2

53.5

19.8

57.0

56.6

55. 1

53.4

22.8

56.4

56.0

54.5

52.8

25.8

56.8

56.4

54.9

53.2

According to NIAPSP, an "Attenuation Correction" from outside to inside of 20dB(A) can be applied for a building with air
conditioning. Applying this correction to the external noise levels, the internal noise levels are presented in Table 11.
Table 11 : Predicted Future Traffic Noise Levels Inside Building A
Predicted Internal Noise Levels,
dBCA)
Location (Re Height above
Sketch I)
ground
L Atq(day)

L Aeq(nlghf)

1.8

37.4

35.9

4.8

41.5

40.0

7.8

44.0

42.5

10.8

44.4

42.9

13.8

44.5

43.0

16.8

44.4

42.9

19.8

44.3

42.8

22.8

44.0

42.5

25.8

43.9

42.4

1.8

37.4

35.9

4.8

39.2

37.7

7.8

42.3

40.8

B: South
Western

10.8

43.1

41.6

Building

13.8

43.5

42.0

Fal'3de

16.8

43.5

42.0

19.8

43.6

42. 1

22.8

43.5

42.0

25.8

43.4

41.9

A: Western
Facade
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Predicted Internal Noise Levels,
dB(A)

Location (Re Height above
Sketch 1)
ground
LAeq(day)

LMq(ni::ht)

1.8

33.9

32.4

4.8

35.2

33.7

7.8

37.0

35.5

10.8

37.9

36.4

Eastem
Building

13.8

38.5

37.0

Fa,ade

16.8

38.9

37.4

19.8

39. 1

37.6

22.8

39.6

38.1

25.8

39.6

38. 1

1.8

25.6

24.1

4.8

29.9

28.4

7.8

37.5

36.0

10.8

37.4

35.9

\3.8

37.2

35.7

16.8

36.7

35.2

19.8

36.6

35.1

22.8

36.0

34.5

25.8

36.4

34.9

C: South

D: Northern

Building
Fa,ade

As can be seen from the results presented in Table 11, the predicted internal noise levels, comply with the daytime intema1 noise
limit of 45dB(A). Units located on Floors 2 to 8 along Facades A and B, shown shaded in Table II , exceed the nighttime limit
40dB(A) inside the building. At these locations, the building fas;ade will need to be upgraded to ensure compliance with the noise
limit. At this stage of the development, the Buildings A, B and C have not yet been designed. All that can be done is to
recommend indicative treatments, and reassess these treatments following completion of their design.

Acoustic Treatments to Control Road Traffic Noise
Table II indicated that the internal noise limit of 40dB(A) would be exceeded inside the units located on Floors 2 to 8

along Facades A and B. As discussed in Section 7.1.3, Building A has not yet been designed. Indicative building
fas;ade treatment has been based on the following worst case scenario:
• Master bedroom, Sill x 5m;
• Full height glazing, ie 5m x 2.1 m;
• External no ise level of 63dB(A)
([rom Table 10); and
• Calculations based on the methods set out in AS3671.

LA"",,,,,

Based on this scenario, the required acoustic performance rating of the glazing would be Rw 25 . This equates to an
ind icative treatment of 6mm glass in commercially rated frames.
It is recommended that following completion of the building design, the exact performance requirement be detennined
by a suitably qualified acollstic consultant.
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2.7.2
Mechanical Plant Noise Emissions
At this stage of the development, the designs for mechanical services have not yet been completed Plant selections and locations
are unknown. All that can be done is to recolluneod design limits for the control of mechanical plant noise emissions at the
nearest noise sensitive receptors.
It is recommended that mechanical plant installed as part of the State Tennis Centre be designed to meet the following limits:
•
•

NighttunelOpm to 6am: 40 dB(A) L""'-"diT; and
Daytime 6am to 10pm: 45 dB(A) L"""'odjT

To comply with these limits, there are a number of engineering solutions available. Low noise levels are achieved by the

engineered selection and application of:
•
•
•
•
•

Low sOlmd power level equipment
Silencers
Acoustic enclosures
Noise baniers
Vibration isolation systems

The application of such principles and treatments, along with providing maximum separation distances between noise sources
and sensitive areas will ensure that noise from plant and equipment complies with limits.

2.7.3
Residential Carpark Noise Emissions
Carparlcing is to be provided to the proposed residential units. This carparking is located to the south of Building B, and bas
provisions for approximately 40 to 50 vehicles.
Typical carpark noise levels measured by this office are presented in Table 12. Predicted Unpacts at the proposed blrilding
f.,ades of Buildings B and C are also shown in Table 12. The calculations include distance attenuation.

Source

Table 12: Predicted Carp ark Noise L evels
Measured Noise
Predicted Noise
Level at 10m
Level at Building
B Fal'ad e dB(A)
LA.. dB(A)

Predicted Noise
Level at Building
C Fal'ade dB(A)

Car start and diive

61

58

60

Car Door Closure

64

60

63

As can be seen in Table 12, the noise from carpark complies with COlmcil nighttUne limit of 65dB(A) at the fa,ade of the
proposed residences. No further treatment is required.
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2.7.4

Acoustic Treatments to Control Noise from State Tennis Centre

As discussed in Section 6.1.1, the predicted noise levels al the wOISI affected building [a,ades of the proposed buildings will

exceed the external noise limits for a number of events each year. At this stage, building designs have not yet been finalised for
the residential buildings. All that can be done is to detemtine the required acoustic perfonnance requirement for the worst
affected fayade, based on a worst-case scenario design.

Similar 10 Section 7.1.4, the following has been asslUlled:
• Master bedroom, Sm x Sm;
• Full height glazing, ie Srn x 2.1 m; and

• External noise level of 80dB(A)

LAO!

(from Table 5).

An internal noise level of 45dB(A) LA>m., is required to ensure sleep preservation. To meet this, the glazing will be required to
achieve an acoustic performance rating of Rw 40. This would mean that double glazing would be required for those worst
affected bedrooms. As an altemative to tllis any bedrooms located on the upper floors, namely 8 through to 10, of Buildings C
and DJ overlooking the stadium, should have minimal glazing along the southern far;ade. In addition to this, it is important to
understand that this design is for events that are likely to occur once or twice per year. It is reconunended 1113t the Council accept
that exceedances of the noise limits will occur during these occasional major events. The buildings should be designed to ensure
that the noise from general everyday activities of the proposed State Tennis Centre comply with the Council noise limits.
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2.8 Conclusions and Recommendations
Mirvac propose to construct a State Tennis Centre and residential units on a parcel of land located at Softstone Street at Tennyson.
Following a review of the CU1Tent plans, and a site inspection, a total of seven noise concelTlS have been identified as requiring
attention in order to avoid noise problems:

•
•
•

•
•
•

Construction noise emissions onto nearby residences, including demolition of the existing building;
Noise from stadium and tennis courts, including crowds, public address system, and tennis, onto both the existing
neighbouring residences and the proposed residential site;
Noise from mecbanical plant installed as part of the tennis centre development onto both existing and proposed
residences;
Noise intI1.lsion from nearby roads onto the proposed residential units;
Noise from mechanical plant installed as part of the residential development onto the proposed residences and the
existing residences; and
Carpark noise emissions onto the proposed residences.

From the results presented in this report, the foUowing recommendations and conclusions are made:
•

Constltlction hours should comply with the requirements of the Envonnllental Protection Act, and a construction noise
management plan should be adopted for the site;

•

Noise from the general daily activities of the State Tennis Centre will generally comply with noise limits at the existing
and proposed residences, however large scale events will exceed these limits;

•

Building fa~de detailing will need to consider the impact of noise from the Tennis Centre onto the proposed residential
units, the extent to which will be detennined following completion of the building designs;

•

lt is recommended that the Cowlcil accept that exceedances of the noise limits will occur for one or two events per year,
where a capacity crowd is expected;

•

The proposed residential buildings should be designed to ensure that the noise from general everyday activities of the
proposed State Tennis Centre comply with the Council noise limits.

•

Mechanical plant installed as part of the proposed State Tennis Centre or the residential units should be designed to
meet4IdB(A)L"""" odj T during the nighttime period and 4SdB(A) LAm>< A<lj T during the daytime period at the nearest
noise sensitive receptors;

•

The PA System should be designed to meet a limit of 50dB(A)

•

Carparking associated with both the proposed State Tennis Centre and the proposed residential component complies
with the Council limits and no further treatments are required;

•

Residential Building A will be exposed to road trnffic noise levels of up to 6SdB(A) LAI ~18 w). To control the traffic
noise intrusion to acceptable levels, the building fac;ade will be required to be upgraded. At this stage, speciftc unit
designs have not yet been completed for this building, therefore based on a worst case scenario, a glazing requirement
ofRw 25 has been detennined.

LAm:lXAdjT

at the nearest noise sensitive receptors;

·i
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Subject to the reconunended acoustic treatments, it is the opinion of this consultancy that the proposed development
will generally comply with the requirements of the BCC "Noise Impact Assessment Planning Scheme Policy.

Reviewed by:

RepOlt Compiled by:

RPEQ 6022

BSe (AES)

Senior Consultan.t

Senior Engineer

PALMER ACOUSTICS (Aust) Ply Ltd

24 Mexicanus Drive-PARK RIDGEQLD4125
POBox 165 BROWNS PLAINS QLD4118
Ph (61 7) 38022 155

Fax (617) 3802 2166

Mobile 041188 3113

Email: paa@bigpondnetau
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2.9 Glossary of Acoustic Terms and Definitions
"AS" means Australian Standard published by Standards Australia.
"AS] 055" means Australian Standard AS 1055.1 1997 Acoustics - Description and measurement of environmental noise.
"AS 1259" means Australian Standard AS 1259 - 1990 Acoustics - Sound level meters, part 1: Non-integrating and part 2:
Integrating averaging.

"AS 2021" means Australian Standard AS 2021 - 1994 Acoustics - Aircraft noise intrusion - Building siting and construction.

"AS 2107" means Australian Standard AS 2107 - 1987 Acoustics - Recommended Design Sound Levels and Reverberation
Times for Building Interiors.

"AS 3671" means Australian Standard AS 3671 - 1989 Acoustics - Road Traffic Noise intrusion - Building Siting and
Construction
"affected persons" for an activity, means the persons affected, or who may be affected., by noise from the activity.

"ambient level" at a place, means the level of noise at the place from all sources (near and far), measured as the Leq for an
appropriate time interval.
"A-weighted sound pressure level" means the A-weighted sound pressure level worked out tmder AS 1055.1.
"background level" for a specified lime interval, in relation to an investigation of a noise, means the A-weighted solmd
pressure level that is equalled or exceeded for 90% of that part of the interval in which the investigated noise is absent.
"data logger" means an instrument capable of storing a digital representation of recorded sound pressure levels for subsequent
processing
"daytime" means 6:00 am to 6:00 pm.
"dwelling" means any of the following structures or vehicles that is principally used as a residence
•
•
•

a house, unit, moteL nw-sing home or other builcling or part of a building;
a caravan, mobile home or other vehicle or stmclllre on land;
a watercraft in a marina.

"environmental va1ues" means the environmental values to be enhanced or protected under the Environmental Noise (1997)
Poticy.
"evening" means 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm.
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"bertz (Hz)" the Sl unit of frequency. One hertz is the frequency ofa periodic phenomenon of which the period is I s.

"immission" for noise at a place, means the receiving of the noise at the place from external noise
"impact" of a noise, means its effect on people and the environment.

"impuJsive sound" is sound consisting of one or more very brief and rapid increases in sound pressure.
"intrusive noise" means noise that:, because of its frequency, duration, level, tonal characteristics, impulsiveness or vibrationis clearly audible to, or can be felt by, an individual; and
annoys the individual.

1,

2.

"LAJo" for a specified time interval, means the A-weighted sound pressure level that is equalled or exceeded for J0% of the
interval.
for a specified day, means the arithmetic average of 18 individual LAlO 1 hour levels measured between 6:00 am and
midnight on the day.

" L AID( IS hour>"

"LAmIl.:t/' means the A-weighted sound pressure level obtained by using time-weighting 'F' and aritlunetically averaging the
maximum levels of noise under investigation, unaffected by exbaneous noise, during time interval 'T .
"LAm:ur:,adj,T"

"LA%,adJ,T"

is obtained by making adjustments for tonality and impulsiveness as specified in AS 1055-1997.

means the adjusted percent exceedance A-weighted sound pressure level.

"LA90 ,T" means the A-weighted sound pressure level obtained using time-weighting . F' exceeded for 90 percent of the
measuring period '1'. This is a commonly accepted method for describing the background or quietest times of day.
"LAcq" for a specified time interval, means the time average A-weighted sound pressure level, within the meaning given by AS
I055.1, for tl,e interval.
"LAtq (d:lyt for a specified time interval, means the maxUTIlUl1 time average A-weighted sound pressure level, within the
meaning given by AS 1055.1, for the interval 6am to IOpm.
"LAtq (aJ.,thlt for a specified time interval, means the maximum time average A-weighted solmd pressure level, within the
meaning given by AS 1055.1, for the intervallOpm to 6am.

"l...ocrIO" for a specified time interval, means the linear (flat) frequency rating for a stated octave band that is equalled or
exceeded for 10''10 of the interval.
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' l....oc:-r9o'' for a specified time interval, means the linear (flat) frequency rating for a stated octave band that is equalled or
exceeded for 90010 of the intervaL
"maximum sound pressure level" means the highest momentary sound pressure level from a single noise event.

"night-time" means 10:00 pm to 6:00 am.

"noise" means unwanted sound.

Hperceived noise level" of a sound: the sound presstrre level of a reference sound which is assessed by observers having
standard auditory response as being equally noisy.

"Rw - the weighted so und reduction index" of a building element is a single number evaluation of its ability to attenuate
sound. Rw takes into account the sound transmission loss in each band of a specified set of one-third octave bands. To
determine the Rw rati ng ofa building element tests should be conducted in accordance with AS 1276-1999 'Acoustics - Raling
of sound insulation in buildings and of building elements Part I,' Airborne sound insulation', For windows and doors Rw
ratings must take into account the acoustic isolation perfonnance of the frame and not just consider the performance of a fixed
piece of glass.

"sound abso rption"
(a)

Reduction of intensity of sound waves on reflection.

(b)

The property possessed by materials, objects or media of dissipating sound energy.

"sound level" means the level of the frequency-weighted and time-weighted sound pressure, as determined by a sound level
meter.

"sound level meter" is an instrument consisting of a microphone, amplifier and indicating device, having a declared
performance. and designed to measure a frequency-weighted and time-weighted value of the sound pressure level.
"sound pressure level (SPL) dB(A)" ofa sound: 20 times the logarithm to the base \0 oflbe ratio of the r.ITI.S. sound pressure
to the reference sOtuld pressure obtained by the use of the A-weighting network.

"tonal characteristic" of a noise, means the presence of an audible tone that can be ideatified by third-octave or narrow- band
analysis.
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